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Problem Analysis: Cognitive Factors in Chemistry 
Problem Solving at Secondary School Level
Summary
This project is about Problem Solving, but is unlike most 
existing Problem Solving research insofar as it concentrates 
on the nature of the problem itself, and not on the behaviour 
of the person solving the problem.
The project involved two distinct stages, which can be treated 
(and indeed performed) quite separately. The first stage was 
the analysis of the chosen problems themselves, by the method 
of employing a panel of experts to answer questions 
(propositions) based on each individual problem in turn. The 
responses from the experts were analysed, and only a high 
degree of agreement was accepted as evidence for the presence 
or absence of the chosen factors, which were identified in the 
propositions. Since, on the first exercise, there was not 
sufficient agreement on some propositions, the propositions 
were revised and the exercise was done again. It was not 
necessary to use exactly the same panel, although seme 
individuals did both exercises. The experts' responses thus 
formed the basis of a classification of the problems by chosen 
factors. The second stage used sets of marks obtained by 
pupils, selected randomly by the Scottish Examination Board, 
to compare the classification of each problem with pupils’ 
success or failure in that problem.
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The initial intention, to try to emphasise particular factors 
by analysis of the patterns produced by linking individual 
pupils' marks with problem classification, yielded some 
interesting patterns, from which tentative suggestions could 
be made, but they could not be regarded as sufficiently 
reliable to be authoritative on their own account. The pupils 
were therefore treated as a group, and tables were produced of 
problems in order of merit, once more seeking patterns from 
the tables. Several different methods of displaying the data 
were tried, and again no useful pattern or conclusion emerged. 
The grouping of the classifications, within the proposition 
sets of Process, Concepts, Skills and Language, finally 
produced the long-sought patterns, and statistical analysis 
showed some trends towards differences in performances, which 
could be linked to problem characteristics. Even though these 
differences were not statistically significant, some useful 
comments could be made, and pointers recognised.
The method of analysis used was designed to be applied to any 
problem set of a type amenable to expert panel analysis, and 
the software written for the analysis, on the BBC 
microcomputer, was made "content free" for such use. The 
project was as concerned with the design of a research tool as 
with the specific analysis of Chemistry problems, and I would 
venture to suggest that it succeeded in both these aims.
Robert J Watson 
Glasgow, October 1990.
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The Context of this Project
This thesis describes the development of a method of 
analysing a particular type of problem - the examination 
question - in a way that can be applied on a wider basis than 
the particular substrate (SCE Chemistry) which has been used. 
It also describes the ways in which the results generated can 
be applied to pupils' results, and reaches some conclusions 
about those factors which appear to be most relevant to 
difficulties in solving the problems.
Before embarking on a detailed description of the methods 
used and results obtained, it is useful to review other work 
in this field, so as to place the thesis in its proper 
context.
There are three sections which are pertinent to review: the 
development of the SCE examinations and their reasoning, the 
influence on educational assessment of process, concept, 
skills and language, and the general literature on problem 
solving and cognitive theory.
The SCE Examinations in Chemistry
The SCE examinations in Chemistry trace their roots back to 
the Alternative Syllabus in Chemistry (1) and its subsequent 
implementation by the SCE Examination Board (2, 3, 4). The
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Chemical Education Materials Study (CHEM) Project and the 
Chemical Bond Approach (BOND) project in the USA (5), which 
followed on the launch of Sputnik in 1957 and the subsequent 
decision to promote Science Education in Western countries, 
paralleled early thoughts on the revision of Chemistry 
teaching in Scotland. In March 1960 an influential conference 
of two representatives from nearly all of the European 
countries, and the United States, was held at Greystones in 
Ireland. It is clear from the report of that conference (6) 
that new thinking was widespread in Europe and America. The 
American projects were headed by top level academics, and have 
been criticised as being very well designed in terms of 
chemical theory, but poor in terms of pedagogy. These events 
influenced A J Mee and J R M Brown of Her Majesty's 
Inspectorate (HMI), who involved Scottish teachers in the 
development of Circular 512 (1), which was published one year 
later. Teachers were involved from the earliest stages of the 
Scottish design, and good teaching practice was emphasised as 
well as chemical veracity. A H Johnstone (George Watson’s 
College, later University of Glasgow), A W Jeffrey (Madras 
College, later HMI) and W J Milne (Kirkcaldy High School, 
later SCE Exam Board) were prominent among the teachers who 
suggested and trialled material (7).
Work in the field of objectives and curriculum design in 
education, particularly in North America, summarised in (8) 
and (9), and the Taxonomy of Educational Objectives (10) 
greatly influenced the syllabus design and the method of
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assessment, in particular with relation to "objective" or 
"multiple-choice" testing, and the departure from the 
universal system of structured grammatical answers which had 
been normal up to that point. Several official publications 
relating to SCE Science have included lists of objectives, 
stated in behavioural form, of which the lists in Curriculum 
Papers: 7: Science for General Education (11) provide a good
example. It should be noted, in this context, that the fashion 
for specifying all educational processes in terms of 
behavioural objectives only was short-lived, and had been much 
modified by the mid-1970's. The main inadequacy of this 
traditional behaviourist approach to education was that the 
specification of behavioural objectives by themselves did not 
say what the learner must learn or what the teacher must teach 
(12, page 538). The interaction between learner, teacher and 
content was largely ignored by this approach, and the work of 
Jerome Bruner (13) provided a much-needed counterbalance. The 
various papers published by the Scottish Curriculum 
Development Service (SCDS), under the auspices of the 
Consultative Committee on the Curriculum (CCC) (14, 15, 16,
17, 18) are a good guide to the subsequent development of
thinking on the Science curriculum in Scotland during the 
1970's and early 1980's, and a number of Bulletins (later 
called Journals) were published (19), which were of 
considerable practical value to teachers, and were intended to 
amplify the syllabus publications. A number of Memoranda were 
also published, of which several are cited in this thesis.
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The Certificate of Sixth Year Studies (CSYS) was developed 
later, as a response to pressure to produce a qualification 
which approached the academic standard of A level. Unlike the 
A level syllabuses, however, it was written to represent a 
maturing of the concepts developed in the Higher Grade course, 
rather than an addition to the content. It set out to develop 
the theory behind the facts which were accepted in Higher 
Grade, and also involved a good measure of independent study 
in its practical project. It was implemented through the
co-operation of the SCE and SCDS (20).
Each level of the Chemistry syllabus, Ordinary, Higher and
Sixth Year Studies, uses the same format in examination:
1. Multiple Choice ("Objective") Paper: scanning the 
syllabus in breadth, with a large number of questions, 
and answers chosen from the list of alternatives 
offered.
2. Written paper: contains some short answer questions, 
but also involves written and detailed reasoning.
3. In CSYS, there is also the requirement to produce an 
extended project report, written in cursive English and 
presented in a form which can be defended at oral 
examination.
Other researchers have investigated multiple-choice problems 
and their ramifications (21, 22): this thesis deals with the
other type of problem, the written answer type, which is 
contained in a separate examination paper. There has been some
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effort to appreciate the difficulties of objective assessment 
in this type of exam (23), and sane interesting examples of 
confusing cases have been generated in the search for 
reliability and validity in this type of paper (24). These 
considerations are, however, peripheral to this thesis, except 
insofar as it employs written answer type problems as the 
substrate on which to operate the analysis process.
Classes of Propositions
Process, Concept, Skills and Language are the classes into 
which the propositions - questions asked about the problems in 
the chosen set - are divided. It is not an accident that these 
divisions were chosen. These factors have been given 
increasing prominence in the theory of science education in 
the past 25 years. Processes, concepts and skills, in the 
context of language, were argued as separate terms by Marshall 
McLuhan in Understanding Media (25), and have been 
incorporated in part into the theories of Skinner (26), 
Ausubel (27) and Gagne (28). Processes are specifically 
included in Teachers’ Guides relevant to SCE Chemistry (29), 
and there is some confusion as to the distinction between 
processes, concepts and skills (30), in which many activities 
generally reckoned to be "skills" or "concepts" are listed as 
"processes". References to "process skills" and "concept 
skills" do not help in this respect. The relationship between 
processes, concepts and skills is well defined by Stenhouse
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(31) . Some useful suggestions for propositions based on 
processes and skills are contained in the SCD6 publication, 
Mathematical Needs for Ordinary Grade Chemistry (32) .
The Bullock Report (33) brought the importance of language 
in education to widespread attention, and other commentators 
(34, 35) added insights to this field at about the same time.
The importance of language in Chemistry in Scotland was 
demonstrated by research (36, 37) and by several educational 
publications (38, 39, 40, 41, 42, 43). It was therefore chosen 
as the fourth topic of propositions to be tested.
Problem Solving and Cognitive Psychology
Problem Solving is now included in the text of most general 
works on cognitive psychology, of which Sanford's is a good 
example (44). It is dealt with from the point of view of the 
person solving the problem, and various strategies and 
heuristics are examined. The work of Polya (45) in this field 
is generally reckoned to be the most useful starting point for 
such a study, and first introduces the concept of taking 
particular actions when trying to solve a problem, coining the 
term "heuristics". Kahney's book (46) is a good summary of 
current research into problem solving, presented in a very 
readable style, and Greene and Hicks (47) present, in the same 
series, an excellent overview of the whole field of cognitive 
processes.
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The definition of the word "problem" is itself subject to a 
wide variety of answers, depending on the context of the 
definition and the speciality of the author. The most general 
definition is as follows:
A problem state exists when an organism has some goal which it 
wishes to achieve, but is unable to achieve it. (E Durkheim)
Put in a more colloquial, but very cogent and succinct, form 
by J D Herron (48), this general definition becomes:
Problem solving is what you do when you don't know what to do.
The analysis of problem solving in terms of the behaviour of 
people is very much involved with cognitive theory and general 
work on the nature of thinking. The differences among 
individuals are involved, and social and developmental 
psychological theories must be considered as part of a complex 
matrix of investigation. In short, problem solving is not a 
simple field of investigation, and there is a vast literature.
It is clear that an understanding of complex human behaviour 
involves more than just knowing the rules of logic. But, on 
the other hand, it is also true that human behaviour is 
considerably more rational than the early behaviourists 
thought. (Scandura, 12)
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Any complete answer to this question (Why is it that some 
people can solve given problems, whereas others cannot?), as a 
minimum, will necessarily involve specification of specific 
problemsolving competencies (content), an understanding of 
underlying psychological mechanisms (cognition), and sane way 
to deal with individual differences. (Scandura, ibid.)
The limits of working memory have a bearing on problem 
solving ability:
Most simulation programs directly reflect the limited capacity 
of human beings to process information. (Miller, 49)
This thesis takes as its substrate the sets of written 
problems administered to SCE Chemistry candidates, and should 
therefore refer to recent work which relates problems of this 
type to information processing theory (50, 51, 52, 53, 54, 
55). The main import of this work is to show that there are 
distracting elements in problems (50, 54) and that problems 
may be analysed in terms of the number of steps taken in their 
solution, then the information processing capacity of the 
individual can be compared to that person's success in solving 
the problem. In many cases there is a high correspondence of 
facility value patterns and problem content capacity 
measurements (51, 52, 53, 55).
This theory of cognitive processes has been developed in a 
number of models. Ernst and Newell (56) provided a simplified
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description of the problem solving process which progressed 
from Input (description) through Translation, Internal 
Representation and Problem Solving Techniques (heuristics), to 
a Solution Representation. Greeno (57) and Feigenbaum (58) 
proposed a model in which Perception fed to Short Term Memory 
which interacted both ways with Working Memory, which in turn 
interacted with Semantic and Factual Memory (Long Term 
Memory). White (59) used many of these ideas in proposing an 
explicit model of cognitive processes.
In White's model, events are recorded by receptors and 
translators (the senses) and passed through a transient memory 
(TM) stage to short term memory (SIM), whose function is the 
holding of information for a brief period. Working memory (WM) 
is seen as a part of STM, and takes up some of the space 
available for its operation, while the rest of STM is still 
holding some information. In the course of these transfers, 
filters operate to screen the incoming information for its 
relevance to the task on hand. From long term memory (LTM), 
episodes, verbal knowledge, images and intellectual skills are 
combined in processing, thinking and remembering, feeding the 
results into the working memory, from which the performance of 
the required task (knowledge stating, picture drawing or skill 
using) is elicited. The process is summarised in Figure 1 on 
the next page:
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Figure 1 - Model of Cognitive memory interaction
The short term memory, in all these models, is the part of 
information processing referred to in Miller's classic paper 
(49), and in Dempster's more recent work (60). Information 
held in short term memory can be forgotten (consider the 
example of looking up a telephone number in the directory and 
remembering it only long enough to dial it) or can be passed 
on to the working memory, which has a greater capacity than 
the short term memory and can hold information for a longer 
time. To enter the long term memory, the information has to be 
processed. The processing, according to White, means linking 
the new information to the existing knowledge. This idea is 
the basis of Ausubel's theory of learning (61). Ausubel 
emphasises the use of "advance organisers" - Novak (62) calls 
them "cognitive bridges". A different interpretation of the 
evidence was offered by Crowder (63). in which an alternative
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structure was proposed, and another variation is offered by 
Schavaneveldt and Boruff (64).
The information in short term memory, while restricted (49) 
to seven plus or minus two items, may nevertheless be quite 
complex because of the phenomenon of chunking, in which each 
item can be complex, always provided that it can be absorbed 
by the person as a single unit of information. This effect is 
documented by Broadbent (65), Egan and Shwartz (66), Fletcher 
(67), MacGregor (68), Barsalou (69) and Long (70) among 
others.
An approach often used in research into problem solving is 
the relatively informal introspective method regarding the 
kinds of capabilities and processes that are felt to be 
necessary for solving particular types of problems. The work 
of Polya (71, 72) is an excellent example. His analyses of
problem solving, and especially his insights into the 
processes involved, have resulted in the identification of a 
number of potentially useful problem-solving heuristics. This 
is, in my opinion, to be preferred to the more traditional 
approach to problem solving research, which confounds the 
often subtle effects of specific content, cognition and 
individual difference variables, and may be expected to yield 
only averaged information concerning general tendencies in 
problem-solving behaviour.
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A more recent book by K J Gilhooly (73) summarises the 
various approaches to human reasoning, and emphasises the 
range of possible approaches, of which rational logic is only 
one part. Creativity, daydreaming and inductive and deductive 
reasoning are all involved in an overview of what goes on in 
the human brain.
In recent years there have been great advances in computer 
technology and software engineering, which have brought the 
creation of expert systems and artificial intelligence to a 
level which seemed, only a few years ago, to be science 
fiction. The link between problem solving and artificial 
intelligence is explored in books by Grogono and Nelson (74), 
Gaines and Shaw (75), Langley, Simon, Bradshaw and Zytkow (76) 
and by Rutkowska and Crook (77), and in journals by Adelson 
(78), Anderson, Boyle and Reiser (79), Barnard, Hammond, 
Morton, Long and Clark (80), Clancey (81), Hunt (82, 83), and 
Laird, Newell and Rosenbloom (84).
Within the field of Problem Solving there are many different 
approaches to investigations, and it is necessary to specify a 
given project more exactly than the general title itself. 
Under "Problem Solving" in the Psychological Abstracts, there 
are some hundreds of references for each year, and they cannot 
all be expected to be relevant to a particular project.
This thesis proposes a method of problem analysis, and the 
application of the results of that analysis to actual
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performances in solving the problems that were analysed. There 
are very few references to projects which have approached the 
subject from this direction, as opposed to the vast number 
which seek to describe or measure the behaviour or performance 
of people solving general problems. Rothkopf (85) indicated 
that the content of instruction was more important than its 
form. He investigated how to match the content of instruction 
closely to individual student needs, and how to communicate 
specific instructional goals to learners. Gladwin (86) 
compared the hierarchies of abstraction which are apparent in 
the classroom with the "gut reaction" methods of real life 
problem solvers. Heller and Reif (87) worked on problem 
descriptions in physics, in which a general theoretical model 
was used to generate descriptions of individual problems. 
These were used in the teaching of the problems to students, 
and markedly improved their subsequent performance in solving 
them. Hocevar, Strom, Zimmer and Zamegar (88) analysed the 
effects of problem structure on two-step mathematics word 
problem performance. They found, working with 8-12 year-old 
children, that their results did not support the hypothesis 
that the locus of difficulty in two-step problems is the 
identification and sequencing of the first and second steps. 
In addition, their students had considerable difficulty with 
the first step in two-step problems even though this 
prerequisite step was relatively easy. These findings suggest 
that some students attempt to grasp the entire problem at once 
and fall prey to information overload.
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Computer Databases on Literature
A computer search was made, on the DIAL0G2 system, which 
accesses the ERIC database, on the search terms "PROBLEM 
SOLVING AND COGNITIVE PROCESSES AND FACTOR ANALYSIS". This 
search produced only two references (89, 90). These were
examined and found not to reflect accurately on this project. 
Armour-Thomas and Haynes (89) dealt with the cognitive 
processes within general problem solving and their 
measurement, and Ashman and Das (90) were concerned with the 
processing of problems by advance planning. On the keywords 
"FACTOR ANALYSIS AND ASSOCIATIVE PROCESSES", Keller and Ho 
(91) dealt with the type of problem involving decisions and 
the options open to the solver, and Pierzchala (92) appeared, 
from the title of his work, to be concerned with the general 
process of problem solving, rather than with the analysis of a 
particular problem type. It did not seem necessary to obtain a 
translation of this paper from the original Polish.
A further computer search was made, on the widened terms of 
reference, "PROBLEM SOLVING AND PROBLEM STRUCTURE". This 
search yielded 26 references, whose titles were examined to 
see if they might be relevant to this project. Shalin’s 
dissertation (93) appeared at first to be useful, but did not 
bear on the method of analysis or the linking with pupils' 
performance. The next search was made on the keywords, 
"PROBLEM ANALYSIS". All the references listed had to do with 
problems other than the examination type on which this thesis
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is based, and a final search on "FACTOR ANALYSIS" only, 
yielded 61 other references, all of which were examined and 
found not to be appropriate to the context of this work. They 
have not been listed in the Bibliography.
I am thus forced to conclude that this work has few 
parallels in existing literature, and that, apart from its 
relation to the general context of problem solving and 
cognitive psychology, it is a method of approach, to the 
analysis of a particular type of problem, that has not been 
attempted before.
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A New Approach to Problem Solving Research
As has been shown in Chapter 1, previous work on Problem 
Solving has tended to concentrate on the Problem Solver, and 
the question of "what makes a good problem solver and how does 
this person behave in a different way from poor problem 
solvers?" The focus of this project has been on the nature of 
the problem itself, and the notion of whether there are 
patterns or types of problem that present special 
difficulties.
Initial Thinking
Much thought and research in Science Education in Scotland 
and elsewhere over the past twenty years has been given to the 
teaching and assessment of Process, Concepts and Skills as 
separate objects of mastery, instead of concentrating, as 
happened before, on the syllabus content - the knowledge and 
application of scientific facts and precepts as applied to a 
particular discipline. The evolution of new syllabuses in 
Physics, Chemistry and Biology in the 1960's, in parallel with 
developments all over the world in the wake of the Sputnik and 
the start of the Space Race, embraced new theories of learning 
and teaching which laid less emphasis on the absorption of 
facts, and introduced principles of hierarchical concepts on 
which a scientific education could be built. The work of Gagne 
(8, 28), Ausubel (27, 61), Bloom (10), Skinner (26), and Mager
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(94) was important in establishing the ground rules of this 
new orthodoxy, and implicit in these developments was the 
assumption of a transfer of training within the concepts and 
principles acquired along the way. A generation has passed 
since these ideas were put into serious practice, and there 
has been time to reflect on their efficacy. First, there is no 
direct and incontrovertible evidence that the quality of 
Science Education in the Western countries has greatly 
improved since the introduction of the new syllabuses. That is 
to say, examination statistics on their own do not provide 
convincing evidence of improvement, despite the greater number 
of passes at particular grades, since the tests themselves 
reflect the view of the examiners that the recall of knowledge 
represents only a small part of the total to be assessed. Data 
books (95) were unknown in Science examinations (with the 
exception of log tables and Periodic Tables) before the new 
examinations.
A dissociating view, that processes cannot be taught by 
themselves and that a body of knowledge is essential as a 
foundation for these processes, and that transfer of training 
is not by any means as universal as the early researchers 
hoped, has gained much ground in recent years (14, 15, 16, 17, 
18, 19, 20, 30, 31, 43). All Chemistry teachers who encounter 
difficulties with the mole concept, simply because problems 
associated with it invariably involve the arithmetic skill of 
proportion at some point, notice that for seme pupils the idea 
of proportion has to be re—taught, even though it has been
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thoroughly taught in the Maths class. This is a basic example
of the lack of that transfer of training which was assumed in
the early theories. The difference between the various 
disciplines of Science is partly, but not wholly, the result 
of different bodies of factual knowledge. It is very rare, if 
not impossible, for an individual to become a competent 
scientist by learning skills and processes and concepts 
without absorbing a considerable amount of factual knowledge 
relating to at least one discipline. That being said, it is 
easier for someone who is trained in one scientific discipline 
to master another than for a layman to master a first
scientific discipline. In that sense, therefore, the theories 
advanced in the 1960's have some substance. The point is that 
they do not represent the whole story.
The aim of this project, therefore, was to try to measure 
the importance of process, concept and skill in relation to 
other factors of content and perceived difficulty, and to 
relate the two sets of dissonant theories mentioned above.
A final part of the analysis exercise was related to
language, taking into account the important advances made in 
the last decade in the realisation of the importance of 
language in scientific communication. Language difficulties 
could be measured in the same way as process, concept and 
skill, and provided a fourth dimension to the analysis of the 
problems used in this project. The emphasis was laid on the 
problem itself, rather than on the problem solver.
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The Project - An Overview
The basic research was divided into two parts;
(a) establishment of problem characteristics.
(b) testing these characteristics on exam results.
(a) Establishment of Problem Characteristics
The problems chosen for this project are problems in 
Chemistry, presented by the Scottish Examination Board for the 
1986 Examination at Ordinary Grade, Higher Grade and the 
Certificate of Sixth Year Studies. This is of course a very 
narrow selection, bearing in mind the vast range of problems 
that exist, tut the point of the project is to propose a 
method of establishing problem patterns and characteristics, 
rather than to promulgate some general solution to the 
investigation of all types of problem at once. The method I 
have chosen has certain specific assumptions and 
preconditions, which are important because they set limits on 
the technique.
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Assumptions and Preconditions
First, the problem must be capable of a recognisable 
solution or solution set. Not all problems are so constructed. 
If the solution set does not exist or is universal, then this 
method will not work. At the same time, however, the type of 
problem represented by a universal solution set is in a 
different category altogether, and the judgment of whether a 
given solution is valid or not is entirely personal and 
subjective. I would therefore claim that to exclude that type 
of problem from this project is reasonable. It is incapable of 
any objective measurement of validity.
Second, given that a solution or solution set exists, there 
ought to be a person, or set of persons, who are recognisable 
experts in the type of problem that is being investigated. How 
these people are to be recognised or defined depends obviously 
on the nature of the problem: for example, in Chemistry
problems at SCE level, Scottish Chemistry Teachers can be 
regarded as experts in the field. The method depends on 
successful identification of experts in the problem field. The 
greater the number of experts, the more valid will be the 
results of their expertise but the greater also will be the 
possible complications arising from their use. It follows also 
that members of the panel of experts have to be willing to 
give their time and expertise to the project.
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Third, the method uses a battery of simple questions, 
referred to as propositions, which can be answered by "Yes" or 
"No". (This word "proposition" is used throughout to 
distinguish the character-finding questions, the propositions, 
from the test questions, which are referred to as "problems".) 
The point of these propositions is that they will contribute 
to the overall pattern of results in the analysis of 
characteristics. The propositions must not be ambiguous, 
because unanimity, or at least a very substantial majority, 
among the panel of experts is essential to the reliability of 
the measurement. If the experts cannot agree, then the 
proposition must be rephrased to remove ambiguity or else 
removed altogether. It follows that the greatest of care must 
be taken in phrasing and setting out each proposition, because 
this is the first stage in the process, and all the subsequent 
stages depend on it being right.
Fourth, it must be possible to obtain results from problem 
solvers that can be analysed in terms of success or failure in 
solving the problem. If necessary, a test instrument must be 
devised and administered to these subjects, and that test 
instrument must incorporate some clear criterion of success or 
failure in the problem. In this context, it would be valid to 
split problems down into sub-problems or problem steps, and to 
analyse these independently. Such a decision must be made at 
the start, before the analysis takes place. The test to be 
given to the learners can be given at any time during the 
project: it is only the results which matter. If problems are
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to be split up, however, the marking scheme for the test must 
take account of this and success or failure must be recognised 
for each sub-part that is to be used.
Details of the Analysis Method
A panel of experts must first be selected, and agree to help 
with the analysis. A set of propositions must be decided, to 
reveal the characteristics of the problems under scrutiny. 
This is probably the most important of the early tasks. The 
propositions must be designed so as to be unambiguous, or else 
it is unlikely that the desired unanimity will be achieved. 
If, when the results of this first analysis are examined, they 
reveal that the panel of experts are at variance with each 
other, the propositions will have to be rephrased so as to 
remove the ambiguity in them, and then the whole first 
exercise will have to be repeated with the new propositions. 
This is clearly not desirable, because the goodwill and 
co-operation of the chosen experts must be retained, but it is 
not essential that exactly the same panel be used in each 
case, provided always that the experts are chosen according to 
the same criteria of expertise. The task of setting clear 
propositions is therefore vital to the success of the whole 
project.
There may be some factors which are overlooked in this first 
stage of proposition-setting, and which come to light later in
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the investigation. At first glance, it would seem difficult to 
incorporate such factors, but the fact that the original panel 
of experts does not necessarily have to be reassembled 
provides a practical solution. A supplementary set of 
propositions can be administered to a similarly qualified 
panel at any time, because the obtaining of exam or test 
results from candidates is quite separate from the process of 
establishing the characteristics of the problems. The second 
stage of the project can be repeated with relative ease, 
because it involves only the researcher.
A Practical Method of Running the Project
Even in a small project, the problem of handling large 
amounts of data has to be faced. In the case of this project, 
the number of propositions used to establish characteristics 
was 20, and the number of problems on which these propositions 
were to be asked was 57 (17 in the 0 grade paper, and 20 each 
in the H grade and CSYS papers). This makes a total of 20
times 57, i.e., 1140 yes/no propositions, that each expert
must answer. There are obvious difficulties of administration, 
caused simply by the volume of information required. The 
amount of paper needed to record one such questionnaire is
huge. A possible solution to this problem is to use a
microcomputer to record both questionnaire and answers. This 
solution has the further merit that answers would be written 
straight on to a disc in a format suitable for immediate
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decimal numbers in the range 0 to 31 (00000 to 11111 binary) . 
It is not essential that the groups should be all of the same 
size, i.e., 5 propositions: it is simply convenient that they 
were divided in this way. It happened that one set of 
propositions, the Language propositions, could be answered 
with complete objectivity - they were not subject to any 
expert opinion - and it was therefore unnecessary for the 
experts to answer them. This reduced the load on the experts 
to a total of 15 times 57, i.e., 855 propositions, still a 
very considerable task. The success or failure of candidates 
could then be compared with the patterns generated for 
problems in an attempt to discover which patterns of 
characteristics gave the most difficulty.
In the first stage of the project, it was necessary to 
construct software that would enable the experts (whose 
expertise was not required to include computing) to answer the 
propositions with a minimum of trouble and boredom. Since 
there was no suitable commercial software for this purpose, I 
developed the analysis program myself. This gave me the 
advantage that I could structure the answer files most 
appropriately for the project, in a way that would be directly 
useful to the programs for analysis, which I also developed. 
The programs were intended to work with the minimum of trouble 
to the users, and to be as transparent as possible in use, so 
that the experts would not be influenced by problems with 
machinery. I chose the BBC microcomputer for this purpose 
because it was the only one common to all schools and Higher
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Education establishments in the local area, and because I am 
familiar with its use.
The first program, called PROBana, selected the appropriate 
propositions and asked them, one by one, of the expert. It was 
designed to start exactly where the user had left off
previously, and to record the user's name on to the disc, for 
later identification. The answers were written on to the disc 
at appropriate times in the program, and at any time that the 
user elected to leave the program. It seemed to work 
efficiently, because I received no complaints from the users 
that the program was not working properly. The disc was
designed to start automatically, and users did not have to 
remember any details of filenames or programs.
When the discs were returned, a second program gathered the 
namefiles and answerfiles together onto one disc for analysis. 
ANSana simply displayed a respondent's file to check whether 
the whole task had been completed or not. Unanswered 
propositions were represented by the letter "X", and answers 
were "Y" or "N", with the option of stating whether the 
respondent was sure of the answer or not. If the expert was 
not sure, that answer would be rendered as "y" or "n" 
respectively.
The third program, COMPana, compared the answers from the
various respondents to check for a degree of unanimity. This
was scaled in an arbitrary fashion to check for reasonable
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agreement rather than total unanimity, by assigning values of 
+2, +1, 0, -1 and -2 respectively to Y, y, X, n and N 
responses and summing the total. If that total was less than
0.5 times the number of respondents, in either direction, the 
proposition was considered to have failed to achieve a 
sufficient standard of unanimity, and was examined to reduce 
its ambiguity for the second trial. A number of changes was 
made in the propositions, and a second trial was started. This 
fresh start made it possible to charge the problems under 
consideration to those in the 1986 examination, as mentioned 
above. The previous examples had been taken from a variety of 
SCE past papers, but there was considerable difficulty in 
arranging for sufficient numbers of candidates for each test, 
especially at CSYS level, and the problem of marking large 
numbers of scripts was now clear. The Scottish Examination 
Board supplied results from 100 candidates in each level, and
it was hoped at the time that examination of the SEB
statistics might be of value. This ultimately proved to be 
fruitless, because the statistics available did not correspond 
to the factors analysed in the project.
(b) Testing These Characteristics on Exam Results
At this point, it was intended that the model used for 
comparing the analysis of problems with the actual performance 
of candidates under examination would be that if there were
two or more problems which differed in only one of the
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attributes of Process, Concepts (or chemical content), Skills 
and Language, then the performance of candidates in these 
problems would be compared. If some candidates passed in one 
and failed in the other, there might be prima facie evidence 
that one particular attritute, the one not common to both 
problems, was responsible for determining success or failure. 
This model was not successful, for two main reasons: first, 
that there were not sufficient cases of candidates who did 
perform in exactly this way, and second, more importantly, 
while there were some problems which isolated Language in this 
way, there were no corresponding pairs of problems which 
isolated Process, Concepts or Skills, in addition, the two 
examples of problems in 0 grade and H grade which had 
identical attributes were both "either/or" problems, in which 
no candidate attempted both, so that there was no opportunity 
for a "control" comparison.
A program called MARKENT was used to convert the data into 
coded raw scores, which were then stored on disc for later 
use. Great care was taken to avoid any errors of transcription 
at this stage. The reason for transferring raw scores was that 
they could be converted easily into Pass/Fail marks by 
applying a pass score and comparing, and by having raw scores 
available, a variety of pass grades could be tested. A special 
code was used to record the occasions where a problem was not 
attempted, and distinguish these from the ones which had been 
attempted and awarded a zero mark. The sex of each candidate 
was also recorded, but there was no evidence in the results of
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any difference in performance between the sexes. To ensure 
confidentiality, no attempt was made to record either names or 
schools of the candidates.
Similar Attributes Comparisons
The groupings of problems with similar attributes was shown 
by the program FAMILY, and several pairs of problems were 
grouped in this way, but when this data was transferred to the 
program PHASE4, which listed those candidates (by number) who 
had passed in one and failed in the other of the pairs of 
problems identified by similarity of attributes, the result 
showed that there were very few such cases in comparison to 
the total numbers, and that there was no pattern, coherent or 
otherwise, emerging from the data. A great deal of information 
could be extracted from the data available, but although there 
were some premising patterns, which are discussed in detail in 
Chapter 5, they were sufficiently small in size to deny any 
authoritative conclusions. A different approach was therefore 
attempted, using the same data, in the hope of achieving a 
useful result.
This new approach was to generate lists of problems in the 
order of merit of their successful solution, by calculating 
the number of passes divided by the total number of attempts;
i.e., the number of passes divided by the total number of
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passes and fails, ignoring those problems that were not 
attempted at all. It was noted that similar patterns of 
attributes were grouped together at the same places in the 
tables thus produced, indicating the level of perceived 
difficulty of the problems and relating these levels to 
attributes of process, concept, skills and language. Where a 
problem did not correspond with the pattern, and was not 
listed close to its similar fellows, there might well be a 
reason to be found by re-examining that problem.
In the 0 grade results, there was just such a pattern, in 
which one particular problem, number 13 in the 0 grade paper, 
stood out from its fellows with the same characteristics. This 
particular set of analysis numbers had occurred in several 
problems, and the others were grouped around the top end of 
the order of merit list. Problem 13 was poorly answered in 
comparison, and examination of the problem revealed that it 
dealt in part with ion-electron half-reactions, which were 
well known to cause difficulty among 0 grade candidates. This 
result looked very promising. Unfortunately, it was the only 
one which appeared to occur within all the 0 grade, H grade 
and CSYS data. Accordingly, this line of enquiry was 
abandoned.
The next stage was to attempt to order the lists by 
particular Process values, then by Concept values, then Skills 
values and finally Language values. This was done for all 
three sets of data, but no significant pattern emerged. The
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average values of pass rates were calculated and displayed, 
tut no particular pattern emerged of conclusions that might be 
drawn. The obvious conclusion, that a problem with the least 
complications in the factors under consideration, i.e., with 
no Process, Concept, Skills or Language difficulties, should 
prove easiest to solve in terms of pass rates, was generally 
supported. This at least was a partial vindication of the 
general method which I had employed. Further analyses which 
listed only those problems which had two factors in common, 
and then those which had three out of four factors in common, 
provided some interesting discussion in a few cases. There was 
no sensible conclusion to be drawn from close inspection of 
the tables, although some useful pointers were observed.
Grouping Analysis
At length, I decided to investigate the effect of grouping 
the propositions that I had used, into two parts for each 
class of proposition. The reasons for these groupings are
discussed elsewhere. The data could then be re-worked for
each of the classes of Process, Concept, Skills and Language,
in terms of the presence or absence of a general factor. The 
mean of the pass rates, and the standard deviation for each 
set, were calculated and displayed. These pass rate numbers, 
however, are themselves calculated results which do not seem 
to conform to any common distribution, and on the advice of 
the Department of Statistics in the University, a
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non-parametric statistical test was used. This was the 
Mann/Whitney/Wilcoxon Rank Order test (96), and it showed no 
significance at the 5% level of confidence in any of the sets 
of results. The differences in means and standard deviations 
did seem to indicate that the chosen factors could lead to 
some conclusions, but without statistical significance, these 
conclusions could not be any more than tentative at most. 
Considerable differences in pass rate means were noted at all 
levels of paper, in many cases exceeding the standard 
deviations. This has often been used as a rule of thumb, in 
inspection of results, to ascertain whether significant 
differences are likely to occur. Some comments are made on 
this basis in Chapter 7.
The project therefore has indicated that there is a method 
of analysis that can be employed to generate difficulty 
factors for given problems, that these factors can be compared 
with mark analysis data, and that some conclusions, albeit 
tentative in this case, can be drawn from the marriage of 
these sets of data.
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Phase 1 - Propositions (1983-84)
The first task was to set up a suitable collection of 
propositions which would be capable of being applied to the 
expert panel for analysis of the problem set, and to select 
the problem set itself. The problem set in Phase 1 consisted 
of a group of 20 questions in each of 0 grade, H grade and 
CSYS chosen from the 1982 to 1985 papers. The propositions 
were chosen from a list obtained by "brainstorming". It was 
noted at this time that they fell into categories of Process, 
Concept (or Content), Skills and Language. The wording of the 
propositions was arranged so as to lead to a "Yes" or "No" 
answer in each case. The propositions which were chosen are 
listed in Table 1. There were 20 propositions altogether, 
divided into 4 groups of 5, for Process, Concept, Skills and 
Language.
The total number of questions to be answered by the expert 
panel was therefore 20 propositions multiplied by 20 problems 
multiplied by 3 levels - a total of 1200 questions. It was 
clear from the start that it was quite impractical to address 
the problem of collecting and collating these answers by a 
traditional questionnaire process - the questionnaire would 
have had to be as thick as a telephone directory, and about as 
welcoming to the volunteer experts. In addition, the same 
propositions were to be addressed to each of the 60 problems 
in turn, and to do this using paper would have been very 
wasteful.
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Table 1
List of selected propositions
Phase 1, 1983-84
A. PROCESS
1. Does the problem contain ARITHMETICAL CALCULATIONS?
2. Is the solution QUALITATIVE (explanation, comparison etc.) 
rather than QUANTITATIVE (involving figures)? Note: if 
the solution contains both qualitative and quantitative 
answers, respond YES.
3. Does the problem require the application of rules or 
formal relationships (e.g.. Gas Laws)?
4. Does the problem require LOGICAL DECISIONS?
5. Is any VALUE JUDGMENT required?
B. CONCEPT (Chemical Content)
1. Does the problem involve FORMULAE?
2. Does the solution require EQUATIONS?
3. Does the problem refer to SPECIFIC SUBSTANCES?
4. Does the problem involve the MOLE CONCEPT?
5. Does the problem imply SAFETY REQUIREMENTS or PRECAUTIONS?
C. SKILLS
1. Does the problem PRESENT information as GRAPHS or TABLES?
2. Does the problem involve DRAWING or INTERPRETING DIAGRAMS 
or FLOW-CHARTS?
3. Does the problem involve SORTING of relevant data from 
irrelevant?
4. Does the problem require the use of PROPORTION?
5. Does the problem involve CONDITIONAL REASONING 
(IF.. .THEN. . .ELSE)?
D. LANGUAGE
In the statement of the problem (i.e., not including the 
actual questions),
1. Is the average sentence longer than 20 words?
2. Is there more than 1 subordinate clause?
3. Are there more than 5 words of 3 or more syllables
(excluding technical terms and names of chemicals)?
4. Are there any words which have more than one meaning in
different contexts?
5. Can the question be answered by a single word or series of 
words (as opposed to a grammatically structured answer)?
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The solution to the problem was to use a microcomputer to 
manage the collection of data. This had several advantages:
1. There are no complicated forms to fill in, with a much 
smaller probability of error.
2. There is a very considerable saving in paper.
3. The data is written on to a magnetic disc, and the answers 
are written on to the same disc, for sending back to the 
experimenter. The disc can then be re-used with another 
respondent, since only the answerfile need be retained.
4. The information on the returned disc is already
electronically encoded, so that no laborious transcription 
is required. It is only necessary to write suitable 
programs for the analysis of the answers in a variety of
ways.
5. The main program has been written in such a way that the 
data representing the actual questions and propositions is 
read from the disc as the program proceeds - to change the
data it is not necessary to change the main program. In
other words, the main program is virtually CONTENT FREE. 
Other programs have been written to set up or to modify the
data files in any desired way. Even the "yes/no" format is
easy to change, say to a Likert-type or Osgood-type 5- or 
7-point scale, and the same advantages of analysis apply.
The BBC microcomputer was selected for this project, because 
it was the only type that was common to all schools in
Scotland at the start of the project in 1983-4.
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The panel of experts was selected on the criterion that each 
should be a graduate specialist in Chemistry with teaching or 
academic experience in Education. A total of fifteen experts 
was invited to assist. Each member of the panel was provided 
with the following:
1. One disc prepared for use with the BBC microcomputer (model 
B), containing the program "PROBana" and text files for 
problems and propositions, and three blank answerfiles, one 
for each of 0 grade, H grade and CSYS. Also contained on 
the disc was an analysis program, "ANSana", which displayed 
any selected answerfile, so that the user could inspect 
progress. This disc was to be returned when the answerfiles 
were completed. A file on the disc also contained the 
expert's name, for use in the next stage of the analysis. 
Two utility programs were also supplied, "namewri" and 
"answri" for re-creating blank namefiles and answerfiles.
2. One set of papers, containing instructions for using the 
disc, the list of propositions and the full text of each of 
the test papers.
3. It was ascertained that each member of the panel had 
reasonable access to a BBC microcomputer on which to run 
the disc. If necessary, facilities were made available 
within the University.
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PROBana
The program "PROBana", which is listed in Appendix A, was 
designed to operate automatically, reading the required files 
without the user having to remember them, and writing 
information on to the disc whenever necessary. All 
instructions for the user were clearly displayed on the 
screen.
The program was so arranged that the user could leave the 
task at any time, saving the up-to-date position on the disc, 
and at the next attempt, it would start at the point where the 
user had left off. In this way, it was intended to be as 
"friendly" as possible. Choices of class of proposition (or 
all Process, Concept and Skills classes in sequence), and 
continuing task or the re-working of a particular problem 
again, were provided in the program. In addition, a routine 
was provided to skip over the on-screen instructions, which 
took several minutes to display, when the user felt that he 
had mastered the program and did not need to read the 
instructions again.
When a problem was selected, either by direct selection or 
by default in a continuing task, a summary of the problem was 
displayed at the top of the screen, and each of the 
propositions in turn was displayed below it. The user was then 
invited to enter "Y" or "N" to the proposition in relation to 
that problem, by pressing the "Y" or "N" key. All other keys
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on the keyboard (except ESCAPE and "Q" which had special 
functions, stated at the top of the screen, and "R", which is 
explained below) were disabled at this point. Immediately 
after that, the question "Are you sure?" was displayed. If the 
user answered "N" to that, the answer would be recorded as a 
lower case "y" or "n" to show uncertainty. The answer "Y" to 
the prompt, "Are you sure?" would record the response to the 
proposition as upper case "Y" or "N". The program took care of 
the filing of the response in the correct place for later 
retrieval and analysis. The letter "R" was reserved for that 
function of the program in which the user had elected to 
repeat a problem. In that case, the previous answer was 
displayed on the screen, and "R" was used to retain that 
answer and move immediately to the next proposition.
The program made full use of colour on the screen to 
stimulate and maintain interest, and to emphasise those 
instructions which were essential to the proper management of 
the files. Colours were chosen, however, to stand out 
reasonably well on a monochrome screen, for the benefit of any 
users who had not access to a colour monitor. Throughout the 
development of this program, the size of the task was kept in 
mind, and every effort was made to ensure that non-essential 
tasks of file handling and retrieval were accomplished 
automatically, without any effort required on the part of the 
user. The disc was set up to run "PROBana" automatically, by 
the standard method, common to all BBC/Acorn microcomputers, 
of holding down the SHIFT key while pressing the BREAK key.
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The initial set of instructions on the screen invited users 
to select either "P", "C" or "S" (for Process, Concept or 
Skills respectively), or "A" (for Automatic, which ran all 
Process then Concept then Skills propositions in sequence). 
The Language propositions were all capable of completely 
objective answer, since they were concerned with calculations 
of numbers of words, or comparison with published lists, and 
so the program was written in such a way that members of the 
panel did not have to attempt these propositions. They could, 
however, elect to choose the Language propositions, by 
selecting "L" at the P,C,S or A choice, even though this was 
not mentioned in the screen instructions. This option was 
mentioned in the written instructions which accompanied the 
disc (see Table 2 on page 46 below). The intention of this 
strategy was to reduce the workload on the panel members by 
25%, from 1200 questions to 900. None of the panel members 
elected to attempt the Language propositions, indicating that 
their workload was already quite high enough.
After each class of propositions was completed, the data was 
written automatically on to the disc, and the user was invited 
to run the program again for the remaining propositions.
The program checked at the beginning of each run for 
completion of all the answerfiles. If they were complete, it 
displayed a message of thanks to the user and instructions for 
returning the disc.
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Attached to this thesis is a set of discs, prepared for the
BBC micro model B or the Acorn Master microcomputer,
containing the main programs written for this project.
Table 2 
Instructions to Expert Panel members
1. The disc supplied, for the BBC micro, is set up for 
immediate use. Put the disc into the disc drive, then 
press "BREAK" while holding down the SHIFT key. The 
program will run automatically. Please do NOT, at any 
time, put a tab over the "write-enable" notch on the top 
right of the disc. This would prevent the program from 
working, as it has to read from and write to the disc.
2. You will require to have this set of papers with you when
you run the program, as it will be necessary to refer to 
the question papers while you respond to the 
"propositions". The question papers have been slightly 
re-numbered to avoid A or B suffixes, hut the program will 
give the original numbering as well as the new numbers. 
Yellow marks the start of the 0 grade. Green the H grade 
and Red the CSYS papers.
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3. The full list of propositions Is on the next page, for
reference. You are not required to attempt the "Language" 
propositions, because these are matters of measurement 
rather than of judgment, although you may try them if you 
want to. If you want to try the Language propositions,
this is what to do: when you are offered the menu of
choices in the program, take the "C" option (to change 
previous answers), and then, when Process, Content or 
Skills is offered, choose "L" (for Language) even though it 
is not on the menu - the program will allow it.
4. You may use the utility program "ANSana" at any time, by 
the command: CHAIN “ANSana". This will display your
answers to date, for any desired grade. Do not use the 
other utilities, "answri" and "namewri", unless you wish to
create new (blank) answerfiles or namefiles. Any previous 
entries in these files will be destroyed.
5. When you have completed the questionnaire, please return
the disc to me for analysis. There is no need to return 
these papers as well.
THANK YOU VERY MUCH FOR YOUR PARTICIPATION.
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Technical Considerations
The BBC microcomputer has 32 kilobytes (32K) of Random 
Access Memory (RAM) . This was considered reasonable at the 
time of its launch in 1981-82, but modem microcomputers have 
a great deal more RAM and can afford to use much more wasteful 
programming techniques than are possible with the BBC micro. 
The limit of 32K places restrictions on the type of display 
and the length of programs that can be used. In "PROBana" and 
all the other programs written for this project, MODE 7 
(Teletext) graphics have been used throughout, because all 
other display modes use up more memory than is available in 
addition to the program. Integer variables have been employed 
extensively instead of floating point numerical variables, 
because these use less memory space to store (4 bytes each 
instead of 7). It proved possible to store all the required 
working files in the machine’s memory for any one level of 
problem and any one class of proposition, but routines had to 
be written for reading from and writing to the disc at 
appropriate times during the running of the program, to 
exchange the lists of problem and proposition statements in 
the memory, as well as to update the answerfiles.
In addition, the Acorn DFS (Disc Filing System) employed in 
the BBC microcomputer has two important technical 
disadvantages over other systems: first, the limit of 31 files 
on a disc (even if the individual files are short and there is 
plenty of space left free on the disc), and second, the
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inability of the system to break a file into two or more parts 
on the disc, or to reorganise the files on the disc surface 
without specific commands (e.g., *COMPACT), which affect the 
contents of the memory, and cannot therefore be used within 
programs as they themselves may cause the programs to fail.
The first disadvantage, the limit in file numbers, meant 
that the number of separate files on the disc had to be 
carefully controlled so as not to exceed 31 at any time. 
Decisions therefore had to be made as to the grouping of 
information into files on the disc. These in turn limited the 
potential flexibility of the program design.
The second disadvantage, the inability to split files or to 
move files around the disc surface automatically, is more 
difficult to comprehend at first: when the system is told
(commanded) to write a file, under a given filename, on to the 
disc, it attempts to write it into the space occupied by the 
original file of that name, in the case where a file of that 
name already existed. If that file happens to be the last one 
written on the disc, there is no problem, provided that there 
is sufficient space left on the disc. The problem arises where 
another file has been written on to the disc after the one 
specified in the command, so that the boundaries of that file 
on the disc are defined at both ends. If the new file is 
bigger than the old one, which is often the case when new 
information has been added to memory, the system fails in its 
task and issues the error message, "Can't Extend". This means
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effectively that the replacement file cannot be written on to 
the disc, even though there might well be sufficient disc 
space still available. An experienced user can usually find a 
way around the problem, by deleting the old file from the disc 
and then invoking the writing routine on its own, without 
disturbing the data in memory. This course of action is out of 
the question to a naive user, and in this project had to be 
avoided at all costs.
Ihe solution to the "Can't Extend" problem was to create 
blank files for all the files to be used on the disc, designed 
so that each one had at least enough disc space to cover all 
its anticipated requirements. The "PROBana" program then 
altered individual items of information in the memory, without 
at any time increasing or decreasing the total amount 
required, so that the replacement file was always exactly the 
same size as the original or blank one. This was done by using 
"nonsense" characters (characters that would not normally be 
used in text) to build the blank files, and instructing the 
program to ignore these characters when it encountered them.
These technical problems are limited to the BBC model B and 
Acorn Master microcomputers, and are not encountered on other 
types of machines. The solutions employed are therefore 
specific to these machines, but they can be used without ill 
effect on any type of microcomputer.
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Phase 2 - Analysis of Phase 1 Questionnaires
A total of ten completed discs was returned from the Phase 1 
exercise. It was intended that there should be unanimity among 
the expert panel regarding the answers to the propositions 
related to the chosen problems.
A second major program, "COMPana", was written to analyse 
and display the variation among the experts' views. This had 
to be able to cope with incomplete responses, and to use every 
piece of data received from the panel. It did this by 
recognising, and then ignoring, any nonsense characters that 
had survived from the original blank files on the discs. The
results of this program are reproduced in Appendix B.
As often happens among professional experts, complete 
unanimity was lacking, and there were two types of approach 
that could be adopted: from the researcher's viewpoint, and 
from the experts' viewpoint.
From the researcher's viewpoint, the variations in response 
were particularly associated with some specific propositions; 
it was clear that these were not sufficiently unambiguous in 
their wording to permit a unanimous response for a given
problem. The prospect of altering their wording to create a
less ambiguous proposition was attractive, but had to be 
approached with care, so as to avoid losing all meaning in the 
pursuit of a spurious clarity of view from the expert panel.
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Frcm the experts' viewpoint, there was the variation on how 
strongly held were the views expressed in yes/no terms. A 
fairly crude attempt was made to reconcile the experts' own 
judgment of confidence in assessment (the answer to the 
supplementary "Are you sure?" question in "PROBana") with the 
expressed desire for uniformity of opinion. For each expert, 
in each proposition/problem combination, the possible 
responses, Y, y, n, and N were graded +2, +1, -1 and -2 
respectively. The total for each combination was worked out, 
and the average generated. If the absolute value of this 
average was less than 0.3, the combination was rejected and 
shown on the "COMPana" output as a "failed proposition". 
Between 0.3 and 1, the combination showed as "y", greater than 
1 as "Y", between -0.3 and -1 as "n", and less than -1 as "N". 
There is no specific justification for these cut-off values, 
which were chosen as reasonable compromise figures. Another 
criticism of this method is that there is no way of telling 
the extent of uncertainty among the experts; but it was felt 
better to have some way of allowing for uncertainty, as 
recorded in the data, than to ignore it completely.
None of those experts who returned completed or partially 
completed discs had any complaint of any failure on the part 
of the software. This was a great encouragement to proceed to 
the next part of the analysis.
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It was intended, at the beginning of Phase 1, that Chemistry 
classes within schools would be given the question papers 
under test conditions, as a practice run before their SCE 
examinations, and it was hoped that their teachers might be 
prepared to assist with the marking of these scripts, there 
were two factors which combined to make this impractical.
The first was a chance factor - the long-running teachers' 
dispute which started in 1984 and continued until 1986 - which 
meant that co-operation from colleagues in other schools was 
difficult to obtain in these peculiar circumstances. The 
second factor was essentially geographical. It happened that 
there were relatively few CSYS Chemistry candidates located in 
the West of Scotland, as a proportion of the total entry. It 
was impossible to obtain a sufficient number of CSYS students 
in schools reasonably close at hand. These factors indicated 
that the original problem set ought to be abandoned.
When this conclusion was combined with the difficulties that 
had emerged from the analysis of the "PROBana" results, the 
decision to treat the Phase 1 exercise as a pilot project was 
inevitable, and it was resolved to repeat the process with a 
new panel of experts and the improvements to the project whose 
desirability had become so apparent. This repeat exercise was 
designated as Phase 3 of the project.
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Phase 3
Improvements and Repeats
There were two major differences between Phase 3 and the 
original Phase 1 exercise which it superseded. The first was 
that those propositions which had "failed" in the Phase 1 
analysis - the output of the "C0M3ana" program (a modification 
of COMPana which isolated those propositions which had failed) 
— were re—worded so as to reduce possible sources of ambiguity 
while attempting to retain as much of the original intent as 
possible. These revised propositions are in Table 3, page 56.
The second major difference was that the problem set was 
chosen as the set of SEB examinations in Chemistry in 1986, at 
Ordinary Grade, Higher Grade and the Certificate of Sixth Year 
Studies. There were two advantages of this decision. The first 
was that the papers were already well balanced as to content 
and type of question, as a matter of Examination Board policy. 
The second was that it would now be possible, with the 
co-operation of the Scottish Examination Board, to obtain 
results from pupils that had attempted the problems under the 
best possible conditions, those of the examination itself.
With some very minor changes, the same "PROBana" program was 
used again. So that there would be no chance of confusing 
answer files with the original set, the "nonsense" characters 
were changed.
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Table 3
List of Revised Propositions 
1985-86
A. PROCESS
(1) 1. Is the solution to this problem QUANTITATIVE
(involving numbers) in any of its parts?
(2) 2. Does the solution to this problem require ARITHMETICAL
CALCULATIONS (as opposed to simple reading or recall 
of figures, e.g., from graphs or tables)?
(3) 3. Does the solution involve PROPORTION in calculations?
(If the answer to proposition 2 is NO, then the answer 
to this must be NO also)
(4) 4. Does the solution to this problem involve the
application of a recalled or a given FORMULA (NOT a 
chemical formula): e.g., m = vc or PV = nRT ?
(5) 5. Does the solution require REASONING as opposed to
simple RECALL? (If both are required, answer YES)
B. CONCEPTS
(6) 1. Does the solution require the recall or construction
of CHEMICAL FORMULAE? (Do not count formulae which are 
supplied in the text)
(7) 2. Does the solution require the recall or construction
of CHEMICAL EQUATIONS (including word equations)? (Do 
not count equations which are supplied in the text)
(8) 3. Does this problem refer to SPECIFIC SUBSTANCES (as
opposed to classes or types of substance - e.g., 
"ethanal" as opposed to "aldehydes")? If both, answer 
YES.
(9) 4. Does the solution to this problem involve the MOLE
concept?
(10) 5. Does this problem specifically imply SAFETY 
REQUIREMENTS or PRECAUTIONS?
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Table 3 (cont.)
C. SKILLS
(11) 1. Does this problem (or the solution to it) involve
GRAPHS. TABLES or SELECTION GRIDS?
(12) 2. Does this problem involve DRAWING or INTERPRETING
DIAGRAMS or FLOW-CHARTS (as opposed to graphs, tables 
or grids)?
(13) 3. Does this problem involve SORTING of information into
categories or classes?
(14) 4. Is more data provided than is required for the
solution (i.e., is any of the data IRRELEVANT to the
answer)?
(15) 5. Does this problem involve any skills beyond simple
recall or Data Book information retrieval?
D. LANGUAGE
(16) 1. In the statement of this problem, is the average
sentence longer than 15 words?
(17) 2. Are there any subordinate clauses?
(18) 3. Are there more than 3 words of 3 or more syllables
(excluding technical terms and names of chemicals)?
(19) 4. Are there any words which have more than one meaning
in different contexts? This refers to the list of 
words published in "Words That Matter in Science" 
(Cassels and Johnstone, RSC, 1985)
(20) 5. Can all parts of the problem be answered by a single
word or series of words, as opposed to a grammatically 
structured answer?
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The main differences between the revised propositions and 
the original ones were in the lengths of the statements, which 
were revised to make them less ambiguous, and in the 
definitions in the Language propositions, which were made more 
demanding in order to achieve greater discrimination among 
problems. Since the late 1970s, when the importance of 
language in Chemistry was researched and emphasised, SCE 
examinations in Chemistry have been written with much greater 
consideration of the language difficulties.
Some of the original panel of experts were no longer 
available, but a suitable panel was assembled, and 12 discs 
were prepared and distributed, with the same "PKOBana" program 
and new proposition and problem files. When they were 
returned, the same "COMPana" analysis was carried out, and 
this time there were no failed propositions, by the definition 
of average responses being definitely on one side or the 
other. In other words, the C0M3ana analysis showed blank, that 
is, with no failures. The data was ready for the next stage of 
the analysis.
The Next Stage
The answers given by the expert panel to the propositions 
were first of all classified into meaningful codes. This was 
done by taking the answers to each of the proposition sets in 
turn, and assigning the value 1 to a "Yes" and 0 to a "No".
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The five answers in a proposition set were therefore 
represented by a binary number of five digits, which was 
converted into a decimal number for convenience.
Suppose that for a particular problem, the answers to a 
proposition set were:
1: Yes
2: No
3: Yes
4: Yes
5: No
The answers Yes, No, Yes, Yes, No became the binary number 
10110, which becomes the decimal number 22 by the standard 
conversion: (S=sixteens, E=eights, F=fours, T=twos, U=units)
S E F T U 
1 0  1 1 0
Thus binary 10110 = 16 + 4 + 2 = 22.
In this way, all the sets of answers were coded for ease of 
reference. The full set of explanations of the codes is given 
in Appendix E, and seme examples are listed in Table 4 below.
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Table 4
Characteristics of Selected Proposition Values
1. Process Values
Proc 0: Binary: 00000
Is not quantitative
Does not involve Arithmetic
Does not involve Proportion
Does not involve non-chemical Formulae
Requires only simple Recall
Proc 1: Binary: 00001
Is not quantitative
Does not involve Arithmetic
Does not involve Proportion
Does not involve non-chemical Formulae
Requires REASONING as opposed to RECALL
Proc 2: Binary: 00010
Is not quantitative 
Does not involve Arithmetic 
Does not involve Proportion 
Involves a (non-chemical) FORMULA 
Requires only simple Recall
Proc 4: Binary: 00100
Is not quantitative
Does not involve Arithmetic
Involves PROPORTION
Does not involve non-chemical Formulae 
Requires only simple Recall
Proc 8: Binary: 01000
Is not quantitative
Involves ARITHMETICAL calculations
Does not involve Proportion
Does not involve non-chemical Formulae
Requires only simple Recall
Proc 16: Binary: 10000
Solution is QUANTITATIVE
Does not involve Arithmetic
Does not involve Proportion
Does not involve non-chemical Formulae
Requires only simple Recall
Proc 31: Binary: 11111
Solution is QUANTITATIVE
Involves ARITHMETICAL calculations
Involves PROPORTION
Involves a (non-chemical) FORMULA
Requires REASONING as opposed to RECALL
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Table 4 (continued)
2. Concept (Content) Values
Cont 0: Binary: 00000
No Chemical Formulae (unless supplied)
No Chemical Equations (unless supplied)
Does not refer to Specific Substances 
Does not involve the MOLE concept 
No Safety requirements inferred
Cont 1: Binary: 00001
No Chemical Formulae (unless supplied)
No Chemical Equations (unless supplied)
Does not refer to Specific Substances 
Does not involve the MOLE concept 
Infers SAFETY Requirements
Cont 2: Binary: 00010
No Chemical Formulae (unless supplied)
No Chemical Equations (unless supplied)
Does not refer to Specific Substances 
Involves the MOLE concept 
No Safety requirements inferred
Cont 4: Binary: 00100
No Chemical Formulae (unless supplied)
No Chemical Equations (unless supplied) 
Refers to SPECIFIC SUBSTANCES 
Does not involve the MOLE concept 
No Safety requirements inferred
Cont 8: Binary: 01000
No Chemical Formulae (unless supplied)
Recall or construction of CHEMICAL EQUATIONS 
Does not refer to Specific Substances 
Does not involve the MOLE concept 
No Safety requirements inferred
Cont 16: Binary: 10000
Recall or construction of CHEMICAL FORMULAE 
No Chemical Equations (unless supplied)
Does not refer to Specific Substances 
Does not involve the MOLE concept 
No Safety requirements inferred
Cont 31: Binary: 11111
Recall or construction of CHEMICAL FORMULAE 
Recall or construction of CHEMICAL EQUATIONS 
Refers to SPECIFIC SUBSTANCES 
Involves the MOLE concept 
Implies SAFETY Requirements
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Table 4 (continued)
3. Skills Values
Skil 0: Binary: 00000
Does not involve Graphs Tables or Grids 
Does not involve Diagrams or Flow-Charts 
Does not require sorting of information 
Every part of problem necessary for solution 
Simple recall only
Skil 1: Binary: 00001
Does not involve Graphs Tables or Grids 
Does not involve Diagrams or Flow-Charts 
Does not require sorting of information 
Every part of problem necessary for solution 
Skills beyond simple recall
Skil 2: Binary: 00010
Does not involve Graphs Tables or Grids 
Does not involve Diagrams or Flow-Charts 
Does not require sorting of information 
Contains IRRELEVANT data 
Simple recall only
Skil 4: Binary: 00100
Does not involve Graphs Tables or Grids 
Does not involve Diagrams or Flow-Charts 
Involves SORTING of information 
Every part of problem necessary for solution 
Simple recall only
Skil 8: Binary: 01000
Does not involve Graphs Tables or Grids 
Involves DIAGRAMS or FLOW-CHARTS 
Does not require sorting of information 
Every part of problem necessary for solution 
Simple recall only
Skil 16: Binary: 10000
Involves GRAPHS TABLES or SELECTION GRIDS 
Does not involve Diagrams or Flow-Charts 
Does not require sorting of information 
Every part of problem necessary for solution 
Simple recall only
Skil 31: Binary: 11111
Involves GRAPHS TABLES or SELECTION GRIDS 
Involves DIAGRAMS or FLOW-CHARTS 
Involves SORTING of information 
Contains IRRELEVANT data 
Skills beyond simple recall
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Table 4 (continued)
4. Language Values
Lang 0: Binary: 00000
Short sentences 
No subordinate clauses 
Short words 
No ambiguous words
Grammatically structured answer required
Lang 1: Binary: 00001
Short sentences 
No subordinate clauses 
Short words 
No ambiguous words 
Single word answers
Lang 2: Binary: 00010
Short sentences 
No subordinate clauses 
Short words
Words in unusual contexts 
Grammatically structured answer required
Lang 4: Binary: 00100
Short sentences 
No subordinate clauses 
Long/Complex words 
No ambiguous words
Grammatically structured answer required
Lang 8: Binary: 01000
Short sentences 
Contains subordinate clauses 
Short words 
No ambiguous words
Grammatically structured answer required
Lang 16: Binary: 10000
Long sentences 
No subordinate clauses 
Short words 
No ambiguous words
Grammatically structured answer required
Lang 31: Binary: 11111
Long sentences
Contains subordinate clauses 
Long/Complex words 
Words in unusual contexts 
Single word answers
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Table 4 above shows the proposition characteristics 
generated for values of 0, 1, 2, 4, 8, 16 and 31, since these 
represent binary numbers 00000, 00001, 00010, 00100, 01000, 
10000 and 11111 respectively, and thus show the range of 
possible characteristics.
The result of this coding was that the characteristics of 
particular problems would stand out in a comparison. If 
necessary, it would not be difficult to revert to the original 
binary and compare problems by the results of individual 
propositions. It should be noted that there was not any 
correspondence between the relative value of the number 
generated and the complexity of the problem, because the 
connection was, in general, between the number of l's in the 
binary number (except for Lang proposition number 5), and the 
complexity of the problem: thus codes 15, 23, 27, 29, 30 and
31 (with 4 or 5 "Yes" answers out of 5) tended to represent 
the most complex problems in any proposition set, and codes 0, 
1, 2, 4, 8 and 16 represented in general the simplest ones.
With a total of 57 problems, many of which had several 
features in common, and 32 codes in each proposition set, it 
was not surprising to find that many possible combinations of 
codes were not represented among the problem set. The system 
was clearly capable of considerable expansion.
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Phase 4
The Pupils' Results
While the data collection and analysis for Phase 3 was going 
on, the other set of data, the pupils' results, were collected 
with the co-operation of the Scottish Examination Board.
The size of sample was 100 scripts at each level of the 1986 
examination in Chemistry: i.e., 100 0 Grade, 100 H Grade and 
100 CSYS scripts. These were selected at random by the 
Examination Board, and made available, at the Board's 
premises, on the strict understanding that confidentiality 
would be maintained, and that there would be no way of 
identifying any individual or school in the research project. 
The scripts were not removed from the Board's premises at any 
time.
The following data was therefore gathered from the scripts:
1. Sex of pupil
2. Examiner's actual mark for each question
3. Whether each question was attempted or not
The intention was to use the actual marks to compare with a 
pass grade for each problem attempted, and to distinguish 
between problems that had been attempted and awarded zero 
marks, and problems that had not been attempted at all. The
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success or failure rates could then be compared at a variety 
of standards.
The first stage in the treatment of this data was to convert 
it into a form suitable for processing alongside the problem 
codes that were established in the earlier parts of the 
project. In the whole project, there were only two parts which
were not processed automatically. These were:
1. The transfer of calculated problem codes to a disc file
2. The transfer of pupils' marks to a disc file
Accordingly, it was important to ensure that these two
stages, which involved keyboard entry of data, were 
accomplished without error. Two programs were written to enter 
data and display it on the screen in a form that was easily 
checked against written records: "QVAUJE” for entry of problem 
codes and "MARKENT" for entry of pupil marks. The QVALUE 
program merely entered the calculated values from the keyboard 
and wrote them on to the disc as integer numbers, but MARKENT 
had to deal with the possibility of half marks in the pupils' 
results. This was done by multiplying all marks by 2, then 
writing them as integer numbers into the file. Integer numbers 
were used instead of floating point numbers whenever possible, 
in order to save disc space and internal memory, both of which 
commodities are rather limited in the BBC B microcomputer.
Three separate marks files were created in this way, one for 
each of the 0 grade, H grade and CSYS papers. They were 
written on to the disc in the style that was established for
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all such data files in this project: the 0 Grade files were in 
directory 0, H Grade in directory H and CSYS in directory S. 
Thus the file containing pupils' marks for Higher Grade was 
called "H.marks". In addition to the set of marks for each 
pupil, the file also contained a single character, "M" or "F" 
for the sex of each candidate. Blank entries, those problems 
that were not attempted, were entered with the value 99, to 
distinguish them from problems that were attempted but gained 
zero marks. In each paper, there were choices of question, 
labelled A or B, in which more than one question of the same 
structure and type, but differing in specific content, was 
offered; only one question was to be attempted in each case. 
Thus, every candidate had some blank entries in his/her file.
Processing of Data
There were two ways of dealing with the raw scores - to 
multiply each possible mark by a pass-mark factor and compare 
the raw scores to it in turn, or to establish a pass mark for 
each question individually and compare the raw score with it.
In the first attempts at combining the two sets of data, the 
first method - of establishing individual passes by 
multiplying each possible score by a constant factor and then 
comparing the raw scores - was adopted. Because of memory 
limitations, it was necessary first to create a new file for 
each pass factor, in each of the grades.
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The program "PASSMK" was written for this purpose. It 
enquired first for the factor (the factors chosen were 20% to 
80% by 10% increments), then compared each raw score in turn 
with the calculated pass mark for that problem. If the 
individual passed in that question, a mark of —1 (read by the 
BBC system as "TRUE") was assigned: a failure received a mark 
of 0 (read as "FALSE"), and a blank (not attempted) retained 
the score of 99. The files which were created, called
0.passes, H.passes and S.passes respectively, had the same 
structure as the raw score files, including the sex of each 
candidate, which was transferred directly, but recorded TRUE, 
FALSE or 99 for each question.
In the first run of Phase 4, it was hoped that there would 
be sets of problems with similar characteristics, whose pass 
rates could then be compared directly. Unfortunately, the 
relatively small number of problems made this impossible to 
establish. There was only one set of problems, (H Grade paper, 
questions 1 and 2), which could represent the required control 
set, with exactly the same characteristics. In the H Grade 
paper, this pair was a choice set, in which only one was to be 
completed; thus no candidate attempted both questions, and 
there could not be a direct comparison. There was no such pair 
in either the 0 grade or the CSYS paper.
A series of programs was now developed to establish which 
problems had similar characteristics. For convenience, they 
were named the "FAMILY" series, because their purpose was to
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seek family resemblances among problem types.
The original hypothesis was that if two questions were 
identified as differing in only one respect (out of Process, 
Content, Skills or Language), and that if a significant number 
of candidates did not perform similarly in each of these 
questions, then there would be evidence to suppose that the 
aspect in which the questions differed might be responsible 
for the difference in performance. The next stage in the
treatment of the data, therefore, was to establish which 
questions were nearly similar to each other in classification.
A program called "FAMILY" was written to seek and list out 
all questions in which the classifications for P, C, S or L 
were identical. As has been explained already, there was only 
one such instance, in a question which was in two optional 
parts.
The program was therefore modified into "FAMILY2", which 
searched for all equalities of question values and displayed 
them in order, counting through the problem numbers, so that 
pairs of problems with similar characteristics were listed 
together, and the pairs could easily be seen. This process was 
taken further in "FAMILY3", which ignored pairs of problems 
that were alike in only one respect, but listed those pairs of 
problems that had 2, 3 or 4 proposition values in common. This 
program identified the four-value pairs mentioned above, and 
listed all possible sets of contingencies.
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With the groups of problems thus established, the data on 
groups was transferred to a program called "PHASE4", which, 
listed all those candidates who passed in one and failed in 
the other of each of the paired problems that had been 
identified in the "FAMILY" series. Candidates who passed in 
both or failed in both problems, or who had left either of the 
questions blank, were ignored by this program.
The output from this program, which amounted to several 
pages of lists, looked promising at first. In the 0 grade 
analysis, 139 such cases were identified, with two, three or 
even four cases of a candidate performing differently in 
questions which differed only in one aspect of their 
proposition characteristics, while 227 such cases appeared in 
the H grade data, and 46 in the CSYS. The intention was to 
highlight the remaining characteristic as the possible cause 
of success or failure in that case. This strategy did not work 
as well as had been hoped, for the following reasons:
1. All of the identified three-class pairs included Process 
characteristics in common. As a consequence, there was no 
opportunity to isolate Process.
2. Nearly all similarities in characteristic in the 0 Grade 
data were of the "PCS" type - they had the same Process, 
Concept and Skill ratings, and thus isolated Language. 
Interestingly, most of the relevant H Grade examples were 
"PCL", thus isolating Skills, and two of the CSYS examples 
were "PSL", isolating Concepts. The exact distribution of
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paired question properties is shown in Table 5 below.
3. The pattern of passes and failures was not always a one-way 
correspondence, as might be expected if the isolated factor 
had been to blame for the result. A modification of the 
"PHASE4" program showed specific deviations from this 
expected pattern. The results of this analysis are 
contained in Table 5.
Table 5
Analysis of Phase 4 Results - 0 Grade 
Problems Type Pass Ratio Total Blanks Identical
2 15 PCL * 0 10 10 74 16
4 17 PCS * 30 7 37 0 63
6 7 PCS 0 0 0 100 0
6 9 PCS 5 5 10 50 40
6 10 PCS 1 2 3 81 16
6 13 PCS * 29 0 29 31 40
7 9 PCS 0 0 0 88 12
7 10 PCS 2 5 7 82 11
7 13 PCS 3 2 5 71 24
9 10 PCS 0 0 0 100 0
9 13 PCS * 25 0 25 39 36
10 13 PCS * 11 2 13 63 24
14 15 PCS 0 0 0 100 0
Total Possible Discrepancies = 1300: Total attempted = 282
Total Actual Discrepancies = 139: One Choice Blank - 879
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Analysis of Phase 4 Results - H Grade
Problems Type Pass Ratio Total Blanks Identical
1 2 PCSL 0 0 0 100 0
6 15 PCL * 25 1 26 37 37
10 15 PCS * 32 8 40 1 59
11 16 PCS 20 11 31 0 69
13 16 PCL * 8 40 48 3 49
14 17 PCL 10 17 27 3 70
14 20 PCL 5 6 11 63 26
16 17 PCL 17 13 30 1 69
17 20 PCL 9 5 14 62 24
Total Possible Discrepancies = 900: Total attempted = 403
Total Actual Discrepancies = 227: One Choice Blank = 270
Analysis of Phase 4 Results ■- CSYS
Problems Type Pass Ratio Total Blanks Identic
6 7 PCS 0 0 0 100 0
6 20 PSL 2 0 2 94 4
10 12 PCS 25 3 28 0 72
10 19 PCS * 11 0 11 78 11
12 19 PCS 5 0 5 78 17
18 20 PSL 0 0 0 100 0
Total Possible Discrepancies = 600: Total attempted - 104
Total Actual Discrepancies = 46: One Choice Blank = 450
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In most cases of pairs of problems which differ in one 
characteristic only, there is a clear majority for one problem 
or the other - an indication that one of the pair was found 
more difficult than the other. Of the totals listed at the 
foot of each set of results, the important ones are the "Total 
attempted" and "Total Actual Discrepancies". Blanks were 
usually left because of a choice of question to attempt in the 
paper. Thus in the 0 grade data. 139 out of 282 means that 
49.2% of the pairs met with difference in success from 
individual candidates. In H grade, 227 out of 403, or 56.3%, 
fared differently, and in CSYS the proportion was 46 out of 
104, or 44.2%. In each table, the "Total attempted" + "Total 
Actual Discrepancies" + "One Choice Blank" amounts equal the 
"Total Possible Discrepancies" amount, and the "Total" + 
"Blanks" + "Identical" figures for each pair of problems 
always equals 100, the number of candidates. Those pairs of 
problems which show 100 blanks are always pairs which were 
offered as alternatives in the paper, and therefore were never 
both attempted.
It appears, therefore, that these results might not be 
entirely without value, but that their significance and 
validity are very uncertain. They can be used only to indicate 
possible trends and future lines of enquiry. The following 
discussion must be read in that context throughout.
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Tentative Discussion of Phase 4 Results
The most fruitful line of discussion is to take those pairs 
of problems which had clear majorities to one side, and which 
had a reasonable number of candidates performing differently 
in them. If a substantial majority of candidates who attempted 
both questions performed identically in them, it follows that 
the differences will be less significant in terms of the 
hypothesis that the isolated characteristic has anything to do 
with these differences. Pairs of problems were selected for 
detailed discussion in accordance with the following criteria:
1. Number of differences = at least 10.
2. Ratio of differences to identicals = at least 1:2.
3. Majority among differences = at least 70% on one side.
The following pairs of problems were therefore selected, and 
are marked with asterisks in Table 5 above (pages 72-73):
1. 0 Grade paper, problems 2 and 15 (PCL)
4 and 17 (PCS)
6 and 13 (PCS)
9 and 13 (PCS)
10 and 13 (PCS)
2. H Grade paper, problems 6 and 15 (PCL)
10 and 15 (PCS)
13 and 16 (PCL)
3. CSYS paper, problems 10 and 19 (PSL)
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Discussion of Pairs of Problems
0 Grade paper, problems 2 and 15 (Type: PCL)
Process = 1: Concept = 20: Language = 29
Skills (problem 2) =16: (problem 15) = 23
Process 1 : (Binary 00001) implies that the problems are:
not quantitative, do not involve arithmetic, do not involve 
proportion, do not involve non-chemical formulae, but require 
reasoning as opposed to simple recall.
Concept 20 : (Binary 10100) means that the problems contain 
the recall or construction of chemical formulae, no chemical 
equations (unless supplied), reference to specific substances, 
do not involve the mole concept, and do not infer safety 
requirements or precautions.
Language 29 : (Binary 11101) implies long sentences,
subordinate clauses, and long or complex words; but no words 
that have different meanings in everyday contexts, and require 
only single word answers.
Skills 16 (Binary 10000) means the involvement of graphs, 
tables or selection grids, but does not involve diagrams or 
flow-charts, sorting of information, irrelevant material, or 
skills beyond those of simple recall.
Skills 23 (Binary 10111) differs in the last three 
attributes, requiring sorting of information, containing some 
irrelevant data and requiring skills beyond simple recall.
10 candidates failed problem 2 and passed problem 15.
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This result is somewhat unexpected. It would be supposed 
that the problem which showed the less complex characteristics 
would have the greater success. To try to find out why the 
pass ratio went this way, it is necessary to examine he 
problems themselves.
Problem 2 (0 Grade paper, question 2)
2. (0 ) W r ite  the name o f an ion, X ,  containing su lph ur, w hich combines w ith on e  am m o n iu m  ion
to give a com pound, N H ^ X  (D a ta  Booklet, page 8).
(b) T h e  fo llow ing  reaction is an exam ple o f prec ip ita tio n:
M g C l j  +  2 A g N O , - . M g ( N O j ) ,  +  2A gC l
W h ic h  substance is the precipitate? (D a ta  B ooklet, page 11.)
2 marks given, related tasks: pass mark = 2/2.
Problem 15 (0 Grade paper, question 12B)
B. X  and Y  refer to 0 1  M  solutions o f tw o  acids.
X  is a much better co n d u cto r o f e le c tr ic ity  than Y . X  reacts qu ick ly  w ith  m a g n e s iu m , Y  
reacts much m ore slow ly.
T h e  grid contains various statem ents w h ich  may apply to an acid so lu tion .
It  reacts w ith  copper.
I t  is neutralised  by  
an a lka li.
I t  reacts w ith  a 
carbonate.
A B C
It  is a solution o f a 
strong acid.
I t  conta ins H  + (aq) 
ions.
I t  is a so lution  o f  a 
weak acid.
D E F
(a) W rite  dow n the le tters  o f  tw o  boxes w h ich  say som ething correct fo r b o th  X  and Y .
(5) W rite  dow n the le tte r  o f  o n e  box w h ich  says som ething correct fo r Y  b u t n o t  fo r  X .
(c) W rite  the fo rm ula  o f an acid w h ich  m ig h t have been used to prepare s o lu tio n  Y .
4 marks given, pass mark = 2/4.
The different reasoning (see Appendix G) which led to a pass 
mark of 2/2 in problem 2 and a pass mark of 2/4 in problem 15
is the most likely explanation of the discrepancy between the 
problem characteristics and the pass results. If the pass mark 
in problem 2 had been set at 1/2, it is likely that the 
opposite situation would have obtained. It is necessary also 
to note that the answer to problem 2 (a) is not a common ion — 
there are very few sulphur-containing ions which have a single 
negative charge. The use of the Data Book is essential to 
solve this problem.
0 Grade paper, problems 4 and 17 (Type: PCS)
Process = 1: Concept = 28: Skill = 9:
Language (problem 4) =20: Language (problem 17) = 29
Process 1 : (Binary 00001) implies that the problems are: 
not quantitative, do not involve arithmetic, do not involve 
proportion, do not involve non-chemical formulae, but require 
reasoning as opposed to simple recall.
Concept 28 : (Binary 11100) means that the problems contain 
the recall or construction of chemical formulae, the recall or 
construction of chemical equations, reference to specific 
substances, do not involve the mole concept, and do not infer 
safety requirements or precautions.
Skills 9: (Binary 01001) indicates that the problems do not 
involve graphs, tables or grids, but do involve diagrams or 
flow-charts; they do not require sorting of information, every 
part of the problem is necessary to the solution, and skills 
beyond simple recall are required.
Language 20 (problem 4, Binary 10100) states that this
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contains long sentences, no subordinate clauses, long or 
complex words, no words that have other meanings in everyday 
life, and requires a grammatically structured answer.
Language 29 (problem 17, Binary 11101) means that long 
sentences are involved; there are subordinate clauses and long 
or complex words. There are no words that have other meanings 
in everyday life, and a single word answer is sufficient.
30 candidates passed problem 4 and failed problem 17, while 
7 candidates failed problem 4 and passed problem 17.
In this case, a clear majority (30 to 7) succeeded in 
problem 4 and failed problem 17. This could indicate that the 
presence of subordinate clauses was a cause of failure. 
Another possible cause can be found on examination of the 
problems themselves. They differ in basic complexity.
Problem 4 (0 Grade paper, question 4)
4. P otassium  carbonate reacts w ith  su lphuric acid to give potassium sulphate, w ater and carbon
d io x id e .
(а )  W r ite  an equation for this reaction.
(б ) E x p la in  which o f the fo llow ing  m ethods, A  or B , w ould  be m ore suitable for co llecting the
carbon dioxide.
carbonate
carbonate
acid
2 marks given, separate tasks, pass mark 1/2.
Problem 17 (0 grade paper, question 14)
j) T h e  d i agrams i l lust rate  s ome r e u n i o n s  o f  c o p p er ( n )  ox i d e .
ftii ki
c o p p e r(l!) oxide 
+
carbon powder
H E A T
E xperim en t X
c o p p e r ( l l )  o x i d e
1 A
H E A T
m ineral wool 
soaked in p H
ethanol indicator
solution
E xperim ent V
Vo/
c o p p cr(n ) oxide
A A A A
H E A T
am m o n iu m
ch loride
+
soda lim e
E xp e rim en t Z
(a) T h e  same colour change is observed in the co p p e r(n ) o x ide  in a ll three experim ents. W h a t
is this colour change? 1
(b) W hich  gas is produced in E xp erim en t X? 1
(r ) (i) W h a t w ould happen to the p H  o f the solution in E x p e rim e n t Y?
(ii) N a m e  the substance causing this change. 2
(d ) In  E xp e rim en t Z ,  the am m o nia , produced fro m  the a m m o n iu m  ch loride  and soda lim e ,
reacts w ith  the c o p p e r(ii)  ox ide. T h e  c o p p e r(ll) oxide is redu ced to copper m eta l. N itro g en  
and w ater are also fo rm ed .
W rite  an equation fo r the reaction between the am m o n ia  and the co p p c r(n ) oxide.
(T h e  equation need not be balanced .) |
(5)
5 marks given, pass mark 3/5.
The most likely explanation for the difference in 
performance between the two problems is the relative 
complexity of problem 17, rather than the greater difficulty 
of its language.
The remaining pairs of problems all contain the same 
Process, Concept and Skills characteristics. In addition, they 
all contain problem 13, and in every case the majority was
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clearly in favour of the problem other than number 13. They 
are therefore best considered as a group of problems compared 
with the one problem.
Process 1 : (Binary 00001) implies that the problems are:
not quantitative, do not involve arithmetic, do not involve 
proportion, do not involve non-chemical formulae, but require 
reasoning as opposed to simple recall.
Concept 4 : (Binary 00100) means that there are no chemical 
formulae and no chemical equations, unless supplied, that 
specific substances are involved, rather than classes or types 
of substances, there is no mention of the mole concept, and 
there are no safety requirements or precautions involved.
Skills 9: (Binary 01001) indicates that the problems do not 
involve graphs, tables or grids, but do involve diagrams or 
flow-charts; they do not require sorting of information, every 
part of the problem is necessary to the solution, and skills 
beyond simple recall are required.
Language 28 (problem 6, Binary 11100) indicates long 
sentences, subordinate clauses, long or complex words, no 
words which have different everyday meanings, and a 
grammatically structured answer.
Language 0 (problem 9, Binary 00000) means short sentences, 
no subordinate clauses, short words, no ambiguous words, and a 
grammatically structured answer.
Language 4 (problem 10, Binary 00100) has short sentences, 
no subordinate clauses, long or complex words, no ambiguous 
words and a grammatically structured answer.
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Language 24 (problem 13, Binary 11000) means long sentences, 
subordinate clauses, no long or complex words, no ambiguous 
words and a grammatically structured answer.
There is no immediate reason, on this analysis, why problem 
13 should be perceived by candidates as more difficult than 
any of the others in this group of 4: but the results clearly 
point to this inference:
29 candidates passed problem 6 and failed problem 13; none 
failed problem 6 and passed problem 13.
25 candidates passed problem 9 and failed problem 13; none 
failed problem 9 and passed problem 13.
11 candidates passed problem 10 and failed problem 13; only 
2 failed problem 10 and passed problem 13.
Again, insight into the results can be obtained from an 
examination of the problems themselves, reproduced on the 
following pages:
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© Problem 6 (0 Grade paper, question 6A)6.  A n s w t r  E I T H E R  A O R  B.
A .  T w o  c or ro Mo n  e xp e r i me nt s  w i t h  i ron nai ls arc s h o w n  below:
1 2 V  d.c.
-  -  _ nai l  B
nail.
rstrip  o f m agnesium
w ater
c \p c r im c n t  1 experim ent 2
(a) In  e x p e r im e n t  1, w hich nail, A  or B, w ill be protected against rusting?
(b) In  e x p e r im e n t  2, how does the m agnesium  protect the nail from  rusting?
(<•) Choose one of these experim ents and describe b r ie f ly  one exam ple o f ho w  th is  m eth o d
is actually used to protect iron or steel on a large scale. (In d ic a te  c le arly  w h ic h
experim ent you are re ferring  to .)
1
1
1
(3)
3 marks given, pass mark 2/3.
Problem 9 (0 Grade paper, question 8A)
8.  A ns we r  E I T H E R  A O R  B.
A .  l ' h c  How c h ar t  s h o w s  par t  o f  t he  c a r b o n  d i o x i d e  c x c l e .
h o rn i n g
process
eaten bv anim als
food in 
plants gas V
c a r b o n  d i o x i d e
resp ira tion  
in an im als
(а) N am e process X .
(б) N am e gas V .
(r) T h e  am ount o f carbon dioxide en tering  the a ir has increased co nsiderab ly  in  the last 
50 vears. G ive  a reason for this increase.
1
1
1
(3)
3 marks given, pass mark 2/3.
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Problem 10 (Ordinary Grade paper, question 8B)
B. T h e  flow chart shows part o f the nitrogen cvcle.
natural
decav
industrial
process
plants
am m onia
atmospheric
nitrogen
peas, beans, clover
soluble co m p ou nds  
e.g. n itra tes
plants and an im als
(a) W hat enables peas, beans and clover to use n itrogen d irec tly  from  the air?
(b ) N am e the industrial process X .
( f )  C rop  yields have increased considerably in the last 50 years. G iv e  a reason fo r th is  increase.
3 marks given, pass mark 2/3.
Problems 9 and 10 were given as an "either/or" choice. 61 
candidates attempted problem 9 and 37 candidates attempted 
problem 10. 2 candidates did not attempt either problem.
Problem 13 (Ordinary Grade paper, question 11)
© "■ meter
carb on
e lec trod e
salt
bridge
s o lu tion  o f  
i r o n (m )  ch lo rid esolution o f 
sodium sulphite
an in d ica to r
beaker B
T h e  half-reactions which take place in the above apparatus are:
S O jJ ~(aq) +  H j O ( l )  • S 0 4J ~(aq) +  2 H * ( a q )  +  2 e ‘
2F e3 + (aq) +  2e" —  2 F e J + (aq)
As the reaction proceeds, (i)  a reading is obtained on the m eter;
(ii)  the indicator in beaker B g rad ually  tu rn s  b lu e .
(a) In  which direction do electrons flow through the meter?
(b) W hich  ion causes the indicator to tu rn  blue? •
(c) Describe a test to show that a reaction has taken place in beaker A . Y o u  m ust include in vo ur
answer the names of any reagents you would use and the results you w o u ld  expect to ob ta in .
1
1
2
«)
4 marks given, pass mark 2/4.
The reason for the poor performance in problem 13, in 
comparison with the other problems of similar type, is 
unlikely to be due to any vagaries of language, as indicated 
above. Instead, there is good reason to suppose that there are 
two factors involved in this result. The first is that problem 
13 is more complex in its structure than the other problems. 
The diagram is more complicated, and complicated equations are 
supplied, which must be interpreted. The mastery of 
ion-electron half-reactions has long been recognised as one of
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the most difficult parts of the Ordinary grade course, and 
success in this problem depends on just such mastery. The 
original propositions did not distinguish between a complex 
diagram, as in problem 13, and a relatively simple diagram or 
flow chart, as is found in problems 6. 9 and 10. There is 
reason to believe, also, that the number of separate pieces of 
information contained in problem 13 is greater than those in 
the other problems, and there is a high probability of 
information overload in this problem. This phenomenon has been 
investigated at length by El-Banna, Johnstone and others (51, 
52, 53, 55), and their work has indicated that the normal
maximum that most people can contain in their working memory 
is 7 items, plus or minus 2 (49) . Problem 13 appears to
contain a number of working steps and could well involve more 
than 7 items to be held in memory, which would overload many 
candidates.
Discussion of Higher Grade pairs
Two selected pairs involve the same problem, number 15, and 
can thus be considered together. There is, however, a 
difference in the type of comparison.
Higher grade paper, problems 6 and 15: (Type: PCL)
Process = 1: Concept = 4: Language = 0
Skills (problem 6) =21: (problem 15) = 17
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Process 1 (Binary 00001) means that the problems are not 
quantitative; they do not involve arithmetic, proportion or 
non—chemical formulae, and they require reasoning as opposed 
to recall.
Concept 4 (Binary 00100) means that specific substances are 
involved, tut there are no chemical formulae or equations 
(unless supplied), and neither the mole concept nor safety 
requirements are invoked.
Language 0 (Binary 00000) has short sentences, no subordinate 
clauses, short words, no ambiguous words, and requires a 
grammatically structured answer.
Skills 21 (problem 6, Binary 10101) involves graphs, tables or 
selection grids, does not involve diagrams or flow-charts, 
involves sorting of information, needs all the supplied data 
for solution, and requires skills beyond simple recall.
Skills 17 (problem 15, Binary 10001) differs from Skills 21 
only in the respect that it does not require the sorting of 
information.
On analysis of the problem characteristics, it would appear 
that problem 6 is more difficult than problem 15: however, the 
pass/fail numbers (25:1) indicate that problem 6 was found to 
be easier by the candidates. The actual problems therefore 
have to be examined.
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Problem 6 (Higher Grade paper, question 5A)
© 5 . A n s w e r  E I T H E R  A  O R  B.
A .  {n) W ' ln c h  t \ p c  o f  b o n d i n g  e x is t s  in  ( i )  s u l p h u r ;
( i i )  a l u m i n i u m ?  1
(b ) L ’ se the D a ta  B o o k le t  ( p a g e  2) to  f i n d  th e  m e l t i n g  p o in t s  o f  those e l e m e n t s .  1
( r )  E x p la i n  w h y  th e  m e l t i n g  p o i n t  o f  a l u m i n i u m  is h ig h . 1
(3)
3 marks given, partial knowledge possible; pass mark 1.5/3
Problem 15 (Higher Grade paper, question 13)
.\h jrks
13.
A  (id p H  oj 2 M  aqueous solution
A C C liC O O H  
B C H C !aC O O H
0 50 
0 90
(a) W hich is the stronger acid? E x p la in  your choice. 2
(b) Acid A dissociates in water as follows:
C C l3C O O H ( a q ) ^ C C l jC O O ‘ (aq ) +  H 4 (aq).
H ow  would the eq u ilib riu m  be affected by the addition  o f
(i) solid N a O H ;
(ii) solid N aC l;
(ii i)  solid C H jC O O N a ?  3
(o) Explain your answer in the case o f solid C H 3C O O N a . 1
(6)
6 marks given: pass mark = 3/6.
It is clear that problem 15 is more complex than problem 6, 
and involves more complicated formulae (albeit supplied). 
Problem 15 also involves equilibrium and the factors which 
determine it. Ibis is known as a problem area of the Higher 
grade syllabus. In addition, sufficient information to achieve
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a pass in problem 6 is supplied by the Data Booklet, and no 
further skill or reasoning (to achieve half marks) is required 
beyond the skill of obtaining information from tables. In 
problem 15, however, considerable reasoning skill is required 
in all parts of the problem.
Higher Grade paper, problems 10 and 15 (Type: PCS)
Process = 1: Concept = 4: Skill = 17
Language (problem 10) = 12: (problem 15) = 0
Language 12 (problem 10, Binary 01100) means short sentences 
but subordinate clauses, long or complex words but no 
ambiguous words, and a grammatically structured answer.
Problem 10 appears to be the more difficult in terms of these 
criteria, but, as in the previous pair, the results indicate 
the opposite, as 32 candidates passed problem 10 tut failed 
problem 15, and only 8 failed 10 and passed 15. Once again it 
is necessary to examine the problems themselves.
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Problem 10 (Higher Grade paper, question 8)
I  ( 0 /  8 . T h e  fo llow ing equation shows how brom ine can be ex tracted  from  sea w ater.
C l2(g) +  2 B r“ (a q )  . B r2(a q ) +  2 C l '( a q )
(<j ) \ \  hich type o f chem ical reaction is represented by this equation?
(6 ) T h e  graph shows the effect o f p H  on the yie ld o f  b ro m in e  obtained.
Y ie ld  /%
100
80
60
40
20
4 6
pH
W h a t happens to the yie ld  of brom ine as the sea w ate r becomes m ore acidic? 1
(c ) W o u ld  chlorine be a suitable reagent fo r o b ta in in g  flu o rin e  from  fluoride ions?
Explain your answer. 2
«)
4 marks given, pass mark = 2/4.
In this case it is not so easy to see why there is a 
distinct majority of passes in favour of problem 10. Certainly 
this problem is slightly less complicated than 15, and there 
is less probability of overload. The overall level of skill 
seems to be about the same in both cases. Problem 15 is the 
only one which addresses equilibria, essential to all parts of 
its solution and therefore to a pass mark, whereas it is
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possible to obtain half marks in problem 10 by two simple
parts of the question, which require less skill in themselves.
Higher Grade paper, problems 13 and 16 (Type: PCL)
Process = 1: Concept = 4: Language = 28
Skills (problem 13) =1: (problem 16) = 23
Process 1 and Concept 4 are as described above.
Language 28 (Binary 11100) has long sentences, subordinate
clauses, long or complex words and a grammatically structure
answer, but no ambiguous words.
Skills 1 (problem 13, Binary 00001) does not involve graphs, 
tables, grids, diagrams or flow-charts, sorting of information 
or any material irrelevant to the solution. It does involve 
skills beyond simple recall.
Skills 23 (problem 16, Binary 10111) involves graphs, tables 
or selection grids, but not diagrams or flow-charts. It 
requires sorting of information, contains irrelevant data and 
involves skills beyond simple recall.
Problem 13 was the less successful one, with 8 candidates 
passing it and failing problem 16, while 40 candidates failed 
13 and passed 16. Once again the expected pattern, as 
predicted by the characteristics, was reversed in practice.
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Problem 13 (Higher Grade paper, question 11)
11. (a) ( i)  W h at shape are the crystals of both sodium ch loride and caesium  chloride?
(ii)  In  these crystals, each sodium ion is surrounded b y  six ch loride ions whereas 
each caesium ion is surrounded by eight chloride ions.
Describe the lattice arrangement in each o f these com pounds and explain why  
they are different.
(b) N a O H (s )  * N a O H (a q ) A H  =  a
N a O H (s ) +  H C l(a q ) ------ * N aC l(a q ) +  H , 0 ( f )  A H  =  b
N a O H (a q ) +  H C l(a q )----- . N aC l(a q ) +  H aO ( f )  A H  =  c
Fro m  the above data, w rite  an equation to show the re la tionship  between a, b, 
and c. 2
(5 )
5 marks given, half marks unlikely; pass mark = 3/5,
Problem 16 (Higher Grade paper)
Marks
14. T h e  folio w ing are variables which can affect the progress o f a chem ical reaction .
tem perature light catalyst concentration
particle size stirring pressure in h ib ito r
(a) (i) In  the chain reaction between hydrogen and ch lorine , w h ich  o f the above is
com m only used to in itiate (start) the reaction?
(ii) Explain how this causes the reaction to begin.
(iii)  N am e the two other stages in a chain reaction.
(b) W h ich  of the above variables w ill alter the position o f e q u ilib riu m  in the fo llo w in g  
reaction?
N a(g) +  O a(g )± ? 2 N O (g ) A H  =  +  90kJ m o l~ 1 
(r )  E xplain  why reactions involving solids tend to go faster when the solids are fin e ly  
divided.
(ef) A m ixtu re  o f hydrogen and oxygen does not react at room tem pera ture . W h e n  a piece  
of clean p latin um  is placed in the m ixtu re , the hydrogen and oxygen react 
explosively.
(i) E xp lain  why hydrogen and oxygen do not react at room  tem p era ture .
( ii )  W h a t is the purpose o f the platinum ?
(ii i)  Discuss and explain how the p latinum  functions.
1
1
3
(12)
12 marks given; pass mark = 6/12.
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Problem 16 dealt with a part of the syllabus, the effect of 
various factors on rates of reaction, that is generally found 
to be easy. This syllabus segment has now been incorporated 
into the Standard Grade syllabus for Chemistry, which is a 
clear indication that its facility is recognised. Problem 13, 
on the other hand, is related to Hess’s Law and to ionic 
arrangements, which appear to cause more problems to students. 
The marking scheme in problem 16, moreover, is split up into 
many single-mark short questions, while that of problem 13 
requires only 3 relatively complex answers. It should 
therefore be easier to obtain a pass mark in problem 16 than 
in problem 13.
Discussion of CSYS pairs
There was only one CSYS pair which fitted the criteria for 
consideration in this discussion. There were considerably 
fewer pairs of related problems in the CSYS group, thus 
illustrating the greater diversity of problem to be expected 
at this higher level of achievement.
CSYS paper, problems 10 and 19 (Type: PCS)
Process = 1: Concept = 4: Skills = 1
Language (problem 10) = 12: (problem 19) = 20 
11 candidates passed problem 10 and failed problem 19, while 
no candidate performed in the opposite way.
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Process 1, Concept 4 and Skills 1 have been described above. 
Language 12 (problem 10, Binary 01100) has short sentences, 
but contains subordinate clauses, long or complex words, and 
requires a grammatically structured answer. It does not
involve ambiguous words.
Language 20 (problem 19, Binary 10100) implies long 
sentences, long or complex words, and a grammatically
structured answer. It does not contain subordinate clauses or 
ambiguous words.
Problem 10 (CSYS paper, question 8)
8. T h e  fo llow ing  equations are for tw o hydrolyses:
S iC l4 ( 0  +  2 H jO ( 0  —  S i0 2(s) +  4 H C l(g )  A G j „  =  - 1 3 9  k j  
C C 14( 0  +  2 H JO ( 0 - ‘ C O i (g) +  4 H C l(g )  A G % ,  =  - 2 3 4  k j
(a) F r o m  th is  in fo r m a t io n  a lo n e  what predictions can be m ade about th e ir
( i)  feas ib ility ,
( ii )  position o f  e q u ilib riu m ,
( ii i)  rate?
(b ) In  practice, the addition  o f water to tetrachlorosilane (S iC l4) results in an im m ediate  
vigorous hydro lys is . T h e  addition o f water to te trach lorom eth ane has no effect even w ith  
prolonged b o ilin g .
Suggest an exp lan ation  for this difference.
4 marks given: pass mark = 2/4 
Problem 19 (CSYS paper, question 15B)
B. “ T h e  s tru c tu ra l fo rm u la  o f the horm one adrenaline is shown below .
H  H  H  H
T h is  fo rm u la  does not ind ica te  the true shape o f  the m olecule. F o r exam ple , in the te rm ina l 
m eth y l g ro u p  the bonds are arranged te tra h ed ra llv  around the carbon a to m .”
D iscuss o th e r parts o f  the m olecule in th is  way.
4 marks given: pass mark = 2/4
11 candidates passed problem 10 and failed problem 19, while 
no candidates performed in the opposite way.
The most likely cause of the discrepancy of performance 
between these two problems is that problem 19 requires an 
essay type of answer, with no structure being presented to the 
candidate. Although problem 10 requires a high degree of 
skill, the answers nevertheless are structured in single mark 
groups, and it is easier to acquire a pass mark in those 
circumstances than in a single long answer for 4 marks, which 
presents a different type of challenge. In addition, while the 
hydrolysis of carbon and silicon compounds is exhaustively 
covered in the syllabus, less attention is paid to the 
3-dimensional structure of organic molecules.
Discussion of Phase 4 Results
In a high number of cases, the observed pattern of pass/fail 
pairs differs from the pattern to be expected if the isolated 
characteristic was indeed the cause of the difficulty. In 
addition, the fact that Process was never isolated, and that 
the great majority of cases isolated Language, made it 
impossible to compare the four factors evenly.
It is necessary, in every case of clear preference for one 
problem from a pair, to examine the problems themselves and 
adduce explanations for the observed results. These
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explanations reflect mainly on the content, in terms of the 
syllabus, rather than concept, of the problems. This is 
evidence for the view that ideas of process, concept or skills 
cannot be taught in isolation, separated from the actual 
content of the syllabus, at least when the course is assessed 
by an examination which depends on a thorough knowledge of 
syllabus content for success.
There are also preconceptions of difficulty associated with 
particular content areas. In the example of the SCE Chemistry 
syllabuses at Ordinary Grade, Higher Grade and CSYS, there are 
several examples of topics that are commonly perceived as 
being of extraordinary difficulty for students. This is 
especially so at Ordinary Grade, because at the more advanced 
grades, most students who lack the aptitude for the subject 
have been weeded out already. A higher degree of expertise is 
expected at Higher Grade and CSYS, simply because possession 
of an Ordinary Grade pass is generally taken to be the 
necessary entry qualification for the Higher Grade course, and 
a Higher Grade pass as the necessary entry qualification for 
the Sixth Year Studies course, whether designed that way in 
the exam regulations or not. Ihere are, therefore, more areas 
of perceived difficulty in the Ordinary Grade syllabus than in 
Higher Grade, and more perceived difficulty in Higher Grade 
than in CSYS. A useful source of information on these topics 
is the Annual Report of the SCE Examiners in Chemistry for the 
1986 examination (96).
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In the Ordinary Grade syllabus, topics of perceived 
difficulty include calculations of atomic weights and chemical 
formulae by analysis, the use of the mole concept in 
calculations from equations, complex organic chemistry, 
especially in the chemistry of foods, the preferential 
discharge of ions and ion-electron half-reactions in 
oxidation/reduction problems. The chemistry of polymers often 
causes difficulties. The Higher Grade syllabus (4) includes 
the topics of large number calculations (e.g., Avogadro's 
number), bond energies and Hess's Law, reaction mechanisms and 
equilibria. Some attempt has been made to include these 
specific ideas in the formulation of propositions (see page 56 
or Appendix C).
It could be argued that all parts of the CSYS syllabus are 
difficult; but the notion of perceived difficulty is less easy 
to sustain in that context, because all candidates will have a 
pass at Higher Grade before attempting CSYS. This is because 
of the status of CSYS as a University entry qualification, 
being counted as an extra Higher Grade pass. Thus any 
candidate who had failed to achieve at least a "B," pass at 
Higher Grade would be most unlikely to attempt CSYS, 
preferring to re-sit Higher Grade to achieve a University 
entrance pass. In this way the quality of candidates at entry 
to the Sixth Year Studies course is assured to a degree much 
less probable in either Ordinary Grade or Higher Grade, and 
the notion that particular topics have greater preconceptions 
of difficulty is less useful in discussion.
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The research method of this project can be used to 
investigate areas of content which invite special attention in 
the ways discussed above, by using content-specified 
propositions in the first stage of the problem analysis. The 
factors thus identified may then be used in the writing of 
materials and the formulation of strategies for improving the 
teaching of Chemistry in schools.
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Phase 5 - Order of Merit Calculations
With the failure of the paired comparison method to produce 
results that were sufficiently comprehensive to test all the 
types of characteristics, and indeed with the paired 
comparisons giving results which seemed to run counter to 
expectation and which required explanation in terms of factors 
which were not identified in the original analysis, it became 
necessary to examine the data by an alternative method.
The method chosen was to group the performances of the exam 
candidates in order of merit by problem, with the proposition 
values shown, so as to see whether particular patterns of 
proposition values emerged among the most successful problems. 
This grouping was not, however, a simple comparison of the 
number of passes in each problem, because some problems were 
presented as either/or choices to the candidates, and would 
therefore have a much lower number of passes than those 
problems for which there was no choice in attempting. Indeed, 
a first run of the program MERIT, which presented a list of 
the problems in the order of their pass numbers, revealed no 
pattern in the presentation. A sample page, from the 0 grade 
results, is shown in Table 6a below. Table 6b shows the same 
data, but this time ordered by pass rate, i.e., the rate 
generated by calculating the number of passes divided by the 
total of passes + fails (ignoring blanks) in the program 
MERIT2, which was developed from MERIT.
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Table 6a
MERIT results - 0 grade data 
Pass grade for this run = 50%
Ordered by Pass Rate only
On Proc Cone Ski 1 Lang Pass Blnk
1 17 4 4 7 78 0
12 17 28 21 31 74 0
2 1 20 16 29 73 0
8 0 4 0 1 70 3
3 29 14 1 25 69 0
4 1 28 9 20 66 0
16 1 0 13 28 65 2
6 1 4 9 28 59 31
5 31 6 1 25 59 9
14 1 20 23 13 54 26
11 1 20 1 5 51 6
9 1 4 9 0 51 38
13 1 4 9 24 47 1
17 1 28 9 29 45 0
10 1 4 9 4 32 63
7 1 4 9 12 24 70
15 1 20 23 29 19 74
Table 6b
Pass grade for this run = 50%
Ordered by (Pass/Pass+Fail) Rate
On Proc Cone Skil Lang Pass Blnk Rate
6 1 4 9 28 59 31 86
10 1 4 9 4 32 63 86
9 1 4 9 0 51 38 82
7 1 4 9 12 24 70 80
1 17 4 4 7 78 0 78
12 17 28 21 31 74 0 74
2 1 20 16 29 73 0 73
14 1 20 23 13 54 26 73
15 1 20 23 29 19 74 73
8 0 4 0 1 70 3 72
3 29 14 1 25 69 0 69
4 1 28 9 20 66 0 66
16 1 0 13 28 65 2 66
5 31 6 1 25 59 9 65
11 1 20 1 5 51 6 54
13 1 4 9 24 47 1 47
17 1 28 9 29 45 0 45
At this stage, the pass/fall criterion was a 50% pass 
mark applied to all questions.
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The program MERIT2 was designed not only to calculate the 
merit order for problems at each grade, but also to write the 
calculated data on to a file on a disc in the other drive (for 
reasons of space on a single disc). It also read data from 
different runs of the PASSMK program. These different runs 
calculated passes at different pass marks, from 20% to 80%, at 
10% intervals. Thus between the two programs, a series of 
files was created on this second disc, containing data for 
each level at a series of pass marks. The program called 
DISPLAY was written to show the patterns, if patterns there 
were, of merit orders at various pass rates. For this purpose, 
the proposition values for each problem were shown in Binary 
form, so that any patterns of bits, representing single 
proposition answers, would show up if they were present. The 
ideal result would have been to show, in any proposition value 
column, a pattern of zeros followed by ones, or the reverse. 
If there had been groupings of all zeros or all ones in any 
such column, some evidence would have been obtained for the 
primacy of the characteristics identified in the propositions.
The method of operation in this process was largely dictated 
by the shortcomings of the BBC micro (Acorn DFS) disc 
operating system, which allowed only 31 files on each disc, 
and a maximum of 100 Kilobytes altogether. The order was:
(1) Run PASSMK, saving data on to the MERIT disc.
(2) Run MERIT2, saving data on to a (blank) data disc.
(3) When all runs of PASSMK and MERIT2 are completed, run
DISPLAY, using the data disc thus created.
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Table 7a (Ordinary Grade)
Display of Merit Orders
Pass grade for this run = 50%
Proc Cone Skil Lang
12345 12345 12345 12345
00001 00100 01001 11100
00001 00100 01001 00100
00001 00100 01001 00000
00001 00100 01001 01100
10001 00100 00100 00111
10001 11100 10101 11111
00001 10100 10000 11101
00001 10100 10111 01101
00001 10100 10111 11101
00000 00100 00000 00001
11101 OHIO 00001 11001
00001 11100 01001 10100
00001 00000 01101 11100
11111 00110 00001 11001
00001 10100 00001 00101
00001 00100 01001 11000
00001 11100 01001 11101
Mpass = 537 (57.4%);
Mfail = 284 (64.4%);
Passes Failures Blanks
Ma Fe To Ma Fe To Ma Fe To
40 19 59 7 3 10 13 18 31
15 17 32 3 2 5 42 21 63
34 17 51 8 3 11 18 20 38
12 12 24 1 5 6 47 23 70
47 31 78 13 9 22 0 0 0
41 33 74 19 7 26 0 0 0
42 31 73 18 9 27 0 0 0
26 28 54 15 5 20 19 7 26
14 5 19 5 2 7 41 33 74
41 29 70 17 10 27 2 1 3
37 32 69 23 8 31 0 0 0
42 24 66 18 16 34 0 0 0
37 28 65 21 12 33 2 0 2
34 25 59 18 14 32 8 1 9
26 25 51 28 15 43 6 0 6
25 22 47 34 18 52 1 0 1
24 21 45 36 19 55 0 0 0
Fpass = 399 (42.6%)
Ffail = 157 (35.6%)
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Inspection of Table 7a reveals that there is no column in 
any of the individual propositions that has a pattern of all 
zeros together and all ones together (of those propositions 
which gave rise to both zeros and ones). There is of course no 
point in examining those propositions whose answer did not 
change within the level of examination. The full output of 
this part of the project is in Appendix H, and shows that the 
same lack of pattern occurs at all three levels. Table 7a can 
be compared directly with Table 6b, in that the totals of 
passes, failures and blanks correspond throughout, as does the 
order of the problems in the table. The total number of 
failures in each problem in Table 6b can be worked out by 
subtracting the number of passes and the number of blanks from 
100, the total number of candidates.
For the sake of completeness, Table 7b and Table 7c show the 
results of the DISPLAY program output for 50% runs on Higher 
Grade (Table 7b) and CSYS (Table 7c). It will readily be seen 
that the same lack of bit pattern occurs in the H Grade and 
CSYS tables as in the 0 Grade. "Mpass" represents the number 
of Male candidates who registered passes in total, and "Fpass" 
the number of female candidates, while "Mfail" and "Ffail" 
represent the respective failure numbers. The percentages are 
calculated on the total passes and fails, ignoring blanks. 
(The number of male 0 grade candidates was 60, with 40 
females; in H grade there were 65 males and 35 females, and in 
CSYS there were 60 males and 40 females.) There is not a great 
variance between the actual numbers and the calculated rates.
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Table 7b (Higher Grade)
Display of Merit Orders 
Pass grade for this run = 50%
Proc Cone Skil Lang
12345 12345 12345 12345
00000 10100 00000 00001
00001 00100 10101 00000
00001 00101 01001 11001
00001 10100 10011 00000
00001 00100 10001 00010
11101 01100 10001 11110
00001 00100 10111 00101
11101 00110 00001 00001
00001 00101 11111 00001
11111 11110 00001 00001
11111 10110 00001 11110
11111 OHIO 00001 11001
00001 00100 10111 11100
00001 00100 10001 00000
00001 10100 10111 10110
00001 10100 10001 11100
11011 11100 11011 11111
00000 10100 00000 00001
00001 10100 00100 11110
00001 00100 00001 11000
Mpass = 772 (65.7%);
Mfail = 310 (62.5%);
Passes Failures Blanks
Ma Fe To Ma Fe To Ma Fe To
56 28 84 0 0 0 9 7 16
36 22 58 4 1 5 25 12 37
52 29 81 6 2 8 7 4 11
22 11 33 3 1 4 40 23 63
53 32 85 12 3 15 0 0 0
30 17 47 12 3 15 23 15 38
45 30 75 20 5 25 0 0 0
44 24 68 14 10 24 7 1 8
49 23 72 16 12 28 0 0 0
42 27 69 22 8 30 1 0 1
41 26 67 24 9 33 0 0 0
46 21 67 19 14 33 0 0 0
46 20 66 19 15 34 0 0 0
39 22 61 25 13 38 1 0 1
41 20 61 24 14 38 0 1 1
14 9 23 9 6 15 42 20 62
42 16 58 21 19 40 2 0 2
7 2 9 2 5 7 56 28 84
38 17 55 25 18 43 2 0 2
29 7 36 33 28 61 3 0 3
Fpass = 403 (34.3%)
Ffail = 186 (37.5%)
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Table 7c (CSYS)
Display of Merit Orders 
Pass grade for this ran = 50%
Proc Cone Skil Lang
12345 12345 12345 12345
00001 00100 00001 01100
11011 10110 00001 11101
00001 10101 01011 11100
00001 00100 00001 00000
00001 00000 00001 01000
00001 10110 10111 11101
00011 00100 00001 11100
11011 11110 10001 11101
00001 00100 01001 00101
00001 11101 10001 11101
11011 01100 01001 11100
00000 00100 01001 00100
11001 10110 00001 01100
00001 00001 00101 11100
11111 11110 00001 11101
00001 00000 00001 11100
00001 00100 00001 10100
00001 00000 00101 11100
11111 OHIO 10001 11100
00000 00100 00000 11100
Mpass = 631 (60.5%);
Mfall = 261 (58.1%);
Passes Failures Blanks
Ma Fe To Ma Fe To Ma Fe To
55 37 92 5 3 8 0 0 0
24 26 50 4 1 5 32 13 45
54 32 86 6 8 14 0 0 0
52 27 79 8 13 21 0 0 0
28 18 46 8 4 12 24 18 42
47 30 77 12 10 22 1 0 1
45 30 75 14 10 24 1 0 1
25 9 34 7 4 11 28 27 55
45 31 76 15 9 24 0 0 0
45 29 74 14 11 25 1 0 1
42 29 71 18 11 29 0 0 0
35 33 68 25 7 32 0 0 0
40 24 64 19 16 35 1 0 1
25 14 39 18 12 30 17 14 31
28 14 42 18 20 38 14 6 20
12 8 20 12 10 22 36 22 58
7 3 10 5 7 12 48 30 78
1 2 3 3 2 5 56 36 92
6 0 6 6 6 12 48 34 82
15 16 31 44 24 68 1 0 1
Fpass = 412 (39.5%)
Ffail = 188 (41.9%)
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There is no evidence, from these figures, to suppose that at 
any level there was any difference between the performance of 
male candidates and the performance of female candidates.
Because the binary (single column or bit analysis) method 
showed no pattern of bits at any grade, there was no point in 
continuing with this form of display, and the patterns of 
decimal proposition values were examined further to see if 
there were any combinations of proposition values that 
consistently showed greater success than others, and whether 
there were problems which were anomalous in this respect.
The program DECDISP repeated the DISPLAY program, with the 
proposition values in decimal form. The results of this 
program, for the 50% runs on the three levels, are shown in 
Tables 8a. 8b and 8c below. The 0 grade results (Table 8a) 
immediately draw attention because they seem to indicate a 
pattern in the first few sets of proposition values. Apart 
from problem 13. which has been discussed earlier (Page 85), 
the pattern of Process 1, Concept 4 and Skills 9 appears to be 
a reasonable predictor of success. (Problem 13 is anomalous 
because of its chemical content and its above average 
complexity at 0 grade.) This hopeful sign, however, was sadly 
not repeated in the H grade and CSYS tables, which show a 
great diversity of proposition values in the rank order. There 
was not as much to be gained from this analysis as had at 
first appeared.
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Table 8a
Display of All Merit Files 
0 Grade Questions 
Pass grade for this run = 50% 
Ordered by (Pass/Pass+Fai1) Rate
Pro Con Ski Lan Passes Failures Blanks Rate%
Ma Fe To Ma Fe To Ma Fe To
1 4 9 24 40 19 59 7 3 10 13 18 31 86
1 4 9 0 15 17 32 3 2 5 42 21 63 86
1 4 9 0 34 17 51 8 3 11 18 20 38 82
1 4 9 4 12 12 24 1 5 6 47 23 70 80
17 4 4 7 47 31 78 13 9 22 0 0 0 78
17 28 21 22 41 33 74 19 7 26 0 0 0 74
1 20 16 31 42 31 73 18 9 27 0 0 0 73
1 20 23 7 26 28 54 15 5 20 19 7 26 73
1 20 23 5 14 5 19 5 2 7 41 33 74 73
0 4 0 1 41 29 70 17 10 27 2 1 3 72
29 14 1 17 37 32 69 23 8 31 0 0 0 69
1 28 9 20 42 24 66 18 16 34 0 0 0 66
1 0 13 28 37 28 65 21 12 33 2 0 2 66
31 6 1 17 34 25 59 18 14 32 8 1 9 65
1 20 1 5 26 25 51 28 15 43 6 0 6 54
1 4 9 16 25 22 47 34 18 52 1 0 1 47
1 28 9 16 24 21 45 36 19 55 0 0 0 45
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Table 8b
Display of All Merit Files 
H Grade Questions 
Pass grade for this run = 50%
Ordered by (Pass/Pass+Fai1) Rate 
Pro Con Ski Lan Passes Failures Blanks Rate%
Ma Fe To Ma Fe To Ma Fe To
0 20 0 1 56 28 84 0 0 0 9 7 16 100
1 4 21 0 36 22 58 4 1 5 25 12 37 92
1 5 9 25 52 29 81 6 2 8 7 4 11 91
1 20 19 0 22 11 33 3 1 4 40 23 63 89
1 4 17 2 53 32 85 12 3 15 0 0 0 85
29 12 17 30 30 17 47 12 3 15 23 15 38 76
1 4 23 5 45 30 75 20 5 25 0 0 0 75
29 6 1 1 44 24 68 14 10 24 7 1 8 74
1 5 31 1 49 23 72 16 12 28 0 0 0 72
31 30 1 1 42 27 69 22 8 30 1 0 1 70
31 22 1 30 41 26 67 24 9 33 0 0 0 67
31 14 1 25 46 21 67 19 14 33 0 0 0 67
1 4 23 28 46 20 66 19 15 34 0 0 0 66
1 4 17 0 39 22 61 25 13 38 1 0 1 62
1 20 23 22 41 20 61 24 14 38 0 1 1 62
1 20 17 28 14 9 23 9 6 15 42 20 62 61
27 28 27 31 42 16 58 21 19 40 2 0 2 59
0 20 0 1 7 2 9 2 5 7 56 28 84 56
1 20 4 30 38 17 55 25 18 43 2 0 2 56
1 4 1 24 29 7 36 33 28 61 3 0 3 37
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Table 8c
Display of All Merit Files 
CSYS Questions 
Pass grade for this run = 50% 
Ordered by (Pass/Pass+Fai1) Rate
Pro Con !3ki Lan Passes Failures Blanks Rate%
Ma Fe To Ma Fe To Ma Fe To
1 4 1 12 55 37 92 5 3 8 0 0 0 92
27 22 1 29 24 26 50 4 1 5 32 13 45 91
1 21 11 28 54 32 86 6 8 14 0 0 0 86
1 4 1 0 52 27 79 8 13 21 0 0 0 79
1 0 1 8 28 18 46 8 4 12 24 18 42 79
1 22 23 29 47 30 77 12 10 22 1 0 1 78
3 4 1 28 45 30 75 14 10 24 1 0 1 76
27 30 17 29 25 9 34 7 4 11 28 27 55 76
1 4 9 5 - 45 31 76 15 9 24 0 0 0 76
1 29 17 29 45 29 74 14 11 25 1 0 1 75
27 12 9 28 42 29 71 18 11 29 0 0 0 71
0 4 9 4 35 33 68 25 7 32 0 0 0 68
25 22 1 12 40 24 64 19 16 35 1 0 1 65
1 1 5 28 25 14 39 18 12 30 17 14 31 57
31 30 1 29 28 14 42 18 20 38 14 6 20 52
1 0 1 28 12 8 20 12 10 22 36 22 58 48
1 4 1 20 7 3 10 5 7 12 48 30 78 45
1 0 5 28 1 2 3 3 2 5 56 36 92 38
31 14 17 28 6 0 6 6 6 12 48 34 82 33
0 4 0 28 15 16 31 44 24 68 1 0 1 31
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The DECana Series
The computer has two specific strengths, which were used to 
the full in this project: first, it can perform complex
calculations quickly and accurately, with any number of
repetitions as desired; second, it is very good at
manipulating data, again, quickly and accurately. The fact 
that the data was already coded and present on a disc led to 
the next series of analysis programs, the DECana series. This 
analysis was based on the computer's ability to sort the data 
into any desired order. The sorting was done on each of the 
proposition values present in turn, placing sets of problems 
with the same proposition values together, with their pass 
rates as before, and calculating the average value of the pass 
rates. The output was sent to the printer for visual 
examination. Table 9 shows some of the output of this series.
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Table 9a
Average Pass Rates By Pairs 
0 Grade Questions 
Rate = (Pass/Pass+Fail) * 100 
Selected on Process + Content Values
Pro Con Ski Lan Passes Failures Blanks Rate% Ave 
Ma Fe To Ma Fe To Ma Fe To
1 4 9 0 34 17 51 8 3 11 18 20 38 82
1 4 9 4 12 12 24 1 5 6 47 23 70 80
1 4 9 16 25 22 47 34 18 52 1 0 1 47
1 4 9 24 40 19 59 7 3 10 13 18 31 86
1 4 9 0 15 17 32 3 2 5 42 21 63 86 76.20
1 20 23 5 14 5 19 5 2 7 41 33 74 73
1 20 16 31 42 31 73 18 9 27 0 0 0 73
1 20 1 5 26 25 51 28 15 43 6 0 6 54
1 20 23 7 26 28 54 15 5 20 19 7 26 73 68.25
1 28 9 20 42 24 66 18 16 34 0 0 0 66
1 28 9 16 24 21 45 36 19 55 0 0 0 45 55.50
Selected on Process + Skills Values
1 4 9 4 12 12 24 1 5 6 47 23 70 80
1 4 9 16 25 22 47 34 18 52 1 0 1 47
1 4 9 24 40 19 59 7 3 10 13 18 31 86
1 4 9 0 15 17 32 3 2 5 42 21 63 86
1 4 9 0 34 17 51 8 3 11 18 20 38 82
1 28 9 20 42 24 66 18 16 34 0 0 0 66
1 28 9 16 24 21 45 36 19 55 0 0 0 45 70.29
1 20 23 5 14 5 19 5 2 7 41 33 74 73
1 20 23 7 26 28 54 15 5 20 19 7 26 73 73.00
Selected on Process + Language Values
1 4 9 0 15 17 32 3 2 5 42 21 63 86
1 4 9 0 34 17 51 8 3 11 18 20 38 82 84.00
1 20 1 5 26 25 51 28 15 43 6 0 6 54
1 20 23 5 14 5 19 5 2 7 41 33 74 73 63.50
1 4 9 16 25 22 47 34 18 52 1 0 1 47
1 28 9 16 24 21 45 36 19 55 0 0 0 45 46.00
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Selected on Content + Skills Values
Qu Pro Con Ski Lan Passes Failures Blanks Rate% Ave
Ma Fe To Ma Fe To Ma Fe To
7 1 4 9 4 12 12 24 1 5 6 47 23 70 80
10 1 4 9 0 15 17 32 3 2 5 42 21 63 86
9 1 4 9 0 34 17 51 8 3 11 18 20 38 82
6 1 4 9 24 40 19 59 7 3 10 13 18 31 86
13 1 4 9 16 25 22 47 34 18 52 1 0 1 47 76.20
15 1 20 23 5 14 5 19 5 2 7 41 33 74 73
14 1 20 23 7 26 28 54 15 5 20 19 7 26 73 73.00
4 1 28 9 20 42 24 66 18 16 34 0 0 0 66
17 1 28 9 16 24 21 45 36 19 55 0 0 0 45 55.50
Selected on Content; + Language Values
10 1 4 9 0 15 17 32 3 2 5 42 21 63 86
9 1 4 9 0 34 17 51 8 3 11 18 20 38 82 84..00
11 1 20 1 5 26 25 51 28 15 43 6 0 6 54
15 1 20 23 5 14 5 19 5 2 7 41 33 74 73 63.,50
Selected on Skills + Language Values
5 31 6 1 17 34 25 59 18 14 32 8 1 9 65
3 29 14 1 17 37 32 69 23 8 31 0 0 0 69 67.00
9 1 4 9 0 34 17 51 8 3 11 18 20 38 82
10 1 4 9 0 15 17 32 3 2 5 42 21 63 86 84.00
13 1 4 9 16 25 22 47 34 18 52 1 0 1 47
17 1 28 9 16 24 21 45 36 19 55 0 0 0 45 46.00
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Table 9b
Average Pass Rates By Pairs 
H Grade Questions
Rate = (Pass/Pass+Fai1) * 100 
Selected on Process + Concept Values
Qu Pro Con Ski Lan Passes Failures Blanks Rate% Ave
Ma Fe To Ma Fe To Ma Fe To
1 0 20 0 1 7 2 9 2 5 7 56 28 84 56
2 0 20 0 1 55 26 81 1 2 3 9 7 16 96 76.00
13 1 4 1 28 27 6 33 35 29 64 3 0 3 34
10 1 4 17 12 53 32 85 12 3 15 0 0 0 85
6 1 4 21 0 39 23 62 1 0 1 25 12 37 98
11 1 4 23 5 45 30 75 20 5 25 0 0 0 75
16 1 4 23 28 46 20 66 19 15 34 0 0 0 66
15 1 4 17 0 39 22 61 25 13 38 1 0 1 62 70.00
3 1 5 9 29 52 29 81 6 2 8 7 4 11 91
9 1 5 31 8 49 23 72 16 12 28 0 0 0 72 81.50
20 1 20 17 28 14 9 23 9 6 15 42 20 62 61
17 1 20 23 28 41 20 61 24 14 38 0 1 1 62
14 1 20 4 28 37 16 53 26 19 45 2 0 2 54
7 1 20 19 0 24 12 36 1 0 1 40 23 63 97 68.50
Selected on Process + Skills Values
Qu Pro Con Ski Lan Passes Failures Blanks Rate% Ave
Ma Fe To Ma Fe To Ma Fe To
1 0 20 0 1 7 2 9 2 5 7 56 28 84 56
2 0 20 0 1 55 26 81 1 2 3 9 7 16 96 76.00
10 1 4 17 12 53 32 85 12 3 15 0 0 0 85
20 1 20 17 28 14 9 23 9 6 15 42 20 62 61
15 1 4 17 0 39 22 61 25 13 38 1 0 1 62 69.33
17 1 20 23 28 41 20 61 24 14 38 0 1 1 62
16 1 4 23 28 46 20 66 19 15 34 0 0 0 66
11 1 4 23 5 45 30 75 20 5 25 0 0 0 75 67.67
12 31 14 1 25 46 21 67 19 14 33 0 0 0 67
18 31 22 1 30 41 26 67 24 9 33 0 0 0 67
4 31 30 1 1 53 30 83 11 5 16 1 0 1 84 72.67
Selected on Process + Language Values
1 0 20 0 1 7 2 9 2 5 7 56 28 84 56
2 0 20 0 1 55 26 81 1 2 3 9 7 16 96 76.00
15 1 4 17 0 39 22 61 25 13 38 1 0 1 62
7 1 20 19 0 24 12 36 1 0 1 40 23 63 97
6 1 4 21 0 39 23 62 1 0 1 25 12 37 98 85.67
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Selected on Process + Language Values (cont)
Qu Pro Con Ski Lan Passes Failures Blanks Rate% Ave
Ma Fe To Ma Fe To Ma Fe To
20 1 20 17 28 14 9 23 9 6 15 42 20 62 61
17 1 20 23 28 41 20 61 24 14 38 0 1 1 62
16 1 4 23 28 46 20 66 19 15 34 0 0 0 66
14 1 20 4 28 37 16 53 26 19 45 2 0 2 54
13 1 4 1 28 27 6 33 35 29 64 3 0 3 34 55.40
Selected on Concept +• Skills Values
15 1 4 17 0 39 22 61 25 13 38 1 0 1 62
10 1 4 17 12 53 32 85 12 3 15 0 0 0 85 73.50
16 1 4 23 28 46 20 66 19 15 34 0 0 0 66
11 1 4 23 5 45 30 75 20 5 25 0 0 0 75 70.50
1 0 20 0 1 7 2 9 2 5 7 56 28 84 56
2 0 20 0 1 55 26 81 1 2 3 9 7 16 96 76.00
Selected on Concept + Language Values
15 1 4 17 0 39 22 61 25 13 38 1 0 1 62
6 1 4 21 0 39 23 62 1 0 1 25 12 37 98 80.,00
16 1 4 23 28 46 20 66 19 15 34 0 0 0 66
13 1 4 1 28 27 6 33 35 29 64 3 0 3 34 50,.00
2 0 20 0 1 55 26 81 1 2 3 9 7 16 96
1 0 20 0 1 7 2 9 2 5 7 56 28 84 56 76,.00
20 1 20 17 28 14 9 23 9 6 15 42 20 62 61
14 1 20 4 28 37 16 53 26 19 45 2 0 2 54
17 1 20 23 28 41 20 61 24 14 38 0 1 1 62 59.00
Selected on Skills Language Values
1 0 20 0 1 7 2 9 2 5 7 56 28 84 56
2 0 20 0 1 55 26 81 1 2 3 9 7 16 96 76.00
4 31 30 1 1 53 30 83 11 5 16 1 0 1 84
5 29 6 1 1 52 29 81 6 5 11 7 1 8 88 86.00
17 1 20 23 28 41 20 61 24 14 38 0 1 1 62
16 1 4 23 28 46 20 66 19 15 34 0 0 0 66 64.00
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Table 9c
Average Pass Rates By Pairs 
CSYS Questions 
Rate = (Pass/Pass+Fai1) * 100 
Selected on Process + Concept Values
Qu Pro Cori Ski Lan Passes Failures Blanks Rate% Ave
Ma Fe To Ma Fe To Ma Fe To
1 0 4 0 28 15 16 31 44 24 68 1 0 1 31
5 0 4 9 4 35 32 67 25 8 33 0 0 0 67 49.00
20 1 0 5 28 1 2 3 3 2 5 56 36 92 38
7 1 0 1 8 28 18 46 8 4 12 24 18 42 79
6 1 0 1 28 12 8 20 12 10 22 36 22 58 48 55.00
16 1 4 9 5 45 31 76 15 9 24 0 0 0 76
12 1 4 1 0 46 24 70 14 16 30 0 0 0 70
10 1 4 1 12 55 37 92 5 3 8 0 0 0 92
19 1 4 1 20 7 3 10 5 7 12 48 30 78 45 70.75
Selected on Process + Skills Values
7 1 0 1 8 28 18 46 8 4 12 24 18 42 79
6 1 0 1 28 12 8 20 12 10 22 36 22 58 48
12 1 4 1 0 46 24 70 14 16 30 0 0 0 70
10 1 4 1 12 55 37 92 5 3 8 0 0 0 92
19 1 4 1 20 7 3 10 5 7 12 48 30 78 45 66..80
18 1 1 5 28 25 14 39 18 12 30 17 14 31 57
20 1 0 5 28 1 2 3 3 2 5 56 36 92 38 47..50
Selected on Process + Language Values
18 1 1 5 28 25 14 39 18 12 30 17 14 31 57
20 1 0 5 28 1 2 3 3 2 5 56 36 92 38
6 1 0 1 28 12 8 20 12 10 22 36 22 58 48
11 1 21 11 28 54 32 86 6 8 14 0 0 0 86 57.25
17 1 29 17 29 41 25 66 18 15 33 1 0 1 67
15 1 22 23 29 44 29 73 15 11 26 1 0 1 74 70,.50
14 27 22 1 29 24 26 50 4 1 5 32 13 45 91
13 27 30 17 29 25 9 34 7 4 11 28 27 55 76 83.50
Selected on Concept + SkiLIs Values
6 1 0 1 28 12 8 20 12 10 22 36 22 58 48
7 1 0 1 8 28 18 46 8 4 12 24 18 42 79 63.50
19 1 4 1 20 7 3 10 5 7 12 48 30 78 45
12 1 4 1 0 46 24 70 14 16 30 0 0 0 70
10 1 4 1 12 55 37 92 5 3 8 0 0 0 92
8 3 4 1 28 45 30 75 14 10 24 1 0 1 76 70.75
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Selected on Concept + Skills Values (cont)
Qu Pro Con Ski Lan Passes Fallures Blanks Rate% Ave
Ma Fe To Ma Fe To Ma Fe To
5 0 4 9 4 35 32 67 25 8 33 0 0 0 67
16 1 4 9 5 45 31 76 15 9 24 0 0 0 76 71.50
2 25 22 1 12 39 24 63 20 16 36 1 0 1 64
14 27 22 1 29 24 26 50 4 1 5 32 13 45 91 77.50
Selected on Concept + Language Values
6 1 0 1 28 12 8 20 12 10 22 36 22 58 48
20 1 0 5 28 1 2 3 3 2 5 56 36 92 38 43.00
1 0 4 0 28 15 16 31 44 24 68 1 0 1 31
8 3 4 1 28 45 30 75 14 10 24 1 0 1 76 53.,50
14 27 22 1 29 24 26 50 4 1 5 32 13 45 91
15 1 22 23 29 44 29 73 15 11 26 1 0 1 74 82.50
4 31 30 1 29 28 14 42 18 20 38 14 6 20 52
13 27 30 17 29 25 9 34 7 4 11 28 27 55 76 64,,00
Selected on Skills + Language Values
10 1 4 1 12 55 37 92 5 3 8 0 0 0 92
2 25 22 1 12 39 24 63 20 16 36 1 0 1 64 78,.00
8 3 4 1 28 45 30 75 14 10 24 1 0 1 76
6 1 0 1 28 12 8 20 12 10 22 36 22 58 48 62.00
4 31 30 1 29 28 14 42 18 20 38 14 6 20 52
14 27 22 1 29 24 26 50 4 1 5 32 13 45 91 71.50
18 1 1 5 28 25 14 39 18 12 30 17 14 31 57
20 1 0 5 28 1 2 3 3 2 5 56 36 92 38 47.50
17 1 29 17 29 41 25 66 18 15 33 1 0 1 67
13 27 30 17 29 25 9 34 7 4 11 28 27 55 76 71.50
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In comparing and contrasting the sets of problems identified 
by matched pairs of propositions, it seems best to choose only 
those sets whose pass rates not only differ substantially in 
average value, tut also do not overlap between sets. These 
sets are listed below for fuller consideration.
The Ordinary Grade problem set selected by this rule is:
14. 15 (Con 20, Ski 23): 73%
4, 17 (Con 28, Ski 9): 54.5%
Concept values differ in only one respect, the requirement 
of chemical equations in the latter: Skill value 9 implies 
sorting of information and skills beyond simple recall, while 
value 23 includes graphs, tables or selection grids and data 
which is irrelevant to the solution as well as these 
attributes. It could be argued that the presence of a 
selection grid (which is the case in this pair of problems)
actually reduces the memory load on the candidate by
organising the problem, and therefore contributes to the 
greater pass rate. The irrelevant data can be seen as a
natural consequence of the presence of a selection grid,
rather than as a separate obstacle to success.
There are no other sets of problems identified in the DECana
output on the Ordinary Grade problems which are different in 
average and whose members' pass rates do not overlap. The 
criterion is a strict one, but is the only one which ensures 
that the two sets are significantly different.
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In the Higher Grade paper, the following sets of problems 
were chosen:
6, 15 (Con 4, Lan 0): 80%
14, 17, 20 (Con 20, Lan 28): 59%
Concept values differ only inasmuch as the latter set 
require the construction or recall of chemical formulae; but 
Language difficulties are very different, because the second, 
less successful, set contains long sentences, subordinate 
clauses and long words, which are not found in the first set. 
It is possible that language difficulties contribute to this 
result. Problem 6 is uncomplicated, with a success rate of
98%, (a pass mark can be obtained simply from choosing
information from the Data Book), while problem 15 is a 
multi-part problem, which is broken up into single mark parts. 
It does involve equilibria, which helps to account for the 
lower success rate of 62%. The other set of problems had 
similar pass rates, from 54% to 62%, and were more complex in
their statements. It is noted that problem 17 contained a
selection grid, which could have helped the pass rate to be as 
high as it was, and that problem 20 had graphical information.
The reading of the graphs, however, did not provide the whole
solution to the problem.
The CSYS results yielded the following sets of problems:
15, 17 (Pro 1, Lan 29): 70.5%
13, 14 (Pro 27, Lan 29): 83.5%
Since the Language attributes are identical, differences 
must be sought from the Process characteristics, which share
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the requirement for reasoning as opposed to simple recall, an 
attribute which is common to all but two CSYS problems, all 
but two Higher Grade problems, and all but one Ordinary Grade 
problem. The characteristics which are evident in the second 
set are quantitative arithmetical calculations and the 
application of a non-chemical formula to the solution. 
Interestingly, they were the more successfully solved. At the 
CSYS level, it is possible to speculate that calculations, 
especially of a routine and formula-application type, cause 
less difficulty than the reasoning with unfamiliar substances 
that appears in both problems 15 and 17.
6, 20 (Con 0, Lan 28): 43%
14, 15 (Con 22, Lan 29): 82.5%
The main difference between these two sets seems to be in 
Concept, as the Language difference concerns a structured 
answer in the first set but single word answers in the second. 
The presence of chemical formulae and specific substances in 
problems 14 and 15, absent in the first set, seem to have been 
helpful, despite the presence of the mole concept as well. 
That small difference in Language, however, is an important 
one, since the answers to problems 6 and 20 have no structure 
supplied, and are complex ones. It would seem that this factor 
is more important than the Concept ones, or that specific 
substances are more comforting than general cases.
6, 20 (Con 0, Lan 28): 43%
4, 13 (Con 30, Lan 29): 64%
Once again the complexity of the answers in the first set is 
significant, while the Concept characteristics of problems 4
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and 13 are the same as in the previous set of 14 and 15, with 
the addition of chemical equations to the problem. It would 
seem that Language is the important factor in the explanation 
of these sets of results.
2, 10 (Ski 1, Lan 12): 78%
18, 20 (Ski 5, Lan 28): 47.5%
In the second set of problems there is some irrelevant data, 
while the statement of the problems uses long sentences. It 
should be noted also that problems 2 and 10 are structured 
into one-mark replies, while 18 and 20 require complex answers 
to which no structure is given in the statement of the 
problem. The Language aspects are the more important.
13, 17 (Ski 17, Lan 29): 71.5%
18, 20 (Ski 5, Lan 28): 47.5%
A similar argument regarding the structuring of answers 
applies to these sets of problems and their success rates. The 
answers to problems 13 and 17 can be stated in single words or 
equations or calculations. The skills of interpreting tables 
and sorting information, present in those problems, caused 
less difficulty than the structuring of the answer.
Continuing the DECana series, sets of problems were listed 
which had three characteristics in common. This naturally 
contained fewer sets of problems, but some interesting results 
were obtained, which are listed in Table 10 below:
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Table 10a
Average Pass Rates By Threes 
0 Grade Questions 
Rate = (Pass/Pass+Fail) * 100 
Selected on Process + Concept + Skills Values
Qu Pro Con Ski Lan Passes Failures Blanks 
Ma Fe To Ma Fe To Ma Fe To
Rate% Ave
6 1 4 9 28 37 18 55 10 4 14 13 18 31 80
7 1 4 9 12 12 11 23 1 6 7 47 23 70 77
10 1 4 9 4 15 16 31 3 3 6 42 21 63 84
9 1 4 9 0 34 17 51 8 3 11 18 20 38 82
13 1 4 9 24 25 22 47 34 18 52 1 0 1 47 74.00
15 1 20 23 29 14 5 19 5 2 7 41 33 74 73
14 1 20 23 13 26 28 54 15 5 20 19 7 26 73 73.00
4 1 28 9 20 42 24 66 18 16 34 0 0 0 66
17 1 28 9 29 22 21 43 38 19 57 0 0 0 43 54.50
Selected on Process + Concept + Language Values
15 1 20 23 29 14 5 19 5 2 7 41 33 74 73
2 1 20 16 29 19 20 39 41 20 61 0 0 0 39 5.6.00
Table 10b
Average Pass Rates By Threes
H Grade Questions
Rate = (Pass/Pass+Fail) * 100
Selected on Process + Concept + Skills Values
Qu Pro Con Ski Lan Passes Failures Blanks Rate% Ave
Ma Fe To Ma Fe To Ma Fe To
1 0 20 0 1 7 2 9 2 5 7 56 28 84 56
2 0 20 0 1 55 26 81 1 2 3 9 7 16 96 76.00
10 1 4 17 12 53 32 85 12 3 15 0 0 0 85
15 1 4 17 0 39 22 61 25 13 38 1 0 1 62 73.50
16 1 4 23 28 46 20 66 19 15 34 0 0 0 66
11 1 4 23 5 45 30 75 20 5 25 0 0 0 75 70.50
Selected on Process + Concept + Language Values
1 0 20 0 1 7 2 9 2 5 7 56 28 84 56
2 0 20 0 1 55 26 81 1 2 3 9 7 16 96 76.00
15 1 4 17 0 39 22 61 25 13 38 1 0 1 62
6 1 4 21 0 39 23 62 1 0 1 25 12 37 98 80.00
16 1 4 23 28 46 20 66 19 15 34 0 0 0 66
13 1 4 1 28 27 6 33 35 29 64 3 0 3 34 50.00
20 1 20 17 28 14 9 23 9 6 15 42 20 62 61
14 1 20 4 28 37 16 53 26 19 45 2 0 2 54
17 1 20 23 28 41 20 61 24 14 38 0 1 1 62 59.00
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Selected on Process + Skills + Language Values
Qu Pro Con Ski Lan Passes 
Ma Fe To
Failures Blanks 
Ma Fe To Ma Fe To
Rate% Ave
1 0 20 0 1 7 2 9 2 5 7 56 28 84 56
2 0 20 0 1 55 26 81 1 2 3 9 7 16 96 76.00
16 1 4 23 28 46 20 66 19 15 34 0 0 0 66
17 1 20 23 28 41 20 61 24 14 38 0 1 1 62 64.00
Selected on Concept + Skills + Language Values
1 0 20 0 1 7 2 9 2 5 7 56 28 84 56
2 0 20 0 1 55 26 81 1 2 3 9 7 16 96 76.00
Table 10c
Average Pass Rates By Threes 
CSYS Questions 
Rate = (Pass/Pass+Fail) * 100 
Selected on Process + Concept + Skills Values
Qu Pro Con Ski Lan Passes Failures Blanks 
Ma Fe To Ma Fe To Ma Fe To
Rate% Ave
7 1 0 1 8 28 18 46 8 4 12 24 18 42 79
6 1 0 1 28 12 8 20 12 10 22 36 22 58 48 63.50
12 1 4 1 0 46 24 70 14 16 30 0 0 0 70
10 1 4 1 12 55 37 92 5 3 8 0 0 0 92
19 1 4 1 20 7 3 10 5 7 12 48 30 78 45 69.00
Selected on Process + Concept + Language Values
Qu Pro Con Ski Lan Passes Failures Blanks Rate% Ave
Ma Fe To Ma Fe To Ma Fe To
6 1 0 1 28 12 8 20 12 10 22 36 22 58 48
20 1 0 5 28 1 2 3 3 2 5 56 36 92 38 43.00
Selected on Process + Skills + Language Values
18 1 1 5 28 25 14 39 18 12 30 17 14 31 57
20 1 0 5 28 1 2 3 3 2 5 56 36 92 38 47.50
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A detailed discussion of Table 10 is largely redundant, 
because comparisons of the unmatched characteristics in the 
individual problems have already been made in Table 6 (see 
page 101) above, and following the rules established (see page 
118) for comparing groups of problems in the DEC2ana 
discussion, there are no sets of problems whose pass rate 
ranges do not overlap.
DEC3ana was therefore a natural extension of the pattern of 
trial research in the DECana series, but did not itself lead 
to any further revelations or conclusions. It is included in 
this report because it could not reasonably be left out, not 
because it contributes anything extra to the work.
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Combining Propositions
Although some useful discussions had been generated from the 
results of the analyses from Phase 4 onwards, and a great deal 
of useful conclusion and speculation was made, the analyses 
still lacked any definite pattern of inference which could be 
drawn from the figures, and no statistical calculations could 
be made on the tables generated. There was one final technique 
which had not been tried, that of seeking overarching 
comparisons in the propositions and grouping them and their 
results into sets which could themselves be compared and 
contrasted. Table 11 shows how this grouping of propositions 
was achieved.
Table 11
Combination of Revised Propositions 
A1 Numerical Processes
(1) 1. Is the solution to this problem QUANTITATIVE
(involving numbers) in any of its parts?
(2) 2. Does the solution to this problem require ARITHMETICAL
CALCULATIONS (as opposed to simple reading or recall of 
figures, e.g., from graphs or tables)?
(3) 3. Does the solution involve PROPORTION in calculations?
(If the answer to proposition 2 is NO, then the answer 
to this must be NO also)
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A2 Non-Numerical Processes
(4) 4. Does the solution to this problem involve the
application of a recalled or a given FORMULA (NOT a 
chemical formula): e.g., m = vc or PV = nRT ?
(5) 5. Does the solution require REASONING as opposed to
simple RECALL? (If both are required, answer YES)
B1 Concepts of Formulae and Equations
(6) 1. Does the solution require the recall or construction of
CHEMICAL FORMULAE? (Do not count formulae which are 
supplied in the text)
(7) 2. Does the solution require the recall or construction of
CHEMICAL EQUATIONS (including word equations)? (Do not 
count equations which are supplied in the text)
B2 Concepts Other Than Formulae or Equations
(8) 3. Does this problem refer to SPECIFIC SUBSTANCES (as
opposed to classes or types of substance -e.g., 
"ethanal" as opposed to "aldehydes")? If both, answer 
YES.
(9) 4. Does the solution to this problem involve the MOLE
concept?
(10) 5. Does this problem specifically imply SAFETY 
REQUIREMENTS or PRECAUTIONS?
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Cl Data Processing Skills
(11) 1. Does this problem (or the solution to it) involve
GRAPHS, TABLES or SELECTION GRIDS?
(12) 2. Does this problem involve DRAWING or INTERPRETING
DIAGRAMS or FLOW-CHARTS (as opposed to graphs, tables 
or grids)?
(14) 4. Is more data provided than is required for the solution
(i.e., is any of the data IRRELEVANT to the answer)?
C2 Sorting and Retrieving (other than Processing)
(13) 3. Does this problem involve SORTING of information into
categories or classes?
(15) 5. Does this problem involve any skills beyond simple
recall or Data Book information retrieval?
D1 Interpretation of Language in the Problem
(16) 1. In the statement of this problem, is the average
sentence longer than 15 words?
(17) 2. Are there any subordinate clauses?
(18) 3. Are there more than 3 words of 3 or more syllables
(excluding technical terms and names of chemicals)?
(19) 4. Are there any words which have more than one meaning in
different contexts? This refers to the list of words
published in "Words That Matter in Science" (Cassels 
and Johnstone, RSC, 1985)
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D2 Structure of Answer (as opposed to Problem)
(20) 5. Can all parts of the problem be answered by a single 
word or series of words, as opposed to a grammatically 
structured answer?
The bases on which sets of propositions can be combined are, 
by the nature of things, subjective. The exercise is similar 
to that of asking which is the odd-one-out of a set of objects 
- the answer could be any of the set, provided that a 
sufficient reason was given for the choice. The rationale for 
these particular combinations was that they were the most 
obvious ones to choose, in each of the sets of propositions. 
Other possible bases of combinations were felt to be less 
appropriate, because they were either more contrived and less 
obvious, or because they split the sets of propositions less 
evenly, giving less opportunity for comparison of rates in any 
meaningful way. The DECana series of programs was therefore 
further revised, so as to collect together each subset of 
propositions and display the subset as a group, for direct 
comparison with the other subset in that type of proposition. 
In addition, the mean and standard deviation (used here simply 
as a rule of thumb measure of variance) was calculated and 
displayed for each subset. A set of programs, for total rates, 
then for Male and Female rates, was written, and finally 
combined into the program ALLana, the results of which program 
are shown in Table 12 on page 130:
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Table 12a
Mean/SD of All Rates In Categories 
Ordinary Grade Questions
Categorised by Process Values
Numerical Processes TRUE
Qu Pro Con Ski Lan Passes Failures Blanks Mrat% Frat% Rate%
Ma Fe To Ma Fe To Ma Fe To
3 29 14 1 25 28 25 53 32 15 47 0 0 0 47 63 53
12 17 28 21 31 26 25 51 34 15 49 0 0 0 43 63 51
5 31 6 1 25 23 20 43 29 19 48 8 1 9 44 51 47
1 17 4 4 7 24 17 41 36 23 59 0 0 0 40 43 41
MAv=43.50; MSD= 2.50: FAv=55.00; FSD= 8.,49: TAv=48.00; TSD= 4.58
Numerical Processes FALSE
10 1 4 9 4 15 16 31 3 3 6 42 21 63 83 84 84
9 1 4 9 0 34 17 51 8 3 11 18 20 38 81 85 82
6 1 4 9 28 37 18 55 10 4 14 13 18 31 79 82 80
7 1 4 9 12 12 11 23 1 6 7 47 23 70 92 65 77
14 1 20 23 13 26 28 54 15 5 20 19 7 26 63 85 73
15 1 20 23 29 14 5 19 5 2 7 41 33 74 74 71 73
4 1 28 9 20 42 24 66 18 16 34 0 0 0 70 60 66
8 0 4 0 1 32 25 57 26 14 40 2 1 3 55 64 59
16 1 0 13 28 28 21 49 30 19 49 2 0 2 48 52 50
13 1 4 9 24 25 22 47 34 18 52 1 0 1 42 55 47
17 1 28 9 29 22 21 43 38 19 57 0 0 0 37 52 43
2 1 20 16 29 19 20 39 41 20 61 0 0 0 32 50 39
11 1 20 1 5 11 15 26 43 25 68 6 0 6 20 38 28
MAv=5S1.69; MSD=21 .60: FAv=64.85; FSD=14.95: TAv=61.62; TSD=17.79
Categorised by Content Values
Formulae/Equations TRUE
Qu Pro Con Ski Lan Passes Failures 
Ma Fe To Ma Fe To
Blanks Mrat% 
Ma Fe To
Frat% Rate%
14 1 20 23 13 26 28 54 15 5 20 19 7 26 63 85 73
15 1 20 23 29 14 5 19 5 2 7 41 33 74 74 71 73
4 1 28 9 20 42 24 66 18 16 34 0 0 0 70 60 66
3 29 14 1 25 28 25 53 32 15 47 0 0 0 47 63 53
12 17 28 21 31 26 25 51 34 15 49 0 0 0 43 63 51
17 1 28 9 29 22 21 43 38 19 57 0 0 0 37 52 43
2 1 20 16 29 19 20 39 41 20 61 0 0 0 32 50 39
11 1 20 1 5 11 15 26 43 25 68 6 0 6 20 38 28
MAv=48.25; MSD=17,.93: FAv=60.25; FSEKL3.28: TAv=53. 
Formulae/Equations FALSE
25; TSD=15.,38
10 1 4 9 4 15 16 31 3 3 6 42 21 63 83 84 84
9 1 4 9 0 34 17 51 8 3 11 18 20 38 81 85 82
6 1 4 9 28 37 18 55 10 4 14 13 18 31 79 82 80
7 1 4 9 12 12 11 23 1 6 7 47 23 70 92 65 77
8 0 4 0 1 32 25 57 26 14 40 2 1 3 55 64 59
16 1 0 13 28 28 21 49 30 19 49 2 0 2 48 52 50
13 1 4 9 24 25 22 47 34 18 52 1 0 1 42 55 47
5 31 6 1 25 23 20 43 29 19 48 8 1 9 44 51 47
1 17 4 4 7 24 17 41 36 23 59 0 0 0 40 43 41
MAv=62’.67; MSD=19 .55: FAv=64.56; FSD=14.90:: TAv=63..00; TSD=16 .56
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Mean/SD of All Rates in Categories 
Ordinary Grade Questions
Categorised by Skills Values 
Processing Data TRUE
Qu Pro Con Ski Lan Passes Failures Blanks Mrat% Frat% Rate%
Ma Fe To Ma Fe To Ma Fe To
10 1 4 9 4 15 16 31 3 3 6 42 21 63 83 84 84
9 1 4 9 0 34 17 51 8 3 11 18 20 38 81 85 82
6 1 4 9 28 37 18 55 10 4 14 13 18 31 79 82 80
7 1 4 9 12 12 11 23 1 6 7 47 23 70 92 65 77
14 1 20 23 13 26 28 54 15 5 20 19 7 26 63 85 73
15 1 20 23 29 14 5 19 5 2 7 41 33 74 74 71 73
4 1 28 9 20 42 24 66 18 16 34 0 0 0 70 60 66
12 17 28 21 31 26 25 51 .34 15 49 0 0 0 43 63 51
16 1 0 13 28 28 21 49 30 19 49 2 0 2 48 52 50
13 1 4 9 24 25 22 47 34 18 52 1 0 1 42 55 47
17 1 28 9 29 22 21 43 38 19 57 0 0 0 37 52 43
2 1 20 16 29 19 20 39 41 20 61 0 0 0 32 50 39
MAv-62!. 00;; MSD"19,.75: FAv-67.00; FSD-13,.32:: TAv-63.75; TSD-15,.90
Processing Data FALSE
8 0 4 0 1 32 25 57 26 14 40 2 1 3 55 64 59
3 29 14 1 25 28 25 53 32 15 47 0 0 0 47 63 53
5 31 6 1 25 23 20 43 29 19 48 8 1 9 44 51 47
1 17 4 4 7 24 17 41 36 23 59 0 0 0 40 43 41
11 1 20 1 5 11 15 26 43 25 68 6 0 6 20 38 28
MAv-41 .20; MSD-11,.69: FAv-51.80; FSD-10.42:: TAv-45.60; TSD-10 .65
Categorised by Language Values 
Interpretation of Language TRUE
Qu Pro Con Ski Lan Passes Failures Blanks Mrat% Frat% Rate%
Ma Fe To Ma Fe To Ma Fe To
10 1 4 9 4 15 16 31 3 3 6 42 21 63 83 84 84
6 1 4 9 28 37 18 55 10 4 14 13 18 31 79 82 80
7 1 4 9 12 12 11 23 1 6 7 47 23 70 92 65 77
14 1 20 23 13 26 28 54 15 5 20 19 7 26 63 85 73
15 1 20 23 29 14 5 19 5 2 7 41 33 74 74 71 73
4 1 28 9 20 42 24 66 18 16 34 0 0 0 70 60 66
3 29 14 1 25 28 25 53 32 15 47 0 0 0 47 63 53
12 17 28 21 31 26 25 51 34 15 49 0 0 0 43 63 51
16 1 0 13 28 28 21 49 30 19 49 2 0 2 48 52 50
13 1 4 9 24 25 22 47 34 18 52 1 0 1 42 55 47
5 31 6 1 25 23 20 43 29 19 48 8 1 9 44 51 47
17 1 28 9 29 22 21 43 38 19 57 0 0 0 37 52 43
1 17 4 4 7 24 17 41 36 23 59 0 0 0 40 43 41
2 1 20 16 29 19 20 39 41 20 61 0 0 0 32 50 39
11 1 20 1 5 11 15 26 43 25 68 6 0 6 20 38 28
MAv=54 27; MSD=20.36: FAv-60.93; FSD-14.01:: TAv=56.80; TSD=16,.67
Interpretation of Language FALSE
9 1 4 9 0 34 17 51 8 3 11 18 20 38 81 85 82
8 0 4 0 1 32 25 57 26 14 40 2 1 3 55 64 59
MAv=68.00;: MSD=13.00: FAv-74.50; FSD-10.50:: TAv=70.50; TSEKL1 .50
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Table 12b
Higher Grade Questions
Categorised by Process Values 
Numerical Processes TRUE
Qu Pro Con Ski Lan Passes Failures Blanks Mrat% Frat% ]Rate%
Ma Fe To Ma Fe To Ma Fe To
5 29 6 1 1 52 29 81 6 5 11 7 1 8 90 85 88
4 31 30 1 1 53 30 83 11 5 16 1 0 1 83 86 84
19 29 12 17 30 30 17 47 12 3 15 23 15 38 71 85 76
18 31 22 1 30 41 26 67 24 9 33 0 0 0 63 74 67
12 31 14 1 25 46 21 67 19 14 33 0 0 0 71 60 67
8 27 28 27 29 41 16 57 22 19 41 2 0 2 65 46 58
MAv=73.83,: MSD= 9.63: FAv=72.67; FSEKL5.,03:: TAv-73..33; TSD=10.42
Numerical Processes FALSE
6 1 4 21 0 39 23 62 1 0 1 25 12 37 98 100 98
7 1 20 19 0 24 12 36 1 0 1 40 23 63 96 100 97
2 0 20 0 1 55 26 81 1 2 3 9 7 16 98 93 96
3 1 5 9 29 52 29 81 6 2 8 7 4 11 90 94 91
10 1 4 17 12 53 32 85 12 3 15 0 0 0 82 91 85
11 1 4 23 5 45 30 75 20 5 25 0 0 0 69 86 75
9 1 5 31 8 49 23 72 16 12 28 0 0 0 75 66 72
16 1 4 23 28 46 20 66 19 15 34 0 0 0 71 57 66
15 1 4 17 0 39 22 61 25 13 38 1 0 1 61 63 62
17 1 20 23 28 41 20 61 24 14 38 0 1 1 63 59 62
20 1 20 17 28 14 9 23 9 6 15 42 20 62 61 60 61
1 0 20 0 1 7 2 9 2 5 7 56 28 84 78 29 56
14 1 20 4 28 37 16 53 26 19 45 2 0 2 59 46 54
13 1 4 1 28 27 6 33 35 29 64 3 0 3 44 17 34
MAv=74.64; MSEKL6.00: FAv=68.64; FSD=25.49: TAv=72.07; TSEKL8.51
Categorised by Content Values 
Formulae/Equations TRUE
Qu Pro Con Ski Lan Passes Failures Blanks Mrat% Frat% RateS
Ma Fe To Ma Fe To Ma Fe To
7 1 20 19 0 24 12 36 1 0 1 40 23 63 96 100 97
2 0 20 0 1 55 26 81 1 2 3 9 7 16 98 93 96
4 31 30 1 1 53 30 83 11 5 16 1 0 1 83 86 84
19 29 12 17 30 30 17 47 12 3 15 23 15 38 71 85 76
18 31 22 1 30 41 26 67 24 9 33 0 0 0 63 74 67
12 31 14 1 25 46 21 67 19 14 33 0 0 0 71 60 67
17 1 20 23 28 41 20 61 24 14 38 0 1 1 63 59 62
20 1 20 17 28 14 9 23 9 6 15 42 20 62 61 60 61
8 27 28 27 29 41 16 57 22 19 41 2 0 2 65 46 58
1 0 20 0 1 7 2 9 2 5 7 56 28 84 78 29 56
14 1 20 4 28 37 16 53 26 19 45 2 0 2 59 46 54
MAv=73.45;: MS3>13,.10: FAv=67.09; FSI>21,.29:: TAv=70.,73; TSEKL4.,74
Formulae/Equations FALSE
6 1 4 21 0 39 23 62 1 0 1 25 12 37 98 100 98
3 1 5 9 29 52 29 81 6 2 8 7 4 11 90 94 91
5 29 6 1 1 52 29 81 6 5 11 7 1 8 90 85 88
10 1 4 17 12 53 32 85 12 3 15 0 0 0 82 91 85
11 1 4 23 5 45 30 75 20 5 25 0 0 0 69 86 75
9 1 5 31 8 49 23 72 16 12 28 0 0 0 75 66 72
16 1 4 23 28 46 20 66 19 15 34 0 0 0 71 57 66
15 1 4 17 0 39 22 61 25 13 38 1 0 1 61 63 62
13 1 4 1 28 27 6 33 35 29 64 3 0 3 44 17 34
MAv==75.56,: MSD=15,,76: FAv=73.22; FSD=24,.38:: TAv=74.56; TSD=18,.23
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Categorised by Skills Values 
Processing Data TRUE 
Qu Pro Con Ski Lan Passes Failures Blanks Mrat% Frat% Rate%
Ma Fe To Ma Fe To Ma Fe To
6 1 4 21 0 39 23 62 1 0 1 25 12 37 98 100 98
7 1 20 19 0 24 12 36 1 0 1 40 23 63 96 100 97
3 1 5 9 29 52 29 81 6 2 8 7 4 11 90 94 91
10 1 4 17 12 53 32 85 12 3 15 0 0 0 82 91 85
19 29 12 17 30 30 17 47 12 3 15 23 15 38 71 85 76
11 1 4 23 5 45 30 75 20 5 25 0 0 0 69 86 75
9 1 5 31 8 49 23 72 16 12 28 0 0 0 75 66 72
16 1 4 23 28 46 20 66 19 15 34 0 0 0 71 57 66
15 1 4 17 0 39 22 61 25 13 38 1 0 1 61 63 62
17 1 20 23 28 41 20 61 24 14 38 0 1 1 63 59 62
20 1 20 17 28 14 9 23 9 6 15 42 20 62 61 60 61
8 27 28 27 29 41 16 57 22 19 41 2 0 2 65 46 58
MAv==75,17; MSD=12 .74: FAv=75.58; FSD=18.15:: TAv=75.25; TSD=13,.79
Processing Data FALSE
2 0 20 0 1 55 26 81 1 2 3 9 7 16 98 93 96
5 29 6 1 1 52 29 81 6 5 11 7 1 8 90 85 88
4 31 30 1 1 53 30 83 11 5 16 1 0 1 83 86 84
18 31 22 1 30 41 26 67 24 9 33 0 0 0 63 74 67
12 31 14 1 25 46 21 67 19 14 33 0 0 0 71 60 67
1 0 20 0 1 7 2 9 2 5 7 56 28 84 78 29 56
14 1 20 4 28 37 16 53 26 19 45 2 0 2 59 46 54
13 1 4 1 28 27 6 33 35 29 64 3 0 3 44 17 34
MAv=73.25; MSD=16.51: FAv-61.25; FSD=26.41: TAv=68.25; TSEKL9.16
Categorised by Language Values 
Interpretation of Language TRUE
Qu Pro Con Ski Lan Passes Failures Blanks Mrat% Frat% Rate%
Ma Fe To Ma Fe To Ma Fe To
3 1 5 9 29 52 29 81 6 2 8 7 4 11 90 94 91
10 1 4 17 12 53 32 85 12 3 15 0 0 0 82 91 85
19 29 12 17 30 30 17 47 12 3 15 23 15 38 71 85 76
11 1 4 23 5 45 30 75 20 5 25 0 0 0 69 86 75
9 1 5 31 8 49 23 72 16 12 28 0 0 0 75 66 72
18 31 22 1 30 41 26 67 24 9 33 0 0 0 63 74 67
12 31 14 1 25 46 21 67 19 14 33 0 0 0 71 60 67
16 1 4 23 28 46 20 66 19 15 34 0 0 0 71 57 66
17 1 20 23 28 41 20 61 24 14 38 0 1 1 63 59 62
20 1 20 17 28 14 9 23 9 6 15 42 20 62 61 60 61
8 27 28 27 29 41 16 57 22 19 41 2 0 2 65 46 58
14 1 20 4 28 37 16 53 26 19 45 2 0 2 59 46 54
13 1 4 1 28 27 6 33 35 29 64 3 0 3 44 17 34
MAv-68.00: MSD-10.82: FAv=64.69; FSD=20,.78:: TAv-66.77; TSD-13.78
Interpretation of Language FALSE
6 1 4 21 0 39 23 62 1 0 1 25 12 37 98 100 98
7 1 20 19 0 24 12 36 1 0 1 40 23 63 96 100 97
2 0 20 0 1 55 26 81 1 2 3 9 7 16 98 93 96
5 29 6 1 1 52 29 81 6 5 11 7 1 8 90 85 88
4 31 30 1 1 53 30 83 11 5 16 1 0 1 83 86 84
15 1 4 17 0 39 22 61 25 13 38 1 0 1 61 63 62
1 0 20 0 1 7 2 9 2 5 7 56 28 84 78 29 56
MAv-86i. 29; MSD-12.54: FAv=79.43; FSD=23.66:: TAv-83.00; TSD-15,.97
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Table 12c
CSYS Questions
Categorised by Process Values 
Numerical Processes TRUE
Qu Pro Con Ski Lan Passes Failures Blanks Mrat% Frat% Rate%
Ma Fe To Ma Fe To Ma Fe To
14 27 22 1 29 24 26 50 4 1 5 32 13 45 86 96 91
9 27 12 9 28 49 32 81 11 8 19 0 0 0 82 80 81
13 27 30 17 29 25 9 34 7 4 11 28 27 55 78 69 76
2 25 22 1 12 39 24 63 20 16 36 1 0 1 66 60 64
4 31 30 1 29 28 14 42 18 20 38 14 6 20 61 41 52
3 31 14 17 28 6 1 7 6 5 11 48 34 82 50 17 39oin01 : MSD=12,.65: FAv=60.50; FSD=25..77;; TAv=67.17; TSD=17.66
Numerical Processes FALSE
10 1 4 1 12 55 37 92 5 3 8 0 0 0 92 93 92
11 1 21 11 28 54 32 86 6 8 14 0 0 0 90 80 86
7 1 0 1 8 28 18 46 8 4 12 24 18 42 78 82 79
8 3 4 1 28 45 30 75 14 10 24 1 0 1 76 75 76
16 1 4 9 5 45 31 76 15 9 24 0 0 0 75 78 76
15 1 22 23 29 44 29 73 15 11 26 1 0 1 75 73 74
12 1 4 1 0 46 24 70 14 16 30 0 0 0 77 60 70
5 0 4 9 4 35 32 67 25 8 33 0 0 0 58 80 67
17 1 29 17 29 41 25 66 18 15 33 1 0 1 69 63 67
18 1 1 5 28 25 14 39 18 12 30 17 14 31 58 54 57
6 1 0 1 28 12 8 20 12 10 22 36 22 58 50 44 48
19 1 4 1 20 7 3 10 5 7 12 48 30 78 58 30 45
20 1 0 5 28 1 2 3 3 2 5 56 36 92 25 50 38
1 0 4 0 28 15 16 31 44 24 68 1 0 1 25 40 31
MAv=64.71 : MSEKL9.96: FAv=64.43; FSEKL7.96: TAv=64.■ 71; TSD=17.65
Categorised by Content Values 
Formulae/Equations TRUE
Qu Pro Con Ski Lan Passes Failures Blanks Mrat% Frat% Rate%
Ma Fe To Ma Fe To Ma Fe To
14 27 22 1 29 24 26 50 4 1 5 32 13 45 86 96 91
11 1 21 11 28 54 32 86 6 8 14 0 0 0 90 80 86
9 27 12 9 28 49 32 81 11 8 19 0 0 0 82 80 81
13 27 30 17 29 25 9 34 7 4 11 28 27 55 78 69 76
15 1 22 23 29 44 29 73 15 11 26 1 0 1 75 73 74
17 1 29 17 29 41 25 66 18 15 33 1 0 1 69 63 67
2 25 22 1 12 39 24 63 20 16 36 1 0 1 66 60 64
4 31 30 1 29 28 14 42 18 20 38 14 6 20 61 41 52
3 31 14 17 28 6 1 7 6 5 11 48 34 82 50 17 39
f o o ; MSEKL2,.05: FAv=64.33; FSI>22.,10;; TAv=70,.00; TSD=15 ■,63
Formu1ae/Equat i ons FALSE
10 1 4 1 12 55 37 92 5 3 8 0 0 0 92 93 92
7 1 0 1 8 28 18 46 8 4 12 24 18 42 78 82 79
8 3 4 1 28 45 30 75 14 10 24 1 0 1 76 75 76
16 1 4 9 5 45 31 76 15 9 24 0 0 0 75 78 76
12 1 4 1 0 46 24 70 14 16 30 0 0 0 77 60 70
5 0 4 9 4 35 32 67 25 8 33 0 0 0 58 80 67
18 1 1 5 28 25 14 39 18 12 30 17 14 31 58 54 57
6 1 0 1 28 12 8 20 12 10 22 36 22 58 50 44 48
19 1 4 1 20 7 3 10 5 7 12 48 30 78 58 30 45
20 1 0 5 28 1 2 3 3 2 5 56 36 92 25 50 38
1 0 4 0 28 15 16 31 44 24 68 1 0 1 25 40 31
MAv==61.09; MSD=20 .60: FAv=62.36; FSD=19.43:: TAv=61 .73; TSD=18,.38
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CSYS Questions
Categorised by Skills Values 
Processing Data TRUE
Qu Pro Con Ski Lan Passes Failures Blanks Mrat% Frat% Rate%
Ma Fe To Ma Fe To Ma Fe To
11 1 21 11 28 54 32 86 6 8 14 0 0 0 90 80 86
9 27 12 9 28 49 32 81 11 8 19 0 0 0 82 80 81
13 27 30 17 29 25 9 34 7 4 11 28 27 55 78 69 76
16 1 4 9 5 45 31 76 15 9 24 0 0 0 75 78 76
15 1 22 23 29 44 29 73 15 11 26 1 0 1 75 73 74
5 0 4 9 4 35 32 67 25 8 33 0 0 0 58 80 67
17 1 29 17 29 41 25 66 18 15 33 1 0 1 69 63 67
3 31 14 17 28 6 1 7 6 5 11 48 34 82 50 17 39
MAv=72.12; MSEKL2 .08: FAv=67.50; FSD=19.,94: TAv=70,75; TSEKL3,.41
Processing Data FALSE
10 1 4 1 12 55 37 92 5 3 8 0 0 0 92 93 92
14 27 22 1 29 24 26 50 4 1 5 32 13 45 86 96 91
7 1 0 1 8 28 18 46 8 4 12 24 18 42 78 82 79
8 3 4 1 28 45 30 75 14 10 24 1 0 1 76 75 76
12 1 4 1 0 46 24 70 14 16 30 0 0 0 77 60 70
2 25 22 1 12 39 24 63 20 16 36 1 0 1 66 60 64
18 1 1 5 28 25 14 39 18 12 30 17 14 31 58 54 57
4 31 30 1 29 28 14 42 18 20 38 14 6 20 61 41 52
6 1 0 1 28 12 8 20 12 10 22 36 22 58 50 44 48
19 1 4 1 20 7 3 10 5 7 12 48 30 78 58 30 45
20 1 0 5 28 1 2 3 3 2 5 56 36 92 25 50 38
1 0 4 0 28 15 16 31 44 24 68 1 0 1 25 40 31
MAv=62.67; MSD=20.57: FAv=60.42; FSD=20.71: TAv=61.92; TSI>19.24
Categorised by Language Values 
Interpretation of Language TRUE
Qu Pro Con Ski Lan Passes Failures Blanks Mrat% Frat% Rate%
Ma Fe To Ma Fe To Ma Fe To
10 1 4 1 12 55 37 92 5 3 8 0 0 0 92 93 92
14 27 22 1 29 24 26 50 4 1 5 32 13 45 86 96 91
11 1 21 11 28 54 32 86 6 8 14 0 0 0 90 80 86
9 27 12 9 28 49 32 81 11 8 19 0 0 0 82 80 81
7 1 0 1 8 28 18 46 8 4 12 24 18 42 78 82 79
13 27 30 17 29 25 9 34 7 4 11 28 27 55 78 69 76
8 3 4 1 28 45 30 75 14 10 24 1 0 1 76 75 76
16 1 4 9 5 45 31 76 15 9 24 0 0 0 75 78 76
15 1 22 23 29 44 29 73 15 11 26 1 0 1 75 73 74
5 0 4 9 4 35 32 67 25 8 33 0 0 0 58 80 67
17 1 29 17 29 41 25 66 18 15 33 1 0 1 69 63 67
2 25 22 1 12 39 24 63 20 16 36 1 0 1 66 60 64
18 1 1 5 28 25 14 39 18 12 30 17 14 31 58 54 57
4 31 30 1 29 28 14 42 18 20 38 14 6 20 61 41 52
6 1 0 1 28 12 8 20 12 10 22 36 22 58 50 44 48
19 1 4 1 20 7 3 10 5 7 12 48 30 78 58 30 45
3 31 14 17 28 6 1 7 6 5 11 48 34 82 50 17 39
20 1 0 5 28 1 2 3 3 2 5 56 36 92 25 50 38
1 0 4 0 28 15 16 31 44 24 68 1 0 1 25 40 31
MAv=65.89;: MSD=18..58: FAv=63.42; FSD=21..22;: TAv=65.,21; TSD=18.,11
Interpretation of Language FALSE
12 l 4 1 0 46 24 70 14 16 30 0 0 0 77 60 70
MAv=77.00; MSD= 0.00: FAv=60.00; FSD= 0.00: TAv=70.00; TSD= 0.00
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As a rule of thumb, if the Standard Deviation of each of the 
sets of pass rates in a group of problems is less than the 
difference between the means, then there is a comment to be 
made, although that difference may not be statistically 
significant when a non—parametric test is applied. The point
is that in such a case there is a trend to be noted, even
though it is not possible to confirm whether it would become 
significant if the sample size was increased, because it is 
not now possible to obtain more data from the 1986 
examination. Sets of pass rates which pass this criterion are 
highlit in Bold type in Table 12 above.
Ordinary Grade Problems
The sets of problems comparing numerical process
propositions with non-numerical ones, and those sets of
content propositions which involve formulae or equations, 
compared with those that do not, do not meet the criterion 
specified, that the standard deviation of both sets should be 
less than the difference between the means of the sets. 
Although the mean pass rate for numerical processes is higher 
than that for non-numerical ones, there is a very large 
variance in difficulty among non-numerical problems. The 
Concept sets show a greater mean pass rate when formulae or 
equations are not to be constructed, but the variances are 
large in both sets, indicating a wide range of problem 
difficulties.
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Interestingly, in the Skills sets, the problems which 
involve processing data are better done than those which do 
not. All sets (male, female and total) pass the criterion for 
consideration. There is a large difference between the means, 
which is partly offset by the fairly large standard 
deviations. It could be that graphs, tables, selection grids, 
diagrams and flow charts help the candidate to solve the 
problem, while the presence of irrelevant data (often directly 
associated with these devices) is not an important determinant 
of failure, at least at this level.
The Language sets show a difference in the female averages 
which obeys the rule, and indicates that girls might in this 
instance have found that the interpretation of the language of 
the problem statement was an obstacle to success. There is a 
large difference in the male averages, which is offset by the 
large variance in their pass rates, and so does not pass the 
criterion.
Higher Grade Problems
The only sets to show differences which pass the test are 
those for male students in Language sets, which seem to 
indicate that greater difficulty is experienced in 
interpreting the problem than in answering it.
It is worth mention that, in this relatively small sample of 
students, the females show considerably greater standard
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deviations throughout the sets, indicating that there was a 
greater divergence of ability among the female students than 
among the males. This pattern appears to be repeated in the 
CSYS data, but is not found at Ordinary Grade.
CSYS Problems
There are no differences in the CSYS data which satisfy the 
criterion for particular comment. The standard deviations are 
of the same order of magnitude throughout, which might 
indicate that, at this level, the combined propositions are 
less important than other factors in determining success.
Statistical Analysis
The analysis above reveals only the possibility of 
statistical significance, not the actuality. The data being 
compared in the twinned sets of results is of pass rates which 
are calculated according to criteria which were decided on the 
grounds of considering the structure and content of each 
problem in turn. There is no underlying distribution, whether 
normal or not, and a non—parametric test must be employed. The 
Mann/Whitney/Wi 1 coxon Rank Order test was used to examine the 
paired set data. The results of this examination are shown in 
Appendix I. Appendix J shows the calculations which were made 
to compare the performances of Male and Female candidates.
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These calculations were done by two further programs, called 
lOTstat (listed in Appendix A) and MFstat, and the algorithms 
were tested against several manual calculations to ensure that 
they were correct.
In each case, the U statistic is calculated by summing the 
rank orders of the appropriate side, and subtracting n(n+l)/2, 
where n is the number of entries on that side. It happens that 
there are two such values, depending on which end is chosen as 
the top rank, and each of these always corresponds to the 
value generated by the opposite ranked order for the other 
side. It is necessary therefore to calculate both possible 
values, either by taking both sides in turn, or by 
re-calculating the rank orders in the opposite direction, but 
it is not necessary to perform both alternative calculations, 
because the same pair of numbers will result. The lower value 
of the U statistic is compared with the table value, and 
should be less than or equal to the table value to achieve 
statistical significance.
The appropriate table values (97) are shown in brackets in 
the Appendix I and J tables, and show that there are no 
results which are significant at the 5% level of confidence, 
using this method. Two results, for Ordinary Grade Skills 
comparisons and for Higher Grade Language comparisons, are 
however very close to the table values, and although they are 
not significant at 5%. may well be significant at the 10% 
level. Unfortunately, tables of values for the 10% level of
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confidence are not available. These are the same sets which 
are discussed above, (page 112), under the rule of thumb 
generated by examination of means and standard deviations of 
sets, and there is no point in discussing them again. The more 
rigorous U statistic merely confirms that they are of 
interest.
The program MFstat compared Male and Female pass rates 
within each of the two sets defined in each category of 
propositions. In this case, the number of entries was the same 
for each run, but the statistic was calculated in the same way 
as before. The results of this final analysis, to seek 
differences between Male and Female performance, are shown in 
Appendix J. There are no differences arising from the 
Mann/Whitney/Wilcoxon Rank Order Test which are significant at 
the 5% level of confidence. It is therefore not possible, from 
this test, to determine that there is any difference between 
Male and Female performance at any level.
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Chapter 8
Conclusions
I
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Conclusions
This research project had two major parts: the gathering of 
information from the panel of experts on whether the problems 
matched particular propositions, and the search for patterns 
when the proposition values were linked with the pupils' 
success rates in these problems. Each part achieved partial 
success in its objective, and each depended on the same thing 
— the composition and wording of the propositions - for its 
success.
Gathering of information involved several distinct steps. 
These started with the decision to set up an electronic 
questionnaire, which was not essential, but greatly simplified 
the process for all concerned. Next came the setting up of the 
various propositions, and the selection of individuals to join 
the panel of experts. When the data was collected from the 
panel, it then had to be checked to see that there was 
reasonable consensus. A lack of consensus led to the rewriting 
of the propositions which had displayed the ambiguity. It 
follows that the problem set had to be defined completely at 
this stage also, because it was the interaction of problem 
with proposition which gave the process values on which the 
analysis depended. The rewriting of the propositions gave the 
opportunity for the problem set to be changed, as the whole 
exercise of selecting, briefing, and administering the 
electronic questionnaire to, the expert panel had to be 
repeated. It must be emphasised, however, that the rewriting
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or revision of the propositions is the only external 
circumstance in which the problem set can be changed, because 
the initial exercise has to be repeated. Changing the problem 
set, whether or not the propositions are altered, requires 
that the whole process be repeated from the beginning. 
Suitable arrangements had to be made for a representative 
sample of candidates to attempt the problems, preferably under 
defined conditions. It was not essential that this was done at 
the same time as the expert analysis of the problems, and it 
was not essential, but it was very convenient, to use the SCE 
examinations themselves.
It is a major strength of this project method, that it can 
be used for current, future or retrospective analyses of 
problem sets. The two processes of obtaining data from the 
expert panel, and the setting of the problems to candidates, 
are entirely separate, and have nothing in common except the 
problem set itself. There is no requirement that these events 
be linked in time. It is possible to repeat the expert panel 
analysis at any time, with a different set of propositions, 
and apply the results of this analysis to the same set of 
candidates' results. It is equally possible to obtain results 
from a different set of candidates and apply them to the same 
set of propositions, but this would be of value only in 
confirming the validity of the sample of candidates. The 
number of propositions used does not matter. It just so 
happened, in this project, that the propositions fell neatly 
into four sets of five, but it is quite unnecessary for any
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such pattern to be incorporated in the design of the 
experiment. Any number of propositions can be used, and any 
method of coding the results is suitable. The best methods are 
those which can readily be translated from code numbers to the 
expert panel response. In many cases of this method, coding of 
the results might be inappropriate; the choice depends on 
whether the results can be expressed economically without 
coding.
The preceding paragraphs make it clear that the whole 
project, and success or failure in the linking with
candidates' results, depends squarely on the choice of 
propositions. It seemed at first that the only problem with 
the propositions was how to express them in such a way that 
they would have unambiguous meaning in relation to all the 
problems in the chosen set. That is essential, tut is by no 
means the only significant part of the proposition choice.
The project depends on the propositions themselves for 
success or failure in establishing the cognitive factors in 
problem design. At first sight, that would seem to require the 
gift of prophecy, or at least a very strong hunch on the part 
of the experimenter. How can a project succeed, when it 
depends on prediction of the very factors that it seeks to 
identify?
There is a parallel between the characteristics of this 
project and those of the method commonly used to find the
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square root of a number. This method involves making a guess 
and then trying it against the number (by dividing it); then 
using the same process over again, this time with the average 
of the result of that calculation and the guess, in place of 
the guess. Each repeat of the process yields a more accurate 
result, and when the required degree of accuracy is obtained, 
the process stops. This is known as a recursive method, and is 
a useful technique in computer programming.
This project may be used recursively, because it may be 
repeated, with revised propositions, on the original problem 
set, and be applied to the same set of candidates' results. It 
is not necessary to use the same expert panel each time (just 
as well, if an electronic questionnaire can have 1,140
questions in iti), and it is not necessary to use the same
number of propositions. The propositions can be made more 
specific, to test particular properties of the problem set,
and can identify cognitive factors to considerable accuracy,- 
but just as it is never possible to define a square root
completely, so it is not possible to make any more than an 
accurate guess at the cognitive factors inherent in a problem 
set. As in the case of the square root example, it is possible 
to know how accurate the current guess is, by narrowing the
proposition field with each recursion.
It is important, to avoid "panel fatigue", to remember that 
the number of propositions must be multiplied by the number of 
problems in the set to obtain the total number of responses
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required from panel members. If there is a large proposition 
field to choose from, it is better to start with the bigger 
task and to use it to narrow down the field, then subsequent 
recursions should be easier, with a smaller number of 
propositions (the problem set must be the same), so as to 
retain the goodwill of the expert panel.
The administration of the whole project has been arranged on 
a microcomputer, and all the appropriate software for analysis 
and display of results has been created in the course of the 
project. It follows therefore, that any repeat of the project, 
or any recursion on the same problem and candidate set with 
revised propositions, would be easy to administer and would 
take a great deal less time than the current project has 
taken. The time that has been spent has been in testing 
methods of analysis, most of which did not yield useful 
results for this particular set of data, and in operating on a 
trial and error basis. The fact that most methods of analysis 
did not yield useful results should not be blamed on the 
methods themselves, rather on the propositions on which the 
whole project hinged. It is very likely that a set of 
propositions can be written, testing much more detailed points 
about the problem set, which would yield patterns of results 
much more readily.
A variety of approaches has been adopted and tried. In that 
sense, it is probably better that the propositions used did 
not yield useful results, because the lack of results acted as
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a stimulus to develop different ways of analysing and 
displaying the data, and the fact that there were very few 
results approaching statistical significance should be blamed 
on the propositions, not on the methods that were used. Most, 
but not all, of the methods of analysis should be used again. 
The grouping of problems into sets by pairs, or even threes, 
of proposition characteristics shared, (the DECana series), is 
the method that I would prefer least, because it has an 
inherent ambiguity - is the pattern of results the consequence 
of the shared features, or of the features that are different? 
The remaining methods are worthy of retaining and using. If 
the propositions can be expressed as two parts, then the Rank 
Sum Two-Sample test, which is a very reliable and powerful 
test, can be employed. A simple variant of the method, using 
only two propositions based on very specific items of 
information about the problems, would be very quick and easy 
to set up and run, and should give significant results 
provided that the propositions are constructed on the basis of 
the results, and their comments, shown in this report.
Throughout this project, the research effort has been to 
establish the best way to combine the proposition values 
established by the first part of the project with the results 
obtained by a randomly selected sample of candidates' results, 
in such a way as to emphasise those cognitive factors which 
appear in the problems. In the field of Chemistry at SCE 
level, there are factors which are known to teachers, without 
having been proved, as potential causes of difficulty among
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students. These vary from one level to another, as the results 
and discussions in previous chapters have demonstrated. This 
project has established a way to show whether the beliefs of 
teachers about perceived difficulties are true, or whether 
some beliefs are personal difficulties projected on to the 
students.
It was part of the original idea that one or more of the 
fields of Process, Concept, Skills or Language might be 
emphasised as the root of students' difficulties. This has not 
been shown in the project, but neither has it been disproved. 
There is no evidence to support the view that transfer of 
training automatically follows when Processes are taught in 
isolation from the other factors. Because the chosen problem 
set happened to have many similarities, and not all the 
factors could be isolated from the others, the original 
hypothesis could not be upheld or rejected. It may be that no 
individual factor can be held up to be the prime cause of 
difficulty. All factors can be argued for their difficulties.
There is a case for the construction of a problem set 
specifically to test the factors of Process, Concept, Skills 
and Language, by choosing problems on the grounds of their 
dissimilarity, but the researcher would be placed in the 
dubious role of prophet, trying to foresee the reactions of 
the expert panel. There is also the administrative task to be 
considered, of marking a large number of scripts from a large 
sample of students. This is not impossible, but would involve
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a considerable amount of effort, which was not directly 
helping the main task along, and the researcher would have to 
be very careful not to be influenced by the factors that were 
thought to be present in the problems, when marking the 
scripts. The results of a preliminary exercise might well be 
taken into account, before embarking on a new problem 
compilation.
This has been a project about development, rather than about 
research. It has sought to establish a method of investigating 
the cognitive factors inherent within a chosen set of 
problems, and the way in which these cognitive factors 
influence success in solving the problem. It should be judged 
on the quality of its method, not on the significance of its 
results. In other words, this is a development which could 
lead to a great deal of further research, as the methods which 
have been established are used to investigate other problem 
sets, in as much or as little detail as the researcher 
requires. It is a research tool, open-ended and content-free, 
ready to be used in any field of problem solving.
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Appendix A
Listings of Selected Programs, with Appropriate Comments
10 REM ******************************
20 REM * *
30 REM * Program Name "WELCOME" *
40 REM * *
50 REM * Introduces program PROBana *
60 REM *
70 REM *
80 REM *
90 REM *
100 REM *
110 REM ******************************
120 REM 
130 MODE7
140 X=OPENIN("N.name")
150 INPUT#X,X$
160 CL05E#X
170 IF LEFTS(X$,l)=" " THEN 190 
180 CHAIN"PROBana"
190 PROClogo 
200 PROCdelay(150)
210 CLS
220 PRINT1 '"This project is designed to render old-"' 1 
"fashioned questionnaires obsolete, by1" 1 "replacing
mounds of paper with this  single floppy disc."
230 PRINT'"The idea is simple enough: if you wiH"' '"answer 
questions on the screen, your'" "'answers will then be
written back on to the disc for you to send back to
me."
240 PROCtumpage(lOO)
250 PRINT' '"One last thing:"' '"If the unthinkable happens and 
you '" '"damage the answerfile by trying to'" "'ESCAPE or 
BREAK or switch off while the"
260 PRINT'"program is actually recording or '"""WRITING""
your answers on to the disc, 'you can recover and start
again by '" "'using the utility program ""answri"" 
on'" "’the disc. Just type CHAIN ""answri""."
270 PROCtumpage (150)
280 PRINT'"Two other utilities:'"'"""ANSana"" will display 
your answerfile"’ "'on the screen, and ""namewri"" 
creates'" "'a blank namefile (in case of accidents)"
290 PRINT'"To use these, type the command CHAIN,'"followed 
by the program name in quotes."
300 PROCturnpage(150)
310 PRINTTAB(0,10)CHR$141" Thank you very much for your 
help."
320 PRINTTAB(0,11)CHR$141" Thank you very much for your 
help."
330 PROCdelay(lOO)
340 CHAIN"PROBana"
350 END
360 DEF PROCdelay(x)
370 time=TIME+x 
380 REPEAT
390 UNTIL TIME>time
*
Robert J Watson *
*
April 1985 *
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400 ENDPROC
410 DEF PROCtumpage(z)
420 PROCdelay(z)
430 PRINTTAB(5,23) "Press COPY to continue"
440 REPEAT
450 *FX15,1
460 UNTIL INKEY (-106)
470 CL3 
480 ENDPROC
490 DEFPROCoff: VDU23; 11; 0; 0; 0; : ENDPROC 
500 DEFPROCon: VDU23:11.255:0; 0; 0; : ENDPROC 
510 DEF PROClogo 
520 CLS
530 PROCoff:PRINTTAB(5,6) ;
540 PRINTCHR$(157);" ";CHR$(156)
550 PRINTTAB(5);
560 PRINTCHR$(157) ;CHR$(132) ;CHR$(157) ;CHR$(141) ;CHR$(131); 
"Glasgow University"CHR$(135):" ";CHR$(157);" ";
CHR$(156)
570 PRINTTAB(5);
580 PRINTCHR$(157) ;CHR$(132) ;CHR$(157) ;CHR$(141) ;CHR$(131) ; 
"Glasgow University"CHR$(135);" ";CHR$(157);" ";
CHR$(156)
590 PRINTTAB(5);
600 PRINTCHR$(157);" ";CHR$(156)
610 PRINTTAB(5);
620 PRINTCHR$(157) ;CHR$(132) ;CHR$(157) ;CHR$(141) ;CHR$(131) ; 
"Science Education "CHR$(135);" ";CHR$(157);" ";
CHR$(156)
630 PRINTTAB(5);
640 PRINTCHR$(157) ;CHR$(132) ;CHR$(157) ;CHR$(141) :CHR$(131); 
"Science Education "CHR$(135);" ";CHR$(157);" ";
CHR$(156)
650 PRINTTAB(5);
660 PRINTCHRS(157);" ";CHR$(156)
670 PRINTTAB(5);
680 PRINTCHR$(157) ;CHR$(132) ;CHR$(157) ;CHR$(141) ;CHR$(131); " 
Research Group "CHR$(135);" ";CHR$(157);" CHR$(156)
690 PRINTTAB(5);
700 PRINTCHR$(157) ;CHR$(132) ;CHR$(157) ;CHR$(141) ;CHR$(131); " 
Research Group "CHR$(135);" ";CHR$(157);" "; CHR$(156)
710 PRINTTAB(5);
720 PRINTCHR$(157) ; " ";CHR$(156)
730 ENDPROC
This program was placed on each of the discs sent to expert 
panel members, and was selected automatically each time the 
disc was started with the SHIFT/BREAK sequence. It checked the
file in which the name was written, and if it was not blank,
it then (line 180) loaded and ran the main program, "PROBana". 
The final procedure, PROClogo, (lines 510 to 730 above) is 
common to all the programs in the series, and displays a 
title, "Glasgow University Science Education Research Group", 
on the MODE 7 screen. The program "PROBana" was called up 
after the screens of information had been read. Because 
PROBana writes a name file, this program would not be seen to 
operate again after the first time, when the blank name file 
was over-written.
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10 REM ****************************
20 REM ** **
30 REM ** Program Name "PROBana" **
40 REM ** **
50 REM ** Robert J Watson Jan 85 **
60 REM ** Phase 2: July 1986 **
70 REM ** **
80 REM ** Glasgow University **
90 REM ** Science Education **
100 REM ** Research Group **
110 REM ** **
120 REM ****************************
130 MODE 7 
140 VDU15 
150 PROClogo 
160 PROCsetup 
170 PROCdelay(200)
180 CLS
190 F0Ri%=l TO 2
200 PRINTTAB(7, i%) ;CHR$(130) ;CHR$(141) ;title$
210 NEXT
220 PRINT'"'Hello, ";firstname$;". "
230 PRINT'"I very much appreciate your help."
240 PROCskipinstructions 
250 IF skip THEN 270 
260 PROCinstruct ions 
270 PROCmenu
280 REM: files loaded at this point 
290 PROCmenuPCS
300 REM: decisions taken at this point
310 PROCwr i te_answer
320 PROCcheckanswers
330 IF NOT finalflag THEN 290
340 *DIR $
350 PROCend 
360 END
380 DEF PROCsetup
390 ON ERROR PROCerror
400 title$= "Problem Analysis"
410 vcorr=0 
420 question=l 
430 quit=FALSE 
440 finalflag=FALSE 
450 answerend=FALSE 
460 endf ile=FALSE 
470 automat ic=FALSE 
480 *KEY0 RUN!M
490 *keyio
500 *DIR N
510 X=OPENIN (' 'name’')
520 INPUT#X,name$
530 CLOSE#X
540 IF LEFT$(name$, 1)="!" THEN name=FALSE ELSE name-TRUE 
550 PROCentemame 
560 * ACCESS name L 
570 *DIR $
580 DIM propositions(5)
590 ENDPROC
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610 DEF PROCerror 
620 CLOSE#0 
630 *DRIVE 0 
640 *ACCESS *.* L
650 IF ERR=17 THEN PROCescape ELSE REPORT:PRINT" at line 
";ERL:PROCon:END 
660 ENDPROC 
680 DEF PROCescape 
690 VDU28,0,24,39,0 
700 CLS
710 PRINT' 1 "'Do you wish to start again?"
720 PRINT'"If you press the RETURN key,"' "'you will start 
again at the beginning."' '"Pressing any other key will 
stop the "' '"program."' ' '"Thank you again for your help!" 
730 PRINTTAB(0,23)"Key fO has been set to RUN this program" 
740 IF GET=13 THEN RUN ELSE VDU12.15 
750 PROCon 
760 *DIR $
770 end$="End of Program"
780 FOR i%=0 TO 1
790 PRINTTAB( (35-LEN(end$) )/2,10+i%) ;CHR$(131) ;CHR$(141) ;
end$
800 NEXT
810 PRINT.......
820 END 
830 ENDPROC
850 DEF PROCskipinstructions
860 PRINT' ' "'You can skip the instructions if you '" '"want
to: just press m,s"" (for skip)' to move on rapidly."
‘ ' ' "Pressing any other key will set up "'the 
instructions for you."
870 *FX15,1 
880 a$=GET$
890 IF INSTR("Ss",a$)=0 THEN skip=FALSE ELSE skip=TRUE
900 ENDPROC
920 DEF PROCdelay(x)
930 time=TIME+x 
940 REPEAT
950 UNTIL TIME>time 
960 ENDPROC
980 DEF PROCinstruct ions 
990 CLS 
1000 FOR i%=l TO 2
1010 PRINTTAB(7, i%) ;CHRS(131) ;CHR$(141) ;title$
1020 NEXT
1030 PRINT' "'You will be given a number of problems' from
SCE papers, which you should have’" ’"in front of
you. 'If you don't have them there at the '"moment,
press ESCAPE to get out of the '" '"program without 
causing any problems"
1040 PRINT' "to the disc files.'" "’Pressing ESCAPE at any time
will get’ you out of the program safely."
1050 PROCtumpage (300)
1060 PRINT' ' ' "'You will be given two menu choices.'" ’"At the
first one, you will be asked to choose 0 grade, H
grade, or CSYS '" ‘"questions. The problem sheets are 
"'coloured yellow, green and red 
1070 PRINT "'respectively."
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1080 PROCtumpageOOO)
1090 PRINT' 1 ' "'When you have chosen 0. H or S.  the
appropriate set of problems and"''"problem codes will be 
loaded from the "' '"disc and you will be offered the 
choice"
1100 PRINT'"of PROCESS, CONTENT or SKILLS.  A set of
propositions will then be"' '"selected, to which the 
answer will "'"'always be ""YEg"" Gr ""NO""."
1110 PROCtumpageOOO)
1120 PRINT' "Sometimes you may not be absolutely '" '"sure; in 
that case you will be given"' '"the opportunity to say so,
and that"'" unsure"" answer will be recorded."
1130 PRINT'"At the end, the whole set of your "' '"answers will 
be recorded on to the disc"' '"so that you can send the 
whole lot back'" "'to me for analysis."
1140 PRINT' ' ' " MANY THANKS FOR YOUR HELP! !"
1150 PROCtumpageOOO)
1160 ENDPROC
1180 DEF PROCturnpage(z)
1190 PROCoff 
1200 PROCdelay(z)
1210 PRINTTAB(7,23-vcorr) "Press COPY to continue"
1220 REPEAT
1230 *FX15,1
1240 UNTIL INKEY (-106)
1250 CLS 
1260 ENDPROC 
1280 DEF PROCmenu 
1290 CLS
1300 PRINT' "’Please select one of the sets of SCE 'problems,
either 0 or H or S for '" "'analysis.'" "'You should do 
this by pressing either"11"""0"" or ""H"" or "nS"" now." 
1310 *FX15,1 
1320 a$=GET$
1330 a=TNSTR (' 'OoHhSs ", a$): grade= (a+1) DIV 2
1340 IF a=0 THEN 1310
1350 ON grade GOTO 1360,1400,1440
1360 REM 0 grade problems chosen
1370 *DIR 0
1380 PROCloadfiles
1390 ENDPROC
1400 REM H grade problems chosen 
1410 *DIR H 
1420 PROCloadfiles 
1430 ENDPROC
1440 REM SYS problems chosen
1450 *DIR S
1460 PROCloadfiles
1470 ENDPROC
1490 DEF PROCloadfiles
1500 course$=" ORDINARY GRADE HIGHER GRADE SIXTH
YEAR STUDIES "
1510 grade$=MID$ (courseS, (1+(19* (grade-1))), 19)
1520 PRINTTAB(5,18) " LOADING";gradeS 
1530 Q=OPENIN("quest")
1540 INPUT#Q, numberQ
1550 PRINTTAB (0,20) "quest ionf i 1 e"; TAB(15); STRINGS (numberQ, . ) 
1560 DIM questions (numberQ)
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1570 FOR I%=1 TO numberQ 
1580 PRINTTAB(14+1%,20)" "
1590 I NPUT#Q, questions (1%)
1600 NEXT
1610 CL0SE#Q
1620 C=OPENIN (1'code11)
1630 INPUTfrC, numberC
1640 PRINTTAB (0,21) "codefile"; TAB (15); STRINGS (numberC,")
1650 DIM code$ (numberC)
1660 FOR I%=1 TO numberC 
1670 PRINTTAB(14+1%,21)" "
1680 INPUT#C,code$(1%)
1690 NEXT
1700 CL0SE#C
1710 A=OPENIN("answer")
1720 REM: different file structure in Phase 2
1730 PRINTTAB (0,22) "answerfile"; TAB (15); STRINGS (numberQ, " .
1740 DIM answers(20,20)
1750 FOR 1%=1 TO 20
1760 PRINTTAB(14+1%,22)" "
1770 FOR J%=1 TO 20
1780 INPUT#A,answers(I%,J%)
1790 NEXT
1800 NEXT 
1810 CLOSE#A 
1820 ENDPROC
1840 DEFPROCoff:VDU23;11;0;0;0; :ENDPR0C 
1860 DEFPROCon: VDU23; 11,255; 0; 0; 0; : ENDPROC 
1880 DEF PROClogo 
1890 CLS
1900 PROCoff :PRINTTAB(5,6) ;
1910 PRINTCHRS(157); " ";CHR$(156)
1920 PRINTTAB(5) ;
1930 PRINTCHRS(157) ;CHR$(132) ;CHR$(157) ;CHRS(141) ;CHR$(131); 
"Glasgow University"CHR$(135);" " ;CHRS (157); " ";
CHRS(156)
1940 PRINTTAB(5) ;
1950 PRINTCHRS(157) ;CHR$(132) ;CHR$(157) ;CHR$(141) ;CHR$(131) ; 
"Glasgow University"CHR$(135);" ";CHR$(157);" ";
CHRS(156)
1960 PRINTTAB(5);
1970 PRINTCHRS(157); " ";CHR$(156)
1980 PRINTTAB(5);
1990 PRINTCHRS(157);CHR$(132);CHR$(157);CHR$(141);CHR$(131); 
"Science Education "CHR$(135);" ";CHR$(157);" ";
CHRS(156)
2000 PRINTTAB(5);
2010 PRINTCHRS(157) ;CHR$(132) ;CHR$(157);CHRS(141);CHRS(131) ; 
"Science Education "CHR$(135);" ";CHRS(157);" ";
CHRS(156)
2020 PRINTTAB(5);
2030 PRINTCHRS(157); " ";CHR$(156)
2040 PRINTTAB(5);
2050 PRINTCHRS(157);CHRS(132);CHRS(157);CHRS(141);CHRS(131); " 
Research Group "CHR$(135);" ";CHR$(157);" "; CHR$(156) 
2060 PRINTTAB(5);
2070 PRINTCHRS(157);CHRS(132);CHRS(157);CHRS(141);CHRS(131); " 
Research Group "CHR$(135);" ";CHRS(157);" ": CHRS(156)
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2080 PRINTTAB(5);
2090 PRINTCHRS(157);" "-CHRS(1^ 6)
2100 ENDPROC
2120 DEF PROCmenuPCS
2130 PROCoff
2140 CLS
2150 IF endfile THEN 2330
2160 PRINT' ‘TAB(5)CHRS 141 "Choice of propositions"
2170 PRINTTAB(5)CHRS141 "Choice of propositions"
2180 PROCskipinstructions 
2190 IF skip THEN 2330 
2200 CLS
2210 PRINT' ‘TAB(5)CHRS141 "Choice of propositions"
2220 PRINTTAB(5) CHRS 141 "Choice of propositions"
2230 PRINT' '"There are 3 groups of questions that I"' '"would
like you to answer, concerning  'the SCE problems that
you have chosen."
2240 PRINT' '"These are as follows:"' '
2250 PRINT" 1. Questions on PROCESS .""" 2. Questions on 
CONTENT 3. Questions on SKILLS ."
2260 PROCtumpageOOO)
2270 PRINT'‘"Each set of propositions (questions) " 1 ' "wil 1 be 
presented in turn for each SCE'" '"problem. To remind you 
where you are,'" ‘"the code number and the first line 
of'" "'each question will be displayed on the"
2280 PRINT'"screen at the top, and the proposition'" "'at the 
bottom."
2290 PROCtumpage(250)
2300 PRINT' "’You will be asked to indicate YES  or NO to
each proposition by pressing'" in"nY"" or "“N"" 
respectively,"' '"and you will then get a chance to"
2310 PRINT1 "state whether or not you are sure of"’ ’ "your 
answer. Finally, you will have a'" "'chance to change 
your mind if you want."
2320 PROCturnpage(300)
2330 CLS
2340 PRINTTAB(8,1)CHRS 141 "IMPORTANT "
2350 PRINTTAB(8,2)CHRS141"IMPORTANT "
2360 VDU28,0,24,39,3: vcorr=3 
2370 CLS
2380 PRINT "'The program will start where you left off last
time. If you want to re-do"’ "'any of the decisions that 
you have '" "'made, you can do this by entering the"
2390 PRINT "'code number of the problem that you '" ’"want to 
re-<io, and then following '" "'through all the set of SCE 
problems for"11 "that particular set of propositions."
2400 PROCtumpage (10)
2410 PRINT’ '"(You will always, of course, have the '" "’option 
of quitting the program and’" "'saving all your answers to 
date on the'" "'disc. Remember NOT to use ESCAPE.)"
2420 PRINT1 "If you do this, you will be told'" "'what your 
previous answer was, and"' '"you will have the extra 
option of'" "'retaining it as it is."
2430 PROCtumpage (10)
2440 PRINT' "'To change any of your previous answers, you
can choose to press ""C"" for Change.'" '"Pressing any 
other key (except ESCAPE)"' "'will allow the program to 
start where"'"'you left off."
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2450 PRINT' ’ "Note that if you press ESCAPE during" 1 "'the run, 
you will NOi save your answers"' "'on to the disc.'1 
2460 PROCtumpage (10)
2470 PRINT' '"To save everything up to that point, "' '"you can 
press ""Q"" (for ""quit"")."' "'The answers will then be
saved as the  'program stops."
2480 PRINT' '"Press ""C"" to choose your start point"' ‘"in the 
run, or any other key to start"' '"where you left off." 
2490 VDU28,0,24,39,0: vcorr=0 
2500 *FX15,1
2510 a$=GET$: IF INSTR("Cc" ,a$)< XD THEN PROCexchange ELSE 
exchange=FALSE 
2520 CLS:PROCoff
2530 PRINT' '"Choose one of the following:"
2540 PRINT'TAB(6) "P. PROCESS "
2550 PRINT'TAB (6) "C. CONTENT "
2560 PRINT'TAB(6) "S. SKILLS "
2570 PRINT'TAB (6) "A. AUTOMATIC "
2580 PRINT' ' """Automatic"" will start with Process, "'"then go 
on to Skills and Content."‘"It will check where you left 
off."'" You cannot use this option if you '" "selected 
""C""."
2590 PRINT'"If you choose one of the others, the"' "program 
will work through that set""'of propositions only for 
each of your" "'chosen set of problems."
2600 *FX15,1 
2610 aS'KjETS
2620 a=IN8TR(''PpCcSsLlAa",a$):propset= (a+1) DIV 2:IF a=0 THEN 
2600
2630 IF exchange AND propset=5 THEN PRINT' "Sorry! You can't do 
that! " : PROCde 1 ay (200) : GOTO 2520 
2640 *DIR P
2650 ON propset GOTO 2660,2700,2740,2780,2820 
2660 propfile$="Process"
2670 PRINTTAB(0,24)" Now checking previous ";propfile$;"
answers";
2680 PROCdecision
2690 ENDPROC
2700 propfile$="Content"
2710 PRINTTAB(0,24)" Now checking previous ";propfile$;"
answers";
2720 PROCdecision
2730 ENDPROC
2740 propfile$="Skills"
2750 PRINTTAB(0,24)" Now checking previous ";propfile$;"
answers";
2760 PROCdecision
2770 ENDPROC
2780 propf ile$= "Lang"
2790 PRINTTAB(0,24)" Now checking previous propfile$;"
answers";
2800 PROCdecision 
2810 ENDPROC 
2820 PROCauto 
2830 ENDPROC 
2850 DEF PROCauto 
2860 exchange=FAISE 
2870 automatic=TRUE
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2880 propfile$="Process"
2890 PRINTTAB(0.24)" Now checking previous propfile$:" 
answers";
2900 PROCdecision 
2910 propfile$="Content"
2920 PRINTTAB(0.10) " Now checking previous " ;propfile$; " 
answers"
2930 PROCdecision 
2940 propfile$="Skills"
2950 PRINTTAB(0,10)" Now checking previous ";propfile$;"
answers"
2960 PROCdecision 
2970 automatic=FALSE 
2980 PROCend 
2990 ENDPROC 
3010 DEF PROCdecision 
3020 PROCioadpropfi le
3030 IF exchange THEN question=question-1 ELSE question=0 
3040 REPEAT
3050 question=question+l
3060 PROCcheckanswers
3070 IF finalflag THEN PROCend
3080 IF answerend AND question<numberQ THEN 3050
3090 IF endfile THEN 3120
3100 PROCdisplay
3110 REM: answers taken here
3120 UNTIL quest ion=numberQ
3130 CLS
3140 PRINTTAB(0,4)CHR$141;propfi 1 e$; " is now finished for 
";MID$("OHS",grade,1);" grade."
3150 PRINTTAB(0,5)CHR$141;propfi 1 e$; " is now finished for 
";MID$("OHS",grade,1);" grade."
3160 PRINTTAB(10,8)CHR$141" Thank You "
3170 PRINTTAB (10,9) CHR$141" Thank You "
3180 PRINT You can of course opt to re-do any part"' '"by
choosing the ""change"" option in the"' "'menu when it is
offered again."
3190 PROCwrite_answer 
3200 PROCtumpage (100)
3210 IF NOT automatic THEN PROCmenuPCS ELSE *DIR P 
3220 ENDPROC
3240 DEF PROCloadpropfile
3250 REM: loading propositionfiles
3260 POPENIN propfile$
3270 INPUT#P,numberofprops 
3280 FOR I%=1 TO numberofprops 
3290 INPtTTtP, proposit ion$ (1%)
3300 NEXT 
3310 CL0SE#P 
3320 ENDPROC
3340 DEF PROCcheckanswers
3350 answerend=FALSE.- endf i 1 e=FAISE
3360 IF exchange THEN
start=( (INSTRC'PCSL", LEFTS (propf ile$, 1) )-l) *5)+l: f inalf lag
=FALSE: ENDPROC
3370 f irstprop= ((INOTR (''PCSL'', LEFTS (propf i 1 e$, 1)) -1) *5) +1 
3380 lastprop=firstprop+4 
3390 startflag=FALSE
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3400 FOR I%=firstprop TO lastprop 
.3410 IF start flag THEN 3430
3420 IF answers(questIon.I%)="X" THEN
start=I%: start f 1 ag=TRUE 
.3430 NEXT
3440 IF start flag THEN finalflag=FALSE:ENDPROC
3450 answerend=TRUE: IF quest! on >=numberQ THEN endfile=TRUE
3460 REM: check for finalflag
3470 finalflag=TRUE
3480 FOR I%=1 TO numberQ
3490 FOR J%=1 TO 20
3500 IF answers(I%,J%)="X" THEN finalflag=FALSE
3510 NEXT
3520 NEXT
3530 ENDPROC
3550 DEF PROCend
3560 VDU28,0,24,39,0
3570 CL0SE#0
3580 *DRIVE 0
3590 *DIR $
3600 *ACCESS *.* L 
3610 CLS:PROCoff
3620 PRINTTAB(7,5)CHRS 141"Thank you very much."
3630 PRINTTAB(7,6)CHRS 141 "Thank you very much."
3640 PRINT' 1 "You have finished all the MIDS("OHS",grade, 1); "
grade"' "'questions. Please RUN the program '"'"again, by
pressing key fO, to do the'" '"other grades."
3650 PROCtumpage (200)
3660 PRINT' '"If you have completed all three sets'" "'of 
problems, please return the disc to:"
3670 PRINT’ 'TAB (10) "Robert J Watson,"
3680 PRINTTAB(IO) "c/o Dr A H Johnstone,"
3690 PRINTTAB(10)"Dept of Chemistry,"
3700 PRINTTAB (10) "The University,"
3710 PRINITAB(IO) "Glasgow G12 8QQ"
3720 PRINT'''" using the reply envelope supplied."
3730 PRINT' 'CHRS141 "Thank you again for your assistance."
3740 PRINTCHR$141 "Thank you again for your assistance."' '
3750 PROCtumpage (100)
3760 PROCon 
3770 *KEY10 *CAT!M 
3780 *DIR $
3790 end$="End of Program"
3800 FOR i%=0 TO 1
3810 PRINTTAB((35-LEN(end$) )/2,10+i%) ;CHR$(131);CHRS (141) ;
end$
3820 NEXT
3830 PRINT' " .....
3840 END
3850 ENDPROC
3870 DEF PROCentemame
3880 LOCAL X$,A,name2$,capital
3890 IF name THEN 3960
3900 PROCon
3910 CLS
3920 PRINTTAB(0,10) "Will you please type in your name?'" '
3930 name2$=""
3940 INPUT" NAME: "nameS
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3950 IF LEN(name$)<3 THEN 3910 
3960 capital*!
3970 FOR I%=1 TO LEN(name$)
3980 X$=MID$(name$,1%.1)
3990 IF X$=" " THEN capital-1%+1 
4000 A=ASC(X$)
4010 IF I%=capital THEN A=A+(32*(A>96 AND A<123)):GOTO 4030
4020 A=A-(32* (A<91 AND A>64))
4030 name2$=name2$+CHR$(A)
4040 NEXT
4050 name$=name2S
4060 FOR I%=1 TO LEN(nameS)
4070 IF MID$(name$, 1%, 1)*" " THEN
f irstname$=LEFT$ (name$, I%-1):GOTO 4100 
4080 firstname$=name$
4090 NEXT
4100 IF firstname$=nameS OR LEN(firstname$)<3 THEN
PRINT'"'Your full name, please. ":PROCdelay(100) .-GOTO 3910 
4110 IF name THEN ENDPROC 
4120 PRINT1 "‘Thank you. Let's go on."
4130 PROCoff 
4140 PROCdelay(lOO)
4150 *ACCESS name 
4160 XOPENOUT ("name ’ ’)
4170 PRINT#X,name$
4180 CLOSE#X 
4190 ENDPROC 
4210 DEF PROCdisplay 
4220 CLS
4230 PRINTTAB(0,1) "REMMBER: Press ""Q"" to quit, not ESC" 
4240 IF grade=3 THEN PRINITAB(0,3)CHR$(129); "CSYS,
19";MID$(codeS(question),2,2);", paper 
":MID$(codeS(question),4,1);", question 
" ;MID$(codeS(question) ,5,3); ". " :GCT04260 
4250 PRIN1TAB(0.3)CHRS(132-grade) .-LEFTS(codeS(question) ,1); " 
grade. 19":MID$(codeS(question),2,2);", paper 
";MIDS (codeS (question).,4,1); ", question 
";MID$(codeS(question),5,3); ". "
4260 PRINTTAB(0,5) "Problem number "; question; ": "
4270 PRINTTAB(0,6); questions (question)
4280 VDU28, 0,24,39, VPOS+2: REM sets text window 
4290 PROCgetanswers
4300 VDU28,0.24,39,0: REM sets normal text window 
4310 CLS
4320 PRINTTAB(0,10)" Now checking previous ";propfile$;"
answers"
4330 ENDPROC
4350 DEF PROCgetanswers
4360 prop*((start-1) MOD 5)
4370 actualprop=start-l 
4380 REPEAT 
4390 CLS
4400 prop=prop+l:PRINTTAB(0,0)propfile$" proposition number
";prop;":"
4410 actualprop=actualprop+l 
4420 PRINTTAB(0,1) propositions (prop)
4430 IF answers (quest ion, actual prop )="X" THEN 
previ ousans=FALSE ELSE previousans=TRUE
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4440 IF previousans THEN PRINT"Your previous answer was
"::PR0Cprintanswer 
4450 IF previousans THEN PRINT" (To retain this answer press 
""R"")."
4460 PROCcheckyesno
4470 IF retainfiag THEN 4530
4480 ans$=LEFT$ (responses, 1)
4485 IF propfile$="Lang" THEN 4520
4490 PRINT'"Are you sure? ";
4500 PROCcheckyesno
4510 IF responses*"No" THEN ans$=CHR$(ASC(ans$)+32)
4520 answers (question, actual prop) =ans$
4530 UNTIL prop=5
4540 start=(INSTR("pcsl",LEFT$(propfile$,l) )-l)*5
4550 ENDPROC
4570 DEF PROCcheckyesno
4580 LOCAL Z,Z$
4590 PRINT'"Please press either ""Y"" or ""N"": ";
4600 *FX15,1 
4610 Z$=GET$
4620 IF INSTRC'Qq" ,Z$)< X) THEN quit=TRUE:PROCwrite_answer 
4630 Z=INSTR(''YyNnRr",Z$): IF Z=0 OR (Z>4 AND NOT previousans) 
THEN 4610
4640 IF Z>2 THEN responses*1'No" :previousans=FALSE 
4650 IF Z<3 THEN responses* " Yes" :previousans=FALSE 
4660 IF Z>4 THEN retainflag=TRUE ELSE retainf lag^ FALSE 
4670 IF retainfiag THEN response$="retained"
4680 PRINT responses 
4690 PROCdelay(l)
4700 ENDPROC
4720 DEF PROCprintanswer
4730 LOCAL Z
4740 Z=INSTR (''YyNn!", answers (quest i on, actua 1 prop))
4750 ON Z GOTO 4760,4770,4780,4790,4800
4760 PRINT"Yes: sureENDPROC
4770 PRINT"Yes: unsure.":ENDPROC
4780 PRINT "No: sureENDPROC
4790 PRINT'No: unsureENDPROC
4800 PRINT'a blank. ":ENDPROC
4820 DEF PROCwrite_answer
4830 IF grade=l THEN *DIR 0
4840 IF grade*2 THEN *DIR H
4850 IF grade=3 THEN *DIR S
4860 *ACCESS answer
4870 A=OPENOUT("answer")
4880 FOR question=l TO 20
4890 FOR prop=l TO 20
4900 PRINT#A, answers (quest ion, prop)
4910 NEXT
4920 NEXT
4930 CL0SE#A
4940 *ACCESS answer L
4950 IF quit THEN PROCescape
4960 ENDPROC
4980 DEF PROCexchange
4990 LOCAL number^
5000 exchange=TRUE 
5010 endfile=FALSE
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5020 CLS 
5030 PROCon
5040 PRINTTAB(0,8) "Please enter the NUMBER of the 
question that you want to repeat: Number 11;
5050 number$='"'
5060 REPEAT: a=GET: IF a >47 AND a<58 PRINTCHRSa: ELSE IF a< >13
PRINT' "'Please enter numbers only, or ESCAPE 'to leave
the program1': PROCde 1 ay (100): GGT05020 
5070 IF a< >13 number$=number$+CHR$a 
5080 UNTIL a=13
5090 number%=VAL(numbers): IF number%=0 OR number^>numberQ THEN 
5020
5100 question=number%
5110 IF grade*3 THEN PRINTTAB(0,12)CHRS(129); "CSYS,
19";MID$(codeS(question),2,2);", paper 
";MID$(codeS(question),4,1);question 
";MID$(codeS(question), 5 , 3 ) ":GOT05130 
5120 PRINTTAB(0,12) CHRS (132-grade); LEFTS (codeS (question), 1) ; " 
grade, 19";MID$(code$(question),2,2):paper 
":MID$(codeS(question),4,1);", question 
";MID$(codeS(question),5,3);". "
5130 PROCoff
5140 PROCtumpage (50)
5150 ENDPROC
After the logo which is the common first screen, PROCsetup 
is used (line 380 onwards) to define the various flags and set 
them to FALSE. Full instructions are then offered, but can be 
missed out (PROCskipinst ructions, PROC instruct ions) . The 
instructions confirm that the ESCAPE key is used throughout 
the program to close all files and exit safely from the 
program, in the event of any problem. PROCescape (line 680) 
does not write any new information on to the disc, as it is 
intended to stop the program safely, and not corrupt any data 
already present on the disc.
The program uses five sets of external files which must be 
present on the disc. These are the name file (N.name) which 
contains nonsense characters at first but is rewritten on the 
first run of the program; the problem files, called "quest" in 
each of the 0, H and S directories, a set of code files, 
called "code" in the same three directories, and containing 
information about the source of each problem; the proposition 
files, in directory P, called "process", "content", "skills" 
and "lang" respectively; and the answer files, placed in 0, H 
and S directories under the name "ans##" where ## represents a 
two digit number unique to each expert respondent.
PROCmenu (line 1280) asks the user to select the grade (0, H 
or S) on which he/she wishes to work, and loads the 
appropriate set of files by selecting the appropriate 
directory. PROCloadfiles is called up from this procedure once 
the directory has been selected. PROCmenuPCS (line 2120) then 
offers the choice of propositions. It should be noted that 
Language propositions may be selected (see line 2620, in which 
"L" and "1" are included in the check string) although the 
screen information does not include this choice. This 
procedure calls up PROCdisplay, after checking whether the
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selected problem has been attempted before, or whether to 
start at the place where the user left off last time. The menu 
procedures also check the answer file to see that It is not 
yet complete, and set the "f inalf lag" TRUE if it is. This flag 
then calls up the final screens of the program (lines 3550 to 
3850).
PROCdisplay (line 4210) reserves the top part of the screen 
for permanent instructions to the user, and shows, on the 
lower part, the currently selected problem and each of the 
selected propositions in turn. The user is invited to press 
"Y" or "N" in response. If this combination of problem and 
proposition has been attempted before, the procedure detects 
that fact and sets the "previousans" flag. This then displays 
the previous answer and allows for it to be retained by 
pressing "R" (see lines 4430 to 4450 and 4630). The answers 
are stored in memory while the procedure is running. The 
letter "Q" is reserved throughout this procedure for the 
purpose of quitting the program and writing all new 
information on to the disc. In addition, when the last problem 
and proposition in the selected sets are reached, the writing 
of the answer file on to the disc is automatic. The program 
has to be run separately for each grade of problems. The end 
sequence contains instructions to the user on what to do with 
the completed disc.
Throughout the program, every effort was made to ensure that 
as little difficulty as possible was caused to naive users. 
This was done by automatic reading and writing of files, full 
screen displays (never at any time was the user left with an 
empty screen) and by disabling all keys which were not 
relevant to requirements on every occasion. The screen 
displays were made as attractive as possible, with literal use 
of colour arid double height characters where appropriate. 
During relatively long operations (e.g., reading of lengthy 
files) a screen display of dots being "eaten up" was 
introduced to give the user an indication of the speed of the 
process (lines 1550, 1640 and 1730 and the short routines 
following these).
At the end of each procedure, one line seems to be missing. 
The missing lines were blank lines, inserted so as to break up 
the program listing on screen for easy reference and 
alteration. To save space, they have been deleted from the 
listing in this appendix.
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10 REM ****************************
15 REM ** Program Name ANSana **
20 REM ** Answer Analysis Mk 2 **
30 REM ** R J Watson 12 May 1985 **
40 REM ** GU Science Education **
50 REM ** Research Group **
60 REM ****************************
70 MODE7
80 ON ERROR PROCerror:END 
90 PROCoff
100 PRINTTAB(5.2)CHRS 141 "Answer Analysis"
110 PRINTTAB (5,3) CHRS 141''Answer Analysis"
120 PROCdelay(100)
130 CLS
140 INPUTTAB(3) "Enter number of respondent: "number^
150 IF number%>9 THEN extra$=STR$(number%) ELSE extra$="0" 
+STRS(number%)
160 swap=FALSE
170 namefile$="N.name"+extra$
180 X=OPENUP namefile$
190 IF X=0 AND NOT swap THEN *SWAP 
200 IF X=0 AND NOT swap THEN swap=TRUE: GOTO 180 
210 IF X=0 THEN PRINT' '"This filenumber is not present": 
PROCdelay(100):GOT0 130 
220 INPUT#X,name$
230 CL0SE#X
240 PRINT Do you want a printer dump of the table'" "'at
the end? (Y or N)"
250 A$=GET$
260 A=INSTR("YyNn",A$)
270 IF A=0 THEN 250
280 dump_required=((A+l) DIV 2)-2
290 PRINT'"'Which problem set? (0,H,S)"
300 A$=GET$
310 A=TNSTR(''OoHhSs", AS)
320 IF A=0 THEN 300 
330 grade=(A+l) DIV 2
340 grade$=MID$(" Ordinary Grade Higher Grade
Sixth Year Studies ",(grade-1)*22,21)
350 f i n i shed=FALSE
360 FOR I=LEN(gradeS) TO 1 STEP-1
370 IF finished THEN 400
380 IF MID$ (grades ,1,1)0" " THEN finished=TRUE
390 lastcharacter I^ 
400 NEXT
410 grade$=LEFT$ (grades, 1 astcharacter)
420 PRINT Loading";gradeS;"answers"
430 PRINTTABU0,18) "Question Number:"
440 PRINTTAB (0,20)" 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14
15 16 17 18 19 20"
450 ON grade GOTO 460,480,500
460 *DIR O
470 GCT0510
480 *DIR H
490 GOT0510
500 *DIR S
510 answerfile$="ans"+extra$
520 XOPENIN answerfile$
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530 DIM answers(20.20)
540 PRINTTAB(0.20) .-
550 FOR 1%=1 TO 20
560 FOR J%=1 TO 20
570 INPUT#X, answers (I%,J%)
580 NEXT
590 PRINT"
600 NEXT 
610 CLOSE#X 
620 CLS
630 IF dump_required THEN VDU2,1.27,1,33,1,40 FTFF VDU3
640 IF dump_required THEN *FX6
650 PRINTTAB(12);gradeS
660 IF dump_required THEN PRINT
670 PRINTTAB(6);"Respondent: 11;nameS
680 IF dump_required THEN PRINT'
690 PRINTTAB(10)"PROC CONC SKILL LANG "
700 PRINTTAB(IO)"12345 12345 12345 12345"
710 FORI=1T020
720 PRINTTAB(8+(I>9)) ;I;
730 FOR J=1 TO 20
740 PRINTTAB (9+J+ ((J-l) DIV 5)) answers (I, J) ;
750 NEXT
760 IF dump_required THEN PRINT 
770 PRINT 
780 NEXT 
790 *DIR $
800 PROCon
810 VDU1,12,1.27,1,64,1,27,1,69,3
820 END
830 **********************************
840 DEFPROCoff 
850 VDU23;11;0;0;0;
860 ENDPROC
870 **********************************
880 DEFPROCon
890 VDU23;11,255;0;0;0;
900 ENDPROC
910 **********************************
920 DEF PROCdelay(x)
930 time=TIME+x 
940 REPEAT
950 UNTIL TIME>time 
960 ENDPROC
97Q **********************************
980 DEF PROCerror 
990 CLOSE#0 
1000 *DIR $
1010 REPORT
1020 PRINT" in line ";ERL 
1030 ENDPROC
This program asks for the number of the respondent, then 
creates the filenames of name and answer files in order to 
read them. It displays the answer file at the chosen grade. A 
sample output is shown on the following page, with the name of 
the respondent overwritten to maintain confidentiality.
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Sample Output fron "ANSana"
Ordinary Grade 
Respondent: Xxxxxxx Xxxxxxx
PROC CONC SKILL LANG
12345 12345 12345 12345
1 NNNNN NNYNN NNyNN
2 NNNnY YNYNN NNNYn
3 NYyYY NYYyN NNNNY
4 NNnNY YYYNN NNNNY
5 YYYNY NNYYN NNNNY
6 NNNNY NNYNN NNNNY
7 NNNNY NNYNN NNNNY
8 NNNNN NNYNN yYNyY
9 NNNNY NNYNN yYNyY
10 NNNNY NNYNN yYNyY
11 NNNyY nnYNN NNNNY
12 NNNNY NYYNN YNYNY
13 NNNNY NNYNN NYNNY
14 NNNNY YNYNN YNYNY
15 NNNNY YNYNN YNYNY
16 NNNNY NNYNN NYNNY
17 NNNNY NNYNN YNNNY
18
19
20
This sample shows a typical mixture of "sure" and "unsure" 
responses: at Ordinary Grade, most experts were fairly sure of 
their responses. Problems 18-20 do not exist in 0 grade, and 
thus are marked "blank".
Sixth Year Studies 
Respondent: Xxxxxx Xxxxxx 
PROC CONC SKILL LANG 
12345 12345 12345 12345
1 NNNNN NNYyN XXXXX
2 YYYNY YNYYN XXXXX
3 YYynY YNYYn XXXXX
4 YYYNY YnYYn XXXXX
5 NNNNN NNNNN XXXXX
6 NNNNy NNnNN XXXXX
7 NNNNy NNNNN XXXXX
8 NNNNy NNYNN XXXXX
9 yYnYY XXXXX XXXXX
10 NNNNY XXXXX XXXXX
11 NNNNY XXXXX XXXXX
12 NNNNn XXXXX XXXXX
13 YYnYY XXXXX XXXXX
14 YYNYy XXXXX XXXXX
15 NNNNY XXXXX XXXXX
16 NNNNY XXXXX XXXXX
17 NNNNY XXXXX XXXXX
18 NNNNn XXXXX XXXXX
19 NNNNy XXXXX XXXXX
20 NNNNy XXXXX XXXXX
The "blanks" are placed in the Language section because it 
was not intended that all the experts answer this section. The 
"X" responses indicate problem/proposition combinations that 
this respondent did not complete.
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10 REM *************************
20 REM * *
30 REM * COM2ana *
40 REM * equivalent to COMPana *
50 REM * Comparison of files *
60 REM * from PROBana exercise *
70 REM * using Double Discs *
80 REM * Robert J Watson *
90 REM * 4 March, 1986 *
100 REM * *
110 REM *************************
120 REM
130 ON ERROR CLOSE#0: PROCon .-REPORT: PRINT" in line ";ERL:END
140 drive=0
150 MODE 7
160 PROCtitle
170 PROCchoose_level
180 PROCgetdata
190 PROCprinter
200 PROCcompare
210 END
220 * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
230 DEF PROCoff 
240 VDU23,1,0;0;0;0;
250 ENDPROC 
260 **********************************
270 DEF PROCon 
280 VDU23,1,1;0;0; 0 ;
290 ENDPROC
300 **********************************
310 DEF PROCtitle 
320 PROCoff
330 title$="PROBana Comparisons"
340 tab=INT((36-LEN(title$))/2)
350 PRINTTAB (tab, 11) CHR$141; CHRS129; t it le$
360 PRINTTAB (tab.12) CHRS 141; CHRS 129; t i11 e$
370 PROCdelay(200)
380 CLS 
390 ENDPROC
4QQ **********************************
410 DEF PROCdelay(x)
420 time=TIME+x 
430 REPEAT
440 UNTIL TIME>time 
450 ENDPROC
460 * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
470 DEF PROCchoose_level 
480 CLS
490 PRINTTAB(0,2)’"There are 3 levels to choose for 
this"1'"comparison. Please choose from"
500 PRINTTAB(4,8) ;CHR$131;"0 grade"
510 PRINTTAB(4,10) ;CHR$130;"H grade"
520 PRINTTAB(4,12) ;CHR$129; "CSYS"
530 PRINTTAB(0,15) ;CHR$136; "Press O, H or S now; all other 
keys'" ' ;CHR$136; "have been disabled."
540 g$=GET$
550 g%=INSTR (' 'OoHhSs ", g$)
560 IF g%=0 THEN 540
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570 k%=INT((g%+l)/2)
580 grade$=MID$("0 grade H grade CSYS (kfc-l)*8+l 8)
590 gr$=LEFT$( grades, 4)
600 FOR h%=5 TO LEN(grade$)
610 IF MID$ (gradeS, h%, 1)0" "THEN grS=grS+MID$(gradeS.h%, 1) 
620 NEXT 
630 grade$=gr$
640 PRINT'"‘You have chosen";CHRS(132-k%);gradeS; ". "
650 PRINT'"Please wait while data files are loaded."
660 PROCdelay(150)
670 CLS 
680 ENDPROC
690 **********************************
700 DEF PROCgetdata 
710 files=15
720 IF k%=l THEN quest ions=17 ELSE questions=20
730 props=20
740 filenumberS=""
750 DIM ans$(files,questions)
760 k$=MID$ ("OHS",k%, 1)
770 FOR iSH) TO files
780 PRINTTAB(5,1) ;CHR$134;CHR$141; "Loading Data Files"
790 PRINTTAB(5,2) ;CHR$134;CHR$141; "Loading Data Files"
800 PRINTTAB (2,9); CHRS (132-k%); CHRS141; "Category: "; k$; "
Grade"
810 PRINTTAB(2,10) ;CHR$(132-k%);CHRS 141; "Category: ";k$;"
Grade"
820 filename$=k$+".ans"
830 IF i%<10 THEN filename$=filename$+"0"
840 filename$=filename$+STR$(i%)
850 a%OPENUP filenames
860 IF a%=0 THEN PROCswap
870 PROCcountdown
880 IF a%=0 THEN 970
890 FOR q%=l TO questions
900 FOR p%=l TO props
910 INPUT#a%,tempS
920 IF i%< X) AND p%>15 THEN temp$="X"
930 ans$(i%,q%)=ans$(i%,q%)+tempS
940 NEXT
950 NEXT
960 CLOSE#a%
970 NEXT i%
980 PROCdelay(100)
990 ENDPROC 
1000 * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
1010 DEF PROCcountdown
1020 PRINTTAB(5,1) ;CHR$134;CHR$141; "Loading Data Files"
1030 PRINTTAB(5,2) ;CHR$134;CHRS141; "Loading Data Files"
1040 PRINTTAB(2,9);CHRS(132-k%);CHRS141; "Category: ";k$;" 
Grade"
1050 PRINTTAB(2,10);CHRS(132-k%);CHRS141; "Category: ";k$;" 
Grade"
1060 PRINTTAB (2,15) ;CHR$134;CHR$141; "File number ";:IF
a%=0 THEN PRINT CHRS132; "Empty " ELSE PRINT 
CHRS133;"Loading "
1070 PRINTTAB(2,16);CHRS 134;CHRS 141; "File number ";:IF
a%=0 THEN PRINT CHRS132; "Empty " ELSE PRINT
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CHRS133;"Loading "
1080 IF i%<10 THEN i$=STR$(i%) ELSE i$=CHR$(i%+55)
1090 IF a%< X) THEN filenumber$=filenuiiLberS+i$+" "
1100 ENDPROC 
1110 **********************************
1120 DEF PROCcompare 
1130 CLS
1140 IF NOT printflag THEN VDU14 ELSE 
VDU2,1,27,1,69,1,27.1.87,1,1 
1150 FOR question=l TO questions 
1160 report$=""
1170 PRINT gradeS;"; Question number ".-question1
1180 PRINT "File: ";TAB(7) ;filenumber$;TAB(36) ;"Ave":IF
printflag THEN PRINT 
1190 FOR prop=l TO props 
1200 answertest$=""
1210 IF prop< 10 THEN p$="0" +STR$(prop) ELSE p$=STR$(prop)
1220 PRINT "No ";p$;". ";
1230 FOR file=0 TO files
1240 answer$=MIDS(ans$(file,quest i on),prop,1)
1250 IF answer$="X" THEN answer$=" "
1260 IF answerSO"" THEN PRINT answers.:" ";
1270 answertest$=answertest$+answer$
1280 NEXT
1290 PROCaverage
1300 PRINT TAB(37) ;average$:IF printflag THEN PRINT
1310 NEXT
1320 PROCresult 
1330 PRINT results
1340 IF NOT printflag THEN PRINT CHRS136;" Press SHIFT to 
continue"
1350 CLS 
1360 NEXT
1370 IF printflag THEN VDU1,27,1.64,3 ELSE VDU15 
1380 ENDPROC
1390 **********************************
1400 DEF PROCswap
1410 IF driveO THEN drive=l ELSE drive=0
1420 IF drive=l THEN *DRIVE 1
1430 IF driveO THEN *DRIVE 0
1440 a%=OPENUP filenames
1450 ENDPROC
1460 **********************************
1470 DEF PROCprinter 
1480 CLS 
1490 PROCoff
1500 PRINT' ' ’"Do you wish a hard copy?
1510 a$=GEI$
1520 a=INSTR(1 YyNn",a$)
1530 IF a=0 THEN 1510
1540 IF a>2 THEN PRINT "No": printflag=FALSE ELSE PRINT "Yes":
pr i nt f1ag=TRUE
1550 PROCdelay(100)
1560 ENDPROC
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
1580 DEF PROCaverage 
1590 LOCAL j%,k,q$,w$,e$
1600 q$=answertest$
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1610 FOR j%=l TO LEN(q$)
1620 IF MID$(q$, j%. 1)=" - THEN 1640 
1630 w$=w$+MID$(q$,j%.1)
1640 NEXT
1650 FOR j%=l TO LEN(w$)
1660 e$=MID$(w$,j%, 1)
1670 IF e$="Y" THEN k=k+2
1680 IF e$="y" THEN k=k+l
1690 IF e$="n" THEN k=k-l
1700 IF e$="N" THEN k=k-2
1710 NEXT 
1720 k=k/j%
1730 average$="Q"
1740 IF k>0.4 THEN average$="y"
1750 IF kX).99 THEN average$="Y"
1760 IF k<-0.4 THEN average$="n"
1770 IF k<-0.99 THEN average$="N"
1780 report$=report$+average$
1790 ENDPROC 
1800 **********************************
1810 DEF PROCresult
1820 LOCAL j%,p%,c%,s%, l%,r$,p$,c$,s$, 1$
1830 pfal 1 =FALSE: cfai 1 “FALSE: sfal 1 =FALSE: 1 fal 1“FALSE 
1840 FOR J%=1 TO 5 
1850 r$=MID$ (reports, 5%, 1)
1860 IF r$="Q" THEN pfail=TRUE
1870 IF rS=”Y" OR rS="y" THEN p%=p%+2~(5-j%)
1880 NEXT
1890 IF pfall THEN p$="Proc:FAIL;" ELSE p$="Proc: "+SrR$(p9$)+"
j i
1900 FDR j%=6 TO 10
1910 r$=MIDS(reports,j%,1)
1920 IF r$="Q" THEN cfail=TRUE
1930 IF r$="Y" OR rS="y" THEN c%=c%+2~(10-j%)
1940 NEXT
1950 IF cfall THEN c$="Cone:FAIL;" ELSE c$="Conc: "+STR$(c%)+"
11
1960 FDR j%=ll TO 15 
1970 rS=MID$(reports,j%,1)
1980 IF r$="Q" THEN sfail=TRUE
1990 IF r$="Y" OR rS="y" THEN s%=s%+2~ (15-j%)
2000 NEXT
2010 IF sfail THEN s$="Skil:FAIL;" ELSE s$="Skil: "+STR$(s%)+
11 11
2020 FDR j%=16 TO 20 
2030 r$=MID$(reports,j%,1)
2040 IF r$="Q" THEN 1 fail “TRUE
2050 IF r$="Y" OR r$="y" THEN lfc“l%+2~(20-jfc)
2060 NEXT
2070 IF lfail THEN 1$= "Lang:FAIL" ELSE l$="Lang: "+STR$(1%) 
2080 result$=p$+c$-t-s$+l$
2090 ENDPROC
"COM2ana" is identical to "COMPana" except that it employs a 
double disc drive, whereas COMPana used a specially formatted 
disc, obtained by using the "Disc Doctor" ROM program, and not 
usable on BBC machines without this ROM present. "COMPana" is 
designed to gather together the sets of answers for each of the
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expert panel. and to compare the answers received for each 
prob 1 em/propos 111 on combination. Tne memory capacity of the BBC 
micro does not permit all the data to be present in memory at 
the same time, so it is necessary first to select the level at 
which to operate (see PROCchoose_level, line 470) . This sets 
the appropriate directories for the next stage, PROCgetdata 
(line 700). The apparent repetition of some lines of print 
(e.g., lines 780 to 810) is because of the method of obtaining 
double height characters on the BBC micro, using CHR$(141). The 
line must be printed twice to obtain the full characters.
PROCgetdata searches the current disc for the files required, 
looking for O.ans## (where 0 grade has been selected and ## is 
the number of respondent being sought). All possible 
respondents are sought in turn, from 00 to 15 (lines 710 and 
770). If the files are not present on the currently selected 
disc, (line 860). then PROCswap (line 1400) changes the 
selected drive to the other one. and continues the search. Only 
when both drives have been searched without result does the 
program continue to the next respondent, giving the message 
"Empty" at that entry (line 1060). If a file is located, the 
message "Loading" appears, and the data is read into memory. 
PROCcountdown (line 1010) is included so as to maintain an 
informative screen display while the lengthy task of searching 
for and reading from files is under way. The reason for this 
involved method of storage and recovery of files is not that 
the files are very large, but because the Acorn DFS system 
permits only 31 files on a disc, and there are 16 possible 
respondents, each with 3 possible answer files, one in each 
grade, i.e., 48 files. In addition, although this program does 
not require the name file, it is desirable, for other programs, 
to have it present on the disc. The answer files were copied 
from the users' discs on to a master disc. The theoretical 
total of 64 files exceeds the number permitted on two discs, 
but in practice this total was not reached, because not all the 
possible respondents succeeded in completing the task. There 
was no point in copying unanswered files on to the master disc.
PROCcompare (line 1120) calls two other procedures, 
PROCaverage and PROCresult, which together collect and identify 
all the responses for each problem/proposition combination in 
turn, then assign scores to them and calculate the average 
score. Lines 1740 to 1770 assign a symbol ("Y". "y", "n" or 
"N") to each combination, according to the average, and the 
whole set of responses, including the calculated average, is 
printed out as a report. Finally, PROCresult (line 1810) is 
called up. This either detects the failure of the respondents 
to agree (indicated by an average close to zero) or reads the 
symbol, assigning 1 to "Y" or "y" and 0 to "N" or "n1 . It then 
increments the appropriate proposition value by whichever power 
of 2 is indicated by its position (lines 1870, 1930, 1990 and 
2050), so that the proposition value will be calculated and 
displayed. Thus there is no part of the process which is not 
automated, and depends on a human operator not making any 
mistake.
The results are displayed as a series of tables, which are 
reproduced below in Appendix B, on pages A62 to A90.
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10 REM ******** *********************
20 REM * *
30 REM * Program name QVALUE *
40 REM * Creating and Updating *
50 REM * QVAL files *
60 REM * *
70 REM * Robert J Watson *
80 REM k 29 March 1988 *
90 REM k *
100 REM * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
110 MODE7
120 ON ERROR PROCerr
130 PROClogo
140 PROCdelay(150)
150 CLS 
160 PROCtitle 
170 PROOcholce 
180 PROCgetfiles 
190 PROCprinter 
200 PROClist 
210 PROCadjust 
220 PROCenter
230 IF change THEN PROCsave 
240 PROCend 
250 END
260 DEF PROCchoice 
270 LOCAL a%,a$
280 DIM grade$(3)
290 change=FALSE 
300 CLS
310 PRINT1 "There are data files for:"
320 gr$="OHS"
330 FOR i%=l TO 3 
340 gS=MID$(gr$, i%. 1)
350 grades (i%)=CHR$(132-i%)+gS+" Grade"
360 grades(3)=CHR$(129)+" CSYS"
370 FOR j*=0 TO 1
380 PRINTTAB(10,4+i%*2+j%) ;CHRS(141); gradeS (i%)
390 NEXT
400 NEXT
410 PRINT''"Please choose";CHR$(131);"0";CHR$(135)
CHRS(130); "H"; CHR$(135);", or";CHR$(129); "S";CHR$(135); 
"now."
420 a=GET AND 223 
430 a$=CHR$(a)
440 ans%=INSTR(gr$,a$)
450 IF ans%=0 THEN 420 
460 file$=a$+".QVAL"
470 qfile$=a$+".QORDER"
480 PRINT'"File chosen is";CHR$(132-ans%);fileS 
490 PROCdelay(75)
500 IF ans%=l THEN q%=17 ELSE q%=20
510 DIM proc%(q%) ,cont%(q%) ,skil%(q%), lang^ (q^ )
520 FOR i%=l TO q%
530 proc%(i%)=-1
540 cont%(i%)=-l 
550 skil%(i%)=-l 
560 lang%(i%)=-l
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570 NEXT 
580 ENDPROC 
590 DEF PROCgetfiles 
600 LOCAL 7%
610 z%=OPENUP flle$
620 IF THEN PRINT'flle$;" does not exist on the 
disc at present. The program will create"‘"a new 
file. " :PROCdelay(200) :ENDPR0C 
630 CL0SE#z%
640 z%=OPENIN file$
650 FOR i%=l TO q%
660 INPUT#z%. proc%(i%), cont%(i%) ,skil%(i%), lang$(i%)
670 NEXT 
680 CLOSE#z%
690 ENDPROC
700 DEF PROClist
710 CIS
720 @%=6
730 start%=0
740 IF print THEN VDU2
750 PRINTTAB(10) ;gradeS (ans%);" Values"
760 IF print THEN PRINT
770 PRINTTAB(15); "Proc";TAB(21); "Cont";TAB(27);"Skil";
TAB(33);"Lang"
780 IF print THEN PRINT 
790 FOR i%=l TO q%
800 PRINT"Question
810 IF i%<10 THEN PRINT"
820 PRINT;i%;":";
830 PRINT,proc%(i%) ,cont%(i%) ,skil%(i%) , lang%(i%)
840 IF start%< X) THEN 870
850 IF proc%(i%)=-l THEN start%=i%
860 IF print THEN PRINT STRINGS(39, "-")
870 NEXT
880 VDU1,12,1,27,1,64,3 
890 PROCcontinue(lOO)
900 @fc=10
910 ENDPROC
920 DEF PROCerr
930 CL0SE#0
940 IF ERR=17 THEN 230
950 REPORT
960 PRINT" while in line ";ERL 
970 PROCon 
980 END 
990 ENDPROC 
1000 DEF PROCenter 
1010 IF start%=0 THEN ENDPROC 
1020 change=TRUE 
1030 FORi%=start% TO q%
1040 CLS
1050 PRINTCHRS (133) ;TAB(7); "Press" ;CHR$( 131) ;"ESCAPE";
CHRS(133);"to finish"
1060 FOR k%=0 TO 1
1070 PRINTTAB(0,2+k%); CHRS (141);gradeS (ans%); CHRS (131) ;
"Question No";CHRS (129) i%;CHRS (131); .
1080 NEXT
1090 PROCon
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1100 PRINTTAEKO. 6) :"Enter";CHRS(130) ; "Process "; CHR$(135): 
"value:" :CHR$( 130);
1110 INPUT""proc%(i%)
1120 PRINT'"Enter"; CHRS (131): "Content "; CHRS(135):"value:";
CHRS(131) ;
1130 INPUT""cont%(i%)
1140 PRINT'"Enter"; CHRS (132): "Ski 11s "; CHRS (135); "value: ";
CHRS(132);
1150 INPUT""skil%(i%)
1160 PRINT"'Enter";CHRS(134);"Language";CHRS(135);"value:";
CHRS (134);
1170 INPUT" "lang%(i%)
1180 PROCdelay(150)
1190 NEXT 
1200 ENDPROC 
1210 DEF PROCsave 
1220 LOCAL z%
1230 CLS
1240 PRINT" "Saving ";file$;". "' '
1250 *ACCESS *.*
1260 z^OPENOUT file$
1270 FOR i%=l TO q%
1280 PRINT#z%,proc%(i%) ,cont%(i%) ,skil%(i&), lang%(i%)
1290 NEXT 
1300 CL05E#z%
1310 PRINT"Saving ";qfile$;"."
1320 z%=OPENOUT qfileS 
1330 FOR i%=l TO q%
1340 PRINT#z%, proc% (i%)
1350 NEXT 
1360 FOR i%=l TO q%
1370 PRINT#z%, cont% (i%)
1380 NEXT 
1390 FOR i%=l TO q%
1400 PRINT#z%,skil%(i%)
1410 NEXT 
1420 FOR i%=l TO q%
1430 PRINT#z%, lang^ (i%)
1440 NEXT 
1450 CLOSE#z%
1460 *ACCESS *.* L 
1470 CLS 
1480 ENDPROC 
1490 DEF PROCadjust
1500 IF change THEN xS=" more" ELSE x$=""
1510 LOCAL c%
1520 CLS
1530 PRINT'"Do you wish to make any";x$;" changes?";
1540 PROCyesomo
1550 IF NOT yes THEN ENDPROC
1560 change=TRUE
1570 PRINT' "'Enter question number: ";
1580 INPUT""qno%
1590 IF qno%>q% THEN 1520 
1600 CLS
1610 PRINT "'Question number 'Lqncft'
1620 PRINT'Process value = ";proc%(qno%)
1630 PRINT"Is this correct?";
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1640 PROCyesomo
1650 IF yes THEN 1680
1660 INPUT’Enter correct value: "c%
1670 proc%(qno%)=c%
1680 PRINT'"Content value = ";cont%(qno%)
1690 PRINT'Ts this correct?";
1700 PROCyesorno
1710 IF yes THEN 1740
1720 INPUT'Enter correct value: "c%
1730 cont%(qno%)=c%
1740 PRINT'"Ski 1 Is value = ";skil%(qno%)
1750 PRINT'Ts this correct?";
1760 PROCyesomo
1770 IF yes THEN 1800
1780 INPUT"Enter correct value: "c%
1790 skil%(qno%)=c%
1800 PRINT'"Language value = "; lang%(qno%)
1810 PRINT'Ts this correct?";
1820 PROCyesomo
1830 IF yes THEN 1860
1840 INPUT'Enter correct value: "c%
1850 lang%(qno%)=c%
1860 PR0Ccontinue(50)
1870 PROCadjust 
1880 ENDPROC 
1890 DEF PROCtitle 
1900 REM in MODE 7 
1910 PROCoff
1920 title$="Creating and Listing QVAL files"
1930 date$="29 Mar 1988"
1940 titletai&=INT( (34-LEN(title$) )/2)
1950 datetafc&=INT ((34-LEN(dateS) )/2)
1960 FOR i%=0 TO 1
1970 PRINT TAB(titletatft, ll+i%) ;CHRS141;CHR$(130+i%) ;title$
1980 PRINT TAB(datetab%.14+i%) ;CHRS141;CHRS(130+i%);dateS
1990 NEXT 
2000 PROCdelay(200)
2010 ENDPROC 
2020 DEF PROCoff 
2030 VDU23,1,0;0;0;0;
2040 ENDPROC 
2050 DEF PROCon 
2060 VDU23,1,1;0;0;0;
2070 ENDPROC
2080 DEF PROCdelay(x30
2090 LOCAL time*
2100 time*=TIME+x*
2110 REPEAT
2120 UNTIL TIME>time*
2130 ENDPROC
2140 DEF PROCcont i nue (y*)
2150 PROCdelay(y*)
2160 PRINTTAB(5,23) ;CHR$134; "Press" ;CHRS136; "COPY";CHR$137; "to 
continue";
2170 *FX15,1 
2180 REPEAT
2190 UNTIL INKEY(-106)
2200 CLS
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2210 ENDPROC
2220 DEF PROCprinter
2230 CLS
2240 PRINT’ "'Do you wish a printed copy?
2250 PROCyesomo
2260 IF yes THEN print=IRUE ELSE print=FALSE 
2270 IF print THEN VDU2,1,27,1,69,1.27,1,82.1,3,1,27,1.87 
1,1,3:#$="#" ELSE #$="#"
2280 IF print THEN *FX6
2290 IF print THEN PRINT1 1 CHR$136; "Please ensure that the 
printer is ‘CHR$136;"connected and switched ON LINE." 
ELSE PRINT1‘"The printer is not required."
2300 PROCcontinue(SO)
2310 ENDPROC 
2320 DEF PROCyesomo 
2330 LOCAL a$,a 
2340 *FX15,1 
2350 a$=GET$
2360 a=INSTR("YyNn",a$)
2370 IF a=0 THEN 2350 
2380 yes=INT((a+l)/2)-2
2390 IF yes THEN PRINTCHR$130; "Yes" ELSE PRINTCHR$129; "No" 
2400 PROCdelay(50)
2410 ENDPROC 
2420 DEF PROCend 
2430 CLS
2440 FOR i*=ll TO 12
2450 PRINTTAB(11, i*) ;CHR$(141) ;CHR$(134); "End of Program"
2460 NEXT
2470 @*=10
2480 PROCon
2490 PRINTTAB(0,23);
2500 END 
2510 ENDPROC 
2520 ENDPROC 
2530 DEF PROClcgo 
2540 CLS
2550 PROCoff:PRINTTAB(5,6);
2560 PRINTCHR$(157);" ";CHRS(156)
2570 PRINTTAB(5);
2580 PRINTCHR$(157);CHR$(132);CHR$(157);CHR$(141);CHR$(131); 
"Glasgow University"CHRS(135);" ";CHR$(157);" ";
CHRS(156)
2590 PRINTTAB(5) ;
2600 PRINTCHRS(157);CHR$(132);CHR$(157);CHR$(141);CHR$(131); 
"Glasgow University"CHRS(135);" ";CHR$(157);" ";
CHRS(156)
2610 PRINTTAB(5);
2620 PRINTCHRS(157);" ";CHR$(156)
2630 PRINTTAB(5);
2640 PRINTCHRS(157);CHRS(132);CHRS(157);CHRS(141);CHRS(131); 
"Science Education "CHR$(135);M ";CHR$(157);" ";
CHR$(156)
2650 PRINTTAB(5);
2660 PRINTCHRS(157);CHRS(132);CHRS(157);CHRS(141);CHRS(131); 
"Science Education "CHR$(135);" ";CHR$(157);" ";
CHRS(156)
2670 PRINTTAB(5);
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2680 PRINTCHRS(157);" ”-CHRS(156)
2690 PRINTTAB(5);
2700 PRINTCHRS(157);CHR$(132);CHR$(157);CHRS(141);CHRS(131):" 
Research Group "CHR$(135);" CHRS(157);" CHRS(156)
2710 PRINTTAB(5);
2720 PRINTCHRS(157) ;CHR$(132) ;CHR$(157) ;CHRS(141) ;CHRS(131) 
Research Group 1 'CHRS(135);" ";CHRS(157);" ";CHRS(156) 
2730 PRINTTAB(5);
2740 PRINTCHRS(157) ";CHR$(156)
2750 ENDPROC
The purpose of this program Is to create and list out the 
flies containing the proposition values generated by the 
COMPana program. (The full output of this program is shown in 
Appendix B, and demonstrates how the values are calculated.) 
This program permits entry of those values by the keyboard.
Because there is a possibility of error in transcription at 
any stage which involves keyboard entry, this program can also 
be used to correct such errors. This is done in two stages: 
first, at the creation stage of the files, when values are 
typed in (lines 1100 to 1170), in which a check is given at 
each entry, and second, when the whole file is printed out on 
paper, when the whole table can be checked, item by item, 
against the COMPana printed output. Both checks were made to 
ensure that there were no errors at this vital stage of the 
project. It was not possible to automate the creation of the 
proposition value files, because the limited memory of the BBC 
micro did not allow the COMPana program to be extended 
sufficiently to contain the QVALUE entry. Any errors in 
transcription can be corrected using PROCadjust (line 1490).
This is an example of a program developed in the later stage 
of the project, updated from an earlier attempt. It contains a 
number of stock procedures, which can be used as desired. In 
the later stages, programs could be created easily from those 
standard routines, with the new parts generally appearing in 
the processing and display routines. A library of standard 
routines had been developed by this time.
Writing the values on to the disc was automatic (lines 230 
and 1210) if any change had been made to the values.
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10 REM *****************************
20 REM * *
30 REM * Program name FAMILY3 *
40 REM * Grouping of Questions *
50 REM * by similarities in *
60 REM * proposition results *
70 REM * *
80 REM * Robert J Watson *
90 REM * 2 April 1988 *
100 REM * *
110 REM * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
120 MODE7
130 PROClogo 
140 PROCdelay(150)
150 CLS 
160 PROCtitle 
170 PROCchoice 
180 PROCload 
190 PROCprinter 
200 MODE3 
210 PROCsort 
220 MQDE7 
230 PROCend 
240 END
250 DEF PROCload 
260 LOCAL 2%
270 z%=OPENUP file$
280 IF z%=0 THEN PRINT' "'This file is not present on the 
disc!"11"Run the program QVALUE if necessary"1'': 
PROCcont i nue(50):PROCend 
290 CL0SE#z%
300 z%=OPENIN file$
310 FOR i9KL TO qfc
320 INPUT#z%,proc%(i%) ,cont%(i%) ,skil%(i%), lang%(i%) 
330 NEXT 
340 CL0SE#z%
350 ENDPROC 
360 DEF PROCsort 
370 REM M0DE3
380 IF print THEN VDU2 ELSE VDU14 
390 t%=20 
400 @5fc=2
410 PRINITAB(t%+titletab*);titles'
420 PRINTTAB(t%-Kiatetab%) ;date$'
430 PRINTTAB(t%+2) ;grade$(ans%): "Multiple Proposition 
Questions"'
440 FOR quest%=l TO qfc
450 FOR props%=quest% TO q%
460 IF props%=quest% THEN 550
470 PROCsetflags
480 IF noprint% THEN 550
490 PROCpri nt f1ags
500 IF proc% (quests) =proc% (props%) THEN
PRINTTAB(t%);"Process Value ",proc%(quests);" is in 
question",quests;" & ",props%
510 IF cont%(quests)=cont%(props%) THEN
PRINTTAB(t^);"Content Value ",cont%(quests);" is in 
question",quest%;" &. ",props%
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520 IF ski 1 % fquests) =ski 1 % (props%) THEN
PRINTTAB(t%);"Ski 1 Is Value ", ski 1%(quests);" is in 
question",quests;" & ",props%
530 IF 1 ang% (quests)=1 ang% (props%) THEN
PRINTTAB(t%) ; "Language Value ", lang%(quests);" is in 
question",quests;" & ",props%
540 PROCprintflags
550 NEXT
560 NEXT
570 IF print THEN CIE ELSE PRINT1 :PR0Ccontinue(50)
580 VDU3.15 
590 <a%=10 
600 ENDPROC 
610 DEF PROCchoice 
620 LOCAL a%,a$
630 DIM grade$(3)
640 change=FALSE 
650 CLS
660 PRINT'"There are data files for:"
670 gr$="OHS"
680 FOR i%=l TO 3 
690 g$=MID$(grS, i%, 1)
700 grade$ (i%) =CHR$ (132-i%) +g$+" Grade"
710 grades (3) =CHR$( 129)+" CSYS"
720 FOR j%=0 TO 1
730 PRINTTAB(10,4+i%*2+j%) ;CHR$(141) ;grade$(i%);"."
740 NEXT
750 NEXT
760 PRINT" "Please choose";CHRS(131);"0";CHRS(135)
CHRS(130);"H";CHRS( 1 3 5 ) or";CHRS(129);"S";CHRS(135) ; 
"now."
770 a=GET AND 223 
780 a$=CHR$(a)
790 ans%=INSTR(gr$,a$)
800 IF ans%=0 THEN 770 
810 fiie$=a$+".QVAL"
820 qfile$=a$+".QORDER"
830 PRINT'"File chosen is";CHR$(132-ans^);fileS 
840 PROCdelay(75)
850 IF ans%=l THEN q%=17 ELSE q%=20
860 DIM proc%(q%) ,cont%(q%) ,skil%(q%) ,lang$(q%)
870 ENDPROC
880 DEF PROCtitle
890 REM in MODE 7
900 PROCoff
910 t i 11e$=' ’FAMILY3"
920 date$="13 May 1990"
930 titletab%=INT( (34-LEN(title$) )/2)
940 datetat&=INT ((34-LEN (date$)) /2)
950 FOR i%=0 TO 1
960 PRINT TAB(titletab&,ll+i%);CHR$141;CHR$(130+i%);title$
970 PRINT TAB(datetatft, 14+i%) ;CHR$141;CHRS(130+i%);dateS
980 NEXT 
990 PROCdelay(200)
1000 ENDPROC 
1010 DEF PROCoff 
1020 VDU23,1,0:0:0:0;
1030 ENDPROC
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1040 DEF PROCon 
1050 VDU23,1,1;0;0:0;
1060 ENDPROC
1070 DEF PROCdelay(x%)
1080 LOCAL time%
1090 time%=TIME+x%
1100 REPEAT
1110 UNTIL TIME>time%
1120 ENDPROC
1130 DEF PROCcontinue(y%)
'1140 PROCdelay (y%)
1150 PRINTTAB(5.23) ;CHR$134; "Press" ;CHR$136; "COPY" ;CHR$137; "to 
continue":
1160 *FX15,1 
1170 REPEAT
1180 UNTIL INKEY(-106)
1190 CLS 
1200 ENDPROC 
1210 DEF PROCpr inter 
1220 CLS
1230 PRINT1 '"Do you wish a printed copy?
1240 PROCyesomo
1250 IF yes THEN print=TRUE ELSE print=FALSE 
1260 IF print THEN VDU2,1,27,1,69,1,27,1,82,1,3,3:#$="#" ELSE 
#$="#"
1270 IF print THEN *FX6
1280 IF print THEN PRINT' 'CHRS136;"Please ensure that the
printer is "' 'CHRS 136;"connected and switched ON LINE." 
ELSE PRINT' ’"The printer is not required."
1290 PR0Ccontinue(50)
1300 ENDPROC 
1310 DEF PROCyesomo 
1320 LOCAL a$,a 
1330 *FX15,1 
1340 a$=GET$
1350 a=INSTR("YyNn" ,a$)
1360 IF a=0 THEN 1340 
1370 yes=INT((a+l)/2)-2
1380 IF yes THEN PRINTCHRS130; "Yes" ELSE PRINTCHRS129;"No"
1390 PROCdelay(50)
1400 ENDPROC 
1410 DEF PROCend 
1420 CLS
1430 FOR i%=ll TO 12
1440 PRINTTAB(ll,i%);CHRS(141);CHRS(134); "End of Program"
1450 NEXT
1460 @%=10
1470 PROCon
1480 PRINTTAB(0,23) ;
1490 END 
1500 ENDPROC 
1510 DEF PROClogo
Note: lines 1520 to 1730 deleted (see other programs)
1740 DEF PROCsetflags 
1750 twof lag%=FALSE 
1760 three f 1 ag%=FALSE 
1770 f our f1ag%=FALSE
1780 IF proc% (quests) =proc% (props%) AND
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cont% (quests)=cont%(props%) THEN twoflag%=TRUE 
1790 IF proc%(quests)=proc%(props%) AND
ski 1%(quest%)=skil%(props%) THEN twoflag%=TRUE 
1800 IF proc%(quests)=proc%(props%) AND
lang%(quest%)=lang%(props*) THEN twof lag*=TRUE 
1810 IF cont*(quest*)=cont*(props*) AND
ski 1%(quest*) =skil*(props*) THEN twoflag*=TRUE 
1820 IF cont%(quest*)=cont*(props*) AND
1ang*(quest*)=lang*(props*) THEN twoflag*=TRUE 
1830 IF ski 1*(quest*) =skil*(props*) AND
1 ang*(quest*)=lang*(props*) THEN twof lag*=TRUE 
1840 IF proc*(quest*)=proc*(props*) AND 
cont*(quest*)=cont*(props*) AND 
ski 1*(quest*) =skil*(props*) THEN threef lag*=TRUE 
1850 IF proc*(quest*)=proc%(props*) AND 
cont*(quest*)=cont*(props*) AND 
1 ang*(quest*)=lang*(props*) THEN threef lag*=TRUE 
1860 IF proc*(quest*)=proc*(props*) AND 
ski 1*(quest*) =skil*(props*) AND 
1ang*(quest*)=lang*(props*) THEN threef1ag*=TRUE 
1870 IF cont*(quest*)=cont*(props*) AND 
ski1*(quest*)=skil%(props*) AND 
1ang*(quest*)=lang*(props*) THEN threef1ag*=TRUE 
1880 IF proc*(quest*) =proc*(props*) AND 
cont*(quest*)=cont*(props*) AND 
ski 1*(quest*)=skil*(props*) AND 
lang*(quest*) =1 ang*(props*) THEN fourf 1 ag*=TRUE 
1890 IF twoflag* THEN noprint*=FALSE ELBE noprint*=TRUE 
1900 ENDPROC 
1910 DEF PROCprintflags 
1920 IF twoflag* THEN flag$=STRING$(42."-")
1930 IF threeflag* THEN flag$=STRING$(42."+")
1940 IF fourflag* THEN flag$=STRING$(42,"*")
1950 PRINTTAB(t*);flag$
1960 ENDPROC
This program shows the sets of problems which have two, 
three or four proposition values in common. From it, the data 
in PHASE4 was collected. These results are found in Table 5 of 
the main text (Page 72).
10 REM *****************************
20 REM * *
30 REM * Program name PHASE4 *
40 REM * *
50 REM * Analysis of passes files *
60 REM * with data from FAMILY3 *
70 REM * *
80 REM * Robert J Watson *
90 REM * 2 April 1988 *
100 REM * *
110 REM *****************************
120 MODE7
130 ON ERROR PROCerr
140 PROClogo
150 PROCdelay(150)
160 CLS
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170 PROCtitle 
180 CLS 
190 PROCchoice 
200 PROCprinter 
210 PROGiata 
220 PROCanalyse 
230 PROCend 
240 END
250 DEF PROCdata
260 DIM quest$(q%),cand%(100.q%) ,sex$(100)
270 FOR i%=0 TO 1
280 PRINTTAB(0,10+i%) ;CHR$(134) ;CHR$(141); "Reading data
from";CHR$ (132-ans%); f i le$;CHR$ (134); "now";CHR$ (133); :h%=P 
OS:PRINT 
290 NEXT 
300 m=3
310 z%OPENIN file$
320 IF z%=0 THEN PRINT' ':file$;" is not present on the
disc.’ Please RUN the program again with '" 'fileS;" on
the disc. :END
330 INPUT#z%,factor
340 pass%=INT (factor*50+0.5)
350 FOR i%=l TO 100 
360 INPUT#z%,sex$(i%)
370 FORk%=0 TO 1
380 PRINTTAB (1,4+k%); CHRS (141); CHRS (130); ’ 'Pass grade for
this run =";CHRS(129) ;pass%; "%"
390 PRINTTAB (h%, 10+k%),
400 NEXT
410 FOR j%=l TO q*
420 INPUT#z%,cand%(i%, j%)
430 NEXT
440 NEXT 
450 CLOSEfrz%
460 FOR i%=0 TO 1
470 PRINTTAB(10,14+1^ );CHRS(133) ;CHRS(141) ;CHRS(136) ;
"Reading Data"
480 NEXT
490 IF ans%=l THEN RESTORE 620
500 IF ans%=2 THEN RESTORE 780
510 IF ans%=3 THEN RESTORE 900
520 READ nfc
530 DIM typeS (n%) ,ql%(n%) ,q2%(n&)
540 FOR i%=l TO n%
550 READ typeS(i%) ,ql%(i%) ,q2%(i%)
560 NEXT 
570 FOR i%=0 TO 1
580 PRINTTAB(10,14+i%) ;CHR$(130) ;CHR$(141) ;CHR$(137);" Data
Read in "
590 NEXT
600 PROCcont i nue(50)
610 ENDPROC
620 REM 0 grade data
630 DATA 13
640 REM type,question numbers 
650 DATA PCL,2,15 
660 DATA PCS,4,17 
670 DATA PCS,6,7
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680 DATA PCS.6.9 
690 DATA PCS,6,10 
700 DATA PCS,6,13 
710 DATA PCS,7,9 
720 DATA PCS.7,10 
730 DATA PCS.7,13 
740 DATA PCS,9.10 
750 DATA PSL,9,13 
760 DATA PCS,10,13 
770 DATA PCS,14,15 
780 REM H grade data 
790 DATA 9
800 REM type,question numbers
810 DATA PCSL.1.2
820 DATA PCL,6,15
830 DATA PCS,10.15
840 DATA PCS,11,16
850 DATA PCL,13,16
860 DATA PCL,14,17
870 DATA PCL,14,20
880 DATA PCL.16,17
890 DATA PCL,17,20
900 REM CSYS data
910 DATA 6
920 REM type,question numbers 
930 DATA PCS,6,7 
940 DATA PSL,6,20 
950 DATA PCS,10,12 
960 DATA PCS,10.19 
970 DATA PCS,12,19 
980 DATA PSL,18,20 
990 DEF PROCanalyse 
1000
1010 IF print THEN VDU2,15 ELSE VDU14 
1020 IF print THEN t%=5:m%=18 ELSE t%=0:n&=0 
1030 PRINTTAB(m%+titletab%) ;title$'
1040 PRINTTAB(m%+10) ;grade$(ans%); " Data'"
1050 PRINTTAB(m%+5); "Pass grade for this run = " ; p a s s % ; ' 
1060 k%=0: l%=0:boy%=0:girl%=0:blank%=0
1070 pcsl%=0:pcsl2%=0:pcs%=0:pcs2%=0:pcl%=0:pcl2%=0:psl%=0: 
ps12%=0 
1080 FOR i%=l TO 100 
1090 FOR j%=1 TO nfc
1100 IF type$ (j%)="PCSL" THEN pcsl2%=pcsl2%+l
1110 IF type$ (j%)=“PCS" THEN pcs2%=pcs2%+l
1120 IF typeS(j%)="PCL" THEN pcl2^ =pcl2%+l
1130 IF typeS(j%)="PSL" THEN ps!2%=psl2%+l
1140 IF cand%(i%,ql%(j%))=99 OR cand%(i%,q2%( j%) )=99 THEN
b 1 ank%=b 1 ank%+1: GOTO 1250 
1150 IF cand%(i%,ql%( j%) )=cand%(i%,q2%( j%)) THEN 1250
1160 \%=\%+l
1170 IF k%=i% THEN 1200
1180 IF sex$(i%)="M" THEN boy%=boy%+l ELSE girl%=girl%+l
1190 k%=i%
1200 PRINTTAB (t%);1 Type: "; typeS ();": "; "Candidate
no.",i%; " (";sex$(i%);")";FNpassl;"in qu.",ql%(j%):" 
and";FNpass2:"in qu.", q2%(j%);"."
1210 IF typeS(j%)="PCSL" THEN pcsl%=pcsl%+l
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1220 IF type$( j%)="PCS" THEN pcs%=pcs%+l
1230 IF type$(j%)="PCL" THEN pcl%=pcl%+l
1240 IF type$(j%)="PSL" THEN psl%=psl%+l
1250 NEXT
1260 NEXT
1270 PRINT''TAB(m%+3): "Pass grade =" ,pass%;"%"
1280 PRINTTAB (m%+3) 
1290 PRINTTAB(m%+3) 
1300 PRINTTAB(m%+3) 
1310 PRINTTAB (m%+3) 
1320 PRINTTAB(m%+3) 
1330 PRINTTAB (m%+3) 
1340 PRINTTAB(m%+3) 
1350 PRINTTAB(mfc+3) 
1360 PRINTTAB (m%+3) 
1370 PRINTTAB(m%+3) 
1:380 PRINTTAB(m%+3) 
1390 PRINTTAB (m%+3)
Total number =",1%
"Total Boys ,boy%
"Total Girls =".girl%
"Total Blanks =".blanks 
"No of PCSL prs",pcsl2%/100 
"No of PCS prs",pcs2V100 
"No of PCL prs" ,pcl2%/100 
"No of PSL prs",psl2V100 
"PCSL different",pcsl%
"PCS different",pcs%
"PCL different",pcl%
"PSL different",psl%
1400 IF NOT print THEN PRINT' ' :PR0Ccontinue(50)
1410 VDU1,12,15,3 
1420 ENDPROC 
1430 DEF FNpassl 
1440 REM for ql% data
1450 IF cand%(i%,ql%( j%)) THEN p$=" passed "ELSE p$=" 
1460 =p$
1470 DEF FNpass2 
1480 REM for q2% data
1490 IF candfc(ifc.q2fc(j%)) THEN p$=" passed "ELSE p$="
1500 =p$
1510 DEF PROCchoice 
1520 LOCAL a%,a$
1530 DIM grade$(3)
1540 change=FALSE 
1550 CLS
1560 PRINT' "There are data files for:"
1570 gr$="0HS"
1580 FOR i%=l TO 3 
1590 g$=MID$(gr$ , i%, 1)
1600 grades (i%)=CHR$(132-i%)+g$+" Grade"
1610 gradeS(3)=CHR$(129)+" CSYS"
1620 FOR j%=0 TO 1
1630 PRINTTAB (10,4+i%*2+j%); CHRS (141);gradeS (i%);
1640 NEXT
1650 NEXT
1660 PRINT'"'Please choose";CHR$(131); "0";CHR$(135);' 
CHRS(130);"H"; CHR$(135);",or";CHR$(129);"S"; 
CHRS(135);"now."
1670 a=GET AND 223 
1680 a$=CHR$(a)
1690 ans%=TNSTR(gr$,a$)
1700 IF ans%=0 THEN 1670 
1710 f i1e$=a$+''.passes
1720 PRINT'"File chosen is";CHR$(132-ans%);file$
1730 PROCdelay(75)
1740 IF ans%=l THEN q%=17 ELSE q%-20
1750 ENDPROC
1760 DEF PROCtitle
1770 REM in MODE 7
failed "
failed "
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1780 PROCoff
1790 title$="Phase 4 Analysis"
1800 date$="2 April 1988"
1810 titletab%=INT( (34-LEN(title$) )/2)
1820 datetab%=INT ((34-LEN(date$) )/2)
1830 FOR i % = 0  TO 1
1840 PRINT TAB(titletabfc,ll+i%) :CHR$141;CHR$(130+i%) ;title$
1850 PRINT TAB(datetab%. 14+i%) ;CHR$141;CHR$(130+i5fc) ;date$
1860 NEXT 
1870 PROCdelay(200)
1880 ENDPROC 
1890 DEF PROCoff 
1900 VDU23. 1,0; 0:0; 0;
1910 ENDPROC 
1920 DEF PROCon 
1930 VDU23, 1,1; 0:0:0:
1940 ENDPROC
1950 DEF PROCdelay(x%)
1960 LOCAL time*
1970 time%=TIME+x%
1980 REPEAT
1990 UNTIL TIME>time%
2000 ENDPROC
2010 DEF PROCcontinue(y%)
2020 PROCdelay(y^ )
2030 mode%=?&8F
2040 IF mode%=3 THEN h%=25:v%=23 
2050 IF mode%=0 THEN h%=25: v%=30 
2060 IF mcde%=7 THEN h%=5:v%=23
2070 PRINTTAB (h%,v%) ;CHR$134; "Press" ;CHR$136; "COPY" ;CHR$137;
"to continue";
2080 *FX15,1 
2090 REPEAT
2100 UNTIL INKEY(-106)
2110 CLS 
2120 ENDPROC 
2130 DEF PROCprinter 
2140 CLS
2150 PRINT’ ‘"Do you wish a printed copy? ";
2160 PROCyesomo
2170 IF yes THEN Drint=TRUE ELSE print=FALSE 
2180 IF print THEN VDU2.1,27,1,69,1,27,1,78,1.3
2190 IF print THEN *FX6
2200 IF print THEN PRINT' 'CHRS136;"Please ensure that the
printer is '" 'CHRS 136;"connected and switched ON LINE."
ELSE PRINT' '"The printer is not required."
2210 PROCcontinue(50)
2220 ENDPROC 
2230 DEF PROCyesomo 
2240 LOCAL a$,a 
2250 *FX15.1 
2260 a$=GET$
2270 a=TNSTR("YyNn", a$)
2280 IF a=0 THEN 2260 
2290 yes=TNT((a+1)/2) -2
2300 IF yes THEN PRINTCHRS130; "Yes" ELSE PRINTCHRS129; "No" 
2310 PROCdelay(50)
2320 ENDPROC
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2330 DEF PROCend 
2340 CLS
2350 FOR i%=ll TO 12
2360 PRINTTAB(11, i%) ;CHR$(141) ;CHR$(134); "End of Program"
2370 NEXT ^
2380 m=io
2390 PROCon
2400 PRINTTAB(0,23) ;
2410 END 
2420 ENDPROC 
2430 DEF PROC logo 
— to line 2650, PROC logo as in other programs 
2660 DEF PROCerr 
2670 CLOSE#0
2680 IF ERR< >17 THEN 2700 
2690 PROCend 
2700 CLS 
2710 REPORT
2720 PRINT" while in line ";ERL 
2730 END 
2740 ENDPROC
The RESTORE commands (lines 490 to 510) set the program 
pointers to the appropriate places to receive O grade, H grade 
or CSYS data when required. The first DATA statement in each 
set is the number of items to be read into memory. It is used 
to set the counting loop (line 540) to the appropriate value, 
which is different for each level, and cannot be set in 
advance, because the correspondence of proposition values 
depends on the results of the electronic questionnaire which 
established these values in the first place.
The DATA statements in lines 620 to 980 (which are separate 
from the program and do not form a procedure in their own 
right) should be compared with Table 5 in the text (page 72) . 
They show where the pairs that are to be compared are entered 
into the program. Great care was taken to ensure that these 
DATA statements were entirely accurate, by comparing with the 
output from the FAMILY3 program.
PROCanalyse (lines 990 to 1500) is the main calculation of 
the program, which is essentially counting data and displaying 
the totals. These figures were collected into a slightly 
different form in Table 5, but are the same totals as are 
calculated by this program.
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10 REM *****************************
20 REM * *
30 REM * Program name PASSMK *
40 REM * *
50 REM * Assigns Pass Marks *
60 REM * to 0. H, S.marks files *
70 REM * *
80 REM * Robert J Watson *
90 REM * 1 April 1988 *
100 REM * *
110 REM *****************************
120 MODE7
130 PROClogo
140 PROCdelay(150)
150 CLS 
160 PROCtitle 
170 PROCfactor 
180 PROCchoice 
190 CLS
200 PROCreaddata 
210 PROCdelay(150)
220 CLS 
230 PROCsave
240 REM *****************************
250 REM * Structure of new file is *
260 REM * factor, each card's sex, *
270 REM * p/f per question as TRUE *
280 REM * (pass) or FALSE (fail) or *
290 REM * 99 for no attempt *
300 REM *****************************
310 PROCend 
320 END
330 DEF PROCfactor 
340 CLS 
350 PROCon
360 PRINT' "'Enter factor for setting passmarks:
370 INPUT""factor
380 IF factor>1.8 OR factor <0.2 THEN PRINT' "'Factor must lie 
between 0.2 and 1.8!": PROCcont inue (50): GOTO 340 
390 pass*=TNT( factor *50+0.5)
400 PROCoff 
410 FOR i*=0 TO 1
420 PRINTTAB(2,10+i*);CHRS(131);CHRS(141); "Pass grade 
chosen as"; CHR$ (129); pass*; CHRS (131);"*"
430 NEXT
440 PROCcontinue(50)
450 ENDPROC 
460 DEF PROCchoice 
470 LOCAL a*,a$
480 DIM gradeS(3)
490 change=FALSE 
500 CLS
510 PRINT' "There are data files for:"
520 gr$="0HS"
530 FOR i*=l TO 3 
540 g$=MID$(qr$, i*, 1)
550 grade$ (i%) -CHRS (132-i%)+g$+" Grade"
560 grade$(3)=CHR$(129)+" CSYS"
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570 FOR j%=0 TO 1
580 PRINTTAB(10,4+i**2+j%) ;CHR$(141) ;grade$(i*);11."
590 NEXT
600 NEXT
610 PRINT''"Please choose";CHRS(131) : "0";CHR$(135); ", " : 
CHR$(130);"H";CHRS( 1 3 5 ) or";CHR$(129);"S";CHRS(135): 
"now."
620 a=GET AND 223 
630 a$=CHR$(a)
640 ans%=TNSTR(gr$.a$)
650 IF ans%=0 THEN 620 
660 file$=a$+".marks"
670 savefile$=a$+".passes"
680 PRINT'"File chosen is";CHR$(132-ans%):fileS 
690 PROCdelay(100)
700 IF ans*=l THEN q%=17 ELSE q*=20
710 ENDPROC
720 DEF PROCtitle
730 REM in MODE 7
740 PROCoff
750 title$="Setting Pass Marks"
760 date$="l April 1988"
770 titletah%=TNT( (34-LEN(title$) )/2)
780 datetab%=INT ((34-LEN (date$)) /2)
790 FOR i*=0 TO 1
800 PRINT TAB(titletai*,ll+i%) ;CHR$141;CHR$(130+i*) ;title$
810 PRINT TAB(datetat&, 14+i%) ;CHR$141.:CHR$(130+i*) ;date$
820 NEXT
830 PROCdelay(200)
840 ENDPROC 
850 DEF PROCoff 
860 VDU23,1,0;0; 0; 0;
870 ENDPROC
880 DEF PROCon
890 VDU23, 1,1; 0; 0; 0;
900 ENDPROC
910 DEF PROCdelay(x%)
920 LOCAL time*
930 t ime%=TIME+x%
940 REPEAT
950 UNTIL TIME>time*
960 ENDPROC
970 DEF PROCcont i nue (y%)
980 PROCdelay(y*)
990 PRINTTAB(5,23) ;CHR$134; "Press";CHR$136; "COPY";CHR$137;"to 
continue";
1000 *FX15,1 
1010 REPEAT
1020 UNTIL INKEY(-106)
1030 CLS 
1040 ENDPROC 
1050 DEF PROCprinter 
1060 CLS
1070 PRINT' "'Do you wish a printed copy?
1080 PROCyesomo .
1090 IF yes THEN print=TRUE ELSE print-FALSE 
1100 IF print THEN VDU2 .1 ,2 7,1,69,1,27.1,82,1/3,3 
1110 IF print THEN *FX6
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11^ 0 IF print THEN PRINT''CHR$136;"Please ensure that the 
printer is "11CHRS136:"connected and switched ON LINE." 
ELSE PRINT The printer is not required."
1130 PROCcontinue(50)
1140 ENDPROC 
1150 DEF PROCyesomo 
1160 LOCAL a$,a 
1170 *FX15.1 
1180 a$=GEr$
1190 a=INSTR("YyNn",a$)
1200 IF a=0 THEN 1180 
1210 yes=TNT((a+l)/2)-2
1220 IF yes THEN PRINTCHR$130; "Yes" ELSE PRINTCHR$129; "No"
1230 PROCdelay(50)
1240 ENDPROC 
1250 DEF PROCend
PROCend as in other programs 
1.340 ENDPROC 
1350 DEF PROClogo
PROC logo as in other programs 
1570 ENDPROC 
1580 DEF PROCreaddata
1590 DIM quest$(q%) ,cand%( 100,q%) ,fullmk%(q%), 
passmk%(q%),sexS(100)
1600 IF ans%=l THEN RESTORE 2030 
1610 IF ans%=2 THEN RESTORE 2220 
1620 IF ans%=3 THEN RESTORE 2440 
1630 FOR i*=l TO q*
1640 READ quests(i%).fullmk*(i*)
1650 passmk*(i*)=fullmk*(i%)*factor 
1660 REM ***************************
1670 REM * marks saved as double *
1680 REM * to allow for half marks *
1690 REM ***************************
1700 NEXT 
1710 @%=3
1720 FOR iSKLO TO 11
1730 PRINTTAB(0, i%) ;CHR$(134) ;CHR$(141); "Reading data
from";CHRS(132-ans%);fileS;CHRS(134); "now";CHRS(133); :h%=P 
OS .-PRINT 
1740 NEXT
1750 z%=OPENIN fileS
1760 IF z%=0 THEN PRINT' ’;file$;" is not present on the
disc."' "'Please RUN the program again with "' 'fileS;" on 
the disc.'" '':END 
1770 FOR i%=l TO 100 
1780 FOR k%=10 TO 11
1790 PRINTTAB (h%,k%), i%
1800 NEXT
1810 INPUT#z%, sex$ (i%)
1820 FOR j%=l TO
1830 INPUT#z%,cand%(i%,j%)
1840 NEXT
1850 NEXT
1860 CLOSE#z%
1870 FOR i%=0 TO 1 _
1880 PRINTTAB(7,14+ifc);CHR$(133);CHRS(141);CHR$(136);
"Processing Data"
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1890 NEXT
1900 FOR i%=l TO 100
1910 FOR j%=1 TO q%
1920 IF cand%(i%. j%)=99 THEN notf lagSKTRUE ELSE
notflag%=FALSE
1930 IF cand%(i%. j%) >passmk%( j%) THEN cand%(i%, j%)=TRUE
ELSE cand%(i%, j%)=FALSE 
1940 IF notflag% THEN cand%(i%, j%)=99
1950 NEXT
1960 NEXT 
1970 FOR i%=0 TO 1
1980 PRINTTAB(7.14+i%);CHRS(130) ;CHR$(141);" Data converted"
1990 NEXT 
2000 ENDPROC
2010 REM Data for 0 grade questions
2020 REM question no., possible mark
2030 DATA 1,3
2040 DATA 2.2
2050 DATA 3,3
2060 DATA 4,2
2070 DATA 5,2
2080 DATA 6(A),3
2090 DATA 6(B),3
2100 DATA 7,3
2110 DATA 8(A),3
2120 DATA 8(B),3
2130 DATA 9,2
2140 DATA 10,4
2150 DATA 11,4
2160 DATA 12(A),4
2170 DATA 12(B),4
2180 DATA 13,6
2190 DATA 14,5
2200 REM Data for H grade questions
2210 REM question no., possible
2220 DATA 1(A),2
2230 DATA 1(B),2
2240 DATA 2,2
2250 DATA 3,3
2260 DATA 4,3
2270 DATA 5(A),3
2280 DATA 5(B),3
2290 DATA 6,3
2300 DATA 7,4
2310 DATA 8,4
2320 DATA 9,4
2330 DATA 10,4
2340 DATA 11,5
2350 DATA 12,5
2360 DATA 13,6
2370 DATA 14,12
2380 DATA 15,12
2390 DATA 16,12
2400 DATA 17(A),12
2410 DATA 17(B),12
2420 REM Data for CSYS questions
2430 REM question no. , possible
2440 DATA 1,3
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2450 DATA 2.5
2460 DATA 3(A) .7
2470 DATA 3(B) .7
2480 DATA 4,5
2490 DATA 5(A).2
2500 DATA 5(B),2
2510 DATA 6.4
2520 DATA 7,9
2530 DATA 8,4
2540 DATA 9,4
2550 DATA 10.2
2560 DATA 11(A) ,8
2570 DATA 11(B) ,8
2580 DATA 12,7
2590 DATA 13,6
2600 DATA 14,7
2610 DATA 15(A),4
2620 DATA 15(B),4
2630 DATA 15(C) ,4
2640 REM End of Data 
2650 DEF PROCsave 
2660 z%=OPENUP savefileS
2670 IF z%< >0 THEN PRINT' 'savefileS;" already exists.'" "'Do 
you wish to overwrite it?";ELSE GOTO 2700 
2680 PROCyesomo 
2690 IF NOT yes THEN ENDPROC 
2700 CLOSED 
2710 CLS
2720 FOR i%=0 TO 1
2730 PRINTTAB(1,4+i%) ;CHR$(141) :CHR$(130); "Pass grade for
this run =";CHRS(129);pass%;
2740 PRINTTAB(0,10+ifc):CHRS(133);CHRS(141); "Writing data
to" ;CHR$(132-ans%) ;savef ile$;CHRS(133); "now";CHRS (134); : 
h%=POS:PRINT 
2750 NEXT 
2760 *ACCESS *.passes 
2770 z%=OPENOUT savefileS 
2780 PRINT#z&,factor 
2790 FOR iSKL TO 100 
2800 FOR k%=10 TO 11 
2810 PRINTTAB (h%,k%), i%
2820 NEXT
2830 PRINT#z%,sex$ (i%)
2840 FOR j%»l TO q%
2850 PRINT#z%.cand%(i%, 3%)
2860 NEXT
2870 NEXT 
2880 CLOSE#z%
2890 *ACCESS *.passes L 
2900 FOR i%=0 TO 1
2910 PRINTTAB(4,14+ifc) ;CHRS(130);CHRS(141); "Finished writing
savefileS 
2920 NEXT 
2930 PROCdelay(100)
2940 ENDPROC
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This is the original PASSMK program, which requests a pass 
factor (between 0 and 2) and multiplies this by the actual 
mark recorded in the "marks" file. The reason for the value of 
the factor is that original marks are recorded as double the 
actual mark, so as to allow for half marks but to permit the 
saving of memory and disc space which is consequent on the use 
of integer variables which take only four bytes each, as 
opposed to seven in the case of a floating point variable.
The factor is requested in PROCfactor (line 330) and is 
carried forward to be multiplied by the actual mark (line 
1650) to give a pass mark which can then be compared with the 
actual mark (lines 1900 to 1950) . Tnis results in a code for 
each candidate and each problem, which can be one of three 
things - TRUE, meaning a pass at the selected factor, FALSE, 
meaning a fail at that factor, or -99, meaning that that 
problem was not attempted (as opposed to a zero mark).
When the analysis and conversion is complete, a new file, 
the "passes" file is written to disc, containing the same 
candidate and problem entries, but with pass codes instead of 
actual marks. The program may be summarised, therefore, as a 
conversion from "marks" files to the corresponding "passes" 
files, at selected pass grades.
The "passes" files are used in the following MERIT program.
10 REM *****************************
20 REM *
30 REM *
40 REM *
50 REM *
60 REM *
70 REM *
80 REM *
90 REM *
100 REM *
110 REM *
120 REM *****************************
130 ON ERROR M0DE7: PROCerror 
140 MODE7 
150 PROClogo 
160 PROCdelay(150)
170 CLS 
180 PROCtitle 
190 PROCchoice 
200 CLS
210 PROCreaddata 
220 PROCanalyse 
230 PROCsort 
250 pass$=STR$ (passmk%)
260 MODE7 
270 PROCsave 
280 PROCend 
290 END
300 DEF PROCchoice 
310 LOCAL a%,a$
320 DIM grade$(3)
Program name MERIT
Places questions in 
merit order by passrate
Robert J Watson 
10 May 1988 
Rev 8 July 1988
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330 change=FALSE 
340 CLS
350 PRINT'"There are data files for-"
360 gr$="0HS"
370 FOR i%=l TO 3 
380 g$=MID$(gr$, i%. 1)
390 gradeS (i%) =CHR$ (132—1%) +g$+" Grade"
400 gradeS (3) =CHR$( 129)+" CSYS"
410 FOR 3 % = 0  TO 1
420 PRINTTAB(10,4+i%*2+j%)CHRS(141); gradeS (i%)
430 NEXT
440 NEXT
450 PRINT'"'Please choose";CHRS(131); "0";CHRS( 1 3 5 ) CHRS 
(130) ; "H" ;CHR$(135); ",or";CHRS(129); "S" ;CHR$(135) : "now. "
460 a=GET AND 223 
470 a$=CHR$(a)
480 ans%=INSTR(gr$,a$)
490 IF ans%=0 THEN 460 
500 file$=a$+".passes"
510 qf i le$=a$+"*.QVAL"
520 savefi le$=a$+" .P/PF@"
530 PRINT'"File chosen is";CHR$(132-ans%);fileS 
540 PROCdelay(100)
550 IF ans%=l THEN q%=17 ELSE q%=20
560 ENDPROC
570 DEF PROCtitle
580 REM in MODE 7
590 PROCoff
600 title$="Merit Order in Questions"
610 date$="8 October 1989"
620 titletab%=INT( (34-LEN(title$) )/2)
630 datetal^=INT( (34-LEN (dateS ))/2)
640 FOR i%=0 TO 1
650 PRINT TAB(titletab&,ll+i%) ;CHR$141;CHR$(130+i%) ;title$
660 PRINT TAB(datetab%, 14+i%) ;CHR$141 ;CHR$(130+i%); date$
670 NEXT
680 PROCdelay(200)
690 ENDPROC 
700 DEF PROCoff 
710 VDU23,1,0;0;0;0;
720 ENDPROC
730 DEF PROCon
740 VDU23,1,1; 0; 0; 0;
750 ENDPROC
760 DEF PROCdelay(x^ )
770 LOCAL time%
780 time%=TIME+x%
790 REPEAT
800 UNTIL TIME>time%
810 ENDPROC
820 DEF PROCcont i nue(y%)
830 PROCdelay(y^ )
840 PRINTTAB(5,23) ;CHR$13 4; "Press";CHR$136; "COPY";CHRS137; "to 
continue";
850 *FX15.1 
860 REPEAT
870 UNTIL INKEY(-106)
880 CLS
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890 ENDPROC
900 DEF PROCpr inter
910 CLS
920 PRINT1 "'Do you wish a printed copy?
930 PROCyesomo
940 IF yes THEN print =TRUE ELSE pnnt-FALSE 
950 IF print THEN VDU2.1,27.1,69,1.27 1 82 1 3 3
960 IF print THEN *FX6
970 IF print THEN PRINT' 'CHR$ 136; "Please ensure that the
printer is '" 'CHR$ 136;"connected and switched ON LINE."
ELSE PRINT’ ’ "The printer is not required."
980 PROCcontinue(50)
990 ENDPROC 
1000 DEF PROCyesomo 
1010 LOCAL a$,a 
1020 *FX15,1 
1030 a$=GET$
1040 a=INSTR (''YyNn", a$)
1050 IF a=0 THEN 1030 
1060 yes=TNT( (a+l)/2)-2
1070 IF yes THEN PRINTCHRS130;"Yes" ELSE PRINTCHRS129;"No" 
1080 PROCdelay(50)
1090 ENDPROC 
1100 DEF PROCend 
1110 CLS
1120 FOR i%=ll TO 12
1130 PRINTTAB(11, i%); CHRS (141);CHRS(134):"End of Program"
1140 NEXT
1150 m=io
1160 PROCon
1170 PRINTTAB(0,23);
1180 END 
1190 ENDPROC 
1200 DEF PROClogo
PROC logo as in other programs 
1420 ENDPROC 
1430 DEF PROCreaddata
1440 DIM quest%(q%) ,cand%(100,q%) ,sex$(100) ,rate%(q%),
Mpass%(q%) ,Fpass%(q%) ,Mfail%(qfc) ,Ffail3>(q$) ,Mblank%(q%), 
Fblank%(q%) ,qval%(q%,4)
1450 ytOPENIN qfileS 
1460 FOR i%=l TO q%
1470 quest%(i%)=i%
1480 FOR j%=1 TO 4
1490 INPUT#y%,qval%(i%, j%)
1500 NEXT
1510 NEXT 
1520 CLOSER 
1530 m>=3
1540 FOR ifc=10 TO 11
1550 PRINTTAB(0, i%); CHRS (134); CHRS (141); "Reading data
from";CHRS(132-ans%); fileS;CHRS(134); "now";CHRS(133); : 
h%=POS:PRINT 
1560 NEXT
1570 zftOPENIN fileS .
1580 IF z%=0 THEN PRINT' ';fileS;" is not present on the disc. 
’ '"Please RUN the program again with '" ’fileS;" on the 
disc.11' ‘ ' :END
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1590 INPUT#z%,passmk%
1600 FOR i%=4 TO 5
1610 PRINTTAB(8, i%);CHR$ (130) :CHR$ (141);1 'Pass grade ;
CHRS(129);passmk%;
1620 NEXT 
1630 FOR i%=l TO 100 
1640 FOR k%=10 TO 11 
1650 PRINTTAB(h%,k%), i%
1660 NEXT
1670 INPUT#z%,sex$(i%)
1680 FOR j%=l TO qi
1690 INPUT#z%,cand%(i%. j%)
1700 NEXT
1710 NEXT 
1720 CLOSE#z%
1730 ENDPROC
1740 DEF PROCanalyse
1750 CLS
1760 FOR i%=0 TO 1
1770 PRINTTAB (7,10+i%);CHRS(130) ;CHRS(141);CHRS(136);
"Analysing data"
1780 PRINTTAB (11,13+i%);CHRS (131);CHRS (141); "Counting"
1790 NEXT 
1800 @%=3
1810 FOR j%=l TO 100 
1820 FOR k%=4 TO 5
1830 PRINTTAB (6, k%); CHRS (130) ;CHR$(141); "Candidate no.";
CHRS(131),j%
1840 NEXT
1850 FOR i%=l TO q%
1860 IF cand%( _i%, i%)=99 AND sex$(j%)="M" THEN
Mblank%(i%)=Mblank%(i%)+l :(XTO 1920 
1870 IF cand%(j%.i%)=99 AND sex$(j%)="F" THEN
Eblank%(i%)=Fblank%(i%)+l:GOTO 1920 
1880 IF cand%(j%,i%) AND sex$(j%)="M" THEN
Mpass% (i%) =Mpass% (i%) +1 
1890 IF candfc(jfc,i%) AND sex$(j%)="F" THEN
Fpass%(i%)=Fpass%(i%)+1 
1900 IF NOT cand%( j%, i%) AND sexS(j%)="M" THEN
Mfai1%(ifc)=Mfai1%(i%)+1 
1910 IF NOT cand%(j%,i%) AND sex$(j%)="F" THEN
Ffai1%(i%)= F f a i +1 
1920 NEXT
1930 NEXT 
1940 ENDPROC 
1950 DEF PROCsort 
1960 FOR i%=0 TO 1
1970 PRINTTAB(11,13+i%);CHRS(133);CHRS(141);"Sorting "
1980 NEXT
1990 FOR i*KL TO q%
2000 rate%(i%) =INT(100* (Mpass%(i%) +Fpass%(i%)) / (Mpass%(i%)
+Fpass%(i%) +Mfai+Ffail%(i%)) +0.5)
2010 NEXT
2020 FOR i%=l TO q%-l
2030 FOR j%= i%+l TO q%
2040 IF rate%(i%) <rate%(j%) THEN PROCswap
2050 NEXT
2060 NEXT
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2070 as
2080 FOR i%=0 TO 1
2090 PRINTTAB(5,10+i%) :CHR$( 129) ;CHR$( 141); "Finished with
data"
2100 NEXT 
2110 PROCdelay(75)
2120 ENDPROC 
2130 DEF PROCswap 
2140 temp%=quest%(i%)
2150 auest%(i%)=quest%(j%)
2160 quests(j%)=temp%
2170 temp%=rate%(i%)
2180 rate9>(i%)=rate%( j%)
2190 rate%(_i%)=temp%
2200 temp%=Mpass%(i%)
2210 Mpass%(i %)=Mpass%(j%)
2220 Mpass%(j%)=temp%
2230 temp%=Fpass%(i%)
2240 Fpass%(i%)=Fpass%( j%)
2250 Fpass%(j%)=temp%
2260 temp%=Mfail%(i%)
2270 Mfail%(i%)=Mfail%(i%)
2280 Mfail%( jfc)=temp%
2290 temp%=Ffail%(i%)
2300 Ffai1%(i%)=Ffai 
2310 Ffail%(jS>)=temp%
2320 temp%=Mblank%(i%)
2330 Kbiank%(i%)=Mblank%( j%)
2340 Mblank%(j%)=temp%
2350 temp%=Fblank%(i%)
2360 Fblank%(i%)=Fblank%( j%)
2370 Fblank%(j%)=temp%
2380 FOR k%=l TO 4 
2390 temp%=qval%(i%.k%)
2400 qval%(i%.k%)=qval%(j%,k%)
2410 qval%( j%.k%)=temp%
2420 NEXT
2430 ENDPROC
2440 DEF PROCerror
2450 CL0SE#0
2460 PROCon
2470 PROCend
2480 ENDPROC
2490 DEF PROCdisplay
2500 m=2
2510 IF print THEN VDU2,1,27,1,69 ELSE VDU14 
2520 IF print THEN t%=20 ELSE tfc=0 
2530 PRINTTAB(t%+titletab&) ;title$1
2540 PRINTTAB(t%+10);grade$(ansfc);CHR$(135);" Questions"' 
2550 pass$=STR$(passiok%)
2560 PRINTTAB(t%+3); "Pass grade for this run = ";pass$; 1
2562 PRINTTAB(t%+l);"Ordered by (Pass/Pass+Fai1) Rate"1 
2570 IF print THEN PRINTTAB(20);STRINGS(40, "-")
2580 PRINTTAB(t%); "Qn";TAB(t%+4); "Proc" ;TAB(t%+10) ;"Cont";
TAB(t%+16); "Ski 1";TAB(t%+22); "Lang";TAB(t%+27) ;"Pass";
TAB (t%+31); "B1 nk"; TAB (t-%+35);1 'Rate'
2590 IF print THEN PRINTTAB(20);STRINGS(40,"-")
2600 FOR i%=l TO q%
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2610 PRINT TAB(t%).quests(1%);
2620 FOR j%=l TO 4
2630 PRINTTAB(t%-2+6*j%) ,qval%(i%, i'%) •
2640 NEXT
2650 PRINTTAB(t%+28) ,Mpass%(i%)+Fpass%(i%) ;
2660 PRINTTAB(t%+32) ,Mblank%(i%)+Fblank%(i%);
2662 PRINTTAB (t%+36) ,rate%(i%) ;
2670 IF print THEN PRINT'TAB(20);STRINGS(40,"-")
2680 NEXT
2690 IF print THEN VDUl.12,3 ELSE VDU15 
2700 PRINT'1
2710 IF NOT print THEN PROCcontinue (10)
2720 ENDPROC 
2730 DEF PROCsave 
2740 CIS 
2780 *DRIVE 1
2790 savefile$=savefile$+pass$
2800 z%=OPENUP savefile$
2810 IF z%=0 THEN 2870 
2820 CLOSE#z%
2830 PRINT''"File";CHR$(130);savefile$;CHR$(135);"already 
exists. Overwrite?";
2840 PROCyesomo
2850 IF NOT yes THEN *DRIVE 0
2860 IF NOT yes THEN CL05E#z%: ENDPROC
2870 PRINT1'"Writing";CHR$(131);savefile$;CHR$(135);"now."
2880 z%=OPENOUT savefile$
2890 FOR i%=l TO q%
2900 PRINT#z%, quests (i%)
2910 FOR j%=l TO 4
2920 PRINT#z%,qval%(i%,j%)
2930 NEXT
2940 PRINT#z%,Mpass%(i%)
2950 PRINT#z%.Fpass%(i%)
2960 PRINT#z%,Mfai1%(i%)
2970 PRINT#z%, Ffai 1%(i%)
2980 PRINT#z%,Mblank%(i%)
2990 PRINT#z%, Fbl ank% (i%)
3000 NEXT 
3010 CLOSE#z%
3020 *DRIVE 0
3030 PRINT' "’Finished."
3040 PROCdelay(lOO)
3050 ENDPROC
The main task of this program is in PROCanalyse (line 1740), 
and PROCsort (line 1950). PROCanalyse does all the counting of 
passes for the various questions, and calculates the pass rate 
(line 2000) for each problem. PROCsort then employs PROCswap 
(line 2130), which uses a substitution algorithm, to place the 
problems into the order of merit. PROCdisplay (line 2490) 
builds a table of results which can be printed out, and 
PROCsave (line 2730) creates a file of the male and female 
passes, failures and blank totals for each problem, placing 
the problems in the order of merit. PASSMK and MERIT were nan 
several times, with different pass marks, and the PROCsave 
files were read and printed by the program DISPLAY, which thus 
gave a series of tables.
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1 Li R E M * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *  * * * * * *  * * * * * * * * *
20 REM * *
30 REM * Proaram name DISPLAY *
40 REM * *
50 REM * Displays files generated *
60 REM * by program MERIT *
70 REM * k
80 REM * Robert J Watson *
90 REM * 30 May 1988 *
100 REM * *
110 REM *****************************
120 ON ERROR MODE7:PROCerror 
130 MODE7 
140 PROClogo 
150 PROCdelay(150)
160 CLS 
170 FROCtitle 
180 PROCchoice 
190 CLS
200 PRCCreaddata 
210 PROCprinter 
220 MODE3 
230 PROCdisplay 
240 M0DE7 
250 PROCend 
260 El©
PROCchoice, PROCon, PROCoff, PROClogo, PROCprinter. 
PROCdelay, PROCcontinue. PROCend and PROCtitle as before. 
1400 DEF PROCreaddata
1410 DIM quests(q%).Mpass%(q%),Fpass%(q%),Mfail%(q%), 
Frail%(q%),Mblank%(q%),Fblank%(q%),qvalfc(q3>,4)
1420 FOR i%=10 TO 11
1430 PRINTTAB(0, i%); CHR$ (134); CHR$ (141); "Reading data
from"; CHR$ (132-ans%); fi 1 e$; CHR$ (134); "now"; CHR$ (133)
1440 NEXT
1450 *DRIVE 1
1460 z^OPENIN file$
1470 IF z%=0 THEN PRINT' 1 ;file$;“ is not present on the
disc. Please RUN the program again with "' 'file$;" on
the disc."' ' ' .-END 
1480 FOR i%=l TO 
1490 INPUT#z%.quests(i%)
1500 FOR j%=l TO 4
1510 INPUT#z%,qvalfc(i%,i%)
1520 NEXT
1530 INPUT#z%, Mpass% (i%)
1540 INPUT#z%,Fpass%(i%)
1550 INPUT#z%,Mfail%(i3s)
1560 INPUT#z%,Ffail%(i%)
1570 INPUT#z%,Mblank%(i%)
1580 INPUT#z%,Fblank%(i%)
1590 NEXT 
1600 CL0SE#z%
1610 *DRIVE 0 
1620 ENDPROC 
1630 DEF PROCerror 
1640 CL0SE#0 
1650 PROCon
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1660 PROCend 
1670 ENDPROC 
1680 DEF PROCdisplay
1690 IF print THEN VDU2.1.27.1.69 ELSE VDU14 
1700 t%=22
1710 PRINTTAB (t%+t it letab%) ;title$'
17o0 PRINTIAb OO):grades(ans%);CHR$(135)Questions"'
1730 PRLNTTAB(25 ); "Pass grade for this run = ";passmk%:' 
1740 IF print THEN PRINT STRINGS(79,
1750 PRINT" Qu P r o c  C o n t  S k i l  L a n g
Passes Failures Blanks"
1760 PRINTTAB(6):"1 2 3 4 5  1 2 3 4 5  1 2 3 4 5  1 2 3 4 5  
Ma Fe To Ma Fe To Ma Fe To"
1770 IF print THEN PRINT STRINGS(79.
1780 @%=3
1790 Mp%=0: Fp%=0; Mf%=0: Ff%=0 
1800 FOR i%=l TO q%
1810 PRINTquest%(i%) :TAB(5) ;
1820 FOR j%=l TO 4
1830 PRINTFNbinary(qval%(i%,3%));"
1840 NEXT
1850 PRINT.Mpass%(i%) .Fpass%(i%) ,Mpass%(i%)+Fpass%(i%) .
Mfail%(i%) ,Ffail%(i%) ,Mfail%(i%)+Ffail%(i%) ,Mblank%(i%), 
Fblank%(i%) ,Mblank%(i%)+Fblank%(i%)
1860 Mp%=Mp%+Mpass%(1%)
1870 Fp%=F p%+Fpass%(1%)
1880 Mf%=Mf%+Mfail%(i%)
1890 Ff%=Ff%+Ffail%(ifc)
1900 IF print THEN PRINT STRINGS(79,
1910 NEXT
1920 PRINTTAB (6) : "Mpass = ":Mp%;"
( " : I NT (1000*Mp%/ (Mp%+Fp%) +. 5) /10; "%) .* Fpass = " :Fp%: "
(''; INT(1000*F'D%/ (Mp%+Fp%) +. 5) /10: "%) : Mfail = 
(":INT(1000*M*fV(Mf%+Ff%) + .5)/10:"%); Ffail = ";Ff%;"
(" : INT (1000 *FfV (Mf%+Ff%) +. 5) /10: "%) . "
1930 IF orint THEN PRINT STRINGS(79.
1940 IF print THEN VDUl.12,3 ELSE VDU15 
1950 PRINT''
1960 IF NOT print THEN PROCcontinue(lO)
1970 ENDPROC
1980 DEF FNbinary (x%)
1990 LOCAL v%,w%.x$
2000 x$=""
2010 FOR v%=l TO 5 
2020 w%=x% MOD 2
2030 x%=x% DIV 2
2040 x$=x$+SIR$(w%)+" "
2050 NEXT 
2060 y$=""
2070 FOR v%=LEN(x$) TO 1 SIEP-1 
2080 y$=y$+MID$(x$,v%,l)
2090 NEXT 
2100 =y$
This program is designed to take information already 
partially processed by PASSMK and MERIT, and display it in a 
fora from which patterns might be expected to emerge. It uses 
a number of stock routines which have been omitted for clarity 
from the listing. The important parts of the process are
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PROCreaddctta (line 1400), which reads Information from the 
files written by MERIT, and PROCdisplay, (line 1680), which 
does the main work of the program. Most of this procedure is 
taken up with print and format instructions, bit there are two 
parts which use the power of the computer to calculate quickly 
and accurately. In lines 1860 to 1920, the components of the 
figures are added and then converted into percentages, and in 
line 1830, the function FNbinary (lines 1980 to 2100) is 
called up. This converts the decimal proposition values back 
to binary form and displays them in the table, so that 
patterns of bits can be examined, in relation to each single 
proposition. The use of a function in this context speeds up 
the processing and permits the display to be created faster 
than the printer can cope with the input, so that a continuous 
stream of tables is created. These tables are reproduced in 
full in Appendix H. page A153.
10 REM *****************************
20 REM * *
30 REM * Program name DECana4 *
40 REM * *
50 REM * Analyses files generated *
60 REM * by program MERIT4 *
70 REM * QVALs in decimal form *
80 REM * *
90 REM * Robert J Watson *
100 REM * 11 July 1988 *
110 REM * Revised 18 February 1990 *
120 REM * *
130 REM *****************************
140 ON ERROR M0DE7:PROCerror 
150 MOBE7 
160 PROClogo 
170 PROCdelay(150)
180 CLS
190 DIM grade$(3)
200 q%=20
210 DIM quests(q%) ,Mpass%(q%) ,Fpass%(q%) ,Mfailfc(qfc), 
Ffail%(q%) ,Mblank%(q%) ,Fblank%(q%) ,qvalfc(q%,4), 
rate%(q%) , cat%(q%)
220 PROCtitle
230 PROCprinter
240 FOR run%=l TO 3
250 PROCchoice
260 CLS
270 PROCreaddata
280 IF skip* THEN 350
290 FOR type%=l TO 4
300 PROCreorder(type*)
310 MODE3
320 PROCdisplay
330 MODE7
340 NEXT
350 NEXT 
360 PROCend
370 END nTW, . ,
PROCchoice, PROCdelay, PROCoff, PROCon, PROCprinter, 
PROCyesomo, PROCcontinue, PROClogo, PROCend as before.
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600 DEF PROCtitle 
610 REM in MODE 7 
620 PROCoff
630 title$="Mean/SD of Rates in Categories1'
640 date$="I8 February 1990"
650 titletab%=INT((34-LEN(title$))/2)
660 datetab%=INT( (34-LEN(dateS) )/2)
670 FOR i%=0 TO 1
680 PRINT TAB(titletab%.ll+i%);CHR$141;CHR$(130+i%);title$
690 PRINT TAB(datetab%,14+i%):CHR$141;CHR$(130+i%);date$
700 NEXT 
710 PROCdelay(200)
720 ENDPROC 
1460 DEF PROCreaddata 
1470 FOR i?o=10 TO 11
1480 PRINTTAB(0.i%);CHR$(134):CHR$(141):"Reading data 
from";CHR$(132-ans%);file$:CHRS(134);"now":CHR$(133)
1490 NEXT
1500 z%=OPENIN file$
1510 IF z%=0 THEN skip%=TRUE ELSE skip%=FAE3E 
1520 IF skip% THEN ENDPROC 
1530 FOR i%=T TO q%
1540 INPUT#z%,quests(i%)
1550 FOR jSHL TO 4
1560 INPUT#zfc.qval%(i*,jSfc)
1570 NEXT
1580 INPUTtzfc.Mpassfc(i%)
1590 INPUT#z?6. Fpass% (i%)
1600 INPUT#z%,Mfai 1% (i%)
1610 INPUT#z%, Ffai 1% (i%)
1620 INPUT#z%.Mblank%(i%)
1630 INPUT#z%,Fblank%(i%)
1640 NEXT
1650 CLOSEtte^
1660 ENDPROC 
1670 DEF PROCerror 
1680 CLOSEtO 
1690 @?6=10 
1700 PROCon
1710 IF ERRK >17 THEN REPORT:PRINT" while in line ERL:END
1720 PROCend
1730 ENDPROC
1740 DEF PROCdisplay
1750 IF print THEN VDU2 ELSE VDU14
1760 t%=21
1770 @%=10
1780 PRINTTAB(t^+titletab%);titleS’
1790 PRINTTAB(29);grades(ansfc);" Questions'"
1800 PRINTTAB (t%+datetab%); dateS'
1810 PRINTTAB(24); "Rate = (Pass/Pass+Fai1) * 100'"
1820 PRINTTAB(24): "Categorised by 
1830 IF type%=l THEN PRINT "Process";
1840 IF type&=2 THEN PRINT "Content":
1850 IF type%=3 THEN PRINT "Skills ;
1860 IF type%=4 THEN PRINT "Language";
1870 PRINT " Values’"
1880 FOR cao=-l TO 0
1890 IF print THEN PRINT STRINGS (79, — )
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i^ou it typer=i THEN PRINT'‘Numerica 1 Processes ;
i9i0 IF type--6=s THE}] PRINF'Formulae/Equations
1920 iF type%=3 THEN PRINT"Processing Data " ;
1930 IF type%=4 THEN PRINT"Interpretation of Lanauage
1940 THEN PRINT "TRUE" ELSE PRINT "FALSE"
1950 rRiNi Qu Fro Con Ski Lan Passes Failures 
Blanks Rate% Mean SD"
1960 PRINT" Ma Fe To Ma Fe To Ma
Fe To"
1970 IF print THEN PRINT STRINGS(79,
1980 IF print THEN PRINT STRINGS(79.
1990 next f 1 ag%=TRUE
2000 FOR i%=l TO q%
2010 IF cat%(i%K>c% THEN 2160
2020 m=3
2030 PRINTauest%( i%);
2040 @%=5
2050 FOR j%= 1 TO 4
2060 PRINT,qval%(i%, j%);
2070 NEXT
2080 @%=3
2090 PRINT, Mpasst(i%),Fpass?e(i%) .Mpass%(i%) +Fpass%(i%),
Mfail%(i%) ,Ffail%(i%) ,Mfail%(i%)+Ffail%(i%) ,Mblank%(i%), 
Fhiank%(i%) , Mblank%(i%)+Fblank%(i%);"
2100 PRINTrate*(i%);
2110 IF nextflaq% THEN tot%=0:div%=l:dev=0
2120 PRINT”
2130 @%==&20206
2140 PRINTFNaverage, FNstandard_deviation
2150 IF print THEN PRINT STRINGS(79,
2160 NEXT
2170 NEXT
2180 IF print THEN VDU'1.12.3 ELSE VDU15 
2190 PRINT''
2200 IF NOT print THEN PROCcontinue(lO)
2210 ENDPROC*
2220 DEF PROCreorder(xt)
2230 FOR i%=l TO q%
2240 rate%(i%) =INT(100* ((Mpass%(i%) +Fpass%(i%)) / (Mpass%(i%)
+Fpass%(i%) +Mf ai 1%(i%) +Ffai1% (i%)))+0.5)
2250 IF x%=l AND qval%(i%,x%) >3 THEN cat%(i%)=TRUE ELSE 
cat%(i%)=FALSE 
2260 IF x%=l THEN 2320
2270 IF x%=2 AND qval%(i%,x%) >7 THEN cat%(i%)=TRUE ELSE
cat% (i%) =FALSE 
2280 IF x^=2 THEN 2320
2290 IF x%=3 AND qval%(i%.x%) >5 OR qval%(i%,x&)=2 OR
qval% (i%, y%) =3 THEIN cat%(i%)=TRUE ELSE cat%(i%)—FALSE 
2300 IF x%=3 THEN 2320
2310 IF ;<%=4 AND qval%(ifc.xfc) >1 THEN cat%(i%)=TRUE ELSE
cat% (i%) =FALSE 
2320 NEXT 
2330 FOR i%=l TO q%-l 
2340 FOR j%=i%+l TO q%
2350 IF rate%(i%Xrate%(j%) THEN PROCswap
2360 NEXT
2370 NEXT 
2380 ENDPROC
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239u uEF PROCswao 
2400 temp%=quest%(i%)
2410 quest%fi%)=quest%f i%)
2420 quests(j%)=temp%
2430 temp%=rate%( 1%)
2440 rateT(i%) =rate%(j%)
245 U rat e'o (i %) =t emp%
2460 temp%=Mpass%(1%)
2470 Mpass% (1%) =Mpass% (j%)
2460 Mpass%(i%)=temp%
2490 t emp°6=Fpass3s f i%)
2500 Fpass%(i%) =Fpass%( j%)
2510 Fpass‘6 f :\%) =temp%
2520 temp%=Mfai\%(i%)
2530 Mfail%(i%)=Mfail%(j%)
2540 Mfal 1 %  (j.%) =temp%
2550 temp%=Ffal l%{ i%)
2560 Ffail%(ifc)=Ffail%(j%)
2570 Ffall%( i%)=temp%
2580 temp%=Mblank%( i%)
2590 Mbi ank% (1%) =Mblank% (j%)
2 6U 0 Mb 1 ank% (j%) =■t emp%
2610 temp%=Fb 1 ank% (1 %)
2620 Fblank%(i%)=Fblank%( j%)
2630 Fblank%(j%)=temp%
2640 FOR k%=l TO 4 
2650 temp%=qval%(i%,k%)
2660 qval%(i%,k%)=qval%( j%,k%)
2670 qva 1 % (]%, k%) =temp%
2680 NEXT 
2690 ENDPROC 
2700 DEF FNaverage 
2710 tot?6=tot%+rate%( i%)
2720 now%=cat%(i%)
2730 another%=FALSE 
2740 ne:<t f 1 ag4=TRLE 
2750 IF i%=q% THEN 2800 
2760 FOR kfc“i% TO q%-l
2770 IF now%=cat%(k%+l) THEN another%=TRUE 
2780 NEXT
2790 IF another^ THEN nextf lag4=FALSE:div%=div%+l :=" "
2800 =totVdiv%
2810 DEF FNstandard_devlatlon 
2820 IF NOT nextflag* THEN =” "
2830 FOR kfc=l TO q%
2840 IF catm%K>c% THEN 2870
2850 factor=(rate%(k%)-totVdiv%) "2
2860 dev=dev+factor
2870 NEXT
2880 =SQR( dev/di v%)
The main difference between this program and DISPLAY is that 
PKOCdisplay is called up four times in the counting loop in 
line 280, and a new procedure, PROCreorder, is introduced to 
process the data in terms of the grouping of propositions.
PROCreorder (line 2220) first separates the propositions 
into two groups, for each type of proposition, by setting a
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flag. catt, either TRUE or FALSE for each proposition. At the 
same time, the whole sec of problems is placed in merit order 
by employing PROCswap. which substitutes sets of data when 
required in line 2350. The result is a reordered set of data
with a flag set for each problem.
PROCdisplay (line 1740) uses the ordered data and goes
through it twice (see counting loop in line 1880) . selecting
first the TRUE flag problems and then the FALSE flag problems, 
by means of line 2010. The display masses together the 
problems within each category in turn, and calculates the 
average and standard deviation of the pass rates by calling up 
the functions FNaverage (line 2700) and FNstandard_deviation 
(line 2810). The algorithms for these functions were checked 
with sets of figures which had been calculated previously.
10 REM A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A Ac A A A A A A A *
20 REM A A
30 REM A Program name TOTstat A
40 REM A A
50 REM A Mann-Wh i t ney/Wi1coxon A
60 REM A Rank Sum Two-Sample Test A
70 REM A A
80 REM A for Total Pass Rates A
90 REM A A
100 REM A Robert J Watson A
110 REM A 26 February 1990 A
120 REM A A
130 REM A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A
140 ON ERROR M0DE7: PROCerror
150 *SHADOW
160 MODE7
170 PROClogo
180 PROCdelay(150)
190 CLS
200 DIM grade$(3)
210 q%=20 .
220 DIM questfc(qfc) ,Mpassfc(qfc) ,Fpass%(qfc) ,Mfailfc(qfc), 
Ffailfc(qfc) ,Mblank%(q%) ,Fblank%(q%) ,qvalfc(q%,4),
rate%(q%) . cat't(q%),mrate%(q%) ,frate%(q%) ,rank(q%) 
230 PROCtitle 
240 PROCprinter 
250 FOR run%=l TO 3 
260 IF run%=l THEN q%=17 
270 PROCchoice 
280 CLS 
290 PROCreaddata 
300 IF skip% THEN 370 
310 FOR type%=l TO 4 
320 PROCreorder (type*)
330 MODEO
340 PROCdisplay
350 M0DE7
360 NEXT
370 NEXT 
380 PROCend 
390 END
PROCchoice as before
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620 Dipt PROCt itle 
630 REM in MODE 7 
640 PROCoff
65u titIe$="StatisticaI Comparison Total Rates"
660 date$="26 February 1990"
670 titletab%=INT( (34-LEN(titie$))/2)
680 datetab%=INT( (34-LEN(date$)) /2)
690 FOR i%=0 TO 1
700 PRINT TAB(titletab%.ll+i%) ;CHR$141 :CHR$(130+i%) : tit ie$
710 PRINT TABfdatetab%. 14+i%) ;CHR$141 ;CHR$(130+i%) ;dafe$
720 NEXT 
730 PROCdei ay(200)
740 ENDPROC
PROCon. PROCoff, PROCprinter. PROCdelay. PROCcontinue. 
PROClogo, PROCend as before. PROCreaddata as before.
1750 Drr PROCdisplay
1760 IF print THEN VDU2 ELSE 711114
1770 t%=21
1780 PRINTTAB(t%+ti11 etab%) :title$’
1790 PRINTTAB(17); "Mann-Whitney/'Wilcoxon Rank Sum Two-Sample 
Test"1
1800 PRINTTAB f 29}; grade $ (ans%):" Quest i ons111 
1810 PRINTTAB (t%+datetab%) :date$'
1820 PRINTTAB(24); "Rate = (Pass/P’ass+Fail) * 100'"
1830 PRINTTAB(24): "Categorised by 
1840 IF type%=l THEN PRINT "Process";
1850 IF type%=2 THEN PRINT "Content";
1860 IF type%=3 THEN PRINT "Skills";
1870 IF type%=4 THEN PRINT "Language":
1880 PRINT " Values'"
1890 FOR c%=-l TO 0
1900 IF print THEN PRINT STRINGS(79,
1910 IF type%=l THEN a$="Numerical Processes "
1920 IF type%=2 THEN a$= "Formulae/Equations "
1930 IF type%=3 THEN a$= "Processing Data "
1940 IF type%=4 THEN a$-'Interpretation of Language "
1950 PRINTTAB (28-LEN (a$)) ;
1960 IF c% THEN PRINT a$;"TRUE compared with ";a$; "FALSE"
1970 IF c% THEN PRINTTAB(27);"(TRUE items marked with *)"
1980 IF NOT c% THEN PRINT aS; "FALSE compared with 
";a$;"TRUE- 
1990 IF print THEN PRINTSiRINGS (79."-")
2000 FOR i%=l TO q%
2010 rank (i%) =q%-i%+l
2020 NEXT
2030 FOR T%=1 TO q%-l
2040 IF rate%(i%)=rate%(i%-l) AND rate%(i%)=rate%(i%+l)
THEN rank (i%) =q%-i%+l:rank (i%-l) =rank (i%); rank (i%+l) = 
rank(i%);GOT0 2060 
2050 IF rate%(i%)=rate%(i%+l) AND rate%(i%)< >rate%(i%-l)
THEN rank (i%) = (2*rank (i%+l) +1) /2 :rank (i%+l) =rank (i%) 
2060 NEXT
2070 IF NOT c% THEN 2160
2080 PRINTTAB (30) ;"Rate"; TAB (41); "Rank"'
2090 FOR i%=l TO q%
2100 @%=11
2110 PRINTTAB(20) ,rate%(i%) ;
2120 IF c%=cat%(i%) THEN PRINT
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2130 @%=&20109
2140 PRINT,rank(i%)
2150 NEXT
2160 cos=0:n%=0
2170 FOR i%=l TO q%
2180 IF cat%(i%)< >c% THEN 2210
2190 cos=cos+rank(i%)
2200 n%=n%+l
2210 NEXT
2220 U=cos-(n%*(n%+l))/2 
2230 PRINT
2240 IF print THEN PRINT8TRING$(79,
2250 PRINTTAB(26); "U Statistic Value = ";U
2260 IF print THEN PRINTSTRING$(79,
2270 PRINT'
2280 NEXT
2290 IF print THEN VDU1.12.3 ELSE VDU15 
2300 PRINT'’
2310 IF NOT print THEN PROCcontinue(lO)
2320 ENDPROC
2330 DEF PROCreorder (x%)
2.340 FOR i%=l TO q%
2350 rate% (i%) =INT(100* ((Mpass%(i%) +Fpass%(i%)) / (Mpass%(i%)
+Fpass%(i%)+Mfail%(i%)+Ffail%(i%)) )+0.5)
2360 mrate%(i%)=INT(100*((Mpass%(i%) )/(Mpass%(i%)+
Mfail%(i%)))+0.5)
2370 frate%(i%)=TNT(100* ((Fpass%(i%) )/(Fpass%(i%) +
Ffail%(i%)))+0.5)
2380 IF x%=l AND qval%(i%,x%) >3 THEN cat%(i%)=TRUE ELSE 
cat%(i%)=FALSE 
2390 IF x%=l THEN 2450
2400 IF x%=2 AND qval%(i%,x%) >7 THEN cat%(i%)=TRUE ELSE
cat% (i%) =FALSE 
2410 IF x%=2 THEN 2450
2420 IF x%=3 AND qval%(i%,x%) >5 OR qval%(i%,x%)=2 OR
qval%(i%,x%)=3 THEN cat%(i%)=TRUE ELSE cat%( i%)=FALSE 
2430 IF x%=3 THEN 2450
2440 IF x%=4 AND qval%(i%,x%) >1 THEN cat%(i%)=TRUE ELSE
cat%(i%)=FALSE 
2450 NEXT 
2460 FOR i%=l TO qfc-1 
2470 FOR j%=i%+l TO q%
2480 IF rate% (i%) <rate% (j%) THEN PROCswap
2490 NEXT
2500 NEXT 
2510 ENDPROC
PROCswap as before.
TOTstat was written to work out the Mann/Whitney/Wilcoxon 
rank order test statistics. This is a simple and repetitive 
procedure, and is just the sort of task that a computer does 
well. The main elements of the program are similar to the 
other programs, and it is only in PROCdisplay that it differs 
substantially from the others. This program was developed 
directly from DEEana4, and uses the same method, of assigning 
flags then selecting the appropriate flags within each run of 
PROCdisplay, of collecting together the combined proposition 
value sets/The full output is in Appendix I (page A166) .
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rROvieorder (line 23.jO) is essential, as the pass rates have 
to be placed in rank order and assigned a rank value. It calls
up PROCswap as in DECanad. PROCdisplay (lines 1750 to 2320)
contains the main task of the program. It first selects the
set to be used by the counting loop in line 1890. affected
further by line 2180, then assigns rank values in lines 2000 
to 2060. The only complication was in assigning half values of
ranks to equal pass rates when they occurred. Lines 2030 to
2060 deal with that problem, by counting through the pass 
rates and detecting equal values, then altering the rate 
values appropriately. The assumption was made, and later 
confirmed by inspection, that there was no occasion in any of 
that data in which more than three equal pass rates were 
encountered, so there was no need to write a further algorithm 
or a general algorithm for the case.
When rank values have been assigned, the procedure prints
out a list of all pass rates in order, with one (group marked 
by asterisks to distinguish them from the other in the table. 
In this way, a visual pattern is produced which supplements 
the calculated statistic. With the rate values in place, the 
calculation of the statistic is trivial, and is accomplished 
in lines 2160 to 2220.
As in DECana4, PROCdisplay is done twice, in accordance with 
the counting loop in line 1890. Unlike DECana4, however, the 
selection of the single group does not take place until much 
later in the procedure, so that the only part of the procedure 
that is not common to both runs of the counting loop is the 
calculation of the statistic. The table is repeated, with the 
asterisks in the opposite places on the second run. That is 
the significance of line 2180, which only then separates one 
run of the loop from the other.
Further modifications of this program calculated statistics 
for Male and Female pass rates, the results of which are shown 
in Appendix J (page A173)
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Appendix B
CXitput from COMPana Program
Ordinary Grade.......................... Page A62
Higher Grade Page A71
Certificate of Sixth Year Studies......... Page A81
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Ordinary Grade; Question number 1
File: 0 1 3 4 9 B C D E Ave
Pr 1. Y y y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y
Pr 2. N N N Y N Y N Y N n
Pr 3. N N N n N N N N n N
Pr 4. N N N n N N N N n N
Pr 5. Y Y N Y Y Y Y Y N Y
Pr 6. N N N n N Y N N Y n
Pr 7. N N N n N N N N n N
Pr 8. Y Y Y Y Y n Y Y Y Y
Pr 9. N N N n N N N N N N
Pr 10. N N N n N N N N N N
Pr 11. N N N n y N N Y N N
Pr 12. N N N n N N N N Y N
Pr' 13. Y Y y y Y Y Y Y N Y
Pr 14. Y N N Y N N N Y N n
Pr 15. N N N n N N N n n N
Pr 16. N N
Pr 17. N N
Pr 18. Y Y
Pr 19. Y Y
Pr 20. Y Y
Proc: 17
Cont; 4
Skil: 4
Lang: 7
Ordinary Grade; Question number 2
File: 0 1 3 4 9
Pr 1. N N N Y N
Pr 2. N N N n N
Pr 3. N N N n N
Pr 4. N N n n N
Pr 5. Y N Y Y y
Pr 6. N N Y Y Y
Pr 7. N N N n N
Pr 8. Y Y Y Y Y
Pr 9. N N N n N
Pr 10. N N N n N
Pr 11. Y Y Y Y Y
Pr 12. N N N n N
Pr 13. N N N n N
Pr 14. N N Y n y
Pr 15. N N n y n
Pr 16. Y
Pr 17. Y
Pr 18. Y
Pr 19. N
Pr 20. Y
B C D E Ave
N N Y N N
N y N Y N
N N N Y  N
N N N Y  N
y N Y Y y
Y Y N y y
N N N N  N
Y Y Y Y Y
N N N N  N
N N N y N
y y Y N Y
N N N Y  N
N N Y Y n
N N N N  N
N N N Y  n
Y
Y
Y 
N
Y
Proc: 1 ;
Cont: 20 ; 
Skil: 16 ; 
Lang: 29
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Ordinary Grade; Question number 3
File: 0 1 3 4 9
Pr 1. Y Y N Y y
Pr 2. Y Y Y Y Y
Pr 3. Y Y V Y Y
Pr 4. Y N Y n N
Pi' 5. Y Y Y Y Y
Pr 6. N N N n N
Pr 7. Y Y Y Y Y
Pr 8. Y Y Y Y Y
Pr 9. Y Y y Y N
Pr 10. N N N n N
Pr 11. N N N n N
Pr 12. N N N n N
Pr 13. N N N n N
Pr 14. N N N n N
Pr 15. Y n Y Y Y
Pr 16. Y
Pr 17. Y
Pr 18. N
Pr 19. N
Pr 20. Y
B C D E Ave
Y Y Y Y  Y
Y Y Y Y Y
Y Y Y Y Y
N N N Y  n
Y Y Y y  Y
N Y N Y n
n Y N Y Y
Y Y Y Y  Y
Y Y Y Y  Y
N N Y N N
N N Y N N
N N N N  N
N N y N N
N N N Y  N
N Y Y Y Y
Y
Y 
N 
N
Y
Proc: 29 ; 
Cont: 14 ; 
Skil: 1 ;
Lang: 25
Ordinary Grade; Question number 4
File: 0 1 3 4 9 B C D E Ave
Pr 1. Y N N Y N N N N Y  n
Pr 2. N N N Y N N N N Y  N
Pr 3. N N n n N N N N y  N
Pr 4. N N N n N N N N y  N
Pr 5. Y N Y Y Y Y Y Y Y  Y
Pr 6. Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y  Y
Pr 7. Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y  Y
Pr 8. Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y  Y
Pr 9. N N N n N N N N Y  N
Pr 10. N N N n N N N N N  N
Pr 11. N N N n N N N N N  N
Pr 12. Y Y y y Y n Y y Y  Y
Pr 13. N N N n N N Y y N  N
Pr 14. N N N n N N N N Y  N
Pr 15. Y Y Y Y Y N Y Y y  Y
Pr 16. Y Y
Pr 17. N N
Pr 18. Y Y
Pi' 19. N N
Pr 20. N N
Proc: 1
Cont: 28
Skil: 9
Lang: 20
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Ordinary Grade; Question number 5
Fi ie: 0 1 3 4 9 B c D E Ave
Pi' 1. Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y
Pr 2. Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y
Pr 3. Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y y Y
Pi' 4. Y N N Y y Y N Y Y y
Pr 5. Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Yp>r 6. N N N n N N Y N Y n
Pi' 7. N N N n N N Y N Y n
Pr 8. Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y
Pi' 9. Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y
Pr 10. N N N n N N N N N N
Pr 11. N N N n N N N Y N N
Pr 12. N N N n N N N N N N
Pr 13. N N N n N N N Y n N
Pr 14. N N N n N N N N Y N
Pi' 15. Y Y Y Y Y y Y Y Y Y
Pr 16. Y Y
Pr 17. Y Y
Pr 18. N N
Pr 19. N N
Pr 20. Y Y
Proc: 31
Cont: 6
Skil: 1
Lang: 25
Oiilinary Grade; Question number 6
File: 0 1 3 4 9 B C D E Ave
Pr 1. N N N n N N N N N N
Pr 2. N N N n N N N N Y N
Pr 3. N N N n N N N N n N
Fr 4. N N N n N N N N Y N
Pr 5. Y N Y Y Y Y Y Y y Y
Pr 6. N N N n N N N y N N
Pr 7. N N N n N N N Y N N
Pr 8. Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y
Pr 9. N N N n N N N N N N
Pr 10. N N N Y N N N N N N
Pr 11. N N N n N N n N N N
Pr 12. Y Y N N Y Y Y Y y y
Pr 13. N N N n N N N Y Y n
Pr 14. Y N N n Y N N N N n
Pr 15. N Y Y Y Y y Y Y Y Y
Pr 16, Y Y
Pr 17. Y Y
Pr 18. Y Y
Pr 19. N N
Pr 20. N N
Proc: 1
Cont: 4
Skil: 9
Lang: 28
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Ordinary Grade; Question number 7
File: 0 1
Pr 1. N N
Pr 2. N N
Pr 3. N N
Pr 4. N N
Pr 5. Y N
Pr 6. N N
Pr 7. N N
Pr 8. Y Y
Pi' 9. N N
Pr 10. N N
Pr 11. N N
Pr 12. Y Y
Pr 13. N N
Pr 14. Y N
Pr 15. Y Y
Pi' 16. N
Pr 17. Y
Pr 18. Y
Pr 19. N
Pr 20. N
3 4 9 B r D
N n N N N N
N n N N N N
N n N N N N
N n N N N N
Y Y Y Y Y Y
N n N N Y Y
N n N N Y Y
Y Y Y y Y Y
N n N N N N
N n N N N N
N n N N N N
N Y Y Y Y Y
N n N N N Y
N n Y N N N
Y Y Y y Y Y
E Ave
N N
Y N
y N
Y N
n Y
Y n
Y n
Y Y
N N
y N
N N
y Y
Y n
N n
Y Y
N
Y
Y
N
N
Proc: 1
Cont: 4
Skil; 9 
Lang: 12
Ordinary Grade; Question number 8
File: 0 1
Pr 1. N N
Pr 2. N N
Pr 3. N N
Pr 4. N N
Pr 5. N N
Pr 6. N N
Pr 7. N N
Pr 8. Y Y
Pr 9. N N
Pr 10. N N
Pr 11. N N
Pr 12. N N
Pr 13. N N
Pr 14. N N
Pr 15. N H
Pr 16. N
Pr 17. N
Pr 18. N
Pr 19. N
Pr 20. Y
3 4 9 B C D
N n N N N N
N n N N N N
N n N N N N
N n N N N N
N n N N N N
N n N N Y Y
N n N N N y
Y Y Y y Y Y
N n N N N N
N n N N N N
y n N N N N
Y n N N N N
N n N N N n
y n N N N N
Y n N N N N
E Ave
Y N
N N
Y N
Y N
N N
Y n
Y N
Y Y
Y N
N N
N N
N N
N N
Y N
Y n 
N 
N 
N 
N 
Y
Proc: 0
Cont: 4
Skil: 0
Lang: 1
Page A65
Ordinary Grade; Question number 9
File: 0 1 3 4 9 B C D E Ave
Pr 1. N N N n N N N N Y N
Pr 2. N N N n N N N N y N
Pr 3. N N N n N N N N Y N
Pr 4. N N N n N N N N Y N
Pr 5. Y Y Y Y y y N Y y Y
Pr 6. N N N n N N Y Y Y n
Pr 7. N N N n N N N y Y N
Pr 8. Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y
Pr 9. N N N n N N N N Y N
Pr 10. N N N n N N N N N N
Pr 11. N N y n N N Y N n n
Pr 12. Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y
Pi' 13. N N N n N N N Y Y n
Pr 14. N N y n n N Y N Y n
Pr 15. Y N Y Y Y Y N n Y y
Pr 16. N N
Pr 17. N N
Pr 18. N N
Pi' 19. N N
Pr 20. N N
Proc: 1
Cont: 4
Skil: 9
Lang: 0
Ordinary Grade; Question number 10
File: 0 1 3 4 9 B C D E Ave
Pr 1. N N N n N N n N N N
Pr 2. N N N n N N N N Y N
Pr 3. N N N n N N N N n N
Pr 4. N N N n N N N N y N
Pr 5. Y Y Y Y y Y Y Y y Y
Pr 6. N N N n N N Y Y N n
Pr 7. N N N n N N N N N N
Pr 8. Y Y Y Y Y N Y Y Y Y
Pr 9. N N N n N N N N N N
FT 10. N N N n N N N N N N
Pr 11. N N y n N N Y N N N
Pr 12. Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y
Pr 13. N N N n N N N Y n N
Pr 14. N N y n n N Y N N n
Pr 15. Y N Y Y Y Y Y n Y Y
Pr 16. N N
Pr 17. N N
Pr 18. Y Y
Pr 19. N N
Pr 20. N N
Proc: 1
Cont: 4
Skil: 9
Lang: 4
Page A66
Ordinary Grade; Question number 11
Fi le: 0 1 3 4 9 B C B E Ave
Pr 1. N N N n N Y N N N N
Pr 2. N N N n N N N N Y N
Pr 3. N N N n N N N N Y N
Fr 4. N N V n N N N N Y N
Pr 5. Y N Y Y y Y Y Y Y Y
Pr 6. Y n n Y Y Y Y Y N y
Pr 7. N N n n N N N Y N N
Pr 8. Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y n Y
Pr 9. N N N n N N N N N N
Pr 10. N N N n N N N N N N
Pr 11. N N N n N N N N Y N
Pr 12. N N N n N Y Y N N n
Pr 13. N N N n N N N Y Y n
Pr 14. N N N n n N N N N N
Pr 15. Y Y Y Y Y N Y Y Y Y
Pr 16. N N
Pr 17. N N
Pr 18. Y Y
Pr 19. N N
Pr 20. Y Y
Proc: 1
Cont: 20
Skil: 1
Lang: 5
Ordinary Grade; Question number 12
File: 0 1 3 4 9 B C D E Ave
Pr l. Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y N Y
Pr 2. N N N Y N N N N Y N
Pr 3. N N N n N N N N n N
Pr 4. N N N n N N N N Y N
Pr 5. Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y
Pr 6. Y Y y Y y y Y Y N Y
Pr 7. Y N Y Y Y N Y Y N y
Pr 8. Y Y Y Y Y Y Y y Y Y
Pr 9. N N N n N N N N N N
Pi' 10. N N N n N N N N y N
Pr 11. Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y N Y
Pr 12. N N N y N N Y N N N
Pr 13. Y Y Y n N Y Y Y Y Y
Pr 14. N N N N N N n N N N
Pr 15. Y Y Y Y Y N Y Y Y Y
Pr 16. Y Y
Pr 17. Y Y
Pr 18. Y Y
Pr 19. Y Y
Lv
j. ± 20. Y Y
Proc: 17 
Cont; 28 
Skil: 21 
Lang: 31
Page A67
ordinary Grade; Question number 13
File: 0 1 3 4 9
Pr 1. N N N n N
Pi' 2. N N N n N
Pr 3. N N N n N
Pr 4. N N N n N
Pi' 5. Y Y Y Y Y
Fr 6. N N N n N
Pr 7. N N N n N
Pr 8. Y Y Y Y Y
Pr 9. N N N n N
Pr 10. N N N n N
Pi' 11. N N N n N
Pr 12. Y Y Y Y Y
Pi' 13. N N N n N
Pr 14. N N N n N
Pr 15. Y Y Y Y Y
Pr 16. Y
Pr 17. Y
Pr 18. N
Pr 19. N
Pr 20. N
B C D E Ave
N N N Y  N
N N N Y  N
N y N Y N
N N N Y  N
Y Y Y Y  Y
N Y N Y n
N N N N  N
Y Y Y Y  Y
N N N Y  N
N N N N  N
N N N N  N
Y Y Y Y  Y
N N Y Y n
N Y N Y n
N Y Y Y Y
Y
Y 
N 
N 
N
Proc: 1
Cont: 4
Skil: 9
Lang: 24
Ordinary Grade; Question number 14
File: 0 1 3 4 9
Pr 1. N N N n N
Pr 2. N N N n N
Pr 3. N N N n N
Pr 4. N N N n N
Pr 5. Y N Y Y Y
Pr 6. Y N Y Y Y
Pr 7. N N N n N
Pr 8. Y Y Y Y n
Pr 9. N N N n N
Pr 10. N N N n N
Pr 11. Y Y Y Y Y
Pr 12. N N N n N
Pr 13. Y Y Y n N
Pr 14. Y Y y y Y
Pr 15. Y Y Y Y Y
Pr 16. N
Pr 17. Y
Pr 18. Y
Pr 19. N
Pr 20. Y
B C D E Ave
N N N N  N
N N N Y  N
N N N N  N
N N N N  N
Y Y Y N Y
Y Y Y Y  Y
N N N N  N
Y Y Y Y  Y
N N N N  N
N N N N  N
Y Y Y y  Y
N Y N N N
Y Y Y Y  Y
Y y Y Y Y
N Y Y y Y
N
Y
Y 
N
Y
Proc: 1 ;
Cont: 20 ; 
Skil: 23 ; 
Lang: 13
Page A68
Ordinary Grade; Question number 15
File: 0 1 3 4 g B C D E Ave
Pr 1. N N N n N Y N N N N
Pr o N N N n N N N N N N
Pr 3. N N N n N N N N Y N
Pr 4. N N N n N N N N Y N
Pr 5. Y n Y Y Y Y N Y y Y
Pr 6. Y N Y Y Y y Y Y y Y
Pr 7. N N N n N N N N Y N
Pr 8. Y y Y Y n N N Y Y y
Pr 9. N N N n N N N N Y N
Pr 10. N N N n N N n N N N
Pr 11. Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y
Pr 12. N N N n N N Y N N N
Pr 13. Y Y Y n N Y Y Y Y Y
Fr 14. Y Y y y Y Y y Y Y Y
Pr 15. Y Y Y Y Y N Y Y Y Y
Pr 16. Y Y
Pr 17. Y Y
Pr 18. Y Y
Pr 19. N N
Pr 20. Y Y
Proc: 1
Cont: 20
Skil: 23
Lang: 29
Ordinary Grade; Question number 16
File: 0 1 3 4 9 B C D E Ave
Pr 1. N N N n N N N N Y N
Fr 2. N N N n N N N N Y N
Pr 3. N N N n N N N N Y N
Pi' 4. N N N n N N N N Y N
Pr 5. N Y Y Y Y y Y Y Y Y
Pr 6. N n N n N N Y N Y n
Pr 7. N N N n N N N n N N
Pr 8. N N n n n N n N Y N
Pr 9. N N N n N N N N N N
Pr 10. N N N n N N N n N N
Pi' 11. N N N n n N Y N Y n
Pr 12. Y Y Y Y Y N Y Y Y Y
Pr 13. Y Y n y y Y Y Y y Y
Pr 14. N N N n n N Y N N N
Pr 15. Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y
Pr 16. Y Y
Pr 17. Y Y
Pr 18. Y Y
Pr 19. N N
Pr 20. N N
Proc: 1
Cont: 0
Skil: 13
Lang: 28
Page A69
Ordinary Grade; Question number 17
File: 0 1 3 4 9
Pr 1. N N N n N
Pr N N N n N
Pr 3. N N N n N
Pr 4. N N N n N
Pr 5. Y Y Y Y Y
Pr 6. Y Y N Y Y
Pr 7. Y Y N Y Y
Pr 8. Y Y Y Y Y
Pr 9. N N N n N
Pr 10. N N N n N
Pr 11. N N Y n n
Pr 12. Y Y N Y Y
Pr 13. N N N n N
Pr 14. N N N n y
Pr 15. Y Y Y Y Y
Pr 16. Y
Pr 17. Y
Pi' 18. Y
Pr 19. N
Pr 20. Y
B C D E Ave
N N N y N
N N N Y  N
N N N Y  N
N N N Y  N
Y N Y Y Y
Y Y Y Y  Y
n N Y Y y
Y Y Y y  Y
N Y N N N
N Y N N N
N N N N  N
N Y Y Y Y
N N Y Y n
N n N N N
N Y Y Y Y
Y
Y
Y
N
Y
Proc: 1 ;
Cont: 28 ; 
Skil: 9 ;
Lang: 29
Page A70
Higher Grade; Question number 1
File: 0 1 4 B c D E Ave
Pr 1. N N n Y N N Y n
Pr nCj . N N n N N N N N
Pr 3. N N n N N N Y N
Pr 4. N N Y N n N Y n
Pr 5. N N N N N N N N
Pr 6. Y Y Y N Y Y Y Y
Pr 7. N N n N N N Y N
Pr 8. Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y
Pr 9. N N n N N N Y N
Pr 10. N N n N N N n N
Pr 11. N N n N N N N N
Pr 12. N N n N N N N N
Pr 13. N N n N n y n N
Pr 14. N N n N N N y N
Pr 15. N N N N N N Y N
Pr 16. N N
Pr 17. N N
Pr 18. N N
Pr 19. N N
Pr 20. Y Y
Proc 0
Cont 20
Skil 0
Lang 1
Higher Grade Question number 2
File: 0 1 4 B r D E Ave
Pr 1. N N n Y N N N N
Pr 2. N N n N N N Y N
Pr 3. N N n N N N y N
Pr 4. N N n N y N Y n
Pr 5. N N N N n N Y N
Pr 6. Y Y Y Y Y Y N Y
Pr 7. N N n N N N Y N
Pr 8. Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y
Pr 9. N N n N N N N N
Pr 10. N N n N N N N N
Pr 11. N N n N N N Y N
Pr 12. N N n N y Y N n
Pr 13. N N n N N Y y n
Pr 14. N N n N N N N N
Pr 15. N N N N n Y Y n
Pr 16. N N
Pr 17. N N
Pr 18. N N
Pr 19. N N
Pr 20. Y Y
Proc: 0
Cont: 20
Skil: 0
Lang: 1
Page A71
Higher Grade; Question number 3
File: 0 1 4 B C D E
Pr 1. N N n N N N Y  
Pi' 2. N N n N N N N  
Pr 3. N N n N N N Y  
Pr 4. N N n N N N Y  
Pr- 5. N Y Y Y y Y N  
Pr 6. N N n N N n Y  
Pr 7. N N n N N n Y  
Pr 8. Y Y Y Y y Y Y  
Pr 9. N N n N N N Y  
Pr 10. Y Y y Y Y Y N  
Pr 11. N N n N N N N  
Pr' 12. Y Y Y Y Y N Y
Pr 13. N N n N n n Y
Pr 14. N N Y N N N Y  
Pr 15. Y Y Y N Y Y Y  
Pr 16. Y
Pr 17. Y
Pr 18. Y
Pr 19. N
Pr 20. Y
Proc: 1 ;
Cont: 5 :
Skil: 9 ;
Lang: 29
Higher Grade; Question number 4
File: 0 1 4 B C D E Ave
Pr 1.Y Y Y Y Y Y Y  Y
Pr 2. Y Y Y Y Y Y N  Y
Pr 3. Y Y Y Y Y Y Y  Y
Pr 4. Y Y y Y Y Y Y  Y
Pr 5. Y Y Y Y Y Y N  Y
Pr 6, Y Y Y Y N Y Y  Y
Pr 7. Y Y Y Y N Y Y  Y
Pr 8. Y Y Y Y Y Y Y  Y
Pr 9. Y Y Y Y Y Y Y  Y
Pr 10.N N n N N N N  N
Prll. N N n N N Y N  N
Pr 12. N N n N N N N  N
Pr 13. N N n N N n n  N
Pr 14. N N n N N N Y  N
Pr 15. Y Y Y Y Y Y Y  Y
Pr 16. N N
Pr 17. N N
Pr 18. N N
Pr 19. N N
Pr 20. Y Y
Proc: 31
Cont: 30
Skil: 1
Lang: 1
Ave
N
N
N
N
y
N
N
Y 
N
Y 
N
Y 
n 
n
Y
Y
Y
Y 
N
Y
Page A72
Higher Grade; Question number 5
File: 0 1 4 B C D E Ave
Pr 1. Y Y Y Y Y Vx N Y
Pr 2. Y Y Y Y Y Y N Y
Pr 3. Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y
Pr 4. n N n N Y Y N n
Pr 5. Y Y Y Y Y Y N Y
Pr 6. N N n Y N N Y n
Pi' 7. N N n Y N N Y n
Pr 8. Y Y Y Y y Y Y Y
Pr 9. Y Y Y Y Y Y N Y
Pr 10. N N n N N N N N
Pr 11. N N n N N Y N N
Pr 12. N N n N N N n N
Pr 13. N N n N N n Y N
Pr 14. N N n N N N y N
Pi' 15. Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y
Pr 16. N N
Pr 17. N N
Pr 18. N N
Pr 19. N N
Pr 20. Y Y
Proc 29
Cont 6
Skil 1
Lang 1
Higher Grade Question number 6
File: 0 1 4 B C D E Ave
Pr 1. N N n N N N Y N
Pr 2. N N n N N N Y N
Pr 3. N N n N N N y N
Pr 4. N N n N N N Y N
Pr 5. Y N Y N y Y y y
Pr 6. N N n N N N Y N
Pr 7. N N n N N N Y N
Pi' 8. Y Y Y N Y Y Y Y
Pr 9. N N n N N N Y N
Pr 10. N N n N N N N N
Pr 11. Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y
Pr 12. N N n N N N N N
Pr 13. Y Y Y Y y Y Y Y
Pr 14. Y N n N N N Y n
Pr 15. N N Y Y y Y Y y
Pr 16. N N
Pr 17. N N
Pr 18. N N
Pr 19. N N
Pr 20. N N
Proc: 1
Cont: 4
Skil: 21
Lang: 0
Page A73
Higher Grade: Question number 7
File: 0 1 4 B r D E Ave
Pr 1. N N n N N N Y N
Pr 2. N N n N N N N N
Pr 3. N N n N N N Y N
Pr 4. N N n N N N Y N
Pr 5. Y N Y N y Y Y y
Pr 6. N N Y Y y Y Y y
Pr 7. N N n N N N Y N
Pr 8. Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y
Pr 9. N N n N N N Y N
Pr 10. N N n N N N N N
Pr 11. Y Y Y Y Y Y N Y
Pr 12. N N n N y N Y n
Pr 13. N N n N N Y Y n
Pr 14. Y Y y Y Y Y n Y
Pr 15. N N Y Y y Y Y y
Pr 16. N N
Pr 17. N N
Pr 18. N N
Pr 19. N N
Pr 20. N N
Proc: 1
Cont: 20 
Skil: 19 
Lang: 0
Higher Grade. Question number 8
File: 0 1 4 B C D E Ave
Pr 1. Y N Y N Y Y Y y
Pr o z.. Y N Y Y Y Y N y
Pr 3. N N n N N N Y N
Pr 4. Y Y Y Y Y y Y Y
Pr 5. N Y Y Y Y Y N y
Pr 6. Y Y n Y y n Y y
Pr 7. Y Y Y Y y Y N Y
Pr 8. Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y
Pr 9. N N n N N N Y N
Pr 10. N N n N N N N N
Pr 11. Y Y Y Y Y Y N Y
Pr 12. Y Y Y n Y Y N y
Pr 13. N N n N N Y N N
Pr 14. Y Y y Y Y y Y Y
Pr 15. Y Y Y N Y Y Y Y
Pr 16. Y Y
Pr 17. Y Y
Pr 18. Y Y
Pr 19. N N
Pr 20. Y Y
Proc 27
Cont 28
Skil 27
Lang 29
Page A74
Higher Grade; Question number 9
Fi 1.e: 0 1 4 B C D E Ave
Pr 1. N N n N N N Y NPr o N N n N N N N N
Pr 3. N N n N N N Y N
Pr 4. N N n N N N Y N
Pr 5. Y Y Y Y y Y N Y
Pr 6. N N n N N n y N
Pr 7. N N n N N N y N
Pr 8. Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y
Pr 9. N N n N N N Y N
Pr 10. Y y y Y y y N y
Pr 11. Y Y Y Y Y Y N Y
Pr 12. Y Y Y N Y Y Y Y
Pr 13. Y Y y Y y Y Y Y
Pr 14. Y N Y N Y Y Y y
Pr 15. Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y
Pr 16. N N
Pr 17. Y Y
Pr 18. N N
Pr 19. N N
Pr 20. N N
Proc: 1
Cont: 5
Skil: 31 
Lang: 8
Higher Grade; Question number 10
File: 0 1 4 B C D E Ave
Pr 1. N N n n N N Y N
Pr 2. N N n N N N Y N
Pr 3. N N n N N N Y N
Pr 4. N N n N N N Y N
Pr 5. Y Y Y Y Y Y y Y
Pr 6. N N n N N N N N
Pr 7. N N n N N N N N
Pr 8. Y Y Y Y Y Y N Y
Pr 9. N N n N N N y N
Pr 10. N N n N N N N N
Pr 11. Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y
Pr 12. N N n N N N N N
Pr 13. N N n N N Y Y n
Pr 14. N N n N y N n N
Pr 15. Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y
Pr 16. N N
Pr 17. Y Y
Pr 18. Y Y
Pr 19. N N
Pr 20. N N
Proc: 1
Cont: 4
Skil: 17
Lang: 12
Page A75
Higher Grade,- Question number 11
File: 0 1 4 B C B E Ave
Pr 1. N N n N N N Y N
Pr 2. N N n N N N Y N
Pr 3. N N n N N N Y N
Pr 4. N N n N N N Y N
Pr 5. Y Y Y N Y Y N y
Pi' 6. N N n N N N Y N
Pr 7. N N Y N N N Y n
Pr 8. Y Y Y y Y Y Y Y
Pr 9. n N n N N N Y N
Pr 10. N N n N N N N N
Pr 11. Y Y Y Y Y Y N Y
Pr 12. N N n N N N N N
Pr 13. Y Y y Y Y Y Y Y
Pr 14. Y Y Y N Y Y y Y
Pr 15. N Y Y N Y Y Y y
Pr 16. N N
Pr 17. N N
Pr 18. Y Y
Pr 19. N N
Pr 20. Y Y
Proc 1
Cont 4
Skil 23
Lang
Higher Grade Quest i(
File: 0 1 4 B C D E
Pr 1. Y Y Y Y Y Y Y
Pr 2. Y Y Y Y Y Y N
Pr 3. Y Y Y Y Y y Y
Pr 4. Y Y Y Y Y Y Y
Pr 5. Y Y Y Y Y Y N
Pr 6. N N n N N N y
Pr 7. Y Y Y Y y y Y
Pr 8. Y Y Y Y Y Y n
Pr 9. Y Y Y Y y Y Y
Pr 10. N N n N N N N
Pr 11. N N Y N N Y N
Pr 12. N N n N N N Y
Pr 13. N N n N N Y Y
Pr 14. N N n N N N Y
Pr 15. Y Y Y Y Y Y Y
Pr 16. Y
Pr 17. Y
Pr 18. N
Pr 19. N
Pr 20. Y
Proc 31
Cont 14 ;
Skil 1
Ave
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y 
N
Y
Y
Y 
N 
n 
N 
n 
N
Y
Y
Y 
N 
N
Y
Lang 25
Page A76
Higher Grade;: Question number 13
File: 0 1 4 B c D E Ave
Pr 1. N N n Y N N n N
Pr 2. N N n N y N N N
Pr 3. N N n N N N Y N
Pr 4. N N n N y y N n
Pr 5. n Y Y Y Y Y N y
Pr 6. N N n N N N Y N
Pr 7. N N n N N Y Y n
Pi' 8. Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y
Pr 9. N N n N N N Y N
Pr 10. N N n N N N N N
Pr 11. N N n N N N y N
Pr 12. N N n n Y N N N
Pr 13. N N n N N Y Y n
Pr 14. N N n N N N Y N
Pr 15. Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y
Pi' 16. Y Y
Pr 17. Y Y
Pr 18. Y Y
Pr 19. N N
Pr 20. N N
Proc: 1 ;
Cont: 4 ;
Skil: 1 ;
Lang: 28
Higher Grade; Question number 14
File: 0 1 4 B C D E Ave
Pr 1. N N n N N N Y N
Pr 2. N N n N N N n N
Pr 3. N N n N N N n N
Pi' 4. N N n N N N Y N
Pr 5. Y Y Y Y y Y Y Y
Pr 6. Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y
Pr 7. N N n N n N Y N
Pr 8. Y Y y Y Y Y Y Y
Pr 9. N N n N N N Y N
Pr 10. N N n N N N N N
Pr 11. N N n N N N Y N
Pi' 12. N N n N Y N N N
Pr 13. Y Y y Y Y Y Y Y
Pr 14. N N n N N N Y N
Pr 15. n N n N n n Y n
Pr 16. Y Y
Pr 17. Y Y
Pr 18. Y Y
Pr 19. N N
Pr 20. N N
Proc: 1
Cont: 20
Skil: 4
Lang: 28
Page A77
Higher Grade: Question number 15
File: 0 1 4 B C D E AvePr *1 . N N n Y N N n N
Pr 2. N N n N N N n N
Pr 3. N N n N N N Y N
Pr 4. N N Y N N N Y n
Pr 5. Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y
Pr 6. N N n N N N Y N
Pr 7. N N n N N N Y N
Pr 8. Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y
Pr 9. N N n N N N Y N
Pr 10. N N n N N N N N
Pi' 11. Y Y Y Y Y Y y Y
Pr 12. N N n N N N N N
Pr 13. N N n N N Y Y n
Pr 14. N N n N N N n N
Pi' 15. Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y
Pr 16. N N
Pi' 17. N N
Pr 18. N N
Pr 19. N N
Pi' 20. N N
Proc 1
Cont 4
Skil 17
Lang 0
Higher Grade; Question number 16
File: 0 1 4 B c D E Ave
Pr 1. N N n N N N Y N
Pr n  c,. N N n N N N N N
Pr 3. N N n N N N Y N
Pr 4. N N n N N N Y N
Pr 5. Y Y n y Y Y N y
Pr 6. N N n N N N N N
Pr 7. N N n N N N N N
Pr 8. Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y
Pr 9. N N n N N N Y N
Pi' 10. N N n N N N N N
Pi' 11. Y Y Y Y Y Y N Y
Pr 12. N N n N N N N N
Pr 13. Y V y Y y Y Y Y
Pr 14. Y Y Y Y Y y Y Y
Pi' 15. Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y
Pr 16. Y Y
Pr 17. Y Y
Pr 18. Y Y
Pr 19. N N
Pi' 20. N N
Proc: 1
Cont: 4
Skil: 23
Lang: 28
Page A78
Higher Or ade; Question number 17
File: 0 1 4 B c D E Ave
Pr 1. N N n N N N Y N
Pr 9 N N n N N N N N
Pr 3. N N n N N N Y N
Pr 4. N N n N N N Y N
Pr 5. Y Y Y Y Y Y N Y
Pr 6. Y N Y Y Y Y Y Y
Pr 7. N N n N N N Y NPr 8 . Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y
Pr 9. N N n N N N Y N
Pr 10. N N n N N N N N
Pr 11. Y Y Y Y Y Y N Y
Pr 12. N N n N N N N N
Pr 13. Y Y Y Y y Y n Y
Pr 14. Y Y Y N Y Y Y Y
Pr 15. Y Y Y N Y Y Y Y
Pr 16. Y Y
Pr 17. Y Y
Pr 18. Y Y
Pr 19. N N
Pr 20. N N
Proc: 1
Cont: 20
Skil: 23
Lang: 28
Higher Grade;: Question number 18
File: 0 1 4 B C D E Ave
Pr 1. Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y
Pr 2. Y Y Y Y Y Y N Y
Pr 3. Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y
Pr 4. Y y Y Y Y Y Y Y
Pr 5. Y Y Y Y Y Y N Y
Pr 6. Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y
Pr 7. N N n N Y N Y n
Pr 8. Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y
Pr 9. Y Y Y Y Y N N y
Pr 10. y N n N N N N N
Pr 11. N N n n N Y N N
Pr 12. N N n Y N N N N
Pr 13. N N n N N Y Y n
Pr 14. N N N N n n n N
Pr 15. Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y
Pr 16. Y Y
Pr 17. Y Y
Pr 18. Y Y
Pr 19. Y Y
Pr 20. N N
Proc: 31
Cont : jCjLj
Skil: 1
Lang: 30
Page A79
Higher Grade: Question number 19
File: 0 1 4 B C D E Ave
Pr 1. Y Y Y Y Y Y y Y
Pr 2 Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y
Pr 3. N Y n Y Y Y y y
Pr 4. N N N N N N Y N
Pr 5. N Y Y Y Y Y Y Y
Pr 6. N N n N N N N N
Pr 7. Y Y Y Y Y Y N Y
Pr 8. Y Y Y Y n Y N y
Pi' 9. N N n N N N N N
Pr 10. N N n N N N N N
Pr 11. Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y
Pr 12. N N n N N N N N
Pr 13. N N n N N Y Y n
Pr 14. N N n N N N N N
Pr 15. Y Y Y Y Y Y y Y
Pr 16. Y Y
Pr 17. Y Y
Pr 18. Y Y
Pr 19. Y Y
Pr 20. N N
Proc
Cont
Skil
Lang
29 
12 
17
30
Higher Grade Question number 20
File: 0 1 4 B C D E Ave
Pr 1. N N n Y N N Y n
Pi' 2. N N n Y N N N N
Pr 3. N N n N N N Y N
Pr 4. N N n N N N Y N
Pr 5. Y Y Y Y Y Y N Y
Pr 6. Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y
Pr 7. N N n N N N Y N
Pr 8. Y Y Y Y y Y Y Y
Pr 9. N N n N N N Y N
Pr 10. N N n N N N N N
Pr 11. Y Y Y Y Y Y N Y
Pr 12. N N n N N N N N
Pr 13. N N n N n Y Y n
Pr 14. N N n N n N Y N
Pr 15. Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y
Pr 16. Y Y
Pr 17. Y Y
Pr 18. Y Y
Pr 19. N N
Pr 20. N N
Proc 1
Cont 20
Skil 17
Lang 28
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C.^t oixth ir Studies; Question number 1
File: 0 1 3 4 B C D E Ave
Pr 01. N N N n N N N Y N
Pr 02. N N N n N N N Y N
Pr 03. N N N n N N N Y N
Pr 04. N N N n N N N Y N
Pi- 05. N Y N n N N N N N
06. N N N n N N N Y N
Pr 07. N N N n N N N Y N
Pr 08. Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y
Pr 09. N N y n N N N Y n
Pr 10. N N N n N N N N N
Pr 11. N N n N N N N
Pr 12. N N n N N N N
Pr 13. N N n N N n N
Pr 14. N N N N N n N
Pr 15. N Y Y N N N n
Pr 16. Y Y
Pr 17. Y Y
Pr 18. Y Y
Pr 19. N N
Pr 20. N N
Proc: 0
Cont: 4
Skil: 0
Lang: 28
Cert Sixth Yr Studies; Question number 2
File: 0 1 3 A** B C D E Ave
Pr 01. Y N Y Y Y Y Y Y Y
Pr 02. Y N Y Y Y y y Y Y
Pr 03. N N N n N n N Y N
Pr 04. N N N n N N N N N
Pr 05. Y Y Y Y n N Y N y
Pr 06. Y Y Y Y N N Y Y y
Pr 07. N N N n Y n N Y n
Pr 08. Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y
Pr 09. Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y
Pr 10. N Y N n N N N N N
Pr 11. N N n N N N N
Pr 12. N N n Y N N N
Pr 13. N N n N N Y N
Pr 14. N N n N Y N N
Pr 15. Y Y Y y n Y Y
Pr 16. N N
Pr 17. Y Y
Pr 18. Y Y
Pr 19. N N
Pr 20. N N
Proc: 25 
Cont: 22 
Skil: 1
Lang: 12
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Cert .jixth Yr Studies: Question number 3
File: 0 1 3 4 B c D E Ave
Pr 01. Y Y Y Y N Y Y Y Y
Pr 02. Y Y Y Y Y Y Y n Y
Pr 03. Y Y y Y Y Y Y Y Y
Pr 04. Y Y y Y Y Y Y N Y
Pr 05. Y Y Y Y Y Y Y N Y
Pr 06. N N N N N N N N N
Pr 07. Y N N Y Y Y Y N y
Pr 08. Y Y Y Y Y Y Y N Y
Pr 09. Y Y Y Y Y Y Y N Y
Pr 10. N N n n N N N N N
Pr 11. Y N Y Y Y Y Y
Pr 12. N N n N n N N
Pr 13. N N n N N Y N
Pr 14. Y N n N N N N
Pr 15. Y Y Y Y Y Y Y
Pr 16. Y Y
Pr 17. Y Y
Pr 18. Y Y
Pr 19. N N
Pr 20. N N
Proc: 31
Cont: 14
Skil: 17
Lang: 28
Cert Sixth Yr Studies; Question number 4
File: 0 1 3 4 B C D E Ave
Pr 01. Y Y Y Y Y Y Y N Y
Pr 02. Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y
Pr 03. Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y
Pr 04. Y Y Y Y Y Y Y y Y
Pr 05. Y Y Y Y Y Y Y N Y
Pr 06. Y N Y Y Y Y Y Y Y
Pr 07. Y N n Y Y Y Y N y
Pr 08. Y Y Y Y Y y Y Y Y
Pr 09. Y Y Y Y Y Y Y N Y
Pr 10. N N n n N N N N N
Pr 11. N N n N N N N
Pr 12. N N n N N N N
Pr 13. N N n N N Y N
Pr 14. N N n N N N N
Pr 15. Y Y Y Y Y Y Y
Pr 16. Y Y
Pr 17. Y Y
Pr 18. Y Y
Pr 19. N N
Pr 20. Y Y
Proc: 31
Cont: 30
Skil: 1
Lang: 29
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Lei t uixth t r Studies; Question number 5
File: 0 1 3 4 B p D E Ave
Pr 01. N N N n N N N N N
Pr 02. N N N n N n N y N
Pr 03. N N N n N n N N N
Pr 04. N N N n N n n N N
Pr 05. N N N Y N Y Y N n
Pr 06. N N N n N N N Y N
Pr 07. N N N n N N N N N
Pr 08. Y Y N Y Y Y N Y y
Pr 09. N N N n N N N N N
Pr 10. N N N n N N N N N
Pr 11. N N n N N Y N
Pr 12. Y Y Y Y Y N Y
Pr 13. N N n N N Y N
Pr 14. N N n N N N N
Pr 15. Y Y Y Y y Y Y
Pr 16. N N
Pr 17. N N
Pr 18. Y Y
Pi' 19. N N
Pr 20. N N
Proc: 0
Cont: 4
Skil: 9
Lang: 4
Cert Sixth Yr Studies; Question
File: 0 1 3 4 B C D E Ave
Pr 01. N N N n N N N Y N
Pr 02. N N N n N H N Y N
Pr 03. N N N n N N N N N
Pr 04. N N N n N N N Y N
Pr 05. Y Y y Y y Y y N Y
Pr 06. N N N n N N N Y N
Pr 07. N N N n N N N Y N
Pr 08. N N n n N N N Y N
Pr 09. N N N n N N N Y N
Pr 10. N N N n N N N N N
Pr 11. N N n N y N N
Pr 12. N N n N y N N
Pr 13. N N n N N n N
Pr 14. N N n N N N N
Pr 15. N Y Y Y Y n y
Pr 16. Y Y
Pr 17. Y Y
Pr 18. Y Y
Pr 19. N N
Pr 20. N N
Proc 1
cfont 0
Skil 1
Lang 28
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Cert i^xth Yr studies; Question number 7
File: 0 1 QU 4 B C D E Ave
Pi' 01. N N N n N N N N N
Pr 02. N N N n N n N Y N
Pr 03. N N N n N N N N N
Pr 04. N N N n N N N Y N
Pr 05. Y Y y Y y Y Y N Y
Pr 06. N N N n N N N N N
Pi' 07. N N N n N N N N N
Pr 08. N N N n N N N Y N
Pr 09. N N N n N N N N N
Pr 10. N N N n N N N N N
Pr 11. N N n N N N N
Pr 12. N N n N N N N
Pr 13. N N n N N Y N
Pr 14. N N n N N N N
Pr 15. N Y Y y Y Y Y
Pr 16. N N
Pr 17. Y Y
Pr 18. N N
Pr 19. N N
Pi' 20. N N
Proc 1
Cont 0
Skil 1
Lang 8
Cert Sixth Yr Studies; Question number 8
File: 0 1 3 4 B C D E Ave
Pi' 01. N N N n N n Y N N
Pr 02. N N N n N N N Y N
Pr 03. N N N n N N N y N
Pr 04. Y Y Y Y Y Y y N Y
Pr 05. Y Y y Y y Y Y N Y
Pr 06. N N N n N N N Y N
Pr 07. N N N n N N N N N
Pr 08. Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y
Pr 09. N N N n N N N N N
Pr 10. N N N n N N N N N
Pr 11. N N n N n N N
Pr 12. N N n N N N N
Pr 13. N N n N N Y N
Pr 14. N N n N N N N
Pr 15. Y Y Y Y Y Y Y
Pr 16. Y Y
Pr 17. Y Y
Pr 18. Y Y
Pr 19. N N
Pr 20. N N
Proc: 3
Cont: 4
Skil: 1
Lang: 28
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Cert oixth Yr Studies; Question number 9
File.- 0 1 3 4 B c D E Ave
Pr 01. Y Y y Y Y Y Y N Y
Pr 02. Y Y Y Y N Y Y Y Y
Pr 03. N N n n N n n n N
Pr 04. Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y
Pr 05. Y Y Y Y Y Y Y N Y
Pr 06. N N Y N N N Y n
Pr 07. Y Y Y Y N Y N y
Pr 08. Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y
Pr 09. Y N Y N N N N n
Pr 10. Y N n N N N N N
Pr 11. N N Y N N N N
Pr 12. Y Y Y Y Y Y Y
Pr 13. N N n N N Y N
Pr 14. N N n N Y N N
Pr 15. Y Y Y y Y Y Y
Pr 16. Y Y
Pr 17. Y Y
Pr 18. Y Y
Pr 19. N N
Pr 20. N N
Proc: 27 ;
Cont: 12 :
Skil: 9 ;
Lang.- 28
Cert Sixth Yr Studies; Question number 10
File: 0 1 3 4 B C D E Ave
Pr 01. Y N N Y Y N N N n
Pr 02. N N N n N N N Y N
Pr 03. N N N n N N N N N
Pr 04. N y N n N Y N y n
Pr 05. Y Y Y Y Y Y Y N Y
Pr 06. N N n Y N N N N
Pr 07. N N n N N N N N
Pr 08. Y Y Y Y Y Y N Y
Pr 09. N N n N N N N N
Pr 10. N N n N N N N N
Pr 11. N N n N N n N
Pr 12. N N n N N N N
Pr 13. N N n N N Y N
Pr 14. N N n N N N N
Pr 15. y Y Y Y Y Y Y
Pr 16. N N
Pr 17. Y Y
Pr 18. Y Y
Pr 19. N N
Pr 20. N N
Proc: 1
Cont: 4
Skil: 1
Lang: 12
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Cert uixth Yr Studies; Quest ion number 11
File: 0 1 3 4 B C D E Ave
Pr 01. N N N n N N N N N
Pr 02. N N N n N N N Y N
Pr 03. N N N n N N N N N
Pi' 04. N N N n N N N N N
Pr 05. Y Y Y Y Y Y Y N Y
Pi' 06. Y Y Y Y Y Y N Y
Pr 07. N N n Y N N N N
Pr 08. Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y
Pr 09. N N n N N N N N
Pr 10. Y Y y Y y y N y
Pr 11. N N n N N Y N
Pr 12. Y Y Y Y Y N Y
Pr 13. Y N n N N Y n
Pi' 14. Y Y Y Y Y n Y
Pr 15. Y Y Y Y Y Y Y
Pr 16. Y Y
Pr 17. Y Y
Pr 18. Y Y
Pr 19. N N
Pr 20. N N
Proc: 1
Cont: 21
Skil: 11
Lang: 28
Cert Sixth Yr Studies; Question number 12
File.- 0 1 3 4 B
Pr 01. N N N n N
Pr 02. N N N n N
Pr 03. N N N n N
Pr 04. N N N n N
Pr 05. Y Y n Y y
Pr 06. N N n N
Pr 07. N N n N
Pr 08. Y Y Y Y
Pr 09. N N n N
Pr 10. N N n n
Pr 11. N N n N
Pr 12. N N n N
Pr 13. N N n N
Pr 14. N N n N
Pr 15. N Y Y Y
Pr 16. N
Pr 17. N
Pr 18. N
Pr 19. N
Pr 20. N
C D E Ave
N N Y N
N N Y N
N N N N
n N N N
Y Y N y
n N Y N
N N Y N
Y Y Y Y
N N Y N
N N N N
N N N
Y N N
N Y N
N N N
Y Y Y
N
N
N
N
N
Proc: 1
Cont: 4
Skil: 1
Lang: 0
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oeit oixtn /r studies: Question number 13
Fll 0 o 4 B C D E Ave
Pi' 01. Y Y Y Y Y Y Y N Y
Pr 02. Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y
Pr 03. N N n n N n n N N
Pi' 04. Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y
Pr 05. Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y
Pr 06. Y N Y Y Y Y Y Y
Pr 07. Y Y Y n N Y Y y
Pr 08. Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y
Pr 09. Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y
Pr 10. N N n N N N N N
Pr 11. Y Y Y Y Y Y Y
Pr 12. N N n N N N N
Pr 13. N N n N N Y N
Pr 14. Y N n N Y N n
Pr 15. Y Y Y N Y Y Y
Pr 16. Y Y
Pr 17. Y Y
Pr 18. Y Y
Pr 19. N N
Pr 20. Y Y
Proc: 27 ;
Cont: 30 ;
Skil: 17 ;
Lang: 29
Cert Sixth Yr Studies; Question number 14
File: 0 1 3 4 B c D E Ave
Pr 01. Y Y Y Y Y Y Y n Y
Pr 02. Y Y Y N Y Y Y Y Y
Pr 03. N Y N n N n n Y n
Pr 04. Y Y Y Y Y Y Y N Y
Pr 05. N Y y Y N Y Y Y y
Pr 06. Y Y Y N Y Y Y Y
Pr 07. N N n N N N Y N
Pr 08. Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y
Pr 09. Y Y Y n Y Y Y Y
Pr 10. N N n N N N N N
Pr 11. N N n N N N N
Pi' 12. N N n N y N N
Pr 13. N N n N N Y N
Pr 14. N N Y N Y N n
Pr 15. Y Y Y y Y Y Y
Pr 16. Y Y
Pr 17. Y Y
Pr 18. Y Y
Pr 19. N N
Pr 20. Y Y
Proc: 27
Cont: 22
Skil: 1
Lang: 29
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Cert i^ixtn Yr Studies: Question number 15
File: 0 1 3 4 B C D E Ave
Pr 01. Y N N Y N N N N n
Pr 02. N N N n N N N Y N
Pr 03. N N N n N N N N N
Pr 04. N N N n N N N Y N
Pr 05. Y Y Y Y Y Y Y y Y
Pr 06. Y N Y Y Y Y Y Y
Pr 07. N N Y N N N N N
Pr 08. Y Y Y Y y Y Y Y
Pr 09. Y N Y Y Y y N y
Pr 10. N N n N N N N N
Pr 11. Y Y Y Y Y Y Y
Pr 12. N Y n N n N n
Pr 13. Y Y y Y Y Y Y
Pr 14. Y Y Y N Y Y Y
Pr 15. Y Y Y Y Y Y Y
Pr 16. Y Y
Pr 17. Y Y
Pr 18. Y Y
Pr 19. N N
Pr 20. Y Y
Proc: 1
Cont : 22
Skil: 23
Lang: 29
Cert Sixth Yr Studies; Question number 16
File: 0 1 3 4 B C D E Ave
Pi' 01. N N N n N N N Y N
Pr 02. N N N n N N N Y N
Pr 03. N N N n N N N Y N
Pr 04. N N N n N N N Y N
Pi' 05. Y Y Y Y Y Y VX N Y
Pr 06. N N n N N N N
Pr 07. N N n N Y N N
Pr 08. Y Y Y Y Y Y Y
Pr 09. N N n N N N N
Pr 10. n N n N N N N
Pr 11. N N n N N N N
Pr 12. Y Y n Y Y Y Y
Pr 13. N N n N n n N
Pr 14. N n n N N n N
Pr 15. Y Y Y N Y Y Y
Pr 16. N N
Pr 17. N N
Pr 18. Y Y
Pr 19. N N
Pr 20. Y Y
Proc 1
Cont 4
Skil 9
Lang 5
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Cert Sixth Yr Studies; Question number 17
File: 0 1 3 4 B C D E Ave
Pr 01. Y N N n N N N N N
Pr 02. N N N n N N N Y N
Pr 03. N N N n N N N N N
Pi' 04. N N N n N Y N Y n
Pr 05. Y Y Y Y Y Y Y N Y
Pr 06. Y Y Y Y Y Y Y
Pr 07. Y Y Y Y Y Y Y
Pr 08. Y Y Y Y Y Y Y
Pr 09. N N n N N N N
Pr 10. Y Y y Y Y Y Y
Pr 11. Y Y Y Y Y Y Y
Pr 12. N N n N N N N
Pr 13. N N n N N Y N
Pr 14. N N N N Y N N
Pr 15. Y Y Y y Y Y Y
Pi' 16. Y Y
Pr 17. Y Y
Pr 18. Y Y
Pr 19. N N
Pr 20. Y Y
Proc 1
Cont 29
Skil 17
Lang 29
Cert Sixth Yr Studies; Question
File: 0 1 3 4 B C D E Ave
Pr 01. N N N n N N N Y N
Pr 02. N N N n N N N N N
Pr 03. N N N n N N N N N
Pr (34. N N N n N N N Y N
Pr 05. Y Y n Y Y Y N N y
Pr 06. n N n N N N N
Pr 07. n N Y N N N N
Pr 08. N N Y N N N N
Pr 09. N N n N N N N
Pr 10. Y Y Y N y N y
Pr 11. N N n N N N N
Pr 12. N N n N N N N
Pr 13. Y Y y Y Y Y Y
Pr 14. N N n N N N N
Pr 15. Y Y Y Y y N Y
Pr 16. Y Y
Pr 17. Y Y
Pr 18. Y Y
Pr 19. N N
Pr 20. N N
Proc 1
Cont 1
Skil 5
Lang 28
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Celt sixth Yr Studies; Question number 19
File: 0 1 3 4 B C D E Ave
Pr 01. N N N Y N N N N N
Pr 02. N N N n N N N Y N
Pr 03. N N N n N N N Y N
Pr 04. N N N n N N N N N
Pr 05. N Y y Y Y y Y N y
Pr 06. N N n N Y N N
Pr 07. N N n N n N N
Pr 08. Y Y Y N Y Y Y
Pr 09. N N n N N N N
Pr 10. N N n N N N N
Pr 11. N N n N N N N
Pr 12. N N n N Y N N
Pr 13. N N n N N N N
Pr 14. N N n N N N N
Pr 15. Y Y Y y y Y Y
Pr 16. Y Y
Pr 17. N N
Pr 18. Y Y
Pr 19. N ■ N
Pr 20. N N
Proc 1
Cont 4
Skil 1
Lang 20
Cert Sixth Yr Studies; Question number 20
File: 0 1 3 4 B c D E Ave
Pr 01. N N N n N N N Y N
Pr 02. N N N n y N N Y n
Pr 03. N N N n N N N Y N
Pr 04. N N N n N N N Y N
Pr 05. Y Y y Y y Y N N y
Pr 06. N N n Y n N n
Pr 07. N N n N n N N
Pr 08. N N n N N N N
Pr 09. N N n N N N N
Pi' 10. N N Y N N N N
Pi' 11. N N n N N N N
Pr 12. N N n N N N N
Pr 13. Y Y y y y Y Y
Pr 14. N N n N n N N
Pr 15. Y Y Y Y y N Y
Pr 16. Y Y
Pr 17. Y Y
Pr 18. Y Y
Pr 19. N N
Pr 20. N N
Proc: 1
Cont: 0
Skil: 5
Lang: 28
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Appendix C 
Lists of Propositions
Original Propositions 1983-84................Page A92
Revised Propositions 1984-85................ Page A93
Page A91
List of selected propositions
Phase 1. 1983-84
A. PROCESS
1. Does the problem contain ARITHMETICAL CALCULATIONS?
2. Is the solution QUALITATIVE (explanation, comparison etc.) 
rather than QUANTITATIVE (involving figures)? Note: if 
the solution contains both qualitative and quantitative 
answers, respond YES.
3. Does the problem require the application of rules or 
formal relationships (e.g.. Gas Laws)?
4. Does the problem require LOGICAL DECISIONS?
5. Is any VALUE JUDGMENT required?
B. CONCEPT (Chemical Content)
1. Does the problem involve FORMULAE?
2. Does the solution require EQUATIONS?
3. Does the problem refer to SPECIFIC SUBSTANCES?
4. Does the problem involve the MOLE CONCEPT?
5. Does the problem imply SAFETY REQUIREMENTS or PRECAUTIONS?
C. SKILLS
1. Does the problem PRESENT information as GRAPHS or TABLES?
2. Does the problem involve DRAWING or INTERPRETING DIAGRAMS 
or FLOW-CHARTS?
3. Does the problem involve SORTING of relevant data from 
irrelevant?
4. Does the problem require the use of PROPORTION?
5. Does the problem involve CONDITIONAL REASONING 
(IF. . .THEN.. .ELSE)?
D. LANGUAGE
In the statement of the problem (i.e., not including the 
actual questions),
1. Is the average sentence longer than 20 words?
2. Is there more than 1 subordinate clause?
3. Are there more than 5 words of 3 or more syllables
(excluding technical terms and names of chemicals)?
4. Are there any words which have more than one meaning in
different contexts?
5. Can the question be answered by a single word or series of 
words (as opposed to a grammatically structured answer)?
Page A92
(2)
List of Revised Propositions
Phase 3, 1985-86
A. PROCESS
(1) 1. Is the solution to this problem QUANTITATIVE
i^nvolving numbers) in any of its parts?
2. Does the solution to this problem require ARITHMETICAL 
CALCULATIONS (as opposed to simple reading or recall 
of figures, e.g., from graphs or tables)?
(3) 3. Does the solution involve PROPORTION in calculations?
(If the answer to proposition 2 is NO, then the answer 
to this must be NO also)
'4) 4. Does the solution to this problem involve the
application of a recalled or a given FORMULA (NOT a
chemical formula): e.g.. m = vc or PV = nRT ?
(5) 5. Does the solution require REASONING as opposed to
simple RECALL? (If both are required, answer YES)
B. CONCEPTS
(6) 1. Does the solution require the recall or construction
of CHEMICAL FORMULAE? (Do not count formulae which are
supplied in the text)
(7) 2. Does the solution require the recall or construction
of CHEMICAL EQUATIONS (including word equations)? (Do 
not count equations which are supplied in the text)
(8) 3. Does this problem refer to SPECIFIC SUBSTANCES (as
opposed to classes or types of substance - e.g., 
"ethanal" as opposed to "aldehydes")? If both, answer 
YES.
(9) 4. Does the solution to this problem involve the MOLE
concept?
(10) 5. Does this problem specifically imply SAFETY
REQUIREMENTS or PRECAUTIONS?
C. SKILLS
(11) 1. Does this problem (or the solution to it) involve
GRAPHS. TABLES or SELECTION GRIDS?
(12) 2. Does this problem involve DRAWING or INTERPRETING
DIAGRAMS or FLOW-CHARTS (as opposed to graphs, tables 
or grids)?
(13) 3. Does this problem involve SORTING of information into
categories or classes?
(14) 4. Is more data provided than is required for the
solution (i.e.. is any of the data IRRELEVANT to the 
answer)?
(15) 5. Does this problem involve any skills beyond simple
recall or Data Book information retrieval?
D. LANGUAGE
(16) 1. In the statement of this problem, is the average
sentence longer than 15 words?
(17) 2. Are there any subordinate clauses?
(18) 3. Are there more than 3 words of 3 or more syllables
(excluding technical terms and names of chemicals)? 
d Q ’i 4 Are there any words which have more than one meaning 
in different contexts? M s  refers to the list of 
words published in "Words That Matter in Science" 
(Cassels and Johnstone, RSC, 1985)
(20) 5. Can all parts of the problem be answered by a single 
word or series of words, as opposed to a grdinmatical ly 
structured answer/
Page A93
Appendix D
Proposition Values 
Generated by COMPana program
Ordinary Grade Values......................Page A95
Higher Grade Values  Page A96
Sixth Year Studies Values.................. Page A97
Page A94
Values generated toy ipaw-m
Qndiinaary ©raite ^ aluie®
Faroe '■Ooffiit Slal Langr
Quest ion 1: 1? 4 4 1
Question 2: 1 3D 16 29
Question 3: Txni4L27 14 1 25
Question 4: 1 28 9 3D
Question 5: 31 6 1 25
Question 6: 1 4 9 28
Question 7: 1 4 9 12
Question 8: 0 4 0 1
Question 9: 1 4 9 0
Question 10: 1 4 9 4
Question 11: 1 20 1 5
Question 12: 17 28 21 31
Question 13: 1 4 9 24
Question 14: 1 20 23 13
Question 15: 1 20 23 29
Question 16: 1 0 13 28
Question 17: 1 28 9 29
Higher Grade Values
Proc Cont Skil Lang
Question 1: 0 20 0 1
Question 2: 0 20 0 1
Question 3: 1 5 9 29
Question 4: 31 30 1 1
Question 5: 29 6 1 1
Question 6: 1 4 21 0
Question 7: 1 20 19 0
Question 8: 27 28 27 29
Question 9: 1 5 31 8
Question 10: 1 4 17 12
Question 11: 1 4 23 5
Question 12: 31 14 1 25
Question 13: 1 4 1 28
Question 14: 1 20 4 28
Question 15: 1 4 17 0
Question 16: 1 4 23 28
Question 17: 1 20 23 28
Question 18: 31 22 1 30
Question 19: 29 12 17 30
Question 20: 1 20 17 28
Page A96
Sixth Year Studies Values
Proc Cont Skil Lang
Question 1: 0 4 0 28
Question 2: 25 22 1 12
Question 3: 31 14 17 28
Question 4: 31 30 1 29
Question 5: 0 4 9 4
Question 6: 1 0 1 28
Question 7: 1 0 1 8
Question 8: 3 4 1 28
Question 9: 27 12 9 28
Question 10: 1 4 1 12
Question 11: 1 21 11 28
Question 12: 1 4 1 0
Question 13: 27 30 17 29
Question 14: 27 22 1 29
Question 15: 1 22 23 29
Question 16: 1 4 9 5
Question 17: 1 29 17 29
Question 18: 1 1 5 28
Question 19: 1 4 1 20
Question 20: 1 0 5 28
Page A97
Appendix E
Descriptions of Proposition Values
1. Process Values.........................Page A99
2. Concept Values.........................Page A103
3. Skills Values..........................Page A107
4. Language Values........................Page Alll
Page A98
1. Process Values
Proc 0: Binary: 00000
Is not quantitative
Does not involve Arithmetic
Does not involve Proportion
Does not involve non-chemical Formulae
Requires only simple Recall
Proc 1: Binary: 00001
Is not quantitative
Does not involve Arithmetic
Does not involve Proportion
Does not involve non—chemical Formulae
Requires REASONING as opposed to RECALL
Firoc 2: Binary: 00010
Is not quantitative 
Does not involve Arithmetic 
Does not involve Proportion 
Involves a (non-chemical) FORMULA 
Requires only simple Recall
Proc 3: Binary: 00011
Is not quantitative
Does not involve Arithmetic
Does not involve Proportion
Involves a (non-chemical) FORMULA
Requires REASONING as opposed to RECALL
Proc 4: Binary: 00100
Is not quantitative
Does not involve Arithmetic
Involves PROPORTION
Does not involve non-chemical Formulae 
Requires only simple Recall
Proc 5: Binary: 00101
Is not quantitative
Does not involve Arithmetic
Involves PROPORTION
Does not involve non-chemical Formulae 
Requires REASONING as opposed to RECALL
Proc 6: Binary: 00110
Is not quantitative
Does not involve Arithmetic
Involves PROPORTION
Involves a (non-chemical) FORMULA
Requires only simple Recall
Page A99
Proc 7: Binary.- 00111
Is not quantitative
Does not Involve Arithmetic
Involves PROPORTION
Involves a (non-chemical) FORMULA
Requires REASONING as opposed to RECALL
Proc 8: Binary: 01000
Is not quantitative
Involves ARITHMETICAL calculations
Does not involve Proportion
Does not involve non-chemical Formulae
Requires only simple Recall
Proc 9: Binary: 01001
Is not quantitative
Involves ARITHMETICAL calculations
Does not involve Proportion
Does not involve non-chemical Formulae
Requires REASONING as opposed to RECALL
Proc 10: Binary: 01010
Is not quantitative 
Involves ARITHMETICAL calculations 
Does not involve Proportion 
Involves a (non-chemical) FORMULA 
Requires only simple Recall
Proc 11: Binary: 01011
Is not quantitative 
Involves ARITHMETICAL calculations 
Does not involve Proportion 
Involves a (non-chemical) FORMULA 
Requires REASONING as opposed to RECALL
Proc 12: Binary: 01100
Is not quantitative
Involves ARITHMETICAL calculations
Involves PROPORTION
Does not involve non-chemical Formulae 
Requires only simple Recall
Proc 13: Binary: 01101
Is not quantitative
Involves ARITHMETICAL calculations
Involves PROPORTION
Does not involve non-chemical Formulae 
Requires REASONING as opposed to RECALL
Proc 14: Binary: OHIO
Is not quantitative
Involves ARITHMETICAL calculations
Involves PROPORTION
Involves a (non-chemical) FORMULA
Requires only simple Recall
Page A100
Proc 15
Proc 16
Proc
Proc
Proc 19
Proc 20
Proc 21
Proc 22
Binary.- 01111
Is not quantitative
Involves ARITHMETICAL calculations
Involves PROPORTION
Involves a (non-chemical) FORMULA
Requires REASONING as opposed to RECALL
Binary: 10000
Solution is QUANTITATIVE
Does not involve Arithmetic
Does not involve Proportion
Does not involve non-chemical Formulae
Requires only simple Recall
Binary: 10001
Solution is QUANTITATIVE
Does not involve Arithmetic
Does not involve Proportion
Does not involve non-chemical Formulae
Requires REASONING as opposed to RECALL
Binary: 10010 
Solution is QUANTITATIVE 
Does not involve Arithmetic 
Does not involve Proportion 
Involves a (non-chemical) FORMULA 
Requires only simple Recall
Binary: 10011
Solution is QUANTITATIVE
Does not involve Arithmetic
Does not involve Proportion
Involves a (non-chemical) FORMULA
Requires REASONING as opposed to RECALL
Binary: 10100 
Solution is QUANTITATIVE 
Does not involve Arithmetic 
Involves PROPORTION
Does not involve non—chemical Formulae 
Requires only simple Recall
Binary: 10101 
Solution is QUANTITATIVE 
Does not involve Arithmetic 
Involves PROPORTION
Does not involve non-chemical Formulae 
Requires REASONING as opposed to RECALL
Binary: 10110
Solution is QUANTITATIVE
Does not involve Arithmetic
Involves PROPORTION
Involves a (non-chemical) FORMULA
Requires only simple Recall
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Proc
Proc
Proc
Proc
Proc
Proc
Proc
23: Binary: 10111
Solution is QUANTITATIVE
Does not involve Arithmetic
Involves PROPORTION
Involves a (non-chemical) FORMULA
Requires REASONING as opposed to RECALL
24: Binary: 11000
Solution is QUANTITATIVE
Involves ARITHMETICAL calculations
Does not involve Proportion
Does not involve non—chemical Formulae
Requires only simple Recall
25: Binary: 11001
Solution is QUANTITATIVE
Involves ARITHMETICAL calculations
Does not involve Proportion
Does not involve non-chemical Formulae
Requires REASONING as opposed to RECALL
26: Binary: 11010
Solution is QUANTITATIVE 
Involves ARITHMETICAL calculations 
Does not involve Proportion 
Involves a (non-chemical) FORMULA 
Requires only simple Recall
27: Binary: 11011
Solution is QUANTITATIVE 
Involves ARITHMETICAL calculations 
Does not involve Proportion 
Involves a (non-chemical) FORMULA 
Requires REASONING as opposed to RECALL
28: Binary: 11100
Solution is QUANTITATIVE 
Involves ARITHMETICAL calculations 
Involves PROPORTION
Does not involve non-chemical Formulae 
Requires only simple Recall
29: Binary: 11101
Solution is QUANTITATIVE 
Involves ARITHMETICAL calculations 
Involves PROPORTION
Does not involve non-chemical Formulae 
Requires REASONING as opposed to RECALL
30: Binary: 11110
Solution is QUANTITATIVE
Involves ARITHMETICAL calculations
Involves PROPORTION
Involves a (non-chemical) FORMULA
Requires only simple Recall
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Proc 31: Binary: 11111
Solution is QUANTITATIVE
Involves ARITHMETICAL calculations
Involves PROPORTION
Involves a (non-chemical) FORMULA
Requires REASONING as opposed to RECALL
2. Concept (Content) Values
Cone
Cone 1
Cone
Cone
Cone
Cone
Cone
Binary: 00000
No Chemical Formulae (unless supplied) 
No Chemical Equations (unless supplied) 
Does not refer to Specific Substances 
Does not involve the MOLE concept 
No Safety requirements inferred
Binary: 00001
No Chemical Formulae (unless supplied) 
No Chemical Equations (unless supplied) 
Does not refer to Specific Substances 
Does not involve the MOLE concept 
Infers SAFETY Requirements
Binary: 00010
No Chemical Formulae (unless supplied) 
No Chemical Equations (unless supplied) 
Does not refer to Specific Substances 
Involves the MOLE concept 
No Safety requirements inferred
Binary: 00011
No Chemical Formulae (unless supplied) 
No Chemical Equations (unless supplied) 
Does not refer to Specific Substances 
Involves the MOLE concept 
Infers SAFETY Requirements
Binary: 00100
No Chemical Formulae (unless supplied) 
No Chemical Equations (unless supplied) 
Refers to SPECIFIC SUBSTANCES 
Does not involve the MOLE concept 
No Safety requirements inferred
Binary: 00101
No Chemical Formulae (unless supplied) 
No Chemical Equations (unless supplied) 
Refers to SPECIFIC SUBSTANCES 
Does not involve the MOLE concept 
Infers SAFETY Requirements
Binary: 00110
No Chemical Formulae (unless supplied) 
No Chemical Equations (unless supplied) 
Refers to SPECIFIC SUBSTANCES 
Involves the MOLE concept 
No Safety requirements inferred
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Cone
Cone
Cone
Cone
Cone
Cone
Cone
7: Binary: 00111
No Chemical Formulae (unless supplied)
No Chemical Equations (unless supplied)
Refers to SPECIFIC SUBSTANCES 
Involves the MOLE concept 
Intel's SAFETY Requirements
8: Binary.- 01000
No Chemical Formulae (unless supplied)
Recall or construction of CHEMICAL EQUATIONS 
Does not refer to Specific Substances 
Does not involve the MOLE concept 
No Safety requirements inferred
9: Binary: 01001
No Chemical Formulae (unless supplied)
Recall or construction of CHEMICAL EQUATIONS 
Does not refer to Specific Substances 
Does not involve the MOLE concept 
Infers SAFETY Requirements
10: Binary: 01010
No Chemical Formulae (unless supplied)
Recall or construction of CHEMICAL EQUATIONS 
Does not refer to Specific Substances 
Involves the MOLE concept 
No Safety requirements inferred
11: Binary: 01011
No Chemical Formulae (unless supplied)
Recall or construction of CHEMICAL EQUATIONS 
Does not refer to Specific Substances 
Involves the MOLE concept 
Infers SAFETY Requirements
12: Binary: 01100
No Chemical Formulae (unless supplied)
Recall or construction of CHEMICAL EQUATIONS 
Refers to SPECIFIC SUBSTANCES 
Does not involve the MOLE concept 
No Safety requirements inferred
13: Binary: 01101
No Chemical Formulae (unless supplied)
Recall or construction of CHEMICAL EQUATIONS 
Refers to SPECIFIC SUBSTANCES 
Does not involve the MOLE concept 
Infers SAFETY Requirements
14: Binary: OHIO
No Chemical Formulae (unless supplied)
Recall or construction of CHEMICAL EQUATIONS 
Refers to SPECIFIC SUBSTANCES 
Involves the MOLE concept 
No Safety requirements inferred
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Cone 1 h
Cone 16
Cone 17
Cone 18;
Cone 19
Cone 20
Cone 21
Cone 22
Binary: 01111
No Chemical Formulae (unless supplied)
Recall or construction of CHEMICAL EQUATIONS 
Refers to SPECIFIC SUBSTANCES
Involves the MOLE concept 
Infers SAFETY Requirements
Binary: 10000
Recall or construction of CHEMICAL FORMULAE 
No Chemical Equations (unless supplied)
Does not refer to Specific Substances 
Does not involve the MOLE concept 
No Safety requirements inferred
Binary: 10001
Recall or construction of CHEMICAL FORMULAE 
No Chemical Equations (unless supplied)
Does not refer to Specific Substances 
Does not involve the MOLE concept 
Infers SAFETY Requirements
Binary: 10010
Recall or construction of CHEMICAL FORMULAE 
No Chemical Equations (unless supplied)
Does not refer to Specific Substances 
Involves the MOLE concept 
No Safety requirements inferred
Binary: 10011
Recall or construction of CHEMICAL FXDRMULAE 
No Chemical Equations (unless supplied)
Does not refer to Specific Substances 
Involves the MOLE concept 
Infers SAFETY Requirements
Binary: 10100
Recall or construction of CHEMICAL FORMULAE 
No Chemical Equations (unless supplied) 
Refers to SPECIFIC SUBSTANCES 
Does not involve the MOLE concept 
No Safety requirements inferred
Binary: 10101
Recall or construction of CHEMICAL FORMULAE 
No Chemical Equations (unless supplied) 
Refers to SPECIFIC SUBSTANCES 
Does not involve the MOLE concept 
Infers SAFETY Requirements
Binary: 10110
Recall or construction of CHEMICAL FORMULAE 
No Chemical Equations (unless supplied) 
Refers to SPECIFIC SUBSTANCES 
Involves the MOLE concept 
No Safety requirements inferred
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Cone
Cone
Cone
Cone
Cone
Cone
Cone
23: Binary: 10111
Recall or construction of CHEMICAL FORMULAE 
No Chemical Equations (unless supplied)
Refers to SPECIFIC SUBSTANCES 
Involves the MOLE concept 
Infers SAFETY Requirements
24: Binary: 11000
Recall or construction of CHEMICAL FORMULAE
Recall or construction of CHEMICAL EQUATIONS
Does not refer to Specific Substances 
Does not involve the MOLE concept 
No Safety requirements inferred
25: Binary: 11001
Recall or construction of CHEMICAL FORMULAE
Recall or construction of CHEMICAL EQUATIONS
Does not refer to Specific Substances 
Does not involve the MOLE concept 
Infers SAFETY Requirements
26: Binary: 11010
Recall or construction of CHEMICAL FORMULAE
Recall or construction of CHEMICAL EQUATIONS
Does not refer to Specific Substances 
Involves the MILE concept 
No Safety requirements inferred
27: Binary: 11011
Recall or construction of CHEMICAL FORMULAE 
Recall or construction of CHEMICAL EQUATIONS 
Does not refer to Specific Substances 
Involves the MOLE concept 
Infers SAFETY Requirements
28: Binary: 11100
Recall or construction of CHEMICAL FORMULAE 
Recall or construction of CHEMICAL EQUATIONS 
Refers to SPECIFIC SUBSTANCES 
Does not involve the MOLE concept 
No Safety requirements inferred
29: Binary: 11101
Recall or construction of CHEMICAL FORMULAE 
Recall or construction of CHEMICAL EQUATIONS 
Refers to SPECIFIC SUBSTANCES 
Does not involve the MOLE concept 
Infers SAFETY Requirements
30: Binary: 11110
Recall or construction of CHEMICAL FORMULAE 
Recall or construction of CHEMICAL EQUATIONS 
Refers to SPECIFIC SUBSTANCES 
Involves the MOLE concept 
No Safety requirements inferred
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Cone 3 1 B i nary: 11111
Recall or construction of CHEMICAL FORMULAE 
Recall or construction of CHEMICAL EQUATIONS 
Rerers to SPECIFIC SUBSTANCES 
Involves the MOLE concept 
Implies SAFETY Requirements
3. Skills Values
Skil 0: Binary: 00000
Does not involve Graphs Tables or Grids 
Does not involve Diagrams or Flow-Charts 
Does not require sorting of information 
Every part of problem necessary for solution 
Simple recall only
Skil 1: Binary: 00001
Does not involve Graphs Tables or Grids 
Does not involve Diagrams or Flow-Charts 
Does not require sorting of information 
Every part of problem necessary for solution 
Skills beyond simple recall
Skil 2: Binary: 00010
Does not involve Graphs Tables or Grids 
Does not involve Diagrams or Flow-Charts 
Does not require sorting of information 
Contains IRRELEVANT data 
Simple recall only
Skil 3: Binary: 00011
Does not involve Graphs Tables or Grids 
Does not involve Diagrams or Flow-Charts 
Does not require sorting of information 
Contains IRRELEVANT data 
Skills beyond simple recall
Skil 4: Binary: 00100
Does not involve Graphs Tables or Grids 
Does not involve Diagrams or Flow-Charts 
Involves SORTING of information 
Every part of problem necessary for solution 
Simple recall only
Skil 5: Binary: 00101
Does not involve Graphs Tables or Grids 
Does not involve Diagrams or Flow-Charts 
Involves SORTING of information 
Every part of problem necessary for solution 
Skills beyond simple recall
Skil 6: Binary: 00110 ^
Does not involve Graphs Tables or or ids 
Does not involve Diagrams or Flow-Charts 
Involves SORTING of information 
Contains IRRELEVANT data 
Simple recall only
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Skil 7: Binary: 00111
Does not involve Graphs Tables or Grids 
Does not involve Diagrams or Flow-Charts 
Involves SORTING of information 
Contains IRRELEVANT data 
Skills beyond simple recall
Skil 8: Binary: 01000
Does not involve Graphs Tables or Grids 
Involves DIAGRAMS or FLOW-CHARTS 
Does not require sorting of information 
Every part of problem necessary for solution 
Simple recall only
Skil 9: Binary: 01001
Does not involve Graphs Tables or Grids 
Involves DIAGRAMS or FLOW-CHARTS 
Does not require sorting of information 
Every pari: of problem necessary for solution 
Skills beyond simple recall
Skil 10: Binary: 01010
Does not involve Graphs Tables or Grids 
Involves DIAGRAMS or FLOW-CHARTS 
Does not require sorting of information 
Contains IRRELEVANT data 
Simple recall only
Skil 11: Binary: 01011
Does not involve Graphs Tables or Grids 
Involves DIAGRAMS or FLOW-CHARTS 
Does not require sorting of information 
Contains IRRELEVANT data 
Skills beyond simple recall
Skil 12: Binary: 01100
Does not involve Graphs Tables or Grids
Involves DIAGRAMS or FLOW-CHARTS
Involves SORTING of information
Every part of problem necessary for solution
Simple recall only
Skil 13: Binary: 01101
Does not involve Graphs Tables or Grids
Involves DIAGRAMS or FLOW-CHARTS
Involves SORTING of information
Every part of problem necessary for solution
Skills beyond simple recall
Skil 14: Binary: 01110 ^
Does not involve Graphs Tables or Grids 
Involves DIAGRAMS or FLOW—CHARTo 
Involves SORTING of information 
Contains IRRELEVANT data 
Simple recall only
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Ski 1
Skil
Skil
Skil
Skil
Skil
Skil
15: Binary: 01111
Does not involve Graphs Tables or Grids 
Involves DIAGRAMS or FLOW-CHARTS 
Involves SORTING of information 
Contains IRRELEVANT data 
Skills beyond simple recall
16: Binary: 10000
Involves GRAPHS TABLES or SELECTION GRIDS 
Does not involve Diagrams or Flow-Charts 
Does not require sorting of information 
Every part of problem necessary for solution 
Simple recall only
17: Binary: 10001
Involves GRAPHS TABLES or SELECTION GRIDS 
Does not involve Diagrams or Flow—Charts 
Does not require sorting of information 
Every part of problem necessary for solution 
Skills beyond simple recall
18: Binary: 10010
Involves GRAPHS TABLES or SELECTION GRIDS 
Does not involve Diagrams or Flow-Charts 
Does not require sorting of information 
Contains IRRELEVANT data 
Simple recall only
19: Binary: 10011
Involves GRAPHS TABLES or SELECTION GRIDS 
Does not involve Diagrams or Flow-Charts 
Does not require sorting of information 
Contains IRRELEVANT data 
Skills beyond simple recall
20: Binary: 10100
Involves GRAPHS TABLES or SELECTION GRIDS 
Does not involve Diagrams or Flow-Charts 
Involves SORTING of information 
Every part of problem necessary for solution 
Simple recall only
21: Binary: 10101
Involves GRAPHS TABLES or SELECTION GRIDS 
Does not involve Diagrams or Flow-Charts 
Involves SORTING of information 
Every part of problem necessary for solution 
Skills beyond simple recall
22: Binary: 10110
Involves GRAPHS TABLES or SELECTION GRIDS 
Does not involve Diagrams or Flow-Charts 
Involves SORTING of information 
Contains IRRELEVANT data 
Simple recall only
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Ski 1
Skil
Skil
Skil
Skil
Skil
Skil
23: Binary: 10111
Involves GRAPHS TABLES or SELECTION GRIDS 
Does not involve Diagrams or Flow-Charts 
Involves SORTING of information 
Contains IRRELEVANT data 
Skills beyond simple recall
24: Binary: 11000
Involves GRAPHS TABLES or SELECTION GRIDS 
Involves DIAGRAMS or FLOW-CHARTS 
Does not require sorting of information 
Every part of problem necessary for solution 
Simple recall only
25: Binary: 11001
Involves GRAPHS TABLES or SELECTION GRIDS 
Involves DIAGRAMS or FLOW-CHARTS 
Does not require sorting of information 
Every part of problem necessary for solution 
Skills beyond simple recall
26: Binary: 11010
Involves GRAPHS TABLES or SELECTION GRIDS 
Involves DIAGRAMS or FLOW-CHARTS 
Does not require sorting of information 
Contains IRRELEVANT data 
Simple recall only
27: Binary: 11011
Involves GRAPHS TABLES or SELECTION GRIDS 
Involves DIAGRAMS or FLOW-CHARTS 
Does not require sorting of information 
Contains IRRELEVANT data 
Skills beyond simple recall
28: Binary: 11100
Involves GRAPHS TABLES or SELECTION GRIDS
Involves DIAGRAMS or FLOW-CHARTS
Involves SORTING of information
Every part of problem necessary for solution
Simple recall only
29: Binary: 11101
Involves GRAPHS TABLES or SELECTION GRIDS
Involves DIAGRAMS or FLOW-CHARTS
Involves SORTING of information
Every part of problem necessary for solution
Skills beyond simple recall
30: Binary: 11110
Involves GRAPHS TABLES or SELECTION GRIDS 
Involves DIAGRAMS or FLOW-CHARTS 
Involves SORTING of information 
Contains IRRELEVANT data 
Simple recall only
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Ski! 31: Binary: 11111
Involves GRAPHS TABLES or SELECTION GRIDS 
Involves DIAGRAMS or FLOW-CHARTS 
Involves SORTING of information 
Contains IRRELEVANT data 
Skills beyond simple recall
4. Language Values
Lang 0: Binary: 00000
Short sentences 
No subordinate clauses 
Short words 
No ambiguous words
Grammatically structured answer required
Lang 1: Binary: 00001
Short sentences 
No subordinate clauses 
Short words 
No ambiguous words 
Single word answers
Lang 2: Binary: 00010
Short sentences 
No subordinate clauses 
Short words
Words in unusual contexts 
Grammatically structured answer required 
Lang 3: Binary: 00011
Short sentences 
No subordinate clauses 
Short words
Words in unusual contexts 
Single word answers
Lang 4: Binary: 00100
Short sentences 
No subordinate clauses 
Long/Complex words 
No ambiguous words
Grammatically structured answer required
Lang 5: Binary: 00101
Short sentences 
No subordinate clauses 
Long/Complex words 
No ambiguous words 
Single word answers
Lang 6 : Binary: 00110
Short sentences
No subordinate clauses
Long/Complex words
Words in unusual contexts
Grammatically structured answer required
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Lang
Lang
Lang
Lang
Lang
Lang
Lang
Lang
7: Binary: 00111
Short sentences 
No subordinate clauses 
Long/Complex words 
Words in unusual contexts 
Single word answers
8 : Binary: 01000
Short sentences 
Contains subordinate clauses 
Short words 
No ambiguous words
Grammatically st rue turned answer required
9: Binary: 01001
Short sentences 
Contains subordinate clauses 
Short words 
No ambiguous words 
Single word answers
10: Binary: 01010
Short sentences 
Contains subordinate clauses 
Short words
Words in unusual contexts 
Grammatically structured answer required
11: Binary: 01011
Short sentences
Contains subordinate clauses
Short words
Words in unusual contexts 
Single word answers
12; Binary: 01100
Short sentences 
Contains subordinate clauses 
Long/Complex words 
No ambiguous words
Grammatically structured answer required
13: Binary: 01101
Short sentences 
Contains subordinate clauses 
Long/Complex words 
No ambiguous words 
Single word answers
14: Binary: OHIO
Short sentences
Contains subordinate clauses
Long/Complex words
Words in unusual contexts
Grammatically structured answer required
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Lang 15
Lang 16
Lang 17
Lang 18
Lang 19
Lang 20
Lang 21
Lang 22
Binary: 01111
Short sentences
contains subordinate clauses
Long/Complex words
Words in unusual contexts
Single word answers
Binary: 10000 
Long sentences 
No subordinate clauses 
Short words 
No ambiguous words
Grammatically structured answer required
Binary.- 10001 
Long sentences 
No subordinate clauses 
Short words 
No ambiguous words 
Single word answers
Binary: 10010 
Long sentences 
No subordinate clauses 
Short words
Words in unusual contexts 
Grammatically structured answer required
Binary: 10011 
Long sentences 
No subordinate clauses 
Short words
Words in unusual contexts 
Single word answers
Binary: 10100 
Long sentences 
No subordinate clauses 
Long/Complex words 
No ambiguous words
Grammatically structured answer required
Binary: 10101 
Long sentences 
No subordinate clauses 
Long/Complex words 
No ambiguous words 
Single word answers
Binary: 10110
Long sentences
No subordinate clauses
Long/Complex words
Words in unusual contexts
Grammatically structured answer required
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Lana
Lang 24
Lang 25
Lang 26
Lang 27
Lang 28
Lang 29
Lang 30
Binary; 10111 
Long sentences 
No subordinate clauses 
Long/Complex words 
Words in unusual contexts 
Single word answers
Binary: 11000
Long sentences
Contains subordinate clauses
Short words
No ambiguous words
Grammatically structured answer required
Binary: 11001
Long sentences
Contains subordinate clauses
Short words
No ambiguous words
Single word answers
Binary: 11010 
Long sentences 
Contains subordinate clauses 
Short words
Words in unusual contexts 
Grammatically structured answer required
Binary: 11011 
Long sentences 
Contains subordinate clauses 
Short words
Words in unusual contexts 
Single word answers
Binary: 11100 
Long sentences 
Contains subordinate clauses 
Long/Complex words 
No ambiguous words
Grammatically structured answer required
Binary: 11101 
Long sentences 
Contains subordinate clauses 
Long/Complex words 
No ambiguous words 
Single word answers
Binary: 11110
Long sentences
Contains subordinate clauses
Long/Complex words
Words in unusual contexts
Grammatically structured answer required
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Lane 31: Binary: Hill
Long sentences 
Contains subordinate clauses 
Long/Complex words 
Words in unusual contexts 
Single word answers
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[0500/1 0 J I qg^
S C O T T I S H  C E R T I F I C A T E  O F  E D U C A T I O N
C H E M I S T R Y
Ordinary Grade—PAPER 1 
Friday, 16th M ay—9.30 a.m. to 11.00 a.m.
A ll questions should be attempted. It should be noted, however, that some 
questions contain a choice.
Necessary data w ill be found in the booklets of M athem atical Tables and 
Science Data (1982 editions).
Candidates are rem inded  that 4 marks in this paper are allocated for 
co m m unication  skills.
T E A S  0500 10 6 ,6  3 36010 
C 1986 Sco rti& h E x a m in a tio n  Board
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0© 2.
P A R T  A (23 m a rk s )
A l l  q u e s t io n s  s h o u ld  be a tte m p te d  It should K.-mm t r l ■ ,H y 1 s n o u “ J he n o te d ,  h ow e v e r ,  tha t ques t ions  6 a nd  8 c o n t a in
a choice.
C o n s i d e r  t h i s  l i s t  o f  e lem en ts :
sodium; magnesium; carbon; oxygen; sulphur; chlorine.
(a) W h ic h  elem ent has 16 electrons in each of its atoms?
(b) W h ic h  elem ent has a relative atomic mass of 12?
(c) \ \  h ich e lem ent forms negative ions with the same electron arrangement as atoms o f neon?
(a) \ \  rite  the nam e of an ion, X , containing sulphur, which combines with one am m onium  ion
to give a com pound, N H * X  (Data Booklet, page 8).
(b ) T h e  fo llo w in g  reaction is an example of precipitation:
M g C lj  4- 2 A g N 0 3 —* M g ( N 0 3)2 +  2AgCl
W h ic h  substance is the precipitate? (D ata Booklet, page 11.)
P ro p an e  burns in  a ir according to the following equation:
C3Hg + 02-^C02 + HjO
(a) C o p y  th is equation and balance it.
(b) U se yo u r balanced equation to calculate the mass of carbon dioxide formed when 11 kg of 
prop an e are com pletely burned in air. (S ho w  y o u r w o rk in g .)
P otassium  carbonate reacts w ith sulphuric acid to give potassium sulphate, water and carbon 
d io x id e .
(a ) W r ite  an equation for this reaction.
(b) E x p la in  w h ich  o f the follow ing methods, A or B , would be moTe suitable for collecting the 
carb on  d iox id e .
M a r k s
carbonate
acid
carbonate
+
acid
f s )  5. C a lc u la te  the mass o f magnesium nitrate. M g f N O ,) , .  required to make 2 5 0 c m 3 o f 2 M  
m ag n es iu m  n itra te  solution. (S h o w  y o u r  w o rk in g .)
1
1
1
(3)
1
(2)
1
2
(3)
(2)
(2)
[0500/10] Pa8 * two
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© 6. A nsw er K IT H  HR A O R  B.
A . T w o  corrosion experiments with iron nails are shown he I
12 V d.c.
M a r k s
©
sodium  chloride  
solution
nail B
strip of 
magnesium
water
experiment 1 experiment 2
(a) In  e x p e r im e n t  1, which nail, A  or B, will be protected against rusting?
(b) In  e x p e r im e n t  2, how does the magnesium protect the nail from rusting?
(r )  C hoose one o f these experiments and describe b r ie fly  one example of how this m ethod
is ac tua lly  used to protect iron or steel on a large scale. (Indicate clearly w hich
ex p erim en t you are referring to.)
O R
B. A lu m in iu m  can be anodised in the laboratory using the apparatus shown below:
12 V  d.c.
electrode B
electrode A
dilute sulphuric acid
(a) W h ic h  electrode, A or B, is the a lum inium  being anodised?
(£>) W h ic h  gas is produced at the alum inium  electrode as it is being anodised.
(c) E x p la in  w hy anodised alum inium  is resistant to corrosion.
N a m e  the m a in  product manufactured by:
(o ) the C o n tac t Process;
(6 ) the saponification o f fats (hydrolysis w ith  alkali),
( f )  the fe rm en ta tio n  o f glucose. *
1
1
1
(3)
1
1
1
(3)
1
1
1
(3)
[T u rn  over
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8. A n s ' w - i  E I T H E R  A  O R  B.
A .  T h e  How c h a r t  sh ow s  p ar t  o f  the  c a rbo n  d io x id e  csc lc
M a r k s
ho m iny
process
eaten by animals
gas Y
food in 
plants
respiration 
in animals
(a) N am e process X .
(/>) N am e gas V .
(r )  T h e  am ount of carbon dioxide entering the air has increased considerably in the last 
50 years. G ive  a reason for this increase.
O R
B. T h e  flow chart shows part o f the nitrogen cycle.
1
1
1
(3 )
natural
decay
industrial
process
ammonia
plants
atmospheric
nitrogen
soluble com pounds  
e.g. nitrates
peas, beans, clover
plants and animals
(a) W h a t enables peas, beans and clover to use nitrogen directly from  the air? 1
(A) N a m e  the industrial process X . *
( 0  C ro p  yields have increased considerably in the last 50 years. G ive  a reason for this increase. 1
(3 )
[0500/10] Page four
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M a r k s
M  9. (a) l ’ a r t  o f  the  s t r u c tu r e  o f  the p o l y m e r ,  p o l y ( e h l . . r o e t h c n e ) ( i ’Y C ), is s h o w n  b e lo w .
1,1 H H  M H  H
I I  I I i i
— c— c— c— c— c— e—
I I I I I I
H  C l H  C l  H a
D r a w  the full (extended) structural form ula of the monomer used to make this p o lym er. 1
(b) C onsider the compound:
u  H  O  H  H  ( )  H  H  ( )
\  i n i i ii i i /
,n-c-c- n-c-c~n --c-c
H 1 I I \ )  HH H II °~H
H yd ro lys is  o f this compound gives 3 molecules o f an amino acid. D raw  the fu ll stru ctu ra l 
fo rm u la  o f the am ino acid obtained. 1
(2)
[Turn  over
}
 f
i 4 
■r ;
"'-CO ■ -
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P A R T  B (23 m a r k s )
A l l  q u e s t i o n s  s h o u l d  b e  a t t e m n t e d  I t  shm.lH k,. a e i ,h  u n t u .  n  s h o u l d  tx  n o te d ,  h o w e v e r ,  tha t  q u e s t io n  12 c o n t a in s  a
c h o ic e .
10. A p u p i l  c a r r i e d  o u t  a s e w s  o f  e x p e r im e n t ,  i n , o h  i „ e , l ,e  d i s p la c e m e n t  o f  one m e ta l  bv a n o t h e r .  
F o u r  d i f fe r e n t  m e ta ls  w ere  used and t w o  o f  t h e m ,  P and Q. w e re  f r o m  u n la b e l le d  b o u l c s .  Fach
m e t a l  w a s  p la c e d ,  in  t u r n ,  in  va r io u s  m e ta l  salt s o lu t io n s .
T h e  f o l l o w i n g  ta b le  s h o w s  the  resu l ts  o f  the e x p e r im e n ts .  A  t i c k  (y ) ,  ind ic a te s  th a t  a d i s p la c e m e n t  
r e a c t io n  w a s  seen to  o c c u r ,  a c ross ( x  ), tha t  no  re ac t io n  o c c u r r e d .
, \ / i  i r k s
S O L U T I O N S
M E T A L zinc iron (ll) copper ( u) siher
sulphate sulphate chloride nitrate
M A G N E S I U M V yj v/
C O P P E R X X X V
P X s/ ✓ >/
Q st y/ y/ y/
© ««•
(a) Suggest names for metals P and Q  which would give the results shown in the table.
(b) U s in g  your answer to (a), arrange the four metals in order o f chemical reactivity, starting  
w ith  the most reactive.
(c) ( i)  W h a t would have been the colour of the solution after the copper had reacted w ith the
silver nitra te  solution?
( i i )  F o r  this reaction, w rite the ion-electron equation to show how the copper has changed.
meter
carbon
electrode
salt
b r id g e
carbon
e le c t ro d e
solution of 
iro n (lll)  chloridesolution o f 
sodium  sulphite
an indicator
bea ke r  Bbeaker A
1
1
1
1
(4)
T h e  h a lf-reactio ns  which take place in the above apparatus are.
S O j2 - (aq) +  H jO ( l ) ------ ► S 0 42'(a q )  +  2 H  + (aq) +  2 e '
2F e3 + (aq) +  2e ‘ ------ * 2 F e2 + (aq)
As the reaction  proceeds, (i) a reading is obtained on the m eter,
(ii) the indicator in beaker B gradually turns blue.
(a) In  w h ich  direction do electrons flow through the meter?
(b) W h ic h  ion causes the indicator to turn blue?
(O  D e s c rib e  a test to show that a reaction has taken place in beaker A . Y ou must include in yo u r
answ er the names of any reagents you would use and the results you would expect to ob tatn .
1
1
2
(4)
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M a r k s
12. A nsw er E IT H E R  A O R  B.
A . X  and ’’i are different h \ drocarhons having the same form ula , C 6H , j .
Both X  and V react with brom ine:
X  reacts very slowly: C bH u  + B r2 ------ «C bH n Br + H B r
V  reacts quickly: C bH n  +  B r2 -------. C 6H 12B r2
T h e  grid contains various statements which may apply to a hydrocarbon.
It is an alkene. It  is an unsaturated
T h e  carbon atom s are 
jo ined by single bonds  
only.A
com pound.
B C
It  is a saturated
com pound.
D
It  burns to produce 
carbon dioxide and 
water. E
It  undergoes 
substitution reactions.
F
(a) W rite down the letter o f o n e  box which says something correct for b o th  X  and Y .
(b) \ \  rite down the letters o f tw o  boxes w hich say something correct for X  b u t n o t for Y .
(c) D ra w  a fu ll (extended) structural form ula for Y .
1
2
1
(<)
©O RB. X  and Y  refer to 0 1  M  solutions o f tw o acids.X  is a m uch better conductor o f e lectricity than Y . X  reacts quickly w ith  m ag n es iu m , Y  
reacts m uch m ore slowly.
T h e  grid contains various statem ents which may apply to an acid solution.
I t  reacts w ith  copper.
I t  is neutralised by 
an alkali.
It  reacts w ith  a 
carbonate.
A B c
I t  is a solution o f a 
strong acid.
I t  contains H  + (aq) 
ions.
I t  is a solution o f a 
weak acid.
D E F
(а ) W rite  dow n the letters o f  tw o  boxes which say something correct for b o th  X  and Y . 2
(б) W rite  dow n the letter o f o n e  box which says something correct for Y  b u t n o t fo r X .  1
(r )  W rite  the form ula o f an acid w hich m ight have been used to prepare s o lu tio n  Y .  1
(0
[Turn  over
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[£ ? )  , 3 ' A c a r h o h >'d raU ' uas  , (s ,cd  «  shown in the d u g u m .
M a r k s
T e s t  I
h o t  w a t e r .
H
s o lu t i o n  o f  
c a r b o h y d r a t e  
+  B e n e d ic t ' s  
( o r  F e h l i n g ’ s) 
s o lu t io n
7Vs/ J
c a r h o h v d r a t e
i o d in e
s o lu t i o n
R e s u l t :  n o  c h a n g e  in  c o lo u r  o f  B e n e d i c t ’ s 
( o r  F e h l i n g ’ s) s o lu t i o n .
R e s u l t :  i o d i n e  s o lu t i o n  d id  n o t  c h an g e  c o lo u r .
Test 3
h o t  w a t e r
s o lu t i o n  o f  
c a r b o h y d r a t e  
+  d i l u t e  
h y d r o c h l o r i c  
a c id
Test -I
c a r h o h v d r a t e
SrtTTT>rr777777frK
c o n c e n t r a te d
sulphuric
acid
R esult: after the solution was neutralised, 
B en ed ic t’s (F e h lin g ’s) solution gave an 
orange precip itate.
R es u l t :
(o ) C om ple te  the follow ing sentences by w riting the name o f a carbohydrate each tim e.
(i)  T h e  carbohydrate cannot have b e e n .................................... because it did not change the
colour o f the B enedict’s (or F e h lin g ’s) solution in Test 1.
(ii )  T h e  carbohydrate cannot have b e e n .....................................because it did not change the
colour o f the iodine solution in Test 2. 2
(b) W h a t name is given to the type o f chemical reaction that occurred between the carbohydrate
and the hydroch loric  acid in Test 3? 1
(c) N am e a carbohydrate w hich would give the above results. 1
(</) D escribe what vou w ould see when concentrated sulphuric acid is added to the carbohydrate
in T e s t 4 and explain  w hy you get this result. 2
(6)
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14. T h e  d i g r a m s  i l l u s t r a t e  so m e  react ions  o f  c o p p e r ( n )  o x id e
M n t k i
c o p p c r(ll)  oxide 
+
carbon po w der y r
i A
H E A T
copper(ll) oxide
/ ----V^ 77i
coppcr(n) oxide
/  H E A T  
mineral wool 
soaked in pJ-J ; 
ethanol in d ic a to r y  
solution
y
/ U  i t
\ H E A T
am m onium
chloride
+
soda lim e
E xp e rim en t X Experiment Y Experim ent Z
(a) T h e  same colour change is observed in the copper(n) oxide in all three experiments. W h at
is this co lour change? 1
(b) W h ic h  gas is produced in Experim ent X? 1
( f )  (i) W h a t w o uld  happen to the p H  of the solution in E xp e rim en t Y?
(ii) N a m e  the substance causing this change. 2
(d ) In  E x p e rim e n t Z ,  the ammonia, produced from  the am m o n iu m  chloride and soda lim e,
reacts w ith  the c o p p e r(ll) oxide. T h e  copper(n) oxide is reduced to copper metal. N itrog en  
and w ater are also form ed.
W rite  an equation  for the reaction between the am m onia and the coppcr(u) oxide.
(T h e  equation  need not be balanced.) 1
(5)
[ E N D  O F  Q U E S T I O N  P A P E R ]
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P A R T  A (48 m a rk s )
A lt  q u e s t io n s  s h o u ld  be a l l e g e d .  1, sh ou ld  be n o te d , h o w e v e r, , h „  qu estions 1 ttnd  5
c o n ta in  a c h o ic e .
It  is su g g este d  th a t about 1) hours  be spent on th is p a rt o f  th e
1. A n s w er E IT H E R  A  O R  B.
A . A n  organic com pound has the form ula H C O O C H 3.
(а ) N am e this compound.
(б) W rite  its em pirical form ula.
O R
p ap er.
Marks
1
1
(2)
B. D ra w  the fu ll structural form ula of 2 ,2 ,4-trim ethylpentane. (A H  bonds must be
show n.) (2 )
2. A  sam ple o f carbon m onoxide, contaminated w ith  carbon dioxide, may be obtained as 
show n below .
T h istle
funnel
Carbon
Strong | |  heat
D ilu te
hydrochloric  acid
M a rb le  chips
Carbon monoxide 
+
Carbon dioxide
S ketch  and label A D D IT IO N A L  apparatus (and reagents) required to remove the carbon 
d io x id e  and collect the carbon m onoxide over water.
3. C a lc u la te  the volum e (at s .t.p .) o f oxygen required for the complete com bustion of 1 g 
o f  ethene.
4. C a lc u la te  the num ber o f electrons in 6 g  o f m agnesium ( I I )  ions.
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5. A nsw er E IT H E R  A O R  B.
A . (11) W hich type of bonding exists in (i) sulphur;
(ii) aluminium?
(b) I  se the Data Booklet (page 2) to find the melting points of these elements,
(r )  Explain why the m elting point of alum inium  is high.
O R
B. (a) W h ich  type o f bonding exists in (i) sulphur dioxide;
(ii) silicon dioxide?
(b) Use the D ata Booklet (page 9) to find the boiling points of these compounds.
(c) Explain why the boiling point of sulphur dioxide is low.
6 . S om e fuel cells are based on the fact that electricity can be produced by supplying oxygen 
and hydrogen to p latinum  electrodes immersed in sodium hydroxide solution.
M u r k s
Electrode A Electrode B
M  N aO H (aq)
(a) U sin g  the D ata Booklet (page 7), write an ion-electron equation for the reaction  
taking place at (i)  electrode A ,
( ii)  electrode B.
Cb) Calculate the voltage that w ould be expected from  this fuel cell. (Assume standard  
cond itions.)
1
1
1
(3)
1
1
1
(3)
1
(3)
[T u r n  o v e r
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7. M a r k s
D ry in g  agent (A ) CaO (B) H 2S 0 4
M ethod  
of collection water
0 8.
F o r  the preparation of a sample o f dry ammonia,
(a) select a suitable drying agent and e x p la in  your choice;
(b) select a suitable m ethod of collection and e x p la in  your choice.
T h e  fo llo w in g  equation shows how bromine can be extracted from sea water.
C l2(g) +  2 B r '(a q )  »B r2(aq) +  2 C l'(a q )
(a ) W h ic h  type o f chem ical reaction is represented by this equation?
(b) T h e  graph shows the effect o f p H  on the yield of brom ine obtained.
2
2
(4 )
100
80
60
Y ie ld  /%
40
20
0
1
2
(4)
W ’hat happens to the yield of brom ine as the sea water becomes more acidtc? 
( r )  W ’o u ld  chlorine be a suitable reagent for obtaining fluorine from  fluoride ions? 
E x p la in  y o u r  a n s w e r .
8642
pH
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| ( )  9. T h e  fo llow ing term s are used in thermochemistry:
M m k t
©
Io n isa tion  energy (enthalpy) Sublimation enthalpy Electron affinity
F.nthalpy o f form ation Lattice enthalpy Dissociation enthalpy
(a) W h ic h  te rm  is associated with each of the following?
(i) C1(g) +  e " -----► d -(g )
(ii)  X a  + Cr(s)----->N a  + (g) +  Cl"(g)
(H i) C ( s ) +  2 C l2(g )------ *C C 14( 0
(b ) W h ic h  o f the above equations represents an endothermic process?
@
10. A  copper com pound wras know n to contain either copper ( I )  or copper ( I I )  i
I * V*\ C* rTl O A  I*1 r\ I l n  n  tl'OC n i c c n l t  ■ O  rl ir% n I r. i r ei h  t r T • J  ll% a
ions.
T h e  com pound was dissolved in water and electrolysed. I t  was found that 0-32 g of 
copper was fo rm ed after the electrolysis cell had been operating for 16 m inutes w ith a 
steady cu rren t o f 1 0  A .
(a) A t w h ich  electrode w ould copper have been formed?
(b) U s in g  the above in form ation, determine which copper ion was present. W o rk in g  
m u s t b e  s h o w n .
11. (a) ( i)  W h a t shape are the crystals of both sodium chloride and caesium chloride?
( ii )  In  these crystals, each sodium ion is surrounded by six chloride ions whereas 
each caesium  ion is surrounded by eight chloride ions.
D escribe the lattice arrangement in each o f these compounds and explain why  
they are d ifferen t.
(,b) N a O H (s )  ------ * N a O H (a q ) A H  =  a
N a O H (s ) +  H C l(a q ) ------ * N aC l(aq) +  H 2O ( 0  A H  =  b
N a O H (a q )  +  H C l(a q ) ------.N a C l(a q ) +  H 20 (£ )  A H  =  c
F ro m  the above data, w rite  an equation to show the relationship between a, b, 
and c.
3
1
(4)
1
3
(4)
2
(5)
© 12. T w o  isom eric s tra ight-ch ain  alkanols, having four carbon atoms, are know n.
(а ) D ra w  a stru ctu ra l fo rm ula  for each o f these alkanols.
(б) N a m e  a reagent which could be used to oxidise each o f these alkanols to a carbonyl 
com pound.
(c) H o w  could the carbonyl compounds be distinguished by a chemical test? State the 
results o f the test.
2
1
2
(5)
[T u r n  o v e r
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Acid p H  oj 2 M  aqueous solution
A C C ljC O O H  
B C H C ljC O O H
0-50 
0 90
(a) W h ic h  is the stronger acid? E xp la in  your choice.
(b) A cid A dissociates in water as follows:
C C ljC O O H (a q ) CC1 jC O O  ” (aq) +  h T (a q ). 
H o w  w ould  the equilib rium  be affected by the addition of
(i) solid N a O H ;
(ii )  solid N a C l;
( i i i)  solid C H jC O O N a ?
(c) E xp la in  your answer in the case of solid C H jC O O N a .
[0500/ 170]
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P A R T B (48 m arks)
A l l  fo u r  q u e s tio n s  sh o u ld  be a ttem p te d . It should be no ted  h o w e v e r th a t q u e s tio n  17
contains a choice.
C a n d id a te s  a re  ad vised  to spend about 1] ho urs  on this p a rt.
14. T h e  fo llow ing  are variables which can affect the progress of a chemical reaction.
Marks
tem perature light catalyst concentration
partic le  size stirring pressure inhibitor
(a) ( i)  In  the chain reaction between hydrogen and chlorine, which of the above is
com m only used to initiate (start) the reaction?
(ii )  E xp la in  how this causes the reaction to begin.
( i i i)  N am e the two other stages in a chain reaction.
(b) W h ic h  o f the above variables will alter the position o f equilib rium  in the fo llow ing  
reaction?
N 2(g) +  0 2(g )±? 2N O (g ) A H  =  +  90kJ m ol - 1
(c) E xp la in  w hy reactions involving solids tend to go faster when the solids are finely  
d iv id ed .
(d) A  m ix tu re  o f hydrogen and oxygen does not react at room tem perature. W hen  a piece 
o f clean p latin um  is placed in the mixture, the hydrogen and oxygen react 
explosive ly.
( i)  E xp la in  why hydrogen and oxygen do not react at room tem perature.
( i i )  W h a t is the purpose o f the platinum?
(ii i)  Discuss and explain how the platinum functions.
1
1
3
(12)
[Turn  over
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15. T h e  names o r  f o r m u la e  o f  som e co m po u n ds  are show n in  th e  tab le  below. 
T h e  q u e s t io n s  w h i c h  f o l lo w  are based on the table
M a r k s
propane C iH jN H , ethyl
propano3te
hex-l-ene
C jH jC H O phenol c 3h 6 propyne
phenylam ine
(an ilin e)
c h 3c o c h 3 propan-l-ol C 6H 6
(a) N a m e  the com pound w ith formula C 3H 4.
(b) W h ic h  com pound is an ester?
(r ) W h ic h  substances are basic in character?
(d) Select tw o  com pounds which can be prepared directly (in  one step) from  
p ro p a n -l-o l.
(e) W h ic h  two com pounds are isomers?
( / )  (i)  W h ic h  chem ical (n o t in the table) would be suitable for rem oving phenol from
a sample o f benzene contaminated with phenol?
( ii )  D escribe b rie fly  how  this would be done in the laboratory.
(g) D iscuss any differences in structure or chemical behaviour between benzene (C 6H 6) 
and h e x -l-en e  (C 6H , 2).
M e n tio n  three differences apart from the number of hydrogen atoms. 3
(12)
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M a r k s
16. {a) T h e  e x t r a c t i o n  o f  p h o s p h o r u s  is s im i la r  to tha t o f  n o n .  C a l c i u m  p h o s p h a te  is heated 
w i t h  s a n d  and  c o k e  in  an e lec tr ic  fu rnace at about 1500 C . T h e  sand ( S i 0 2) c o m b in e s  
w i t h  th e  c a l c i u m  p h o s p h a te  fo r m in g  slag and p h o s p h o r u s ( V )  o x id e .  T h e  
p h o s p h o r u s  ( \  ) o x id e  is re du ce d  by  the coke to p h o s p h o ru s  w h i c h  is re m o v e d  f r o m  
th e  f u r n a c e  a n d  s to re d  u n d e r  w a te r .
(i)  W h a t is the chemical name for the molten slag which forms during the reaction? 1
( ii)  W h y  is it relatively easy to remove the phosphorus from the furnace? (You may
wish to consult the Data Booklet.) 1
( ii i)  W h y  is the phosphorus stored under water? 1
(b) P hosphoric acid, ( H 3P 0 4), is triprotic (tribasic).
(i)  W’ rite correct form ulae for tw o  of the three calcium salts of this acid. 2
(ii )  F o r  on e  o f the salts you have chosen, calculate the percentage by mass of 
phosphorus present. 2
(c) Phosphorus form s two hydrides P H 3 and P2H 4.
(i)  0* 152 g o f a hydride o f phosphorus has a volume of 100 cm 3 at s.t.p.
C alcu late the mass of one mole of the hydride and identify it. 3
(ii )  L iq u id  am m onia boils at — 33CC but liquid phosphine (P H 3) boils at — 87 -5eC.
E x p la in  th is difference in terms of bonding. 1
(i i i )  B oth  am m onia and phosphine molecules have the same shape. D ra w  this shape. 1
(12)
[Turn over
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0 40 80 120 160 200
Time/days
(i)  D e te rm in e  the half-life of X . 1
( i i )  Id e n t ify  X . (Use the Data Booklet, page 3.) I
( i i i )  W r ite  a nuclear equation for the decay o f X . 1
(b) T h e  mass spectrometer is used to determine mass numbers.
( i )  W h ic h  type o f particle moves through a mass spectrometer? 1
( i i )  E x p la in  the significance of the word relative in the term “ relative atomic 
m ass” . ^
( i i i )  N e o n  has two isotopes J0Ne and *N e .
I f  the  relative atomic mass of neon is 20*2 and the abundance of °N e  is 
9 0 % , calculate the mass number, x, o f the second isotope. (W o rk in g  m u st 
b e  s h o w n .)  ^
(c) M a n y  radioisotopes are made by bombarding stable atoms w ith alpha particles, 
n e u tro n s  or protons.
( i)  E x p la in  w hy neutrons are widely used for producing radioisotopes. 1
( i i )  W h y  are beta particles not used to produce radioisotopes? 1
( i i i )  E x p la in  how  radioactivity can be used to estimate the age of organic
3
(12)
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b .p ./K
OR M i n k s
B. G r a p h  1 shows h o w  the boiling points of the s i r a i • u
.iMinlit.clnm . u - ...  . . V  , ( M  ra,Kh< * ^ ' n  alkanoic acids and the
strj^ht-chnm 3ll\.inc1s \ary with molecular mass
G  raph 2 shows h o w  the melting points of the straight-chain alkanoic acids vary u 
molecular mass. ith
GRAPH 1 —  BOILING POINTS
G R A P H  2 —  M E L T IN G  P O IN TS
530 310
510 300
Alkanoic AcidsIL
290
470 280
m .p ./K
450 270
430 260
410 250
390 240
230370
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M o le c u la r  m ass/a.m.u. Molecular mass/a.m.u.
T h e  fo llo w in g  questions relate to Graph 1.
(a) W h a t are the bo ilin g  points of the a lkanes of molecular mass
(i) 100 a .m .u .;
( ii )  128 a .m .u .?
(b) W h y  do the b o ilin g  points of the alkanes increase with increasing molecular 
mass?
(c) A n  alkano ic acid contains 6 carbon atoms.
( i)  G iv e  its fo rm u la  and molecular mass.
( i i )  N a m e  the alkane o f comparable mass.
( i i i )  W h a t accounts for the higher boiling point of the alkanoic acid?
T h e  fo llo w in g  questions relate to Graph 2.
id) T h e  m e ltin g  points o f the alkanoic acids are anomalous. Explain what is meant 
by the w o rd  “ anom alous” .
(e) H o w  m an y carbon atoms are there in the alkanoic acid which is a solid at room  
te m p era tu re  (assume 29 3 K)?
(J) E xp la in  w h y  propanoic acid is found in the laboratory as a liquid but ethanoic 
acid is fo u n d  sometim es as a liquid and sometimes as a solid. 2
(12)
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C H E M I S T R Y
PAPER I
Friday, 16th M ay—9.30 a.m. to 12.00 noon
A ll questions should be attempted. It should be noted however that 
som e questions contain a choice.
T h re e  m arks w ill be awarded for communication skills in this paper 
w ith  one o f these marks being allocated to question 15.
N ecessary  data w ill be found in the booklets of M athem atical Tables 
an d  Science Data (1982 editions).
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M a i k s
C5YS j H?(,
I .  \  i n r  an.il> s i. p ro .a lu r rs  r ,,,,,,,,- ,l„- „ f ,,rimary N, an d .,n i. . m h  as p„ ,a, sn,m h;,lr„i!L-„
p l i th . i l . i te  -
■ COOH 
C O O K
because th ey m eet certa in  requirements.
(а) W h a t is m eant by a prim ary standard? I
(б) G iv e  tw o  necessary requirements of a primary standard. 2
(3)
2. G lu ta m ic  acid has the structure
O  H  H  H  n
\ U - U  
H - °  A A A V h  
/  \
(а ) H o w  m a n y  m oles o f
( i)  H C 1 ,
( i i )  N a O H ,
w o u ld  react w ith  one mole o f glutamic acid? 2
(б) M o n o s o d iu m  g lu tam ate is a common flavour enhancer added to tinned foods.
( i)  D ra w  th e fu ll structural formula for monosodium glutamate. 1
( i i )  T h e  use o f such food additives is a matter o f public concern.
D iscuss b r ie fly  w hy this is so. 2
(S)
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3. A n s w er L IT J IE R  A  O R  B
A .  T h e  f o l l o w  i n g  re ag e n ts  can he o b ta in e d  as c ry s ta l l in e  so lids:
M u r k s
Reagent Formula
X F e S 04(N H 4)2S 0 4 .6 H 20
Y C e (S 0 4)2 2 (N H 4)JS 0 4 .2 H J0
O R
B.
S o lu tio n s  o f these reagents react as follows:
F e 2 + (aq ) - *  F e 3+ (aq) +  e ‘  
green brow n
C e 4 + (aq ) -+■ e ~ —* C e 3 + (aq) 
y e llo w  colourless
1 50  g o f tablets containing iron (u ) gluconate, used to treat iron deficiency in the body, were 
dissolved in d ilute  sulphuric acid. The solution was titrated against 0 1 2  \1  solution of 
reagent Y . T h e  end point was reached when 25 cm 3 of the reagent were added.
(o ) C a lc u la te  the percentage o f iron (by mass) present in the iron (n) gluconate tablets.
(6 )  E x p la in  w hy reagent X  is coloured both in aqueous solution and in the solid state.
( r )  T h e  concentration of C e4 + (aq) could be measured by colorimetry.
W h a t co lour of filter w ould be used in this technique?
A  m eta l ch lo ride  (6 05 g) was dissolved in water and the solution made up to a final volume 
o f  100 c m 3. A  solution o f s ilv e r(l) nitrate containing 34 gl 1 was titrated against 20 cm3 of 
th e  m eta l ch loride solution. T h e  end point was detected when 50 cm 3 o f the silver (i)  nitrate 
so lu tio n  had been added.
(a) C a lc u la te  the m olarity  o f the silver (i) nitrate solution.
(b ) W h a t mass o f m etal is present in the metal chloride sample?
(c ) U se the experim ental results to establish that the metal chloride is rubidium  chloride.
4
2
1
(7 )
1
4
2
(7 )
[Turn over
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4.
T h e  e lec tron  configuration o f an oxygen atom  m ay be represented as shown above.
(a )  E x p la in  how this structural representation agrees w ith
( i)  the Pauli exclusion p rin c ip le ,
( i i )  H u n d ’s Rule of m axim um  m u ltip lic ity .
(b ) T h e  three 2 p  orbitals are degenerate.
( i )  W h a t does this mean?
( i i )  H o w  do the three 2 p  orb ita ls  d iffe r  fro m  each other?
(c ) T h e  electron  configuration o f oxygen m ay also be represented as
1 s2 2 s2 2 p4
D r a w  the electron configuration o f the M n 2 + ion in this w ay.
5 . A n s w e r  E IT H E R  A O R  B.
A . A s  an ion ic solute crystallises it fo rm s a more orderly s tructure, yet there can som etim es be 
an increase in entropy during  crystallisation  o f some ionic solutions.
E x p la in  the apparent contrad iction in  these cases.
O R
B . E n d o th e rm ic  reactions are those w h ich  in vo lve  an increase in  en tha lpy . M a n y  p u p ils  are  
su rp ris e d  when they find that such reactions cause a drop in te m p era tu re .
E x p la in  w h y  there is no real co n trad ic tio n  in th is case.
6 . T h e  reac tio n  between iro n (in ) ions and v a n a d iu m (n i)  ions is first o rder w ith  respect to  b o th  
species.
F e3+(aq) +  V 3 + ( a q ) ^  F e 2 + (aq) +  V 4 + (aq )
In  th e  presence o f copper (n )  ions the reaction proceeds m uch m ore rap id ly  and th ere  is ev idence  
to  suggest the fo llow ing mechanism:
( i )  C u 2 + (a q ) +  V 3 + ( a q ) - ^ * C u  + (aq) +  V 4 + (aq )
( i i )  C u * ( a q )  +  F e 3 + ( a q ) - ^ - * C u 2 + (aq) +  F e 2 + (aq )
(a) W r it e  the rate expression for the reaction betw een iron ( i l l )  ions and vanad ium  ( m )  ions, 
( t )  W h a t  is the order o f reaction w ith  respect to  iro n  ( i l l )  ions when copper ( i t )  ions are present?  
E x p la in  yo u r answer.
(c ) In  a d d it io n  to the observation that copper ( i i )  ions alter the rate, w hat in d ica tion  is th ere  th a t 
th e  co p p er ( i i ) ions are acting as a catalyst fo r the reaction?
1
(5)
(2)
(2)
1
2
1
(4)
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7. A s im ple  fuel cell can be constructed as follows:
electrode
electrode
d ilu te  
su lph uric  
■" acid
T h e  o vera ll cell reaction can be represented by:
H i (g )  +  i O 2( g ) - » H 2O ( 0  
fo r w h ich  A G 298 =  - 2 3 7  k j m o l " 1
AH°298 =  - 2 8 6  k j  m o l-1  
U se the data book to w rite  ha lf-equ atio ns  for the reactions o ccurring  at each electrode d u rin g  
the op era tio n  o f the cell.
C a lc u la te  the standard  voltage o f the fuel cell.
C a lc u la te  A S 298 for the cell reaction and exp la in  w h y there is a significant en tro p y  change. 
In  the 1980s research is lik e ly  to continue in to  the develo pm en t o f the electric  car. 
D iscuss some o f the advantages and disadvantages o f such a vehicle .
(«)
(b)
(c)
(d)
&
2
2
3
2
(9)
8. T h e  fo llo w in g  equations are for tw o  hydrolyses:
S iC )4 ( 0 +  2 H jO < 0 ~ *  S i 0 2(s) +  4 H C !(g )  A G $ 98 = -  139 kJ
C C 14 ( 0  +  2 H 2O ( 0 -  C 0 2(g) +  4 H C l(g )  A G°298 =  -  234 k j
(а) F r o m  th is  in f o r m a t io n  a lo n e  w hat pred ictions can be m ade about th e ir
( i )  fe as ib ility ,
( i i )  po sition  o f e q u ilib r iu m ,
( i i i )  rate?
(б) In  p rac tice , th e  ad d itio n  o f w ater to te trach lorosilane (S iC l4) results in  an im m e d ia te  
vig orou s hydro lys is . T h e  ad d itio n  o f water to  te trach lo ro m eth an e  has no effect even w ith  
pro lo n g ed  b o ilin g .
Suggest an exp lan ation  fo r th is d ifference. 1
(4)
[T u rn  over
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9 ,  I he  i tTri tiv i ni'.ss <il p h e n o l  ;is an  ant is e p t ic  was u n p r o v e d  b v  s t ru c tu ra l  m o d i f ic a t io n s :
O H
O H
Cl
O H
CHj
O H
phenol
9
c 2H5
O H
C l
C l
O H
§
C , H ,
OH
CU ^ .Cl
C l
o =  m creasing an tisep tic  po w er
{a) Suggest w hy, apart fro m  its lo w er antiseptic p o w er, it was found necessary to d isco n tin u e  
the use o f phenol as an an tiseptic .
(b ) D escrib e  the trends w h ich  appear to have im p ro ve d  the an tisep tic  q u a lity  o f  p h en o l.
(c) S ketch  the structural fo rm u la  o f  a m olecule lik e ly  to  exceed the an tiseptic  p o w er o f  the final 
m olecule in the sequence g iven .
10 . T h e  co m p ou nd C 6H 4( X 0 2) 0 H  behaves as a s im ple  ac id /base in d ica to r. 
I t  exists in the eq u ilib riu m :
+  H  *
N O ,
1
n o 2
(1 ^-
01
O H
11
o
colourless b ro w n
1
2
1
(4)
E x p la in  how this system operates as an in d ica tor. (2)
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H .  A n s w er E IT H E R  A O R  B.
A . C onsider the data for three com p ou nds:
Compound X Compound V Compound Z
O H
6
C O O H
6
O H
K , 1 0  X  1 0 " 10 6-3 x 1 0 " 5 —
p K , 10 0 — 2-99
{a) W r ite  an equation show ing the io n isa tio n  fo r w hich the given p K ,  va lu e  o f  c o m p o u n d  
Z  applies.
(b) C alculate (i) p K ,  for c o m p o u n d  Y ,
(ii)  K ,  for c o m p o u n d  Z .
(c) C alculate the p H  o f a 0  0001 M  s o lu tio n  o f  com pound X .
(d) H yd ro g en  bonding occurs betw  een m o lecu les  in samples o f co m p o u n d  Y .
( i)  W h at effect does th is  p ro d u c e  in  an in fra -re d  spectrum  o f the co m p o u n d ?
(ii )  Suggest o n e  other p ro p e rty  o f  co m p o u n d  Y  w h ich  is affected b y  h y d ro g e n  b o n d in g .
(e) I t  has been suggested th at th e re  is an intramolecular hydrogen b o n d  in  c o m p o u n d  Z .  
D ra w  the fu ll stru ctu ra l fo rm u la  o f  c o m p o u n d  Z  and indicate th is h y d ro g e n  b o n d in g .
O R
B . A  hydrogen atom bonded to phosphorus is no t as read ily  ionised as a h y d ro g e n  a to m  b o n d e d  
to oxygen. T h is  is im p o rta n t in th e  ch em istry ' o f  acids o f phosphorus, e .g ., H 3P O 4 is a 
tr ip ro tic  acid w ith  the fu ll s tru c tu ra l fo rm u la :
V 0_H
H — c /  N 0 - H
2
2
1
1
1
(8)
(a) W h a t is m eant by the te rm  “ t r ip r o t ic ” ?
(b) Suggest fu ll s tructural fo rm u la e  fo r ( i )  H 3P O : a m o no pro tic  ac id ,
( i i )  H 3P 0 3 a d ip ro tic  acid.
(e) T h e  fo llow ing  e q u ilib ria  occur in  aqueous h y d ro flu o ric  acid.
E q u ilib r iu m  (D  : H F (a q );= ±  H  + (a q ) +  F  (a q )
E q u ilib r iu m  (2) : H F (a q )  +  F  (aq);=± H F 2 (aq )
( i)  W rite  expressions fo r the e q u il ib r iu m  constants K ,  and K 2 fo r e q u ilib r ia  (T) an d
(2) respectively.
( i i )  C alculate the co ncentration  o f h y d ro g e n  ions in a so lution o f  1 M  H F ( a q )  w h e re  
K ,  =  7 0  x 1 0 " *  m o l I " ' .
( i i i )  State the units fo r K 2.
2
1
(8)
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I 2. Hie bunds of functional gi oups on organic molecules absorb radiation of different w a v e  number, 
making identification of functional groups possible.
I he table below shows the range of radiation absorbed by the bonds indicated with thicker lines.
B o n d  Type HVrrr n u m b e r  j e m '  1
O— H 3600-3200
' I
!! i 3300-3260
C=C— H 3100-3000
n I ? X 2950-2850
CSC 2250-2100
c=o 1850-1650
c=^ c 1650-1600
c— o 1250-1050
A  ty p ic a l in fra -re d  spectrum  is show n here: 
W a v e  n u m b e r /c m  " 1
C o m p o u n d  ( J )
4000 3500 3000 2500 2000 1800 1600 1400 1200 1000 800
N o te  th at peak Q  is due to the absorbance o f  in fra -re d  
ra d ia tio n  b y  the bo n d  C — H  in  C  = C — H .
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A  ser ies  o f  r e a c t io n s  is p e r f o r m e d  w i t h  c o m p o u n d  as th e  s t a r t i n g  m a t e r i a l :
®  -r~— © -----■©
(a) (i)  H o w  would the s p e c tru m  o f  co m p ou nd d iffe r fro m  that o f co m p o u n d  @ ?
(ii)  H ow  would the s p e c tru m  o f  co m p ou nd  ©  d iffe r  fro m  that o f  co m p o u n d
(b) T h e  spectrum  o f co m p o u n d  ©  ( C 3H bO ) shows no peaks P and Q  b u t a new  peak is present 
at wave num ber 1740 c m " 1.
(i) D raw  the fu ll s tru c tu ra l fo rm u la  for ©  .
( ii )  Suggest a su itab le reag en t fo r co nverting  ©  to ©  .
(c) In  practice, it is h ig h ly  u n lik e ly  th a t one m ole o f co m p o u n d  ©  co u ld  be o b ta in ed  b y  carry in g  
out this series o f reactions on  one m ole  o f co m p ou nd  ®  .
Suggest tw o  possible reasons fo r th is .
(d) C om pounds (©' and ©  are iso m ers . A  th ird  isom er has a s im ila r in fra -re d  sp ectru m  to that 
o f com pound ©  .
Id e n tifv  this isom er.
13. A  possible synthesis o f  sacch arin  is o u tlin e d  below:
C H
so2ci
toluene
S te p  (D
m . p. =  1 0 °C
C H C O O H
S O ; N H
S tep ®
S 0 2C !
m . p . =  69  C
O
l
v
< A >
1
(7)
saccharin
(a) ( i)  W h a t is the system atic  n a m e  o f  toluene? 1
( ii )  W h a t type o f attack on  to lu e n e  occurs in step (D  ? 1
( i i i )  T h ro u g h o u t th is series o f  reactions the aro m atic  rin g  rem ains in tact.
A ccount for th is s ta b il ity . 1
(b) Suggest a suitable m e th o d  fo r  separa ting  the co m p o u n d  “ A ”  fro m  c o m p o u n d  “ B " . 1
(r )  W h a t type o f reaction is in v o lv e d  in
( i)  step ®  ,
( i i ) r step ®  ? 2
(6)
[ T u r n  o v e r
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14. T  ila m u m  was first i \ l  r.ictcd in I 9 I 0. It  occurs as tita n iu m  d io x id e  in the ore, ru tile .
Larg e scale p ro d u c tio n  o f the m eta l was not carried out u n til the m id d le  o f the tw e n tie th  ce n tu ry  
hut it is now expan d in g  ra p id ly .
(а) R ed uction  o f the oxide by heatin g  w ith  carbon is feasible bu t uneconom ic .
( ')  Suggest a reason for th is .
( i i )  W h a t undesirab le p ro p e rty  w o u ld  be im p arte d  to the t ita n iu m  as a result o f  
in c o m p le te ly -re m o v e d  carbon?
(б) T h e  first stage in the e x tra c tio n  involves roasting the ox ide w ith  carbon in a stream  o f  
ch lo rin e . T h e  eq uation  fo r the reaction  is
T i 0 2 +  2C  +  2C12—* T i C l 4 +  2 C O
C o m p o u n d m .p ./K b .p . /K
T i 0 2 2098 ve ry  h igh
T i C I 4 248 401
Use the data to exp la in
(i)  ho w  the T i C l 4 can be separated from  unused reactants;
( i i )  w h y  T i C I 4 cannot be e lectro lysed  to produce the m eta l. 2
(c) T h e  m eta l can be p ro d u ced  by h e a tin g  T i C l4 w ith  m agn es iu m  in  an atm o sph ere  o f  argon.
( i)  W r ite  the balanced eq u a tio n  fo r th is reaction . 1
( i i )  W h y  is the argon a tm o sp h ere  required? 1
( i i i )  H o w  could  the m agn es iu m  be recovered? 1
(7)
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15. A i is v m v  K I T H t R  A O R  B O R  C .
A .  " I n  th e  c h e m i c a l  i n d u s t r y ,  t h e  s i t i n g  o f  a n v a n u f a c t u r i n g  p l a n t  a n d  th e  c o n d i t i o n s  u s e d  t o  
o p e r a t e  th e  c h e m i c a l  r e a c t i o n s  w i t h i n  it a re  d e c i d e d  b y  s o c ia l  a n d  e c o n o m i c  fa c to r s .  O t h e r  
i m p o r t a n t  c o n s i d e r a t i o n s  a re  e n e r g y  r e q u i r e m e n t s  a n d  e n v i r o n m e n t a l  e f f e c t s . ”
D i s c u s s  t h i s  s t a t e m e n t  w i t h  r e f e r e n c e  to  a n y  o n e  c o m m o n  i n d u s t r i a l  p ro c e s s .
O R
B .  " T h e  s t r u c t u r a l  f o r m u l a  o f  t h e  h o r m o n e  a d r e n a l i n e  is s h o w n  b e l o w .
H  H  H  H
S>
H— O
H— O O — H  H
- C — N -
I
-C -
I
H
- H
T h is  fo rm u la  does not in d ica te  the tru e  shape o f the m o lecu le . Fo r exam ple, in the te rm in a l 
m e th y l grou p  the bonds are a rra n g ed  te tra h ed ra lly  aro u n d  the carbon a to m .”
Discuss o ther parts o f  the m o lec u le  in  this way.
O R
C . “ W o o l and silk have been im p o rta n t fibres fo r m an y  centu ries . N y lo n  and c h e m ica lly -re la ted  
synth etic  fibres now  m ake a s ig n ifican t c o n tr ib u tio n  to the tex tile  in d u s tries .”
D iscuss the s im ila rities  and d iffe ren ces  in s tru ctu res and properties o f the nylons and the  
n a tu ra l fibres.
C o m m e n t on factors w h ich  m ay  affect the re lative p ro p o rtio n  o f the m arket ga ined by n a tu ra l 
and svn th etic  fibres in  the fu tu re .
(4)
(4)
(4)
[ E N D  O F  Q U E S T I O N  P A P E R ]
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■^election of rass Marks in Pronem tecs
In most of the problems selected, the pass mark has been 
selected as one-half of the marks available, rounded up to the 
nearest 'whole number in those cases where half marks would not 
normally be awarded. There are. however, some instances in 
which ail parts of the question involve the same skills, and 
it is possible to have a pass mark equal 00 the available 
mark. The Problem number is followed by the Question number. 
In setting the pass marks, reference was made to the 
"Instructions to Markers" produced by the Scottish Examination 
Board, with respect to the probability of awarding half marks.
Ordinary Grade Problems
1. 1. This has three parts, each with 1 mark. Only one
word answers are expected, so half marks are not 
possible: furthermore, ail parts involve the same
skill. Thus; the pass mark = 3/3.
2. 2. One word answers, from the same page of the Bata
Book, each for 1 mark. Pass = 2/2.
3. 3. Two parts, for 1 mark plus 2 marks. Since the
second part depends on the first part for its 
answer, to gain a mark for it implies having 
gained 1 mark in the first part, so pass = 2/3.
4. 4. Two parts, each one mark. Separate issues,
therefore pass mark = i/2 .
5. 5. Tills consists of one calculation which has several
stages, and is worth 2 marks in total. Partial 
marks are unlikely in this case, so pass = 2/2 .
6 . 6A. Three parts. each worth I mark. Part (c) involves
selection of one of the other parts, so an 
acceptable pass = 2/3.
7. 6B. Three parts, each 1 mark, which are all related.
Partial understanding is possible, so pass = 2/3.
8 . 7. Three parts. each separate, worth 1 mark. Pass =
2/3.
9. 8A. Three parts, each 1 mark. Two parts related to
flowchart, and one general question. Pass = 2/3.
10. 8B. Similar to question 8A. Pass = 2/3.
1 1 . 9 . Two parts, each 1 mark, same skills involved,
therefore pass = 2/2 .
1 2 . 10. Three parts, with 1, 1 and 2 marks respectively.
Parts (a) and (b) are similar, and (c) separate. 
Pass mark set at 3/4 because success in (a) leads 
to success in (b).
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13. 11. Three par ts. with 1. 1 md 2 marks. Pass mark set
at 2/4 (correct answering of (a) and (b)).
14. 12A. Three parts, marked 1. 2 and 1. 3 marks tor grid
question. 1 for supplying a formula. Pass = 2/4.
15. 12B. Exactly similar to problem 14. Pass = 2/4.
16. 13. Four' parts, with 2, 1 , 1 and 2 marks respectively.
All parts are related to a single compound, so 
pass mark is set at 4/6. on the grounds that if 
the candidate identifies the sugar involved, then 
total success is very probable, but failure to do 
this renders success very unlikely.
17. 14. Four parts, with 1 . 1 . 2 and 1 marks respectively.
Hefei's to a specific part of the syllabus. Half 
marks are unlikely, except in part (a). Pass mark 
set at 3/5.
Higher Grade Problems
1. 1A. Two parts, each 1 mark. Separate problems, so pass
mark set at 1/2.
2. IB. One part, single problem. Pass = 2/2, because
partial knowledge is misleading in structural 
formulae problems.
3. 2. Drawing of apparatus, 2 marks. Pass = 1/2.
4. 3. Calculation, 3 marks. Partial success is possible.
so pass = 1.5/3.
5. 4. Similar to problem 4. Pass = 1.5/3.
6. 5A. Three parts, all separate. Short answers, but half
marks are possible, so pass = 1.5/3.
7. 5B. Similar to problem 6. Pass = 1.5/3.
8. 6. Two parts, marked 2 and 1. Either the candidate
succeeds completely in each paid:. or fails 
completely. Pass mark = 2/3.
9. 7. Two parts, 2 marks each. Selection from grid, then
explanation in each case. Pass = 2/4.
10. 8. Three parts, 1, 1 and 2 marks. Half marks are
quite feasible. Pass = 2/4.
11. 9. Two parts. 3 and 1 marks. Each sub-section is
separate. Pass mark = 2/4.
12. 10. Two parts, marked 1 and 3. Second part is a
multi-stage calculation which allows credit for 
partial knowledge. Pass mark = 2/4.
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14. 12.
15. 13.
16. 14.
17. 15.
18. 16.
19. 17A.
20. 17B.
1. 1 . 
2 . 2 .
3. 3A.
4. 3B.
5. 4.
6. 5A.
7. 5B.
8 . 6.
9 7.
: Wo UctrtS , C UnU s mUTKS . Hcti r marks UH: ike IV .
Pass murk — o/ 5.
Three parts. with 2. 1 and 2 marks. Half marks are
unlikely, so pass mark = 3/5.
Three parts. 2. 3 and 1 marks respectively. Pass
mark = 3/6.
Four parts, with 3. 2. 2 and 5 marks. Half marks
were possible. Pass mark = 6/12.
Seven parts. 1, 1. 2. 2. 1. 2 and 3 marks
respectively. Half marks unlikely, but since the
total is even, the pass mark = 6/12.
Three parts. 3. 4 and 5 marks. Some half marks are
possible. Pass mark = 6/12.
Three parts, 3. 4 and 5 marks. Half marks
possible. Pass mark = 6/12.
Six parts. 2, 1, 4, 1, 2 and 2 marks. Half marks
are possible. Pass mark = 6/12.
Sixth Year Studies Problems
Two parts. 1 and 2 marks. Half marks are not
possible, so pass mark = 2/3.
Two parts. 2 and 3 marks. Half marks are possible
but unlikely, so pass mark = 3/5.
Three parts. 4, 2 and 1 marks respectively.
Calculation and explanation, so half marks are 
possible. Pass mark = 3.5/7.
Three parts, 1. 4 and 2 marks. Half marks are
possible, but even partial failure in the early
part of the problem prevents final solution. Pass 
mark = 4/7.
Three parts, 2, 2 and 1 marks. Half marks are not
likely. Pass mark = 3/5.
2 mark explanation. Half marks are possible. Pass 
mark = 1/2.
As problem 6. pass mark = 1/2.
Three parts, 1, 2 and 1 marks respectively. Pass 
mark = 2/4.
Four parts. 2. 2, 3 and 2 marks. Half marks are
possible. Pass mark = 4.5/9.
Pape Ale
10. 6. iwo parrs. 3 and 1 narks respectively. Pass = 2/4.
11. 9. Four parts. 2. 2. 3 and 2 marks. Half marks are
possible. Pass mark = 4.5/9.
12. 10. One part. 2 marks. Partial knowledge unlikely, so
pass mark = 2/2.
13. 11A. Five parts. 1. 2, 2. 2 and 1 marks respectively.
Pass mark = 4/8.
14. 11B. Three parts. 1. 2 and 5 marks. Pass mark = 4/8.
15. 12. Four parts, 2. 2. 2 and 1 marks respectively. Half
marks not likely, so pass mark = 4/7.
16. 13. Three parts. 3. 1 and 2 marks. Pass mark = 3/6.
17. 14. Three parts, 2. 2 and 3 marks. Half marks
unlikely. Pass mark = 4/7.
18. 15A. Structural answer, 4 marks. Pass = 2/4.
19. 15B. Structured answer, 4 marks. Pass = 2/4.
20. 15C. Structured answer. 4 marks. Pass = 2/4.
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8 October iyb9 
Ordinary Grade 0Jestions 
Pass grade for this run = 20%
Or'dered by (Pass/Pass+Fai.1) Rat,e
Proc Cone 5k li Lang Passe1C Fa ilures Blanks
12.345 12.345 12345 12345 Ma Fe To Ma Fe To Ma Fe To
00001 10100 10000 11101 60 40100 0 0 0 0 0 0
00001 11100 01001 10100 60 401.00 0 0 0 0 0 0
11111 00110 00001 11001 52 39 91 0 0 0 8 1 9
00001 10100 00001 00101 54 40 94 0 0 0 6 0 6
00001 00100 01001 11100 46 22 68 1 0 1 13 18 31
00001 00100 01001 01100 12 17 29 1 0 1 47 ZO 70
00001 00100 01001 00100 18 18 36 0 1 1 42 z,x 63
10001 00100 00100 00111 58 39 97 2 1 3 0 0 0
00001 00100 01001 00000 40 19 59 z 1 a■j 18 sO 38
10001 11100 10101 11111 57 38 95 nu 2 5 0 0 0
00001 11100 01001 11101 55 38 93 5 9 r7/ 0 0 0
00001 10100 10111 01101 37 31 68 4 2 6 19 7 26
00000 00100 00000 00001 51 36 87 7 .9 10 a 1 3
00001 10100 10111 11101 18 5 23 1 2 3 41 33 74
00001 00000 01101 11100 48 37 85 10 3 13 iL 0 2
00001 00100 01001 11000 47 .34 81 12 6 18 1 0 1
11101 OHIO 00001 11001 43 37 80 17 3 20 0 0 0
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Ordinary Grade Questions 
Pass grade for this run = 30%
Ordered by (Pass/Pass+Faii) Rate
Proc Cone Skil Lang Passes Fai. lures Blanks
12345 12345 12345 12345 Ma Fe To Ma Fe To Ma Fe To
00001 00100 01001 11100 46 22 68 1 0 1 13 18 31
10001 00100 00100 00111 58 39 97 & 1 3 0 0 0
00001 00100 01001 01100 12 17 29 1 0 1 47 23 70
00001 00100 01001 00100 18 18 36 0 1 1 42 21 63
00001 00100 01001 00000 40 19 59 *9 1 .3 18 20 38
10001 11100 10101 11111 55 38 93 5 2 7 0 0 0
00001 10100 10111 01101 37 31 68 4 £ 6 19 7 26
00001 11100 01001 10100 55 36 91 5 4 9 0 0 0
00000 00100 00000 00001 51 36 87 "7/ 3 10 2 1 3
00001 10100 10111 11101 18 5 23 1 2 3 41 33 74
00001 00100 01001 11000 47 34 81 12 6 18 1 0 1
11101 OHIO 00001 11001 43 37 80 17 3 20 0 0 0
00001 11100 01001 11101 44 34 78 16 6 22 0 0 0
00001 00000 01101 11100 42 33 75 16 7 23 2 0 2
11111 00110 00001 11001 40 28 68 12 11 23 8 1 9
00001 10100 10000 11101 42 31 73 18 9 27 0 0 0
00001 10100 00001 00101 26 25 51 28 15 43 6 0 6
Page A154
Ordinary Grade Questions 
Pass grade for this run = 40%
'Ordered by (Pas;-3/Pc.ss+Fail) Rate
Qu Proc Lone Ski I Lang r'USSt Faiiui_es Blanks
12345 12:345 12345 12345 Ma Fe To Ma 1 to i U Ma Fe To
6 00001 00100 01001 11100 46 68 1 Q 1 1 Q 1J 18 31
1 10001 00100 00100 00111 58 3Q 97 z i .J 0 0 0
10 00001 00100 01001 00100 18 18 36 o i 1 42 21 63
9 00001 00100 01001 00000 40 19 59 i 3 18 20 38
7 00001 00100 01001 01100 12 16 ■~Q 1 i 9 47 23 70
4 00001 11100 01001 10100 55 36 91 5 4 9 0 0 0
12 10001 11100 10101 11111 52 36 88 8 4 0 0 0
8 00000
oT-1oo 00000 00001 47 33 80 11 6 17 2 1 3
3 11101 OHIO 00001 11001 ,n -1 36 78 18 4 22 0 0 0
16 00001 00000 01101 11100 42 33 75 16 7 23 2 0 2
5 11111 00110 00001 11001 40 28 68 12 11 23 8 1 9
14 00001 10100 10111 01101 26 28 54 15 5 20 19 7 26
15 00001 10100 10111 11101 14 5 19 5 2 7 41 33 749 00001 10100 10000 11101 42 31 73 18 9 27 0 0 0
17 00001 11100 01001 11101 37 32 69 23 8 31 0 0 0
11 00001 10100 00001 00101 26 25 51 28 15 43 6 0 6
13 00001 00100 01001 11000 25 22 47 34 18 52 1 0 1
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Ordinary Grade Questions
Qu P'roc
Pass grade for this run = 50% 
Ordered by (Pass/Pass+Fai1) Rate 
Cone Skil Lang Passes Failures Blanks
12345 12345 12345 12345 Ma Fe To Ma Fe To Ma Fe To
6 00001 00100 01001 11000 40 19 59 7 3 10 13 18 31
10 00001 00100 01001 00000 15 17 32 3 2 5 42 21 63
9 00001 00100 01001 00000 34 17 51 8 3 11 18 20 38
7 00001 00100 01001 00100 12 12 24 1 5 6 47 23 70
1 10001 00100 00100 00111 47 31 78 13 9 22 0 0 0
12 10001 11100 10101 10110 41 33 74 19 7 26 0 0 0
2 00001 10100 10000 11111 42 31 73 18 9 27 0 0 0
14 00001 10100 10111 00111 26 28 54 15 5 20 19 7 26
15 00001 10100 10111 00101 14 5 19 r 2 7 41 33 74
8 00000 00100 00000 00001 41 29 70 17 10 27 2 1 3
3 11101 01110 00001 10001 37 32 69 23 8 31 0 0 0
4 00001 11100 01001 10100 42 24 66 18 16 34 0 0 0
16 00001 00000 01101 11100 37 28 65 21 12 33 2 0 2
5 11111 00110 00001 10001 34 25 59 18 14 32 8 1 9
11 00001 10100 00001 00101 26 25 51 28 15 43 6 0 6
13 00001 00100 01001 10000 25 no 47 34 18 Dz 1 0 1
17 00001 11100 01001 10000 24 21 45 36 19 55 0 0 0
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’Ordinary Grade Questions 
Pass grade for this run = 60%
Ordered by (Pass/'Pass+Fai 1) Rate 
Proc Cone Skil Lang Passes Failures Blanks
12345 12345 12:345 12345 Ma Fe To Ma Fe To Ma Fe To
00001 00100 01001 11100 40 19 59 7 0 10 13 18 31
00001 00100 01001 00100 15 17 32 3 5 42 21 63
00001 00100 01001 00000 34 17 51 8 3 11 18 20 38
00001 00100 01001 01100 12 12 24 1 5 6 47 23 70
10001 00100 00100 00111 47 3i 78 13 9 09 0 0 0
10001 11100 10101 11111 41 77 74 19 7 26 0 0 0
00001 10100 10000 11101 42 31 73 18 9 £> / 0 0 0
00001 10100 10111 01101 26 28 54 15 5 20 19 7 26
OOOO'l 10100 10111 11101 '14 5 19 5 £ *—}/ 41 33 74
00000 00100 00000 00001 41 29 70 •11/ 10 27 2 1 3
11101 OHIO 00001 11001 37 ■00 69 23 8 31 0 0 0
00001 11100 01001 10100 42 24 66 18 16 34 0 0 0
11111 00110 00001 11001 :34 25 59 18 14 32 8 1 9
OOOO'l 10100 OOOO'l 00101 26 25 51 28 15 43 6 0 6
00001 00000 01101 11100 29 21 50 29 19 48 2 0 2
00001 00100 01001 11000 25 22 47 34 18 52 1 0 1
00001 11100 01001 11101 22 21 43 38 19 57 0 0 0
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Ordinary Grade Questions 
Pass grade for this run =70%
Ordered by (Pas:s/Pass+Fai1) Rate
Proc Cone Skil Lang Passes Failures Blanks
12345 12345 12:345 12245 Ma Fb To Ma Fe To Ma Fe To
00001 00100 01001 00100 15 16 31 3 6 42 21 63
00001 00100 01001 00000 34 17 51 8 3 11 18 20 38
00001 00100 01001 11100 37 18 55 10 4 14 13 18 31
10001 00100 00100 00111 47 31 78 13 9 22 0 0 0
00001 00100 01001 01100 12 11 23 1 6 7 47 23 70
00001 10100 10000 11101 42 31 73 18 9 27 0 0 0
00001 11100 01001 10100 42 66 18 16 34 0 0 0
11111 00110 00001 11001 34 25 59 18 14 32 8 1 9
10001 11100 10101 11111 36 27 63 24 13 37 0 0 0
00000 00100 00000 00001 32 25 57 26 14 40 2 1 3
00001 10100 10111 01101 21 22 43 20 11 31 19 7 26
00001 10100 10111 11101 10 5 15 9 2 11 41 33 74
00001 10100 00001 00101 26 25 51 28 15 43 6 0 6
11101 OHIO 00001 11001 28 25 53 32 15 47 0 0 0
00001 00000 01101 11100 28 21 49 30 19 49 n& 0 2
00001 00100 01001 11000 21 19 40 38 21 59 1 0 1
00001 11100 01001 11101 15 13 28 45 27 72 0 0 0
Page A156
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Ordinary Grade Questions 
Pass grade for this run = 80% 
Ordered by (Pass/Pass+FaiI) Rate
Q-i Proc Cone Skil Lang Passes Fai iures Blanks
12:345 12345 12:345 12345 Ma Fe To Ma Fe To Ma Fe To
10 00001 00100 01001 00100 15 16 31 3 3 6 42 21 63
9 00001 00100 01001 00000 34 17 R i 8 j 11 18 20 38
6 00001 00100 01001 11100 37 18 55 10 4 14 13 18 31
1 10001 00100 00100 00111 47 31 78 13 9 2s 0 0 0
7 00001 00100 01001 01100 12 11 no 1 6 7 47 23 70
8 00000 00100 00000 00001 32 25 57 26 14 40 2 1 3
14 00001 10100 10111 01101 21 22 43 20 11 31 19 7 26
15 00001 10100 10111 11101 10 R 15 9 9 11 41 33 74
5 11111 00110 00001 11001 29 22 51 23 17 40 8 1 9
3 11101 OHIO 00001 11001 28 ■~er 53 nn 15 47 0 0 0
12 10001 11100 10101 11111 26 25 51 34 15 49 0 0 0
4 00001 11100 01001 10100 23 19 42 37 21 58 0 0 0
O 00001 10100 10000 11101 19 20 39 41 20 61 0 0 0
13 00001 00100 01001 11000 17 18 35 42 22 64 1 0 1
16 00001 00000 01101 11100 18 14 32 40 26 66 2 0 2
11 00001 10100 00001 00101 11 15 26 43 25 68 6 0 6
17 00001 11100 01001 11101 10 10 20 50 30 80 0 0 0
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Higher Grade Questions 
Pass grade for this run = 20% 
Ordered by (Pass/Pass+Fai1) Rate
Proc Cone Skil Lang Passes Failures Blanks
12345 12345 12345 12345 Ma Fe To Ma Fe To Ma Fe To
00000 10100 00000 00001 9 7 16 0 0 0 56 28 84
00000 10100 00000 00001 56 28 84 0 0 0 9 7 16
00001 00101 01001 11101 58 31 89 0 0 0 7 4 11
00001 00100 10101 00000 40 23 63 0 0 0 25 12 37
00001 10100 10011 00000 25 12 37 0 0 0 40 23 63
11101 01100 '10001 11110 42 20 62 0 0 0 23 15 38
00001 10100 10001 11100 23 15 38 0 0 0 42 20 C.
00001 00100 10111 11100 64 .34 58 1 1 2 0 0 0
00001 10100 10111 11100 64 33 97 1 1 2 0 1 1
00001 00100 10111 00101 63 35 98 9 0 2 0 0 0
11111 OHIO 00001 11001 64 34 98 1 1 2 0 0 0
00001 00100 lOOO'l 00000 63 33 96 i 3 1 0 1
00001 00100 10001 01100 61 35 96 4 o 4 0 0 0
11111 11110 OOuui 00001 61 33 94 2 2 1 0 1
11111 10110 00001 11110 62 32 94 3 3 6 0 0 o
11101 00110 OOOO'l 00001 53 29 82 5 5 10 7 1 8
11011 11100 11011 11101 57 28 85 6 7 13 9 0 9
00001 10100 00100 11100 56 29 85 7 6 13 2 0 2
00001 00100 00001 11100 53 28 81 9 7 16 3 0 3
00001 00101 11111 01000 51 29 80 14 6 20 0 0 0
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Higher Grade (Questions 
Pass grade for this run = 30%
Ordered by (Pass/Passh-FaiI) Rate
Proc Cone Skil Lana Passes Fa:. lures Blanks
12345 12345 12345 12345 Ma Fe To Ma Fe To Ma Fe To
00000 10100 00000 00001 56 28 84 0 0 0 9 7 16
00001 00100 10101 00000 40 23 63 0 0 0 25 12 37
00001 10100 10011 00000 25 12 37 0 0 0 40 23 63
00001 00100 10111 00101 63 35 98 2 0 2 0 0 0
11111 OHIO 00001 11001 64 33 97 1 2 3 0 0 0
00001 00100 10001 01100 61 35 96 4 0 4 0 0 0
11111 11110 00001 00001 61 88 94 3 2 5 1 0 1
00001 10100 10001 11100 22 14 36 1 1 O 42 20 62
00001 00101 01001 11101 54 30 84 4 1 5 7 4 11
11101 01100 10001 11110 39 18 57 3 n 5 23 15 38
00001 00100 10111 11100 60 31 91 5 4 9 0 0 0
11101 00110 00001 00001 53 29 82 5 5 10 7 1 8
00001 00100 10001 00000 57 29 86 7 6 13 1 0 1
11011 11100 11011 11101 57 28 85 6 / 13 2 0 2
11111 1 0 1 1 0 00001 11110 57 28 85 8 7 15 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 56 27 83 9 7 16 0 1 1
0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 51 29 80 14 6 2 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 44 99 71 19 8 27 9 0 *”}
OOOO'l 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 40 19 59 2 2 16 38 3 0 3
00000 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 7 2 9 9Cu 5 7 56 28 84
Page A158
6 Cctcbei 1969 
Higher Grade Questions 
Pass grade for this run = 40%
Oi"dered by (PasS/P.:ass+Fai1) Rat:e
Qu Proc Cone Skil Lang Fvasses Fai hares Blanks
12:345 12345 12345 12345 Ma Fe To Ma Fe To Ma Fe Too 00000 10100 00000 00001 56 28 84 0 0 0 9 7 16
6 00001 00100 10101 00000 39 23 62 1 0 1 25 12 37
7 00001 10100 10011 00000 24 12 36 1 0 1 40 23 63
3 00001 00101 01001 11101 54 30 84 4 1 5 7 4 11
5 11101 00110 00001 00001 29 81 6 5 11 7 1 8
8 11011 11100 11011 11101 57 28 85 6 7 13 0 o
15 00001 00100 10001 00000 57 29 86 7 6 13 1 0 1
19 11101 01100 10001 11110 36 18 54 6 £ 8 15 38
12 11111 01110 00001 11001 58 28 86 7 7 14 0 0 0
10 00001 00100 10001 01100 53 32 85 12 3 15 0 0 0
4 11111 11110 00001 00001 53 30 83 11 5 16 1 0 1
16 00001 00100 10111 11100 54 27 81 11 8 19 0 0 0
20 00001 10100 10001 11100 19 11 3(3 4 4 8 42 20 62
17 00001 10100 10111 11100 52 25 77 13 9 99 0 1 1
18 11111 10110 00001 11110 51 26 77 14 9 99 0 0 0
11 00001 00100 10111 00101 45 30 75 20 5 25 0 0 0
9 00001 00101 11111 01000 49 23 72 16 12 28 0 0 0
14 00001 10100 00100 11100 44 27 71 19 8 27 2 0 2
13 00001 00100 00001 11100 37 18 55 25 17 42 3 0 3
1 00000 10100 00000 00001 7 2 9 aCj 5 7 56 28 84
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Higher Grade Questions 
Pass grade for this run = 50%
frr-apr^ by (Pass/Pass+Fai1) Rai■ e
Qu Proc Cone Skil Lang Passes rai. lures B1.anks
12345 12345 12:345 12345 Ma re To Ma Fe To Ma Fe To
2 00000 10100 00000 00001 56 28 84 0 0 0 9 7 16
6 00001 00100 10101 00000 36 22 58 4 1 5 25 12 37
3 00001 00101 01001 11001 52 29 81 6 cL 8 7 4 11
7 00001 10100 10011 00000 22 11 33 3 1 4 40 23 63
10 00001 00100 10001 00010 53 32 85 12 3 15 0 0 0
19 11101 01100 10001 11110 30 17 47 12 3 15 23 15 38
11 OOOO'l 00100 10111 00101 45 30 75 20 5 25 0 0 0
5 11101 00110 00001 00001 44 24 68 14 10 24 7 1 8
9 00001 00101 Ill'll 00001 49 23 72 16 12 28 0 0 0
4 11111 11110 00001 00001 42 27 69 22 8 30 1 0 1
18 11111 10110 00001 11110 41 26 67 24 9 33 0 0 0
12 11111 OHIO OOOO'l 11001 46 21 67 19 14 33 0 0 0
16 00001 00100 10111 11100 46 20 66 19 15 34 0 0 0
15 00001 00100 10001 00000 39 99 61 25 13 38 1 0 1
17 00001 10100 10111 10110 41 20 61 24 14 38 0 1 1
20 00001 10100 10001 11100 14 9 23 9 6 15 42 20 62
8 11011 11100 11011 11111 42 16 58 21 19 40 o 0
1 00000 10100 00000 00001 7 9 £> 5 7 56 28 84
14 00001 10100 00100 11110 38 17 55 3(7LJ 18 43 2 0 o
13 00001 00100 00001 11000 29 36 JQ 28 61 •-> 0 3
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Higher Grade Questions 
Pass grade for this run = 600 
Ordered by (Pass/Pass+Fai1) Rate
Froc Cone Skil Lang Passes Failures Blanks
12345 12345 12245 12345 Ma Fe To Ma te To Ma Fe To
00000 10100 00000 00001 56 28 64 0 u 0 9 / 16
00001 00100 10101 00000 36 22 58 4 i 5 25 12 37
00001 00101 O'lOOl 11101 52 29 Q 'lX 6 8 n/ 4 11
00001 10100 10011 00000 -) 11 33 n 4 40 23 63
00001 00100 10001 01100 53 85 I S o■j 1 0 0 0
00001 00100 10111 00101 45 30 75 20 5 25 0 0 0
11101 00110 00001 00001 44 24 68 14 10 24 7 i_ 8
00001 00101 11111 01000 49 23 72 16 12 28 0 0 0
11111 11110 00001 OOOO'l 42 0 ^ 7 69 9  9 0 30 1 o 1
11101 01100 10001 11110 29 14 43 13 6 19 23 15 38
11111 OHIO 00001 11001 46 21 67 19 14 33 0 0 0
11011 11100 11011 11101 42 16 58 21 19 40 2 0 n
00000 10100 00000 00001 7 9 2 b / 56 28 84
11111 10110 00001 11110 36 18 54 OQ 17 46 0 0 0
00001 10100 00100 11100 37 16 CT.-J■J.J 26 19 45 2 0
00001 00100 10111 11100 39 14 53 26 21 47 0 0 0
00001 10100 10111 11100 32 17 49 33 17 50 0 1 1
00001 00100 00001 11100 27 6 33 35 29 64 3 0 3
00001 10100 10001 11100 8 5 13 15 10 25 42 20 62
00001 00100 10001 00000 23 10 33 41 25 66 1 0 1
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Higher Grade Questions 
Pass grade for this nan = 70%
Ordered by (Pas:s/Pass-i-Fa:115 Rate
Proc Cone Skil Lang Pass*?s Failures Blanks
12345 12345 12.345 12345 Ma Fe To Ma Fe To Ma Fe To
00000 10100 00000 00001 56 28 84 0 0 0 9 7 16
00001 00101 01001 11101 52 29 81 6 o 8 7 4 11
00001 00100 10101 00000 32 20 52 8 3 11 25 12 37
00001 00100 10001 01100 45 26 71 20 9 29 0 0 0
11101 00110 00001 00001 42 ■~>n 64 16 12 28 *7 1 8
00001 10100 10011 00000 14 9 23 11 3 14 40 23 63
11111 11110 00001 00001 37 22 59 27 13 40 1 0 1
11011 11100 11011 11101 41 16 57 22 19 41 2 0 2
11111 01110 00001 11001 39 18 57 26 17 43 0 0 0
00000 10100 00000 00001 7 2 9 2 5 7 56 28 84
11101 01100 10001 11110 22 13 90 20 7 27 23 15 38
00001 00101 11111 01000 30 12 42 35 23 58 0 0 0
00001 10100 10111 11100 29 13 42 36 21 57 0 1 1
00001 00100 10111 00101 25 17 42 40 18 Ou 0 0 0
00001 OOlUO 10111 11100 29 11 40 36 24 60 0 0 0
11111 10110 00001 11110 27 12 39 38 23 61 0 0 0
00001 10100 00100 11100 26 12 9*7 23 +9 i o 0 *“g
00001 00100 10001 00000 HO 10 o3 41 25 66 i 0 r
00001 10100 10001 11100 5 5 10 18 10 28 42 20 62
00001 00100 00001 11100 14 3 17 48 99 80 3 0 3
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Higher Grade Questions 
Pass tgrade for this run = 80%
Ordered by (Pass/Pass+Fai1) Rate 
Proc Cone Skil Lang Passes Failures Blanks
12345 12(345 12345 11 Ma Fe To Ma Fe To Ma Fe To
00000 10100 00000 00001 55 26 81 1 Z o 9 7 16
00001 00100 10101 00000 32 20 52 8 3 11 25 12 37
11101 00110 00001 00001 42 22 64 16 12 28 7 1 8
00001 00100 10001 01100 45 25 70 20 '10 30 0 0 0
00001 10100 10011 00000 14 9 23 11 3 14 40 23 63
11111 11110 00001 00001 37 22 59 27 13 40 1 0 1
11011 11100 11011 11101 41 16 57 22 19 41 z 0 2
00001 00101 01001 11101 30 18 48 28 13 41 7 4 11
11111 OHIO 00001 11001 0/ 16 53 28 19 47 0 0 0
00001 00100 10111 00101 25 17 42 40 18 58 0 0 0
00001 00101 11111 01000 30 12 42 35 23 58 0 0 0
00001 10100 00100 11100 23 12 35 40 23 0 3 2 0 “ J
11101 01100 10001 11110 13 aw ' 16 29 17 46 23 15 38
00000 10100 00000 00001 3 1 4 6 6 12 56 28 84
00001 10100 10111 11100 13 5 18 52 29 81 0 1 1
11111 10110 OOOO'l 11110 13 4 17 52 31 83 0 0 0
00001 00100 10111 11100 10 6 16 55 29 84 0 0 0
00001 00100 00001 11100 11 3 14 51 32 83 3 0 3
00001 00100 10001 00000 9 az . 11 55 33 88 1 0 1
00001 10100 10001 11100 2 0 2 21 15 36 42 20 62
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8 October 1S89 
Sixth Year Studies 'Questions 
Pass grade for this run = 20% 
Ordered by fPass/Pass+Fai1) Rate
Proc Cone Skil Lang Passeis Fai i cures Blanks
12.345 12.345 12345 12345 Ma Fe To Ma Fe To Ma re To
00001 00000 00001 11100 24 18 42 0 0 0 36 22 58
00001 00000 00001 01000 36 22 58 0 0 0 24 18 42
00001 00100 00001 00000 60 40100 0 0 0 0 0 0
11011 10110 00001 11101 28 27 55 0 0 0 32 13 45
00001 11101 10001 11101 59 40 99 0 0 0 1 0 1
00001 00000 00101 11100 4 4 8 0 0 0 56 36 92
00001 00100 00001 01100 60 39 99 0 1 I 0 0 0
00001 00100 01001 00101 60 39 99 0 1 1 0 0 0
00001 10101 01011 11100 60 38 98 0 2 2 0 0 0
11011 01100 01001 11100 59 39 98 1 i 2 0 0 0
00001 10110 10111 '11101 58 38 96 1 2 3 1 0
11001 10110 00001 01100 59 37 96 0 3 3 1' 0 1
00011 00100 00001 11100 56 39 95 3 1 4 1 0 1
00001 00100 OOOO'l 10100 12 9 21 0 1 1 48 30 78
00000 00100 01001 00100 53 40 ~7._) 7 0 7 0 0 o
00001 00001 00101 11100 39 25 64 4 1 5 17 14 31
11011 11110 10001 11101 29 10 39 3 3 6 28 27 55
11111 11110 00001 11101 42 26 68 4 8 1 oxU 14 6 20
11111 OHIO 10001 11100 10 5 15 2 1 3 48 34 82
00000 00100 00000 11100 37 28 65 22 12 34 1 0 1
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Sixth Year Studies Questions 
Pass grade for this run = 30%
Ordered by (Pass/'Pass+Fail) Rate
Proc Cone Skil Lana Passes Fai.lures Blanks
12345 12345 12345 12345 Ma Fe To Ma Fe To Ma Fe To
11011 10110 00001 11101 28 27 55 0 0 0 32 13 45
00001 00000 00101 11100 4 4 8 0 0 0 56 36 92
00001 00100 00001 01100 60 39 99 0 1 1X 0 0 0
00001 10101 01011 11100 60 38 98 0 2 o 0 0 0
00011 00100 00001 11100 56 39 95 3 1 4 1 0 1
00001 11101 10001 '11101 57 37 94 2 3 .5 1 0 1
00001 10110 10111 '11101 57 37 94 2 3 5 1 0 i
11011 01100 01001 11100 .56 37 93 4 3 n/ 0 0 Q
00001 00100 01001 00101 55 38 93 5 / 0 0 0
11011 11110 10001 11101 29 10 39 3 3 6 28 27 55
00001 00001 00101 11100 37 99 59 6 4 10 17 14 ._g J_
11001 10110 00001 01100 52 33 85 7 7 14 1 0 1
00001 00100 00001 10100 11 7 18 1 3 4 48 .30 78
00000 00100 01001 00100 41 40 81 19 0 19 0 0 0
00001 00100 00001 00000 52 29 81 8 11 19 0 o f !
00001 00000 OOOO'l 01000 28 18 46 8 4 12 24 18 42
11111 01110 10001 11100 •-4 3 i V 3 3 5 48 3=4 H9
11111 11110 00001 11101 35 18 53 11 16 -I'? H / 14 6 20
00000 00100 00000 11100 37 28 6.5 '22 12 34 1 0 1
00001 00000 00001 11100 12 8 20 12 10 22 36 22 58
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Sixth Year' StHit:S luestic>ns
F■'ass grade ror this run = 40%
Ordered by (Pass/Pass+Fai1) Rate
Proc Cone Ski 1 Lang Pdisses Fa: lures 31an>r c j
12345 12345 12345 12345 Ma Fe To Ma r a  _re To Ma Fe To
11011 10110 00001 11101 27 26 53 1 1 32 13 45
00001 00100 01001 00101 55 38 93 5 9 7 0 0 0
00001 00100 00001 01100 55 37 92 5 3 8 0 0 0
00001 10110 10111 11101 52 34 86 7 6 13 1 0 1
00001 11101 10001 11101 51 35 86 8 5 13 1 0 1
11001 10110 00001 01100 52 33 85 7 7 14 1X 0 1
00001 10101 01011 11100 54 32 86 6 8 14 0 0 0
11011 01100 01001 11100 52 34 86 8 6 14 0 0 0
00000 00100 01001 00100 41 40 81 19 0 19 0 0 0
00001 00100 00001 00000 52 29 81 8 11 19 0 0 0
11011 11110 10001 11101 26 10 36 6 3 9 28 n / 55
00001 00000 00001 01000 28 13 46 8 4 12 24 18 42
00011 00100 00001 11100 45 32 77 14 8 w 1 0 1
00001 00001 00101 11100 35 17 52 8 9 17 17 14 31
00000 00100 00000 11100 37 27 64 22 13 35 1 0 1
00001 00000 00101 11100 9 3 5 2 1 3 56 36 92
00001 00100 00001 10100 9 4 13 3 6 9 48 30 78
11111 11110 00001 11101 30 16 46 16 18 34 14 6 20
00001 00000 00001 11100 12 8 20 12 10 36 22 58
11111 OHIO 10001 11100 6 1 7 6 5 11 48 34 82
Display of All Merit Files 
8 October 1989 
Sixth Year Studies Questions
Pass grade for thiis non = 50%
Ordered by (Pass/Pass+Fa]ll) Rate
Proc Cone Skil Lang Passes Failures b :ianks
12345 12(345 12345 12345 Ma Fe To Ma Fe To Ma Fe To
00001 00100 00001 01100 55 37 92 5 3 8 0 0 0
11011 10110 00001 11101 24 26 50 4 1 5 32 13 45
00001 10101 01011 11100 54 32 86 6 8 14 0 0 0
00001 00100 00001 00000 52 27 79 8 13 21 0 0 0
00001 00000 00001 01000 28 18 46 8 4 •i '“iiZ 24 18 42
00001 10110 10111 11101 47 30 77 12 10 22 1 0 1
00011 00100 00001 11100 45 30 75 14 10 24 1 0 1
11011 11110 10001 11101 25 9 34 7 4 11 28 27 55
00001 00100 01001 00101 45 31 76 15 9 24 0 0 0
00001 11101 10001 11101 45 29 74 14 11 25 1 0 1
11011 01100 01001 11100 42 29 71 18 11 29 0 0 0
00000 00100 01001 00100 35 33 68 25 7 32 0 0 0
11001 10110 00001 01100 40 24 64 19 16 35 i 0 1
00001 00001 00101 11100 25 14 39 18 12 (30 17 14 31
11111 11110 00001 11101 28 14 42 18 20 .38 14 6 20
00001 00000 00001 11100 12 8 20 12 10 22 36 22 58
00001 00100 00001 10100 '“7/ 3 10 5 7 12 48 30 78
00001 00000 00101 11100 1 9 3 o 2 5 36 92
11111 oiiio 10001 11100 6 0 6 6 6 12 48 34 82
00000 00100 00000 11100 15 16 31 44 24 68 1 0 1
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Qu
10
11
7
12
8
15
14
5
17
9
2
18
13
4
16
6
19
20
3
1
O-i
7
12
11
10
14
15
17
16
9
6
4
8
5
19
13
20
18
2
1
3
Display of All Merit Flies 
8 October 1969 
Sixth Year Studies Questions 
Pass grade for this run = 60% 
Ordered by (Pass/Pass+Fai 1) Rate
Proc Cone Skil Lang Passes Failures B1anks
12.345 12.345 12345 12345 Ma Fe To Ma Fe To Ma Fe To
uuuOl 00100 00001 01100 55 37 92 5 3 8 0 0 0
00001 10101 01011 11100 54 32 86 6 8 14 0 0 0
00001 00000 00001 01000 28 18 46 8 4 12 24 18 42
00001 00100 00001 00000 ■ J Z 27 79 8 13 21 0 0 0
00011 00100 00001 11100 45 30 75 14 10 24 1 0 1
00001 10110 10111 11101 44 29 73 15 11 26 1 0 1
11011 10110 00001 11101 18 22 40 10 p :■j 15 O ' - / 13 45
00000 00100 01001 00100 .35 32 67 25 8 33 0 0 0
00001 11101 10001 11101 41 ’D C r 66 18 15 33 1 0 1
11011 01100 01001 11100 37 29 66 23 11 .'34 0 0 0
11001 10110 00001 01100 39 24 63 20 16 36 1 0 1
00001 00001 00101 11100 25 14 39 18 12 30 17 14 31
11011 11110 10001 11101 18 7 25 14 6 20 28 27 .55
11111 11110 00001 11101 28 14 42 18 20 38 14 6 20
00001 00100 01001 00101 32 20 52 28 20 48 0 0 0
00001 00000 OOOO'l 11100 12 8 20 12 10 C.iL 36 22 58
00001 00100 00001 10100 7 3 10 5 7 12 48 30 78
00001 00000 00101 11100 1 2 3 3 2 5 56 36 92
11111 OHIO 10001 11100 6 0 6 6 6 12 48 34 82
00000 00100 00000 11100 15 16 31 44 24 68 1 0 1
Display of All Merit Files 
8 October 1989 
Sixth Year Studies Questions 
Pass grade for this run =70%
(Ordered by (Pass/Pass+Fai1) Rate
Proc Cone Skil Lana PasstjO Fai lur**@3 Blanks
12345 12345 12345 12345 Ma Fe To Ma Fe To Ma Fe To
00001 00000 00001 01000 28 18 46 8 4 12 24 18 42
00001 00100 00001 00000 52 27 79 8 13 21 0 0 0
OOOO'l 10101 01011 '11100 36 25 61 24 '15 39 0 0 0
00001 00100 00001 01100 34 24 58 26 16 42 0 0 0
11011 10110 00001 H'101 15 15 30 13 1 oX w 25 32 13 45
00001 10110 10111 11101 29 25 .54 30 15 45 1 0 1
00001 11101 10001 11101 33 19 52 26 21 47 1 0 1
00001 00100 01001 00101 31 20 51 29 20 49 0 0 0
11011 01100 01001 11100 29 21 50 31 19 50 0 0 0
00001 00000 OOOO'l 11100 12 8 20 12 10 22 36 22 58
u n i 11110 00001 11101 26 12 38 20 ■“>'">wXi 42 14 6 20
00011 00100 00001 11100 29 18 47 30 22 52 1 0 1
00000 00100 01001 00100 23 23 46 37 17 54 0 0 0
00001 00100 OOOO'l 10100 6 3 9 6 7 13 48 30 78
11011 11110 10001 11101 12 5 17 20 8 28 QQ 27 55
00001 00000 00101 11100 1 r~) -j■J 3 2 5 56 36 92
00001 00001 00101 11100 14 9 23 29 17 46 1" 14 31
11001 10110 00001 01100 21 10 31 38 30 68 1 0 1
00000 OO'lOO 00000 11100 15 16 31 44 24 68 1 0 i
11111 01110 lOOO'l 11100 4 0 4 8 6 14 48 34 82
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6 October 1989 
Sixth Year Studies Questions 
Pass grade for this run = 80%
Oi"dered by (Pas■s/Pciss+Fai I) Rat:e
0-1 Proc Cone Skil Lang Pdisses Failures Bianl-•3
12345 12.345 12345 12245 Ma Fe To Ma Fe To Ma Fe To
12 00001 00100 00001 00000 46 24 70 14 16 30 0 0 0
7 00001 00000 00001 01000 *3' j LJ 13 36 13 9 22 24 18 42
11 00001 10101 01011 11100 35 25 60 25 15 40 0 0 0
10 00001 00100 00001 01100 2-4 23 57 26 17 43 0 0 0
14 11011 10110 00001 11101 15 15 30 13 12 32 13 45
8 00011 00100 00001 11100 29 18 47 30 22 52 1 0 1rr.j 00000 00100 01001 00100 23 n o 46 37 17 54 0 0 0
4 m i l 11110 00001 11101 24 12 36 O--)22 44 14 6 20
19 00001 00100 00001 10100 5 •j 8 7 7 14 43 30 78
9 11011 01100 01001 11100 14 35 39 26 65 0 0 0
6 00001 00000 00001 11100 9 cr 14 15 13 28 36 58
2 11001 10110 00001 01100 21 10 31 38 .30 68 1 0 1
1 00000 00100 00000 11100 15 16 o,1 44 24 tjQ 1 0 ■\1
17 00001 11101 10001 lllO'l 16 10 28 41 30 71 I 0 1
15 00001 10110 10111 11101 16 12 28 43 28 71 1 o 1
18 00001 00001 00101 11100 8 9 17 35 17 52 17 14 31
20 00001 00000 00101 11100 1 1 2 3 3 6 56 36 92
13 11011 11110 10001 11101 7 4 11 25 9 34 28 27 55
16 00001 00100 01001 00101 13 8 21 47 32 79 0 0 0
3 11111 01110 10001 11100 3 0 3 9 6 15 48 34 82
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Appendix I
Mann/V/hitney/Wilcoxon Rank Order Test
Combined Properties Tables
Ordinary Grade Questions..................... Page A167
Higher Grade Questions....................... Page A
Sixth Year Studies Questions..................Page A
Page A166
Mar.n-Wh:tney/WiIcoxon Rank Sum Two—Sample Test
Ordinary Grade Questions
Categorised by Process Values 
Numerical Processes TRUE compared with Numerical Processes FALSE
(TRUE items marked with *)
Rate Rank
84 17
82 16
80 15
77 14
73 12.5
73 12.5
66 11
59 10
53* 9
51* 8
50 7
47 5.5
47* 5.5
43 4
41* 3
39 2
28 1
U Statistic Value = 15.5 (n=13,4: T=8)
Numerical Processes FALSE compared with Numerical Processes TRUE
U Statistic Value =36.5
Categorised by Content Values 
Formulae/Equations TRUE compared with Formulae/Equations FALSE
(TRUE items marked with *)
Rate Rank
84 17
82 16
80 15
77 14
73* 12.5
73* 12.5
66* 11
59 10
53* 9
51* 8
50 7
47 5.5
47 5.5
43* 4
41 3
39* 2
28* 1
U Statistic Value = 24 (n=8.7: T=iO) 
Formulae/Equations FALSE compared with Formulae/Equations TRUE
U Statistic Value = 48
Page A167
Ordinary Grade Questions
Categorised by Skills Values
Processing Data TRUE compared with Processing Data FALSE 
(TRUE items marked with *)
Rate Rank
84* 17
82* 16
80* 15
77* 14
73* 12.5
73* 12.5
66* 11
59 10
53 9
51* 8
50* 7
47* 5.5
47 5.5
43* 4
41 3
39* 2
28 1
U Statistic Value =46.5
Processing Data FALSE compared with Processing Data TRUE 
U Statistic Value = 13.5 (n=12,5: T=ll)
Categorised by Language Values
Interpretation of Language TRUE / Interpretation of Language FALSE
(TRUE items marked with *)
Rate Rank
84* 17
82 16
80* 15
77* 14
73* 12.5
73* 12.5
66* 11
59 10
53* 9
51* 8
50* 7
47* 5.5
47* 5.5
43* 4
41* 3
39* 2
28* 1
U Statistic Value = 7 (n=15,2: T=l)
Interpretation of Language FALSE / Interpretation of Language TRUE
U Statistic Value = 23
Page A168
Higher Grade Questions 
Categorised by Process Values 
Numerical Processes TRUE compared with Numerical Processes FALSE
(TRUE items marked with *)
Rate Rank
98 20
97 19
96 18
91 17
88* 16
85 15
84* 14
76* 13
75 12
72 11
67* 9.5
67* 9.5
66 8
62 6.5
62 6.5
61 5
58* 4
56 3
54 2
34 1
U Statistic Value = 45 
Numerical Processes FALSE compared with Numerical Processes TRUE 
U Statistic Value = 39 (n=14,6: T=17)
Categorised by Content Values 
Formulae/Equations TRUE compared with Formulae/Equations FALSE
(TRUE items marked with *)
Rate Rank
98 20
97* 19
96* 18
91 17
88 16
85 15
84* 14
76* 13
75 12
72 11
67* 9.5
67* 9.5
66 8
62 6.5
62* 6.5
61* 5
58* 4
56* 3
54* 2
34 1
U Statistic Value =37.5 (n=ll,9: T=23)
Formulae/Equations FALSE compared with Formulae/Equations TRUE
U Statistic Value =61.5
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Higher Grade Questions 
Categorised by Skills Values 
Processing Data TRUE compared with Processing Data FALSE 
(TRUE items marked with *)
Rate Rank
98* 20
97* 19
96 18
91* 17
88 16
85* 15
84 14
76* 13
75* 12
72* 11
67 9.5
67 9.5
66* 8
62* 6.5
62* 6.5
61* 5
58* 4
56 3
54 2
34 1
U Statistic Value = 59 
Processing Data FALSE compared with Processing Data TRUE 
U Statistic Value = 37 (n=12,8: T=22)
Categorised by Language Values 
Interpretation of Language TRUE / Interpretation of Language FALSE
(TRUE items marked with *)
Rate Rank
98 20
97 19
96 18
91* 17
88 16
85* 15
84 14
76* 13
75* 12
72* 11
67* 9.5
67* 9.5
66* 8
62 6.5
62* 6.5
61* 5
58* 4
56 3
54* 2
34* 1
U Statistic Value = 22.5 (n=13,7: T=20)
Interpretation of Language FALSE / Interpretation of Language TRUE
U Statistic Value =68.5
Page A170
CSY3 Questions 
-cttegol iseu by hifOCeSS VdiUes 
Numerical Processes TRUE compared with Numerical Processes FALSE
(TRUE items marked with *)
Rate Rank
92 20
91* 19
86 18
81* 17
79 16
76* 14
76 14
76 14
74 12
70 11
67 9.5
67 9.5
64* 8
57 7
52* 6
48 5
45 4
39* 3
38 2
31 1
U Statistic Value = 46 
Numerical Processes FALSE compared with Numerical Processes TRUE 
U Statistic Value = 38 (n-14,6: T=17)
Categorised by Content Values 
Formulae/Equations TRUE compared with Formulae/Equations FALSE
(TRUE items marked with *)
Rate Rank
92 20
91* 19
86* 18
81* 17
79 16
76* 14
76 14
76 14
74* 12
70 11
67 9.5
67* 9.5
64* 8
57 7
52* 6
48 5
45 4
39* 3
38 2
31 1
U Statistic Value =61.5 
Formulae/Equations FALSE compared with Formulae/Equations TRUE 
U Statistic Value =37.5 (n=ll,9: T=23)
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CSY5 Value? 
categorised by skiiis Values 
Processing Data TRUE compared with Processing Data FALSE 
(TRUE items marked with *)
Rate Rank
92 20
91 19
86* 18
81* 17
79 16
76* 14
76 14
76* 14
74* 12
70 11
67* 9.5
67* 9.5
64 8
57 7
52 6
48 5
45 4
39* 3
38 2
31 1
U Statistic Value = 61 
Processing Data FALSE compared with Processing Data TRUE 
U Statistic Value = 35 (n=12,8: T=22)
Categorised by Language Values 
Interpretation of Language TRUE / Interpretation of Language FALSE
(TRUE items marked with *)
Rate Rank
92* 20
91* 19
86* 18
81* 17
79* 16
76* 14
76* 14
76* 14
74* 12
70 11
67* 9.5
67* 9.5
64* 8
57* 7
52* 6
48* 5
45* 4
39* 3
38* 2
31* 1
U Statistic Value = 9 (n=19.1: T not. quoted)
Interpretation of Language FALSE / Interpretation of Langiage TRUE
U Statistic Value = 10
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Appendix J
Mann/Whitney/Wi 1 coxon Rank Order Test
Male/Female Comparison Tables
Ordinary Grade............................. Page A174
Higher Grade............................... Page A178
Sixth Year Studies  Page A182
Page A173
Male/Female Rate Statistics 
Mann-Wh itney/W11 coxon Rank Stun Two-Sample Test 
Ordinary Grade Questions 
Categorised by Process Values 
Male vs Female Pass Rate (Numerical Processes TRUE) 
(Male Rates marked with *)
Rate Rank
63 7.5
63 7.5
51 6
47* 5
44* 4
43* 2.5
43 2.5
40* 1
U Statistic Value = 2.5: n = 4: T=0
Male/Female Rate Statistics 
Mann-Whitney/Wilcoxon Rank Sum Two-Sample Test 
Ordinary Grade Questions 
Categorised by Process Values 
Male vs Female Pass Rate (Numerical Processes FALSE) 
(Male Rates marked with *)
Rate Rank
92* 26
85 24.5
85 24.5
84 23
83* 22
82 21
81* 20
79* 19
74* 18
71 17
70* 16
65 15
64 14
63* 13
60 12
55* 10.5
55 10.5
52 8.5
52 8.5
50 7
48* 6
42* 5
38 4
37* 3
32* 2
20* 1
U Statistic Value = 70.5: n = 13: T=45
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Mann Whii1;ey/Wi 1 coxon Rank Gun Two-Sample Test 
Ordinary Grade Questions 
Categorised by Content Values 
Male vs Female Pass Rate (Formulae/Equations TRUE) 
(Male Rates marked with *)
Rate Rank
85 16
74* 15
71 14
70* 13
63* 11
63 11
63 11
60 9
52 8
50 7
47* 6
43* 5
38 4
37* OU
32* 2
20* 1
U Statistic Value iic
oCMII
Male/Female Rate Statistics 
Mann-Whitney/Wilcoxon Rank Sum Two-Sample Test 
Ordinary Grade Questions 
Categorised by Content Values 
Male vs Female Pass Rate (Formulae/Equations FALSE) 
(Male Rates marked with *)
Rate Rank
92* 18
85 17
84 16
83* 15
82 14
81* 13
79* 12
65 11
64 10
55* 8.5
55 8.5
52 7
51 6
48* 5
44* 4
43 3
42* 2
40* 1
U Statistic Value = 33.5: n = 9: T=17
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Mann -wutney/Wi 1 coxon Rank Sum Two-Sample Test 
Ordinary Grade Questions 
Categorised by Skills Values 
Male vs Female Pass Rate (Processing Data TRUE) 
(Male Rates marked with *)
Rate Rank
92* 24
85 22.5
85 22.5
84 21
83* 20
82 19
81* 18
79* 17
74* 16
71 15
70* 14
65 13
63* 11.5
63 11.5
60 10
55 9
52 7.5
52 7.5
50 6
48* 5
43* 4
42* 3
37* 2
32* 1
U Statistic Value = 57.5: n = 12: T=37
Male/Female Rate Statistics 
Mann-Whitney/Wilcoxon Rank Sum Two-Sample Test 
Ordinary Grade Questions 
Categorised by Skills Values 
Male vs Female Pass Rate (Processing Data FALSE) 
(Male Rates marked with *)
Rate Rank
64 10
63 9
55* 8
51 7
47* 6
44* 5
43 4
40* 3
38 2
20* 1
U Statistic Value =8: n = 5: T=2
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Male/Female Rate Statistics 
Mann-Whitney/Wi 1 coxon Rank Sum Two-Sample Test 
Ordinary Grade Questions 
Categorised by Language Values 
Male vs Female Pass Rate (Interpretation of Language TRUE) 
(Male Rates marked with *)
Rate Rank
92* 30
85 29
84 28
83* 27
82 26
79* 25
74* 24
71 23
70* 22
65 21
63* 19
63 19
63 19
60 17
55 16
52 14.5
52 14.5
51 13
50 12
48* 11
47* 10
44* 9
43 7.5
43* 7.5
42* 6
40* 5
38 4
37* 3
32* 2
20* 1
U Statistic Value =81.5: n - 15: T=64
Male/Female Rate Statistics 
Mann-Whitney/Wilcoxon Rank Sum Two-Sample Test- 
Ordinary Grade Questions 
Categorised by Language Values 
Male vs Female Pass Rate (Interpretation of Language FALSE) 
(Male Rates marked with *)
Rate Rank
85 4
81* 3
64 2
55* 1
U Statistic Value =1: n = 2: T not quoted
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Male/Female Rate Statistics 
Mann-Whitney/Wi1coxon Rank Sum Two-Sample Test 
Higher Grade Questions 
Categorised by Process Values 
Male vs Female Pass Rate (Numerical Processes TRUE) 
(Male Rates marked with *)
Rate Rank
90* 12
86 11
85 9.5
85 9.5
83* 8
74 7
71* 5.5
71* . 5.5
65* 4
63* 3
60 2
46 1
U Statistic Value =17: n = 6: T=5
Categorised by Process Values 
Male vs Female Pass Rate (Numerical Processes FALSE) 
(Female Rates marked with *)
Rate Rank
100* 27.5
100* 27.5
98 25.5
98 25.5
96 24
94* 23
93* 22
91* 21
90 20
86* 19
82 18
78 17
75 16
71 15
69 14
66* 13
63 11.5
63* 11.5
61 9.5
61 9.5
60* 8
59* 6.5
59 6.5
57* 5
46* 4
44 3
29* 2
17* 1
U Statistic Value =86: n = 14: T=55
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Male/Female Rate Statistics 
Mann-Whitney/W11coxon Rani; Sum Two-Sample Test 
Higher Grade Questions 
Categorised by Content Values 
Male vs Female Pass Rate (Formulae/'Equations TRUE) 
(Female Rates marked with *)
Rate Rank
100* 22
98 21
96 20
93* 19
86* 18
85* 17
83 16
78 15
74* 14
71 12.5
71 12.5
65 11
63 9.5
63 9.5
61 8
60* 6.5
60* 6.5
59* 4.5
59 4.5
46* 2.5
46* 2.5
29* 1
U Statistic Value = 47.5: n = 11: T=30
Categorised by Content Values 
Male vs Female Pass Rate (Formulae/Equations FALSE) 
(Male Rates marked with *)
Rate Rank
100 18
98* 17
94 16
91 15
90* 13.5
90* 13.5
86 12
85 11
82* 10
75* 9
71* 8
69* 7
66 6
63 5
61* 4
57 3
44* 2
17 1
U Statistic Value =39: n = 9: T=17
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Mann--Whitney/Wi1coxon Rank Sum Two-Sample Test 
Higher Grade Questions 
Categorised by Skills Values 
Male vs Female Pass Rate (Processing Data TRUE) 
(Female Rates marked with *)
Rate Rank
100* 23.5
100* 23.5
98 22
96 21
94* 20
91* 19
90 18
86* 17
85* 16
82 1 ^ /
75 14
71 12.5
71 12.5
69 11
66* 10
65 9
63 7.5
63* 7.5
61 5.5
61 5.5
60* 4
59* 3
57* 2
46* 1
U Statistic Value = 68.5: n = 12: T=37
Categorised by Skills Values 
Male vs Female Pass Rate (Processing Data FALSE) 
(Female Rates marked with *)
Rate Rank
98 16
93* 15
90 14
86* 13
85* 12
83 11
78 10
74* 9
71 8
63 7
60* 6
59 5
46* 4
44 3
29* 2
17* 1
U Statistic Value =26: n = 8: T=13
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Male/Female Rate Statistics 
Mann-Whitney / Wi 1 coxon Rank Siam Two-Sampie Test 
Higher Grade Questions 
Categorised by Language Values 
Male vs Female Pass Rate (Interpretation of Language TRUE) 
(Female Rates marked with *)
Rate Rank
94* 26
91* 25
90 24
86* 23
85* 22
82 21
75 20
74* 19
71 17
71 17
71 17
69 15
66* 14
65 13
63 11.5
63 11.5
61 10
60* 8.5
60* 8.5
59* 6.5
59 6.5
57* 5
46* 3.5
46* 3.5
44 2
17* 1
U Statistic Value = 74.5: n = 13: T=45
Categorised by Language Values 
Male vs Female Pass Rate (Interpretation of Language FALSE) 
(Male Rates marked with *)
Rate Rank
100 13.5
100 13.5
98* 11.5
98* 11.5
96* 10
93 9
90* 8
86 7
85 6
83* 5
78* 4
63 3
61* 2
29 1
U Statistic Value =24: n = 7: T=8
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Male/'Female Rate Statistics 
Mann-Whitney/Wi1coxon Rank Sum Two-Sample Test 
CSYS Questions 
Categorised by Process Values 
Male vs Female Pass Rate (Numerical Processes TRUE) 
(Female Rates marked with *)
Rate Rank
96* 12
86 11
82 10
80* 9
78 8
69* 7
66 6
61 5
60* 4
50 3
41* 2
17* 1
U Statistic Value =14: n = 6: T=5
Categorised by Process Values 
Male vs Female Pass Rate (Numerical Processes FALSE) 
(Male Rates marked with *)
Rate Rank
93 28
92* 27
90* 26
82 25
80 23.5
80 23.5
78 21.5
78* 21.5
77* 20
76* 19
75* 17
75* 17
75 17
73 15
69* 14
63 13
60 12
58* 10
58* 10
58* 10
54 8
50* 6.5
50 6.5
44 5
40 4
30 3
25* 1.5
25* 1.5
U Statistic Value =96: n = 14: T=55
Page Alb2
Ms 1 e /'Fema 1 e Rat a St a r 1 at i cs 
Mann-Wh11 r;ey /Wi 1 coxon Rank Sum Two-Sample Test 
CSY5 Questions 
Categorised by Content Values 
Male vs Female Pass Rate (Formulae/Equations TRUE) 
(Female Rates marked with *)
Rate Rank
96* 18
90 17
86 16
82 15
80* 13.5
80* 13.5
78 12
75 11
73* 10
69* 8.5
69 8.5
66 7
63* 6
61 5
60* 4
50 3
41* 2
17* 1
U Statistic Value =31.5: n = 9: T=17
Categorised by Content Values 
Male vs Female Pass Rate (Formulae/Equations FALSE) 
(Male Rates marked with *)
Rate Rank
93 OO
92* 21
82 20
80 19
78 17.5
78* 17.5
77* 16
76* 15
75* 13.5
75 13.5
60 12
58* 10
58* 10
58* 10
54 8
50* 6.5
50 6.5
44 5
40 4
30 3
25* 1.5
25* 1.5
U Statistic Value = 56.5: n = 11: T=30
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Male/Female Rata Statistics 
Mann-Wh11ney/Wi1coxon Rank Sum Two—Sample Test 
CSYS Questions 
Categorised by Skills Values 
Male vs Female Pass Rate (Processing Data TRUE) 
(Female Rates marked with *)
Rate Rank
90 16
82 15
80* . 13
80* 13
80* 13
78* 10.5
78 10.5
75 8.5
75 8.5
73* 7
69* 5.5
69 5.5
63* 4
58 3
50 2
17* 1
U Statistic Value =31: n = 8: T=13
Categorised by Skills Values 
Male vs Female Pass Rate (Processing Data FALSE) 
(Female Rates marked with *)
Rate Rank
96* 24
93* 23
92 22
86 21
82* 20
78 19
77 18
76 17
75* 16
66 15
61 14
60* 12.5
60* 12.5
58 10.5
58 10.5
54* 9
50 7.5
50* 7.5
44* 6
41* 5
40* 4
30* 3
25 1.5
25 1.5
U Statistic Value = 64.5: n = 12: T=37
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Male/Female Rate Statistics 
Mann-Whitney/Wi1coxon Rank Sum Two-Sample Test 
CSYS Questions 
Categorised by Language Values 
Male vs Female Pass Rate (Interpretation of Language TRUE) 
(Female Rates marked with *)
Rate Rank
96* 38
93* 37
92 36
90 35
86 34
82 32.5
82* 32.5
80* 30
80* 30
80* 30
78 27
78* 27
78 27
76 25
75* 23
75 23
75 23
73* 21
69* 19.5
69 19.5
66 18
63* 17
61 16
60* 15
58 '13
53 13
58 13
54* 11
50 9
50 9
50* 9
44* 7
41* 6
40* 5
30* 4
25 2.5
25 2.5
17* 1
U Statistic Value =173: n = 19: T=113
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Appendix K 
Instructions for Attached BBC Discs
Page A186
Instructions for BBC Model B Software
Each disc is set up for automatic booting, and runs a menu 
program called "SMENU". This lists the files in the default 
($) directory, and CHAINS the file chosen by pressing the 
desired number. 'Hie files in the other directories, in both 
discs, are data files which .are called up by the programs in 
the $ directory. Neither disc is copy-protected, and all files 
can be loaded, listed or dumped if desired.
The 1BCOT file in each disc is the same, and sets up the red 
function keys for particular uses. Key fO RUNs the program 
loaded into memory, and fl LISTs it. f2 calls up a utility 
procedure, A.PROCED, which is a useful screen editor. f"9 
deletes the procedure after use. (See below for fuller details 
of PROCED.) Typing *TYPE IBGOT will list the settings.
Disc 1 contains the most important of the files relevant to 
the first part of the project, the electronic questionnaire. 
The appropriate service files, containing the required data, 
are all present on the disc, so that all programs may be run 
normally.
In all cases where there is some output from the program, 
there is the opportunity to send it either to the screen or 
also to a printer.
The programs on Disc 1 are as follows:
1. PROBana - the main electronic questionnaire program. This 
uses N.name and all the files in the 0. H and S 
directories as it proceeds. The answerfiles have all been 
set to blanks, so that you can attempt the questionnaire 
if you wish.
2. ANSana is for checking the contents of answerfiles. It 
displays the contents of the chosen grade on the screen.
3. ADVAN lists the advantages of the electronic questionnaire 
in large type on the screen, suitable for a presentation.
4. PROPS also uses large type, and lists the propositions.
5. READER. UPDATE and WRIana are all utility programs to 
read, amend or create new text files for use with the
- PROBana questionnaire.
6. "answri" and "namewri" are utilities for creating new 
(blank) answerfiles and namefiies respectively.
Disc 2 contains a selection of the programs written for the 
other part of the project - the analysis of the data provided 
by the electronic questionnaire and the pupils' marks. The 
disc is set up with the main programs in the $ directory and 
the other directories containing appropriate service files, 
but some of the service files in this case are very large, 
particularly those ("marks" and "passes") relating to the 
candidates' performances. As with Disc 1. the programs can be 
RUN to test them.
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'Trie programs on Disc 2 fire as foi lows:
1. FAMILY uses the QVAL files m  the appropriate directories 
and creates lists of problems with simi bar characteristics 
as discussed in Chapter 5.
2. PASSMK operates on the "marks" flies and converts them 
into "passes" files in accordance with the factor chosen 
at the beginning of the program. Thus factor should lie 
between 0.2 (10%) and 1.8 (90%). A factor of 1 gives a 50% 
pass mark for each problem. Tins program was superseded by 
a related one which used set pass marks for each problem, 
as discussed in Appendix G. The program will overwrite the 
existing "passes" files to new ones relating to whichever 
pass factor is chosen. The passes files on the disc are at 
50% pass grades.
3. MERIT uses the passes files, and places the problems in 
order of merit. The program reads the chosen passes file, 
and then counts totals of male, female and blank in each 
problem, before re-ordering the problems through the 
PROCswap method, as discussed in Appendix A. Later 
versions also collected data into groups with similarities 
in proposition values.
4. ALLana divides the problems into two groups in relation to
each of the proposition sets in turn, then displays the
sets in order of merit and calculates means and standard
deviations of male, female and total pass rates.
5. TOTstat is the program which carries out the Mann/Whitney/ 
Wilcoxon Rank Order calculations and displays the results 
in suitable tables for comparison with the U statistic 
critical values from the Statistical Tables.
A.PROCED is a useful screen editing procedure which was
published in BEEBUG magazine. It is for editing BASIC programs 
and allows extra data to be inserted into lines as required, 
without the necessity of copying each line in total. The first 
lines of procedures and functions are listed first and chosen 
by the cursor keys. Pressing RETURN changes the editor into 
line mode, and the up/down cursor keys will then move one line 
at a time. After new characters have been added to a line, the 
RETURN key must be pressed to establish the change. Moving (by 
the up/down cursor) will restore the old line to the program. 
CTRL-D will delete the currently selected line, and CTRL-S 
starts a search for any character string which is entered on 
the prompt "Target: ". The editing finishes when ESCAPE is 
pressed, but can be re-started by pressing BREAK. The 
procedure is in lines 32000 onwards, and is deleted using f9, 
which is defined by the (BOOT file for that purpose. Note that 
this file is not present on Disc 2, because of lack of disc 
space. A program can nevertheless be loaded from Disc 2, then 
Disc 1 inserted and PROCED (present as an ASCII file) can be 
EXECuted using f2.
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